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Introduction 
During the two decades preceding the ·Nar of b.rneri-
can Independence the strongest links between England and 
America were the Board of Trade and, under this Board, the 
Royal Governors of the North ~~rican provinces. These 
governors corresponded at length with the home government 
giving complete advice concerning the state and nature of 
the colonies, and they attempted to enforce legislation 
affecting the colonies passed by the British 1arliament. 
At the same time th~y were often fo reed to deal with colonial 
legislatures elected by the people of the provinces which 
often controlled the expenditure of money in the province 
including the salary of the Governor. On the whole these 
Royal Gove rnors conducted themselves as loyal subjects of 
the King. Many of them tried bo appreciate the justice of 
the colonial cause, but their devotion and loyalty to the 
King and parliament frequently caused them to prosecute the 
~~11 of the home government, even when this course was the 
unpopular one. Francis Bernard, Royal Governor of Massachu-
setts from 1760 to l7S9~ was a typical Governor in this respect. 
Fortunately for the student of history the royal 
governors left many records and carried on voluminous corres-
pondence, most of which is available today for examination. 
It is thus possible to study the progress of events in their 
vi 
day, and to ascertain the reasons for so~e of their acti~ns 
and the results o' these actions . In the cas~ of Fra~cis 
Bernard more th~rr Ot•e thousand letters written by or to the 
Governor are available. 
Often these men were natives of Aneric a and despite 
their general loyalty to the King they were frequently 
accused of favcrin_ the colonial point of view . More often 
_they were me bers of English families of Jentle birth, bred 
in the English law and in the principles of the En~lish 
Constitution. Lsny were !!len of social and schol2rly 
distinction who hoped to use .m rican posts as steps toward 
promotion in other niplomatic and ministerial branches of the 
government. The c~reer~ o~~n to 5ent lemen in the eighteenth 
century were limited in nurrber, s,d rren of the upper middl e 
class and youneser sons f no ble families, without sufficient 
funds and income - producing estateR, entered the accepted 
professions: t~," .. ' 1 4 Gary or naval service , the ministry , the 
study and prc.ctice of law, and government service. As the 
numoer of colonies and provinces increased, t.t.e number of 
civil serVD.:l"S'3 .. r:: _d.ed to adm.inis ter them increased as ·well , 
and by tl:.e F~rly .PL.L -r; ,..., t- Le P • ~hteenth cent...:try appoi ~t·nents 
to Americar~ ~ -,C!tq "'Pre distinctions desjred and sought by >nen 
of the best English familiAs . 
One of these !!'en was Francis 3ernard , J. prom nent 
barrister o ~ t lle city- o.:' Lincoln, an Oxford ~radua te of ~ood 
family background and excellent family connections, who, 
desiring to support and to establish an estate for his large 
and increasing family, accepted an appointment as Governor 
vi.i 
of New Jersey in 1757 and after a successful term of two years 
was promoted to the more important post of Governor of the 
Province of Mas sachusetts Bay in New England . This biogra-
phical study is largely an account of his activities as a colonial 
governor. The author of this study is primarily conce r ned with 
Bernard's administration of the province of r.~as sachuse;tts . 
Bernard entered Boston in 1760 with hi gh hopes of great success 
based upon his previous accopmplishments. After an administra -
tion which l asted nine years, he left the provin ~ detested and 
vilified by a large part, or at least the most vocal portion of t he 
population, and bequeathed to his succ e ssor a hostile legislature, 
a r ellious Council , and a domai n wh~se inhabitants were fired 
with revolutionary philosophy. 
viii 
re'.rious ·:ark 
De rite his importance in .. merica.u Listo,...., ~ :!'re. cis 
.:3er·na.rd hud !!Ot beeP.. che sv.t ·ect of c. fu:l - 1-. .. n:;th biogra -Y in 
v:b.i ch .s.ll of: the important document. s c ontri bu lng o c.. well -
rounded portrait of the Governor> have been ...:tilized . Be nard 1 s 
so Thomes , '"ho eventually i ~erited the baroi1etcy , prepared i ... 
1700 u. brief biograJ:-1 J entitled he L fe of Sir Francis Ber.r.~.t..rd 
which~ az ; .:_vately istributed . ':'his ,..or'" ma.kes some use o 
Bernard's letters , bu~ is too rie£ a d , as is tc be expected ; 
lacks a1 y semblance of objectivity. Biographical sLe tche 
outlining the .ai n events in Bernard 1 s life ap ear i ~ the 
... ~~ ti:.L al Biography and in the Dictionar,y of 
merican Biog:"'&.J:-·!:Y c.. d in othe~ simile.r str.ndard collections of' 
bio0ra1Jhie , uut t hs E:..1cyc opa.edia Britannic a contains nc 
account of his li e . 
full le .~.e;th biography is included in the second :half 
of Volume I and ir Volume II of' Sophia Elizateth Hi gins's The 
Berna.r0 s of '.. inchendc , .1 .ich is a f ..... mily 
bisto1· • This book t.:OEta_ns most o1' t!.e esse .tial :facts in the 
h:..stor~ of t~e period, aEd is es.l:Jecially good for its genealogical 
study. The author had 1 ot vlsited the United States aL d had not 
consulted such im ortant contemporary documents as the Temple 
and Bowdoin and the Hutchinson papers and other contemporary 
ix 
!':.Cvounta in nevrspa.pers, diaries , and letters in tb.e 1.':'e.ssachu-
setts Historical Society , the Harvard College Library, and the 
Massachusetts Archives. Even more important than these papers 
are the Bernard Letter Books (Bernard ~Qpers), trirteen volumes 
of le tte:!"'s, -eight volumes of letters written by Ber:J.a.rd, to 
leaders in En~land and hmerica and five volu~es of letters 
received by :Bernard. These letters were purchased bJ Jared 
Sparks in London in 1846 for $600 , and are in the Houghton 
Library in HarvarJ University . Mrs . Hi~gins ~as aware of 
the existence of trese volumes, for she wrote in the preface 
to Volume I of her work: 
Doc m n s illustrating the most critical period 
of the history of Engle:i.1d in its r elati o s with 
America have been allowed to fall into ~erican 
hands J a-:1d it had not therefore been practicable 
for me to consult them. 
Other men of this period have been the subjects 
of biographical studies. John Adams's letters and diary 
be.ve been printed in ten volumes. The life of Samuel dams 
has been treated rather completely bJl J. K. Hosmer and more 
recently by R. • Harlow and by John C. Killer.. Thomas 
Hutchinson needs a more effective treatment than that given 
him by Jarnes K. Hosme r :in his biography of Hutchinson, and 
there are prospects that a short, favorable biographical 
slretch by C. K . Shipton wi 11 ap pedr soon. full-length, 
less apologetic study than that of Hosmer is needed. Tudor's 
X 
Life of Otis, prepared more than 12 years a go should be re-
vised and corrected, and some steps have been accomplished 
toward this. Adequate bioeruphies of many of the important 
figures, Thacher, Cooper~ I ayhew, Chauncy, and Bowdoin, to 
mention only a few 1 are sorely needed. 
The entire pre-Revolutionary period has been treated 
in detail in most stru~dard histories but is still in need of 
much re-examination ancl re-evaluation. Some persons have 
done important work on certain aspects. EdmundS. ~organ has 
studied in detail colonial attitudes toward taxation in this 
period and has offered some interesting but controversial 
conclusaons. Francis G. Walett has studied the Council in 
this and es pecially after 1765~ and has prepared two 
---=-'"'-
long papers discussing the changing complexion of this body. 
Ellen E. Brennan has made a detailed study of plural office 
holding in ];,assacl.,use tt s in this period and has been es ecially 
concerned with its relation to the "separation" of departments 
of government , a problem that became acute after Bernard assumed 




Lares and Penates 
I 
Vfhen Francis Bernard , Royal Governor of the Province of 
Massachusetts Bay in New England , was gr anted a Baronetcy by 
George III in 1769, he v~rote to the Earl of Hillsb orough, 
then the Secretary of State for the American Department, "I 
have no Appetite of Honours, but as they are public Testi-
menials of the King's Approbation of the Conduct of his 
Servants. In this Sense they a1~e allways desirable •••••• " 1 
This devotion and high estimation of service to king and 
cmmtry was no new conception in the philosophy of the Ber-
nard family, for the Governor was descended from a long line 
of public servants, ministers and soldiers to whom service 
to king and country was a great and important honor. 
The mediaeval progenitor of Sir Francis Bernard who 
originated and designed the family escutcheon had selected 
a family motto which justified this devotion to duty. This 
family maxim, "Bear and Forbear" served as a cormnandment and 
as a guide to the colonial governor . In his term of office 
as Governor of' Massachusetts Bay, Sir Francis was forced to 
bear the brunt of' the American opposition to the obnoxious 
laws affecting the North American provinces passed by the 
1. Bernard Papers (Harvard College Library), XII, 421; 
Bernard to Hillsborough, 26 January, 1769. 
British Parliament in the 1760 ' s , and , despite his frequent 
personal be l ief in the inefficiency and imprudence of the 
laws , he was forced by his devotion to the prerogative of 
2 
the home governn1ent to forbear from relaxing the rigidity 
with which these laws were enforced . An accoun.t of the back-
ground and the colonial career of this man is the central 
theme of these pa~es . 
The origin of the Bernard family in England is uncer-
tain . One family tradition trace s the family to a brother 
of St . Bernard of Clairvaux, the prominent Cisterican leader 
and Catholic theologian of the twelfth century, while another 
family genealogist claims Danish descent . Burke's Dictionary 
of the Peerage mentions one Sir Theophi l us Bernard , "a val-
iant knyghte of German descent who in 1066 accompanied Wil -
liam the Conqueror into England ; was s on of Sir Egerett and 
father of Sir Dorbard Bernard , whose descendants settled in 
the counties of Westmoreland, York, and Northampton . 112 
Whether any of these accounts is true is only a matter of 
conjecture . One genealogica l fac t is knovm, however: Fran-
cis Bernard was a descendant of a younger line of an old dis -
tinguished family which traced its ancestr y to Godfrey 
Bernard, believed to be the son of .Judge Thomas Fitz Bernard, 
Lord of Isleham in Cambridgeshire . Thomas was a famous judge 
2 . Sophia E . Higgins , The Bernards of Abington and Nether 
Winchendon , (London , 1903) , I , 3 , 4n . quotes Burke ' s 
Dictionar~ of the Peerage as her authority for this . St . 
Bernard used the Latin form of the motto , Sustene et 
Abstene , for his family ·crest . 
3 
and a member of the Household of Henry II. Godfrey Bernard, 
or Barnard , of Wansford, Yorkshire , was entered in Herald's 
College in the thirteenth cent1~y during the reign of Henry 
III . 
The Bernard coat of arms is an interesting one and may 
reflect a sense of humor which Sir Francis does not seem to 
have inherited . The escutcheon is divided quarterly . Sec-
tions one and four are silver (argent) and show a bear , 
rampant muzzled and collared. The third quarter is also 
ar0ent and shows the heads of three lions coupe. The second 
quarter is azure and displays a saltire (cross) engrai led. 
The family crest shows a demi-bear on a wreath as in the 
3 The use of the bear in the arms and the selection of arms. 
the motto "Bear and Forbear" must have some close relation, 
for a pun in those days was an acceptable and, in fact, a 
4 highly regarded type of humor. \~ether this pun might be 
3. George Lipscomb, TI~e History and Antiquities of the County 
of Buclringham (London,l847) ,I,521. The Bernard far.1ily arms 
which appear in color in a third floor window in the State 
House , Boston, are described as follows in Charles K.Bolton, 
American Armory (Boston,l927),14, "Quart 1 and 4 saltire. 
Arg a bear ramp sa muzzled (or) 2 and 3. Arg 3 lions' heads , 
erased gu with a bordure engrailed vert (Winlow,Co.Lincoln) 
Over all an inscutcheon sic arg a gross flory ag bet 4 
Cornish chouchs su (Offley of London) . Crest:Out of a ducal 
cor 4 fruited sprigs vert . Motto:Ani mus nisi ;earet im;eerat . u 
These were Bern~1~ 1 B personal family arms combining bhe Win-
low a~ms of hi s mother's family with the Offley arms of his 
wife's family . 
4. It is interesting to note that the motto,"Bear a -1 Forbear", 
appears on the arms of two other families, the Langf ords and 
the Burgoynes , the family of the famous General "Gentleman Johnny" 
Burgoyne. The Barnard family arms contain the motto in French, 
"Fer et Perfer." 
carried further and applied to the first syllable of the 
family surname is not immediately evident . If a pun v1as 
intended, and it seems reasonable to believe that "this is 
so , the use of the word "bear" in the motto has another in-
teresting feature . The word for 11bear" in Anglo- Saxon was 
11 bara 11 , for 11 to bear" , 11baran11 , and for "to forbear 11 , rrfor-
baran" . The French equivalents for these words are for the 
4 
noun bear, ~' and for the verb, to bear , porter or sup-
porter and to .florbear, s 1 abs tenir . In an age in which French 
was the court langua8e and the Anglo- Saxon tongue looked dovm 
upon , the Ber na rd family 'LJ.Sed the Anglo-Saxon words in its 
motto . 
The Be rnards in the centuries that followed were model 
British subjects supporting the king and taking an active 
part in the rise of the nation . They became Anglicans in 
the sixteenth century and were loyal members of the Estab-
lished Church . Some married into excellent families, some 
lines went into oblivion, and one of the descendants of God-
frey Bernard, through a line ot.l-J.er than that of Franci s 
Bernard , was created a Baronet . 5 Ance stors of Francis 
Bernard in the eighteenth century fo llowed genteel occupa-
tions and the family history shows that many were ordained 
ministers and minor public officials . 
II 
Francis Bernard's father was the Reverend Francis 
5 . G. Lipscomb, ££• cit., I , 520 . 
Bernard, the rector of Brightwell , a small tovm in Berkshire 
located near Wallingford and between Oxford and Reading . 
The elder Bernard combined his ministerial duties with serv-
• 6 A ice as a county mag1strate . graduate of Oy~ord and a 
fellow of St. John's College in 0y~ord 1 Rev. Francis Bernard 
had b een assigned to the Brightwell parish in 1702. He was 
married on 17 August , 1711 at the age of fifty to Margery 
Winlowo of Lewh~or, Oxfordshire who was more than twenty 
years hi s junior 1 and in July of the follovring year 1 their 
only child, Francis Bernard, the subject of this biography , 
was born . 7 
Francis Bernard 's mother is sometimes referred to as 
rar garet but t he record of he r marriage lists h er name as 
r.:argery . She was 11 one of the four daughters and co-heiress 
of Ri chard Winlow, esquire of Lewknor, in the county of Ox-
8 ford" and Notley Abbey. One of the daughters had eloped 
with a man beneath her station and was disinherited. Of the 
three remaining daughters 1.1argery married Bernard , Sarah 
Winlow married Hoses Terry 1 who later was ordained, and I.!ary 
Winlovr had married John Tyringham, who died in 1705. The 
Terrys had one daughter , Jane, who was a few months younger 
6. Thomas Bernard, The Life of Sir Francis Dernard (London, 
1790) 2. Sir Thomas Bernard was the third son of Gover -
nor Francis Bernard. 
5 
7. The account of Bernard's life in the Dictionary of National 
Biography suegests 1711 (?) as the probable birt~date, but 
the date of his parents' marriage and, and this is more 
important, the date of his baptism, make the July, 1712 
date a more likely one. 
s. Thomas Bernard, 2£• cit., 2. 
than Francis Bernard, the subject of this study, and the 
Tyringhams had a daughter Jane Tyringham who was about ten 
9 years older than Francis Bernard. 
The exact day of the future Governor's birth is uncer-
tain, but the parish records list the date of his baptism 
as 12 July, 1712, and this event took place usually when an 
infant was about one week old. The child undoubtedly never 
knew his father, for the rector died on 14 December, 1715, 
6 
and was buried at Lewlmor. The widow remained in the rectory 
with her small son until tl1e new rector was named in the fo1-
lowing year. Thi s man was to play an important part in 
Francis Bernard 's education and in the development of his 
literary interests. 
The new rector of Brightwell parish was Anthony Alsop , 
a man about forty-five years old. He had an excellent repu-
tation as a scholar and as a preacher, and so the little 
village was fortunate in obtaining the services of so estim-
able a man . Hi s appointment to the parish must have caused 
no little excitement, particularly among the ladies of the 
parish. The profession of clergyman has always had its oc-
cupational hazards and the position of one who is celibate 
through choice was then and still is extremely precarious. 
Every charming widow and every mother with a daughter of 
marriageable age fawns upon him hoping for some slight dis-
9 . G. Lipscomb, ££• cit., 519. S~e Appendix for Chart of 
Winlowe-Tryingham-Bernard line. 
play or favor and encouragement, and it cannot be supposed 
that Anthony Alsop, middle-aged , cultured, and unmarried , 
lacked that singular attraction for the ladies of Brightwell 
that marks almost all of his bachelor brethren. The hopes 
or the ladies or the village were dashed, however, when the 
7 
young widow, for Mrs . Bernard was then in her early thirties, 
and the new minister discovered a strong mutual affinity. 
The vddow's respectable year or mourning had hardly expired 
when she married the new rector and thus remained the mis -
tress or the Brightwell rectory. 
Since his influences on the education and literary in-
terests of Francis Bernard were great , the background or 
Rev . Anthony Alsop is worthy of more attention. Alsop , who 
had an outstanding reputation as a classical scholar, was 
eraduated from Westminster and from Christ Church, Oxford , 
from which he received the M. A. degree in 1696 and the n. 
D. degree in 1706. He had been a favorite of the Dean of' 
10 Christ Church, and under his patronage , Alsop had prepared 
a Latin edition of Aesop's Fables , under the title Fabularum 
Aesopicarum Delectus, which was published in 1698. This book 
and his numerous poems which appeared frequently in English 
11 
magazines broueht him some fame in literary circles. Vlhen 
10. Alsop, a Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Arabi c and Italian Scholar 
was one of the "Christ Church Wits" . 
11. Leslie Stephen, "Anthony Alsop" , D. N. B ., I, 345. A 
brief biographical essay on Alsop-containing a commentary 
on his work appears in John Nichols , Literary Anecdotes 
of~ Eighteenth Century, (London, 1812), II , 233-235. 
he decided upon a life of service to the Church, he vms 
equally successful. His school ties helped him very much 
8 
for Westminster and Christ Church boasted many bishops among 
their alumni: To two of these Alsop owed his appointment to 
Brightwell. Francis Atterbury, 12 Bishop of Rochester and 
Dean of Vestminster, recmmnended Alsop 1 s appointment to Sir 
Jonathan Trelavmey , 13 the brilliant Bishop of Bristol, Exeter, 
and Winchester, who made the Bri~~twell assignment. Alsop 
also held a prebend in Winchester which provided him with an 
income from the Cathedral Church in addition to the compensa-
tion for the Brightwell Parish. 
Although young Bernard had lost his father at an early 
age, it still seemed likely that he would have good parental 
care in an excellent literary and religious atmosphere . But 
this home life was disrupted again before Francis was old 
enough to have absorbed any of its advantages, when 1. argery 
12. Atterbury, a friend of Swift, Addison, Steele, Pope, and 
other literary figures of his day, was a quiescent Jacob-
ite until after the rebellion of 1715 when he refused to 
sign the declaration of confidence in the g overnment. 
His Jacobitism became stronger after this date and by 
1717 he was carrying on direct cmmnunication with the 
Jacobites in England and abroad . He was arrested, im-
prisoned and sentenced to exile . 
13. Trelavmey, a ba ronet and a bishop, was graduated from 
Westminster and Christ Church . He was one of the seven 
bishops arrested and imprisoned in the tower, by order 
of James II, on charges of seditious libel, of which 
they were found not guilty . Trela\~~ey was the hero of a 
Cornish ballad, the refrain of which ran: 
And shall Trelawney die? 
Then twenty thousand Cornislrmen will know the reason 
why. 
D. N. ~., LVII, 179-82. 
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Bernard Alsop died of smallpox in I.lay t 1718. After his wife's 
death, which he mourned in a suitable Latin elegiac, 14 Alsop 
turned the problem of the rearing of the boy to the child's 
aunt, Mrs. Sarah Winlowe Terry of Hollywell, Oxford, with 
vn1on the boy lived until he was sent to school. The child 
continued on good terms v1ith his step-father until Alsop's 
death in 1726. From Bernard 's choice of schools and from 
the fact that Bernard later published an edition of his 
step-father's poems it appears obvious that Alsop continued 
llis interest in the boy 's progress and education. 
An account of the childh ood of Francis Bernard must be 
created from the fragmentary evidence available. His aunt, 
with wh on he made his home , was married to Moses Terry , a 
newly-ordained rainister . The Terrys had one daughter, Jane, 
who vras a few nonths younger than Francis and v1ho \7as alv1ays 
on friendly terms with her cousin-brother. In the Terry 
household was another cousin, Jane Tyringham, a daugh ter of 
14. This lengthy poem discussed Charon and Lachesis and drars 
a co:nparison between Alsop 1 s feelings and those of a 
t~~tle-dove bereft of his mate . The poet wrote that if 
he ·\'lere equal to the Thracian singer as a perforner on the 
cithera, he would set out immediately on a journey to the 
Elysian shores and rescue hi s wife from Tartarus. Shortly 
after l1rs. Alsop's death a 11rs. Eliza Atkins (Elizabeth 
Astrey?) of Oxford sued Alsop for b2000 for breach of 
promise of marriage, and the minister v1as forced to re-
tire to Holland unti l the matter could be settled. In one 
of hi s Latin poems he jokes about hi s "banishment". Dur-
dent in Biographie Universe lle, (Paris, 1808) ttAlsop 
(Antoine)" wrote of the event, "En. 1717 I.listress Eliza-
beth Astrey d 1 0xford l'attaqua en rupture du marriage con-
trate entre eux et obtint contre lui b2000 liv. sterl. de 
dedamae;ement. Co duit sans doute ce qui le contraignit a 
quitter l'Angleterre. On ne sait combien de temps dura 
son exil." 
another Winlowe sister JT 
, ,_ary • The little family moved to 
Lincolnshire about 1720.15 Jane 
William Beresford about 1723 and 
Tyringham married one 
had one son, Christopher , 
who died at the ace of sixteen. 
Jane Tyringham Beresford 
role in Francis Bernard's l.f played an important 
l e. In 
n ovember 1745 
, , she inherited the Tyringham 
estate at Nether 
Winchendon from her 
cousin, Mary Tyringham. S ince Jane was 
10 
another Winlowe sister , J.:ary . The little family moved to 
Lincolnshire about 1720 . 15 Jane Tyringham married one 
Wi lliam Beresford about 1723 and had one son, Christopher, 
who died at the ace of sixteen. Jane Tyringham Beresford 
played an important role in Francis Bernard's life . In 
10 
rovel'!lber , 1745, she inherited the Tyringham estate at nether 
Vinchendon from her cousin , llary Tyringham . Since Jane was 
childless and without any close rela. ti ves , she r.'ade Francis 
Bernard and his cl1i ldren her heirs and upon her death this 
property provided the basis for t h e Bernard estate . 
Through Jane Terry Bernard became acquainted with a boy 
who was to become one of the n ost interesting and contro-
versial figures of the century . Jane Terry marri ed Howard 
Hastings , a customs official , whose brother , Pynaston Hast-
ings, was the father of Warren Hastings . AJhen Pynas ton 
Hastings died in 1740 Warren 'iastings , t h en ei~ht years old, 
was adopted by his uncle and rernained in hi s care until 
Eovmrd ' s death in 1749 , after vrhich he went to India and his 
fortune. 16 
III 
In all of this period Bernard mus t have seen Alsop 
frequently, for the clergyman did not remarry but continued 
his service in hi s Brightwell post . Alsop , who had Jacobite 
15 . Sophia E . Higgins, ££• cit ., I , 178 . 
16 . Upon his return from I ndia in 1764 1arren Hasting s pur-
chased a };200 annul ty for his widorved aunt , Jane Terry 
Hasting s . Charles Lawson, The Private Life of Warren 
Hastings, First Governor-General of India, (London, 1 895), 
Chapter II . 
11 
leanings, evidently did not influence Bernard's political 
beliefs , for Bernard was always devoted to his king . lie did 
play an important part in t he boy 's education and it was 
probably through hi s influence that Francis Bernar d was 
elected a king's scholar at St . Peter 's College , Westminster , 
in 1725 . Als op had attended Westminster years before and the 
headmaster was h is close friend . By his scholarship and writ-
ings , the rector had brour,h t much credit to his alma mater , 
and so h is influence was undoubtedly great . 
Westminster was an old and e stablished school whose 
alurr~i had distinguished themselves in many fields . In the 
seventeenth century, when Alsop was a student there , the 
eminent Dr . Richard Busby, the headmaster for more than .fifty 
years , reigned over the school . Among the distinguished grad-
uutes were John Dryden ; John Locke ; Bishops Atterbury, 
Trela·wney, and George Hooper; Robert South , the distinguished 
divine; Dr. Wi ll iam King , the pamphleteer; Philip lienry, the 
famous nonconformist divine; and Dr . John Freind, physician 
to the Prince of \Vales. Busby was famous as a scholar and 
notorious as a strict disciplinarian . Dr . Jolmson once re -
marlred that Busby used to declare that his rod was his sieve , 
and that whoever could not pass through that was not the boy 
17 for him, and some critics have conjectured that the 
17. Wi lliam Seward, Anecdotes of Distinguished Persons, (Lon-
don, 1795) , II, 58. In TheSpectator (No. 329) there is 
this reference to Busby :--rrAs we stood before Busby 's 
tomb the kni ght (Sir Roger deCoverley) uttered himself 
again after the same manner, ' Dr . Busby , a great man ! he 
whipped my grandfather; a very great man l I should have 
gone to him myself, if I had not been such a blockhead l 
A very great man 111 
12 
unfavorable impression of English public schools contained in 
Loclre 1 s Thoughts .9n Education was developed from his experi-
ence under Dr. Busby . 
\Vhen young Bernard attended Westminster much of this was 
changed . Robert Freind was the headmaster and John Nicoll, 
an undermaster. Freind was a great scholar, Alsop's friend, 
18 
and a successful headmaster whose method of pedagogy differ-
ed greatly from Busby 1 s . 19 A popular verse of the day hailed 
the new system thus: 
Ye sons of Westminster who still retain 
Your ancient dread of Busby 's awful reign, 
Forget at length your fears, - your panic end,-
The monarch of the p lace is now a Freind . 20 
Freind was a friend and confidante of Jonathan Swift and of 
many other v.rri ters and was acquainted with many members of 
the British Ministry. He held a high social position and 
thus West~inster under his leadership became a favorite place 
of education for sons of members of the aristocracy . The list 
of student epigrams prepared in 1727-28 when Francis Bernard 
was a student contains a number of distinguished English 
names . The school grew in size and the number of scholars in 
18 . Both Freind and Alsop were important enough to be sneered 
at by Alexander Pope in his Dunciad, and in eighteenth 
century England that was a di stinction . Pope had Richard 
Bentley, the despotic Master of Trinity College, Cambridge, 
whom he despised, ridicule the scholars in t hese lines: 
Let Freind affect to speak as Terence spoke 
And Alsop never but like Horace joke . (Bk . IV , 223-4.) 
19. Durdent , loc . cit ., wrote that Alsop in hi s preface to his 
work on AESOP had attacked Dr . Bentley in his dispute with 
Charles Boyle of Christ Church . 
20 . V'V . Bare lay Squire , "Richard Busby, 11 D. N. B., VII, 30. 
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1728 was 434 . Westminster's prominent graduates in the years 
that followed included General John Bur goyne; George Augustus, 
Third Viscount Howe; Lord George Germaine; General Thomas 
Gage; Warren Hastings; Shelbourne; and William Cowper, the 
poet . 
Anthony Alsop died when the boy was in his ·second year 
at rlestminster . There are several accounts of hi s death which 
vary in some minor details but all reports agree that he vras 
drovmed in a ditch close to his garden on 10 June, 1726 . 21 
Francis Bernard was left with no immediate fanily and con-
tinued under the care of his uncle and aunt . For the next 
three years he remained at Westminster returning only on holi -
days to his Lincoln ho1~e , so that , for tho most part, he was 
under the influence of the r·asters at Westminster . What he 
gained from the school is not certain, but we may conclude 
from the curriculum of the Public School of that day and 
from the classical bent of the masters that the boy began 
here to develop his first interest in Latin prose and poetry, 
which remained his avocation for the rest of his life . Since 
tLe prilnary purpose of the Public School was to prepare young 
r1en for admission to the Universities, Bernard had to consider 
what college he should attend . Almost all Westminster 
21 . Durdent , loc . cit. , 11 11 mourit ••• d ' une chute dans un 
forse , creuse pres de la porte de son jardin . " Mr s . 
Higgins merely translates this in her family history and 
Leslie Stephen does the same in the D. H. D. 
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graduates entered Christ Church, Oxford , and so it was not 
unusual that Bernard should follow this loeical step instead 
22 
of entering his father's college , St . John ' s . He left 
Westminster in 1729 and entered Christ Church in that year . 
His Oxford record vras not outstanding , but was adequate . 
There is no record that he was one of the "Christ Church its" 
of his day or that he vron any of the prizes offered for ex-
cellence in classical learning . Because of his limited in-
come he probably took little part in the excesses common 
among students of his day , and he did not , undoubtedly for 
financial reasons , mru{e the customary grand tour after leav-
ing Oxford . 
Vf.hile Francis Bernard was a student at Christ Church 
one of the greatest spiritual movements the world has ever 
lmown took place , but , although its repercussions were felt 
throughout the English world , they seem to have had no effect 
on Francis Bernard. Charles Wesley had been captain of the 
'lestminster school when Bernard entered there in 1725 but 
perhaps because of the difference in their ranks they do not 
seem to have met . At Christ Church Charles and his brother 
John , who had served as his father ' s curate in Lincolnshire , 
began the series of meetings and conversions that led to the 
development of the r.:ethodist Church. While these mecti!l..gs 
drew much attention among the students at Christ Church, 
22 . Perhaps the fact that his late stepfather had attended 
Christ Church also influenced youne Bernard in this 
decision . 
Bernard, completel unaffected , continued in his devotion to 
the orthodox established religion . 
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Unlike many students Bernard had no family fortune or 
estate upon v1hich he could depend for income after graduation. 
It was t herefore necessary for him to prepare for a career 
among the few professions - church , bar, civil service , army, 
or navy - open to young Englishmen of good families and in-
sufficient means . Young Bernard chose law, and in 1733, when 
he was tv1enty- 0ne years of age he was admitted to l~iddle 
Temple . He rece i ved the degree of Master of Arts from Christ 
Church in 1736 and in the following year he was called to the 
bar . Thus ~rancis Bernard became a member of a profession 
that would serve as an excellent stepping stone to political 
preferment . 
IV 
The young lawyer was familiar with the area around 
Lincoln and so, encouraged by promises of minor legal appoint-
ments which would augment his income , he decided to establish 
his practice t h ere rath er t han in London . The small city of 
Lincoln, the cotmty seat of Lincolnshire , had not fully re-
covered from the ravages of t he revolu tions of the previous 
century . It \ms the episcopal city, although the bishop 
lived in a suburb, and was the site of the famous cathedral 
which still boasts t he finest copy extant of the 1.1aena Carta. 
Bernard was undoubtedly happy to serve as provincial counsel 
there, especially when the promised legal appointments 
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materialized, and he was named t o a nl.ll:lbor of important posts . 
He was made a "Publick Notary" by the Archbishop of Canterbury 
in 1738, and in 1740 he was appointed commissioner of bails 
for Lincoln , York , ottingham, Le ceister , and Derby . 
By 1741 Bernard was we l l establ ished in Lincoln and was 
earninG a satisfactory living there , s o that he turned his at-
tention to other , more personal , matters . Sometime in this 
year he began his courtship of Amelia Offl ey of Norton Hall , 
Derbyshire . The young lawyer asked the consent of her half 
brother to the marriage in October , 1741, and the ceremony 
was performed in December of that year . 
The family background of Amelia Off ley v1as to aid greatly 
in the development of Francis Bernard ' s career and so it is 
worth some consideration at this point . Amelia Offley was 
the dauehter of Stephen Offley and his second vlife , Anna Shute . 
The Offleys were originally a Staffordshire family and Stephen 
was a descendant of the famous London family which included 
Sir Thomas Offley , who was Lord Mayor of London in 1556 , and 
Hugh Off ley, the famous Sheriff of London in Elizabeth 1 s 
reign . Stephen had made two excellent marriat;es . :re married 
first Urit~ Smythe , a distant relative of Francis Bernard 
through a conuilon sixteenth century ancestor . Her sister 
Catherine had married Thomas Bendish, a great- grandson of 
Oliver Cromwe l l . By Urith Smythe , Stephen Offley had two 
sons , Joseph, v1ho inherited the Norton Hall estate , and 
Stephen Offley, a young physician who died at the age of 
17 
thirty- five in 1739 . 
Anna Shute , Stephen Offley ' s second wife , was the 
daughter of Benjamin Shute , a famous dissenter , and the sister 
of three important persons . Her brother, Colonel Samue l Shute 
served unpopularl y as governor of the province of J.:assachusetts 
Bay from 1716 to 1727 . A sister , Martha , married Henry Bendish, 
grandson of General Henry Ireton and great- grandson of Oliver 
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Cromwell . Her other brother , John Shute , was the f irst Vis-
c ount Barrington . This fami l y connection was to serve Bernard 
in good stead for many years . Vis count Barrington ' s sons , 
Mrs . Bernard ' s cousins, were outstanding men . One son , Shute 
Barrington, became Bishop of Durham and Count Pal atine , and 
another , Samuel , was named Admira l of the White . John Bar-
rington was a British l.iajor General at Quadeloupe , and Daines 
Barrington became a famous We l sh judge , antiqiary and natural-
ist . The oldest s on, William Vilrnnan , the se cond Viscount 
Barrington, s erved as Secretary at War for many years and be -
came Bernard ' s strongest poli t ical patron . 
Both tne Offley and the Shute families were famous dis -
senters in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries . Stephen 
Offley supported a Presbyterian minister and attended non-
conformist servic es regularly vli th his family . Despite their 
di s senting views , the Offleys and the Shutes took an active 
23 . Thomas Bendish, Henry Bendish ' s brother narried a sister 
of Stephen Offley ' s first wife . See Chart . The Bern~rds 
and Offleys were also connected by a slender genealog1cal 
thread . Sir Jame s Earrineton, grandfather of Stephen Of-
fley' s first vTife , was a grandson of Anne Bernard Doyley 
Harrincton, a s ixteenth century ancestor of Francis Bernard . 
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role in government service . Stephen Offley became High 
Sheriff of Derbyshire in 1715 and served in this capacity as 
a staunch opponent of Jacobitism in Derbyshire until his 
death on 1 October , 1727 . His son Joseph continued his non-
24 
conformist ways . 
Anna Shute 's brother , the fanous Irish peer , the first 
Viscount Barrington, who was expelled from the House of Com-
mons in 1720 because of his connections with the I:Iarborough 
lottery scandal , was a leader of the dissenters . Hi s sons 
saw the light, however, and embraced the Established faith, 
and one son , Shute , v1as appointed to the exalted post of 
Prince Bishop of Durham . Anna Shute v~s a staunch dissenter , 
and so her daught er Amelia , influenced by her father and 
mother was a non- conformist as well . 
Although Amelia was a Presbyter_an, there is no evidence 
that Bernard , already a devoted member of the Church of Eng-
l and , was disturbed by his wife ' s dissenting views , 25 and the 
marriage seems to have been blessed by mutual tol erance . The 
24 . After Stephen Off l ey ' s death, Anna Shute Offley married 
Gervase Scrope , a distru1t relative . One of Bernard ' s sons 
was named Scrope Bernard , perhaps in his honor . One of 
Francis Bernard ' s granddaughters married a great- srandson 
of Joseph Offley , who was heir to the Norton Hal l estate . 
He died childless , hov;evcr , before his father and the es-
tate passed on to a younger brother . 
25 . Whatever other faults might have been Francis Bernard ' s , he 
was free from religious 0igotry . His ability to cooperate 
on re l iei ous matters with all sec ts in New Jersey and in 
J.lassachusetts was remarkable and his appointments to posts 
in r;1assachusetts were made without consideration of the 
applicant ' s relie;ion . In r.:assachusetts he attended Church 
of Encland services in Boston and Cambridge and Concrega-
tional services in the country . 
young couple established their home near the Cathedral , for 
Bernard was listed on one occasion as "Francis Bernard of 
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the Close . " One of the neighboring homes belonged to the 
Povmall family with whom Bernard was to have a lone and 
friendly association . Thomas Povmall preceded Bernard as 
Governor of Massachusetts, and Bernard carried on an exten-
sive correspondence with him and vTith his brother , Joh11. Povm-
all, who was for many years Secretary of the Lords of Trade . 
Bernard continued his interest in civic affairs after 
hi s marriat;e and new appointments came to him almost annual -
l y . In 1744 he was elected Stev1ard of the City of Lincoln , 
and shortly afterward he becar.1e Deputy Recorder• of the near-
by city of Boston , Lincolnshire . While he accepted these 
appoinunents and evidently gave satisfactory service , he did 
not neclec t his other interests . 
He allied himself closely with the Cathedral . In 1745 
he was appointed Receiver- General of the Dean and Chapter of 
Lincoln and thus acquired a semi-official connection VTith the 
Cathedral establishment . Five years later he was appointed 
Proctor of the Consistory Court of the Diocese, another im-
portant lay post, and in 1756 he received the appointment of 
Commdssary of the Chapter ' s peculiars , parishes or churches 
located in the Diocese but operated independently of the 
Bi shop of the Diocese, in the counties of Oxford, Buckingham 
and n orthampton . 
Bernard continued to develop his interest in art and 
20 
music . Thomas Bernard stated that his father v~ote a number 
of musical compositions of merit and that he shovred a talent 
for designing and architecture . 26 After his retirement Der-
nard applied some of his plans in the construction of bridges 
and roads in England . 27 His talent as an archi teet was v1ell 
knovm in America . After the disastrous Harvard fire of 1764 
Bernard supplied the plans for the new building . At least 
one building he designed , present day Harvard Hall, still 
serves as a monument to his talent in this field . 
In the arts his g reatest interest lay in poetry . Afte r 
Alsop 's death nernard O\med many of the rector's Latin poems, 
and he was eage r to publish them. From about 1748 on he 
tried to secure a patron for Alsop ' s works which he "not un-
28 justly esteemed inferior only to hi s master Horace". The 
collection finally appeared in 1752 under the title Odarum 
Libri Duo , and included in the preface to the volume v;as a 
Latin poem, composed by Bernard and dedicated to the Duke of 
Newcastle , which Bernard's son modestly stated was 11 a prefa-
tory ode, very happily applied , and in classical merit little 
inferior to the poens v1 ich it a ccompanied . 1129 There is a 
copy of the vTorl{ in the British 1.~useum . 
Bernard, ever careful to cultivate those who might serve 
him well , was wise in choice of a patron, for the Duke of 
26 . Sir n~omas Bernard, ££• cit ., 4 . 
27 . Ibid . , 207 . 
28 . D. N. B., I , 349 . Some of these poems had been printed 
previously in Gentlemen's and Bentley's magazines . 
29 . Thomas Be rnard , ~· cit ., 2 , 3 . 
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-- tl 30 uewcas e was a wealthy leader of the Whig party . Newcastle , 
who had been Secretary of State since 1724, was a brother of 
Henry Pelham, Chancellor of the Exchequer and Prime Minister 
since 1743 . The wisdom of Bernard 's choice became more ap-
parent in I.'iarch, l754 when IIenry Pelham died and Newcastle 
succeeded him as premier . He served in this post until Hov-
ember, 1756, and again from July, 1757 to May, 1762, when 
Bernard wa s interested in important colonial appointraents. 
Hor did Bernard neglect to cultivate the favor of his 
cousin, Viscount ~arrinGton . The first Bernard child, ~ran-
cis, Jr ., was born 27 September , 1743, and Barrington was 
31 
selected as his godfather . Bernard was careful to keep 
his cousin well informed of his progress in the years ~hat 
followed, for Darrington had in 1745, at the age of twonty-
eicht , been appointed one of the Lords of the Admiralty, and 
ten years later, after service as Ma ster of the Great Ward-
robe , he became Secretary at War , a post which he held, with 
the exception of a short period when he served as Chancellor 
of the Exchequer and another v1hen he served as Treasurer of 
the navy, until 1778 . 
30. Thomas Pelham liolle s, Duke of Ne·wcastle, (1693-1762) was 
a very wealth.y landovmer who had powerful V'lhig connections. 
He married Lady Henrietta Godolphln , granddaughter of the 
great Duke of I.~arlborough . Governor William Shirley of 
I.'!assachuset ts Bay was distantly related to Newcastle . 
31 . Bernard Papers, IX, 107. Barrington wrote to Bernard , "I 
assure you , vdthout flattery that my godson is a very fine 
Boy : I have it from g ood hands that he is one of the best 
scholars in Westminster School ." (Letter from Cavendish 
Square, 3 June, 1760.) 
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v 
Bernard's family increased rapidly. A second son, John, 
was born on 26 January, 1745, and a daughter Jane, was born 
on 23 August , 1746. The next two children died in infancy . 
Thomas , who became hi s father's biographer; Shute, named for 
his maternal erandmother 's family; Amelia ; William, named for 
Barrington; and Frances Elizabeth were born between April , 
1750 and July 1757. With this rapidly increasing family to 
support, Bernard began to look for a more lucrative position 
in the civil service. There can be no doubt that he had 
hoped to stay in Lincoln, the city in which he had so many 
strong attachments and in which he was held in such high 
esteem, but the necessity of providing for his children forc-
ed him to look for a post worthy of his talents and important 
enoueh to be desirable. Perhaps, too, Bernard might have 
felt that a city as small as Lincoln was not lare e enough to 
allow a true expression of his talents. It v1as in this mat-
ter of advancement that his devotion to his cousin Barrington 
paid handsome dividends . 
In 1757 William Wildman, Viscount Barrington, \ros serv-
ing as Secretary at War. This already important post in-
creased in importance after the outbreak of war in Eur ope in 
1756. Thus Barrington was in a position to reconnnend Bernard 's 
appointment to almost any vacant post. In the summer of 1757 
the Duke of "Newcastle, to whom Bernard had dedicated his edi-
tion of Alsop's poems, again became Prime Uinister with Pitt, 
so that Bernard had o. second friend in a very influential 
position . 
The post of Governor of the province of New Jerse:r in 
North Ame rica had become vacant upon the death of Jonathan 
23 
Belcher . Barrington saw in the post an administrative posi-
tion ·worthy of Franc is Bernard 1 s talents . Lord Ha lifax, 
11 one of the oldest and most intimate friendsu32 of the 1ffar 
Secretary was serving as President of the Lords of Trade who 
recommended appointees for colonial posts to the IQng . At 
Barrineton 1 s 11 instance and request" Halifax agreed to :recom-
mend Bernard and on 27 January, 1758, the King in Council 
ordered nthat Francis Bernard , Esqr . be constituted and ap-
pointed Captain General and Governor in Chief of His 11ajestyls 
33 
saicl Province of New Jersey . " 
Ve can readily i magine the joy that must have bee~ 
Bernard's . Here was an important post, one in which his 
talent for administration could be displayed . In colonial 
service there were many lucrative posts , and Bernard probably 
lool\:ed forward to his service in Nev1 Jersey as a stepping 
stone to greater fame . The financial possibilities in Amer-
ica must l~ve seemed almost limitless, and perhaps the middle-
aged lawyer (for Bernard was now forty-five years of age) 
hoped to establish an Ameri can estate and to provide lucrative 
32 . 
33 . 
Bernard Papers , X, 296 t 
ber, 1765 . 
Barrington to Bernard , 12 Septem-
Pew Jersey Archives , IX~ 21- 22 . 
referred to as N. J . A . J 
(These volumes will be 
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posts to each son as he became of age . Thus Bernard probably 
envisioned the new position . 
VI 
The next months were busy ones for the Bernards as they 
prepared to leave for their new homes . Plans had to be made 
for the distribution of some of the children until the family 
could be settled in America. Francis, the eldest son, had 
followed his father's example and had been granted a scholar-
ship to St. Peter's, Westminster , in 1?57, when he was four-
teen , and so provisions were already made for him . Jane, the 
oldest e;irl, who was about twelve years old, and Frances 
Elizabeth, 34 the Bernard baby at this time , and John, the 
second son, 35 were left in Lincoln at the home of relatives. 
The other four children, Tilomas , Shute, kne lia, and Wi~liam 
were to accompany their parents to their new home . The deci-
sion to leave the children behind must have been a difficult 
one for Bernard, whose letters show him to be a fond and de-
voted father . Francis v;as at school preparing to follow his 
34 . These dauehters remained in England unti l Francis Bernard 
returned in 1769. 
35 . Mrs . Higgins, the family historian , states that Jol:m 
Bernard remained in England until 1765 and conjectures 
that he was a student at the Lincoln Grammar School. 
Bernard in February , 1762 (Bernard Papers , II 27 . ) wrote 
Barrington that he planned to apprentice his (,Second son" 
to a merchant in Boston . He added "I have Seven of my 
Children now with me . " Francis, Jr . was a student at 
Wesbninster and the two daughters were in England at this 
time . A note in the Pennsylvania 1.1agazine (New Jersey 
Archives , XX, 240) states that the Bernards had four 
children with them. It is generally be lieved that John 
Bernard came to Ameri ca in 1760 . 
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father 1 s footsteps and to enter Oxford , and Jane was plrobably 
attending school in Lincoln . The reasons for leaving lthe 
baby 1 Frances Elizabeth, behind were plausible . The o
1
ther 
five children would be burden enoueh for the mother vli~hout 
adding the care of a child who could not yet vmlk . rn
1 
addi-
tion , t:rs . Bernard was expecting the birth of another fhild 
in the fall of 1758. 
The late '\rlnter and early spring of 1758 were spent in 
I 
receiving instructions from the Lords of Trade and in taking 
preparations for the voyage to AI!leri ca, the latter no lfiGan 
undertaking in those days . I.iany of the instructions g:f.vcn 
I 
Bernard were general in nature and similar to those given 
I 
to other governors of American provinces , - instructio~s re-
garding the treatment of Indians and servants , the encourage -
! 
ment of Indian trade , relations with tho colonial l .egislature 
I 
and other colonial officials , and other general directlons . 
Some of the specific instructions will be discussed in de -
l 
tail in the next chapter . 
Filled \7ith great expectations of success in this new 
endeavor in the New World , the Bernard family sailed from 
I 
England to Perth .Amboy, in the province of New Jersey, in 
April of 1758 . Their ship vms the vessel Terrible, un~er 
I the command of Captain Pov1er , and vms perhaps under 1 , 000 
tons . Decause of the war between France and Engla~d thb un-
1 
armed vessel could not travel alone but was part of a c1onvoy 
of six ships carrying stores for the American troops esborted 
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by His Majesty 's Ship Vanguar~ , which carried seventy guns . 
How the children whiled away each day of the voyage is in-
teresting to su~1ise. The idea of an ocean voyage under a 
wartime escort must have been exciting for a while , but it 
is safe to conjecture that the novelty of living on ship-
board gradually '!Ore off as the voyage grew longer and more 
tedious . 
The average sailing vessel completed the trip in six 
weeks , but the convoy JJmst }."l_ave encountered some of those 
late spring sto~ns for which the northern Atlanti c is still 
noted, for the trip lasted at least seven and perhaps as 
long as ten ·weel:s . But despite these inconvenience s th,e 
Bernards must have been a happy family group with Ur . and 
r.:rs . Be rnard looking forward to the beginning of a nevv and 
important career in a country with almost unlimited pos!=li -
bilities and the children excited at the prospect of adven-
ture and excitement in the great wi lderness they were about 
to enter . 
Chapter II 
An Able Governor For New Jersey 
I 
The events of the two year period in which Bernar~ 
served as Governor of New Jersey are generally overlooked 
in the brief accounts of his life or are dismissed with the 
descriptions 11 successful11 and "uneventful". They were im-
portant years , for Bernard 1 s administration of 1:ew Jersey 
provided him with an excellent opportunity to learn about 
American manner s and customs and to work vri th a provinc~al 
legislature, council and other officials to solve problems 
peculiar to an American province. In addition, Bernard's 
successful administration of Fev1 Jersey 1 s problems was un-
doubtedly an important factor in bringing about ~is promo-
tion in 1759 to the more responsible post of Governor of 
Massachusetts . 
In the years before Bernard's arrival the province of 
New Jersey had undergone 1:mny changes. Originally there 
27 
had been two provinces: East Jersey, settled by New England-
ers and Long Islanders and dominated by the Puritan and Pres -
byterian element , and fest Jersey, which, because of its 
proximity to Pennsylvania, was under the influence of the 
Qual{ers . These provinces were uni tod in 1702 under a govern-
ment which followed the pattern of most of the other royal 
provinces . The Governor of New York had served also as 
Governor of lTevr Jersey until 1738 when New Jersey finally 
had its own r oyal governor . The province of New Caesarea 
I 
or l\ev1 Jersey whose borders were approximately those. o( the 
present state , was one of the smalle s t American prov1n es 
28 
in area and had a population in the middle 1750's of approxi -
1 ~ 
mately 80 , 000 , about one - third of the population of l.iass -
achusetts . 1 
For many years there had been dissension in the p~ovince . 
The Assembly and the Governors had frequently bickere~, and 
the As sembly , which was elected by the people of the province , 
and the Governor ' s Council , whose members were recommended 
for their posts by the Governor and appointed by the Kine , 2 
were constantly a t swords' points . J;1uch of the frict~on 
arose from the attacks of the Council on the f inancial powers 
of the Assembly and from the fact that the Assembly was jeal-
ous of these taxation and appropriation powers . The Assembly, 
on the other hand, objected to many persons appointed to pro-
vincial posts by the Governor and Council and frequenJly re-
fused to make appropriations for the salaries of thesJ ap-
pointees . liany of the pe ople took one or the other side in 
1 . Samuel Smith, The History of the Colont of lfew Caesaria 
££~Jersey 1Burling ton, N. J ., 1765 1 489 , esti~ated 
the population in 1765 at 100 , 000 . In 1745, he stated, 
the population was 61, 403 . A newspaper article in ll 758 
states that the population in that year was 60 , 000 . 
Bernard wrote to Pitt in 1759 that the province coljltained 
70 , 000 to 80 , 000 people and 15 , 000 fencible men . 1 
2 . The Council was comp osed of 12 members plus the surveyor 
general and the lieutenant g overnor , who served ex- officio . 
The members of the council were nominated by the governor , 
approved by the Lords of Trade and appoin ted by t he King . 
The ranking member of t he council served as president of 
the council and as acting g overnor in the g overnor /'s 
absence . 
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this matter and this open partisanship grew uncheckedl until 
the threat of war and invasion by the French and Indians in 
the 1750's brought about their temporary suspension . \ 
In the first years of the war popularly known 'in!America 
as the French and Indian War (1754-1763) New Jersey cbntri-
buted little toward any possible English success . Th~ As -
sembly at first made no effort to raise troops , alth01p.gh 
this aid was expected by the authorities in England. !Fin-
ally in April , 1755 the legislature agreed to let old Colonel 
I 
Peter Schuyler raise 500 troops by offering a thirty shilling 
bounty for each volunteer . The se troops were to be s~nt to 
the aid of General Braddock, the English commander- in1chief 
in America v1ho had arrived in Virginia with two Irish 
1
regi-
ments the previous Februal''Y • Early in the sumr.1er the~e new 
Jersey troops arrived in Schenectady, but they were nJver 
able to join Braddock, whose army was annihilated on te 
banks of the ltionongahela in a battle in which the Bri tJish 
I general was morta_ly wounded . The western frontier of the 
I province vms exposed , but the members of the ssembly, dis-
appointed by Braddock's defeat with well-equipped men ~nd 
satisfied that the province was protected by Ne·w York rnd 
Pennsylvania , hesitated to appropriate money or troops! for 
3 
colonial defense . Not until settlers, fleeing from the 
scalping and burning raids of Indians on the west banki of 
3 . N. J . ~., XVI , 562 . 
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the Delavmre , crune pouring into the interior of' the province 
did the Assembly aeree to order out the mi litia to patrol 
4 
the western frontier . In 1756 the Assembly voted to provide 
a frontier force of 250 men5 and to supply provisions and pay 
for these men and for Schuyler ' s troops ; but in the next two 
years , despite the pleas of Belche r and his successors , the 
fsseLilily did little more to assist in the prosecution of the 
war . 
Lord Loudon , who had replaced Braddock, asked Eevr Jersey 
to increase the number of' troops from 500 to 1000. This 
stand was supported by Governor Belcher, but the ssembly re -
fused . 6 Even Fontcalm' s capture of Schuyler at Osv1ego in 
Au£ust , 1756 and the capture of almost all of the rew Jersey 
troops at Fort' illiam Henry did little to change the As -
sembly ' s attitude . 7 Belcher called fifteen sessions of the 
lerislature from Cctober , 1754 to the time of his death in 
August , 1757 to consider v,rar matters , but little was accom-
plished . Belcher's successor , the aeed John Reading , the 
4 . N. J . A., VIII , pt . II , 177 . 
5 . Early in 1758 in order to create a neY/ regiment to replace 
Schuyler ' s lo st regiment this force was reduced to fifty 
men , thus invitinG new outbreaks . 
6 . Loudon made his plea personally at an Assembly meeting in 
I.:arch , 1757 but the Assembly unanimously rejected his re -
quest . Votes of the Assembly, Uarch 29 , 1757 ( rew Jersey 
State Library). 
7. The brave Peter Schuyler was shortly afterward released on 
parol e with the promise that he should return unless suit-
able exchanr e should be offered for him . Since none could 
be provided ., the French Commissioner in Canada demanded his 
ro turn and Schuyler ., a man of honor , v1en t back in to capti v-
ity in the spring of 1758 , despite the pleadings of many of 
his friends. 
President of the Council , finally persuaded the legislature 
early in 1758 to vote 1000 men and ~50 , 000 in pa)er money . 
The jubilation of the royal effie als was somewhat tempered 
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by the well - founded bel ef that the issuance of such a lars e 
amount of paper money :10uld never be approved by the Lords 
of Trade . 
Th::.s, then , •Tas the situation when Francis Bernard 
arrived: the l"rench and Indian 7ar phase of the Seven Years 
Yar ·was under vmy vli th the Prench having almost unchecked 
success; there were troubles with the Indians in ~ves t Jersey; 
New Jersey was the only Anerican province that failed to sup-
ply her quota of troops ; the legislature had advocated the 
issue of ~ore paper money t han tl1e Lords of Trade could be 
expected to approve . 
II 
His J:ajesty ' s Ship Vanguard , under command of Robert 
8 Swan., siGhted Sandy Hool;: on Honday evening , 12 Jtme , 1758 
and shortly afterward the ship the Terrible , on which the 
Bernards were passene;ers , left the convoy . The Vanguard 
and her five ships entered Lower New York Bay, skirted 
Staten Island and headed t owa1"d ranha tta.n . The Terrible 
sailed into Raritan Bay to the mouth of the Arthur Kull and 
docked at Perth Amboy opposite the southwestern tip of Staten 
Island late tb.e followinc; evening . 9 The long and tedious 
8 . There vias no lighthouse here at this time . The lotteries 
to raise funds for the construction did not take place un-
til after Bernard had left the province . N. J . A., XX, 
587ff . 
9 . Uev1 York ·e rcury , 19 June , 1758; Pennsylvania Gazette , 
Uo . 1539 , 22 June , 1758 . 
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voyage was over at last . 
The arrival of the new Governor vtas an exci tinr; event in 
the provincial tovm , and the newspapers of the neighborinG 
tovms contained lone accounts of the festivities that marked 
the occasion . The Bernards did not disenbark until the fol -
1 d 10 h th t b th r1 f P A o ring ay w en ey vvere me y e .ayor o crth mboy, 
Samuel r;cville, 11 the Recorder, the Aldermen and the Council 
of the city, who assured the nevi Governor that the inhabi-
tants would "use our utnost endeavors to render your Admin-
12 istration happy and easy" . 
Innnedia tely Bernard settled dovm to business , calling a 
meetinG of the Governor's Council for Fridav, June 16 . Al-
though there vTere ten of the twelve members in the province 
at the time , only seven could attend the meeting and these 
men received the oath of office from the Governor . Bernard 
then published his conmission according to the custom, by 
having it read aloud to all of the officials who had assembled. 
The borough of Elizabeth was represented by some of its of-
ficials who read an address of greeting and loyalty to the 
new· Governor . n1en these addresses had been concluded he 
11 recei ved the Compliments of a g reat Nmnber of Persons of 
Distinction and the Evening concluded with Illuminations , 
and other Demonstrations of Joy, suitable to the happy Oc-
10 . N. J . A., IX, 116 . 
11 . Samuel- Neville had been speaker of the Assembly and 
served in that post aeain v1hile Bernard was Governor . 
He vias also Actine; Chief Justice of t_le Hew Jersey Su-
prene Court from 1749 to 1760 . 
12 . r; . J . A ., XX, 224 . 
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casion . " Then the Governor rested for a few de.ys, inquiring 
about the stu te of the province and proba ly studying the 
to\•m which v;as to be hi s new home . Jonathan Belcher \VhO had 
preceded Bernard as Governor 1ad m~ade his home in a beautiful 
brick mansion (which still stands) in Elizabethtovm about 
twelve miles north of Perth Amboy but many of the governors 
had made their hones in the latter city since it was ohe of 
the capitals and so Bernard decided to settle there . 
The city of Perth Amb oy was not a very impressive place 
at this tive . It was located in TJiddlesex County on a point 
of land between Raritan River and the ~ rthur Kull Sound over-
looking nritan Bay . It received its name from the Earl of 
Perth, James Drummond , one of the orieinal proprietors, and 
from the Indian word for point , ambo. The city had an ex-
cellent harbor on the bay side although on tJ: e south t: ere 
were sea-\'/ecd flats betv1een the tovm and Sandy Point . 13 The 
wide harbor could accommodate ships of almost any size yet 
despite the excellent location, t he amount of trade with 
foreien countries did not approach that of I ev1 York , Pl;ila-
14 delphia , Boston or Charleston . The city was located well 
above the harbor , on high and dry land and much tir.le and ef-
fort had been spent in improving it wit1out success . Thanks 
to the original agreement among the proprietors it was one 
of the province ' s capitals, and t h is fact alone made it one 
13 . William A. \Vhi tehead , The Early His tory of Perth 1\.nboy, 
(lew York , 1856) , 273 . 
14 . Samuel S~ith, ££• cit ., 400 . 
of the few important towns in the colony. lhen Bernard 
arrived the city seemed little more than a villace with 
fewer than one hundred houses and only a few public build-
ings . 
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In the ·arket Square at the junction of High and Harket 
Streets (present day City Hall Square) were most of the 
buildings of iraportance . There stood the Old 1 .. arket , fre -
quently used as barracks as well as for the sale of produce , 
and the stocks \Vhich stood until 1827 . On the north- east 
corner of High Street and the Pub l ic Squa re stood t~e Old 
Jail and the Court House ·which v1ere ordered built in 1713 
and completed some time before 1718. The Court house was 
used for ordinary court purposes - the Supreme Court of 
Judicature or the J,~iddlesex County courts were held here -
and as the meeting place for the assembly . 15 Nearby was 
the site of the Province House , whose appearance and dtmen-
sions are not lmovm . This had been built in 1684 and had 
been occupied only by Governor Hamilton late in the seven-
teenth century . A new Province House was not constructed 
until after Bernard left 1Tew Jersey . This Governor 's man-
sion - which today is used as a part o~ the Westminster 
Hotel- was built by \illiam Franklin , the last Royal Gover-
nor , vrho was a natural son of Benjamin Franklin. Southeast 
of I:arket Square on present day Gordon Street (then Gully 
Street) stood St . Peter's Church , established in 1698 and 
15. Sanuel Smith, ££• cit ., 490-1 . 
chartered by the Society for the Propagation of the G spel 
in 1718 . The stone and brick edifice in use in Bernard's 
day \ms completed in 1722 . Some of the origina l pews / and 
the silver paten and chalice made in the reien of s I 
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and presented to the church in 1728 are in use in church 
built in 1853 to replace the old St . Peter ' s . nard 
family were faithful connnunicants at tbis church durij1g 
their two year stay in the province . I 
The Bernard residence in Perth Amboy was destro"Jrd 
more than one hundred years ago . It was a mansion w "ch 
had belonged to the Jo~~stone family , one of the ear 
and wealthiest settlers in the area , and was located in the 
Amboy section of the town, about halfway between Lon~ Ferry 
and Sandy Point . It was one of the finest estates 1J the 
area . The mansion was a double two story brick buil1ing , 
and a large barn and a number of smaller houses stood near-
by . ilext to the house was a spacious garden which c tntained 
a choice collection of fruit trees (for one of the Jfhnstones 
l1ad been an amateur botanist) and there was also nea by a 
fine apple orchard , which was part of the estate . 16 
Bernard , energetic and ambitious in decided con rast to 
the aged e;overnors who had immediately preceded him , decided 
upon a tour of the major cities of the province less l t han a 
we ek after his arrival . The ostensible reason for t~e tour 
was the regulation requiring him to publish his comnJssion 
I 
16 . w. A. Whitehead, 2.£• ill•, 176, 70 . / 
again in the city of Burlington, the meeting place of the 
As sombly in alternate years . Since Burlinc; t on was sop th-
west of Perth Amboy a trip to this city would take the 
Governor through 1~ew Brunswick, Princeton and Trenton~ Ac-
cordingly on Wednesday, 21 June, one week after he had ar-
rived, Bernard left Perth Amboy, accompanied by most of the 
tovm 1 s leading citizens and proceeded to I ew Brunswi ck , 
v1here James Hude , the t:ayor , delivered another address of 
loyalty and devotion . 17 
The next morning the party proceeded to Princeton, the 
little tovm in which the small College of rrew Jersey \vas 
located . This vas a Presbyterian college , the only one of 
tho. t denomination in the colonies . The main building v1as 
Nassau Hall , ·which at the time of its completion in 1756 
was "the largest stone building in the country . " Nassau 
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Hall is a three story sandstone building, with a low pitched 
roof surmounted by a white wooden lantern . Robert Sm,i th of 
Phi ladelphia, who planned the building vmich housed the col-
lege, "produced all of the building he could for the poney 
and wasted very little on superfluous ornament" and created 
18 a monument reflecting Presbyterian security . 
Here were the class rooms , dormitories, refectory and 
chapel and to the northwest , close by , was the home of the 
president of the college, now the official residence of the 
17 . N. J . A., IX, 21; Bernard Papers, I, 30 . 
18. New-Jersey, A Guide to the Past and Present (New York, 
1939), 381 . 
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Dean of the faculty . 
Rev . Aaron Burr , father of the Vice -President and 
President of the College of New Jersey, died in September, 
1757 and was succeeded by his father- in-law, the eminent 
divine and metaphysician , Rev . Jonathan Edwards , who served 
for only six months . When Bernard visited the college the 
new President , Reverend Samuel Davies, a man about thlirty-
fivo years of age had been named to the post . The Go~ernors 
of new Jersey, especially eading and Belcher , had a sincere 
interest in the success of the college and the trustees had 
hoped that Bernard would share that interest . In this they 
were not disappointed . 
Bernard was invited to 11 view the Building and Curiosi-
ties1119 and was shovm every courtesy . The entire student 
body, about one hundred 1nen, and the President and the tutors 
assembled to greet the Governor. The trustees congratulated 
him UpOn hiS appointment tO J'Tew Jersey and informed Uim that 
he was a member of the corporation and President of the Trus-
tees of the college . Since Bernard had a real inter~st in 
education , as he proved in his relations with the college at 
Princeton and later with Harvard College , these honors must 
have pleased him greatly. In his reply he agreed that it 
was one of his duties to "encourage all Institutions; calcu-
lated for promoting religious Conversation and useful 
19. IT . J . A. , XX, 230 . 
Learning . " He added, too , his belief that the purpose of 
education was to instill in the students 11 a loyal Affection 
for his T•ajesty's Person , a.nd Family , and dutiful Submis-
sion to his Government . 1120 One incident of the day must 
have delighted him since it gave him a.n opportnnity to dis-
play his erudition . Philip Livingston , a member of the 
senior class , delivered an oration in Latin in Bernard's 
honor "To which his Excellency, after rising up, returned 
a very Eloquent and polite Extempore Answer in Latin, ~121 an 
achievement , although not uncommon among students in those 
days of vndespread classical learning , was m1doubtedly an 
accomplishment unique among Nevr Jersey governors . 
Bernard retained his interest in the college for the 
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duration of his stay in New Jersey . He was a friend and 
patron of the library at Princeton, according to one tribute 
prepared after he left the province . The students and facul -
ty of the college evidently admired him greatly, for in an 
ode sung at the college commencement in September , 1759 
Bernard v~s extolled in the refrain which ran: 
1e sing great GEORGE upon the 
Throne, 
[hile BERNARD , in their 
milder charms , 22 
Makes the royal Virtues known . 
From Princeton the party moved on to Trenton . From 
20. The Pennsy l vania Journal, No . 81 2 , 29 June , 1758. 
Bernard Papers , I , 12- 14 . 
21 . H. J . A ., XX , 230 . 
22 . New- York Mercury , 1 Oct ., 1759; .rJ . J . !::_. , XX, 383-4 . 
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this place Bernard dispatched a messenger to Governor /Denny 
of Pennsylvania asking for a conference to dis cuss th~ 
Indian problem and to make provisions for the security of 
the province . 23 In the evening the party ·went to Burling-
ton, and on the following day (23 June) the Governor pub -
lished his commission. Here again he was eulogized fpr "his 
I lmowledge in the Law Justice and Candor" by the Corporation . 
The ministry and vestry of St . Mary's Church at Burli~gton 
added their congratulations in what Bernard called "the 
usual compliments etc ., 1124 and Bernard in his reply promised 
to use all means in his "Power to maintain the Cause ef Reli -
1 gion in General, 11 adding, 11 I am, in an especial I1anne
1
r, or-
dered by my Royal Ma ster to protect and support the dhu.rch 
of England in pa::>ticular . 11 25 
I 
On 24 June Bernard went to Philadelphia at Denny 's in-
vitation and held conferences with the neighboring Gqvernor 
and his aide , General Forbes. Denny and Forbes adviied 
Bernard to take no action against friendly Indians . Bernard 
I 
paid close attention to tlus advice and in a letter llie sent 
to Indian tribes asking for a settlement of Indian troubles 
he made a careful distinction between friendly and ifimical 
23 . Bernard Papers , I , 11; Bernard to Denny from Trehton, 
22 June, 1758. I 
24 . N. J . A., IX, 23 . Bernard Papers , I , 11-12, 15, I 16. This church , built in 1703, is still standing neoct to 
the new Gothic-type St . Mary 's. This beautiful Georgian 
Colonial , gray stucco church is now used for Sun~ay 
School and special meetings . 
25 . ! • J . A., XX , 238- 240 . Bernard Papers, I , 17 . 
Indians. All friendly Indians must enter the province at 
the falls below Trenton, he advised , and all who crossed 
above Trenton would be considered enemies and treated as 
such. 26 
There were a number of problems facing Bernard upon 
40 
his return to Perth Amboy . Of these one of the most import-
ant was the necessity of establishing rapprochement between 
the Governor and the Assembly and between the Assenmly and 
the Council . There were special legislative problems to 
settle: ~o provide measures for curbing the Indian raids 
which had become more acute in the spring and summer of 
1758, to settle the agitation over tl1e quartering of British 
troops in the province , to resolve the jealousy between East 
and West Jersey, to assuage the Lmhappiness of the Indians 
in the province, to increase New Jersey's assistance to the 
British in the reduction of Canada , and last , to solve the 
financial problems complicated by the Assembly's issuance 
of paper money . In Bernard ' s short administration each of 
these matters was settled to the satisfaction of the Gover-
nor , the legislature , the citizenry, and the Lords ot Trade . 
Bernard called the Assembly together at Burlington 25 
July, "the earliest day ( he] could appoint on account of the 
harvest . " The representatives , impressed by Bernard's energy 
but uncertain of his plans, agreed to support the Governor's 
26 . N. I · ~., IX, 121-122 , Bernard Papers, I, 12, 13 . This 
letter is discussed in detail on page 
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scheme for the development of a frontier defense by provid-
ing for tvvo companies of f rontier guar ds, in all 150 men, a 
new blockhouse , and the purchase of "fifty g ood large strong 
& fierce dogs . "27 Bernard, however , had h oped for a more 
peaceful and pennanent sol ution of the Indian difficulties . 
With this in mind he had sent a me s sage by friendl y Indians 
to the l'inisink and Delaware Indians on 25 June , 1758 . In 
this message he informed the Indians of the l oss of life 
among the colonists at the hands of enemy Indians and that 
they were "Suspected to be concerned in it . " Suggesting 
that their action might have been ins tigated by the ·rench, 
he v1arned them that unless the trouble ceased , 11 it may be 
greatly hurtful to our peopl e (but) must in the End Entirely 
ruin yours . 1128 He offered them an opportunity to settle 
their troubles amicab l y at a "great Counci l " to be held at 
Burlington on 7 and 8 August , 1758 , or at any time and place 
c onvenient to them. 
The Indians accepted Bernard 's invitation for a meeting 
in Burlinston and this counci l proved to be fairly success-
ful . Governor Denny of Pennsylvania attended with three 
nembers of his Council , and Bernard was there v1i th six mem-
bers of the Few Jersey Counci l. Three Conrrnissioners for 
Indian affairs vdth t~J~ee friendly Indians as interp~eters 
·were present , in addition to t13 r.1ou..nseys29 , 1 Cayugan on 
27 . Votes of the Assembly, August 9 , 1758, lTew Jersey State 
Library . --
28 . B. P ., I , 17 - 19 . The entire letter is printed ~n Samuel 
Smith, QE• cit ., 446- 7. 
29 . Lini sinl:s . 
behalf of the 6 r ations and 2 Delawayers . They professed 
to cone from the Senacas the Cayugans and the 1.1ounsies 1130 • 
The treaties made on this day reaffirned the mutual desires 
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for peace o.nd friendship and paved the way for a final settle-
ment at another council between the Pennsylvania government 
and the Indians scheduled for Easton 11 at the next fullmoon. 11 
Bernard had already decided to attend this , 31 and the legis-
latu~e appropriated f~mds for his expenses . 32 
The CoLmcil at Easton was a tremendous affair, attended 
by the ~ overnor, Councillors, interpreters , Indiru1 Conmds-
sioners, 507 Indians, many uakers and at least one provin-
cial notable, "George Croghan , esquire, deputy agent for 
Indian affairs under Sir William Jol1nson1133 • The Conference 
began on 8 October , 1758, and continued, spasmodically in-
terrupted by drinldng bouts , private conferences witb chiefs 
alone, private conferences with small groups of leaders, and 
a nuraber of r;eneral conferences, until 26 October when it 
concluded on this high note , which would sound so well today: 
'Cousins , you must not nov1 fail to keep your 
word . 'fe are all now one people , o.nd we raus t 
all be pLmctual in the performance of our en-
gagements .1 • •• • Then he said the United Nations 
had finished what t hey had to say • ••• Some wine 
and punch was called for and mutual healths 
were drank, and the conferences v1ere concluded 
with great satisfaction . 1 34 
30 . }T . J . A ., IX, 128, Samuel Smith, £l2.• cit ., 449ff . 
31. Pennsylvania Archives, Series I, Vol. 3 (Philadelphia, 
1853), 453 . 
32 . Ibid . 
33 . Samuel Smith, .££• cit ., 455 . 
34 . Ibid., 483 . 
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The Council ., horever , did not consist merely of an 
exchange of compl.:ments and flattering remarks . There were 
some practical so..~-utions of the problems presented and these 
show Bernard ' s success as a diplomat . The Delaware Ind_ans' 
claims in southern lew Jersey were settled by the purchase 
of a 3 , 000 acre tract of land in Burlington County . This 
land was to be Given over to the Indians as a reservation 
in exchange for a release of all claims to land south of 
the ari tan River . The r:inisinks and the Wappincs ( Opings 
or Pump tons) also had claims to Jersey lands and these vmre 
settled by payment of 1000 Spanish dollars and by agreeing 
to the establishment of a trading post . 35 
tiost historians of this period agree that Dernardls 
settlement of the Indian troubles was statesmanlike and 
that it was the outstanding accomplishment of his term as 
Governor of Hew Jersey . Although there were occasional out-
breaks and the Assembly still voted };,1900 for frontier de -
fenses ., the troubles were gradually resolved . The reserva-
tion for the sou them Indians36 at Brotherton , as Berna!"d 
called the Indian village at Evesham, Burlington County ., 
flourished 11 as a Lasting I.Ionurnont of Justice and Tenderness 
oi' the colony toward them, " while the Indians in the north 
moved to the Susquehana c ountry . 37 By June ., 1759 Bernard 
35 . Samuel Snith, 2£• cit .; N. J . ! •, IX , 139- 42 . Bernard 
Papers, I, 122 ; Letter to Board of Trade , 31 October , 
1758 . 
36 . The Assembly voted };,1600 for the purchase of the land . 
37 . Samuel Smith ., 21?. • cit ., 483- 4 . 
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wrote the Lor<ls of Trade that he 11 had disbanded the frontier 
guard & the country is in great tranquility . 1138 
The problem that had plagued the settlers in the west -
ern part of the province for many years was solved, artd this 
solution made it possibl e to withdraw much of the frontier 
guard ., thereby providing more potential soldiers for the 
Canadian campaign then being planned . His success won for 
Bernard the respect of the Assembly, sometlung which no 
other Governor of the province had achieved for some time, 
and his show of statesmanship insured the support of the 
Assembly on other matters . Bernard was not unaware of the 
importance of this affair ., for he informed the Board of 
Trade in detail of his accomplishment and was undoubtedly 
gratified by a letter of approval from the Board of Trade . 39 
It was probably this success that encouraged the Board of 
Trade to consider Bernard for promotion to a greater- salari-
40 
ed , more important Governorship . 
At this same time another provincial problem v1hich had 
c;eographical and religious overtones threatened the internal 
38 . T. J . A ., IX , 175 . Bernard Papers , I , 151, 19 June , 1759 . 
39 . n. J . A., IX , 152 . Bernard Papers , IX, 15- 17 . 
40 . Later in an attempt to get recompense for payments made 
when each of his co:r.n.nissions as Governor ·was granted 
Bernard wrote to his cousin Barrington that his "Service 
at the Indian treaty at Easton •••• produced immediately 
the surrender of Pittsburgh and soon after the entire 
reconc iliation of the 6 Nations . I have learnt to set 
a value upon this service , from tho great Compliments 
I have reed . on this occasion ••.• " Bernard Papers , I , 
292 . Letter to Barrington , Boston , 17 January, 1761 . 
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conditions of the colony . I.~ost of the rreal thy merchants of' 
the province lived in East Jersey , and Bernard had chosen 
to make his home in Perth Amboy in that section of the prov-
ince . The in.habi tants of West Jersey had lone complained 
that they were frequently overlooked in the settlements of 
provincial business because their area was less prosperous 
than East Jersey and because a majority of the inhabitants 
there were 41 uakers . When Bernard arrived only two o!f the 
twelve members of the Council were from Vest Jersey, and 
nona of the members was a uaker . The New Jersey Governors 
were usually members of the Established Church or of one of 
the Calvinist sects , and most of the appointments made were 
of members of these denominations . The ostensible reason 
for excluding ua~ers was that they could not take the oath 
of office, but there was undoubtedly great fear that the 
Qual~crs and others f'rom ·western Hew Jersey would be under 
Pennsylvania's domination . Between the Quakers and Governor 
42 Lewis Uorri s there had been mutua l dislike , and Jonathan 
Belcher, who was hil:1se lf a new England Congrecationalist, 
generally ignored and neglected this sect. 
Bernard, eager to resist any trend toward sectionalism 
or factionalism, soueht a solution of the problem. Although 
41 . There were at least fifty-Dne Presbyterian Churches and 
twelve Episcopalian Churches in East Jersey alone . There 
were onl forty-one Quaker meeting house s in the entire 
province. 
42 . rorris was Governor from 1730-1?32 and 1738-1746. 
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he was an ardent menber of the Church of England and had 
served his Church ·with so e distinction , he had proved by 
his happy marriage VIi th a dissenter that he was no religio·us 
bigot . Although e attended Church of England services at 
Perth Amboy and reiterated his loyalty to his church at 
Burlington , there is no record of any interference by Ber-
nard in church affairs in the province . He tried to tmder-
stand the position of the Quakers, with whom he was un-
doubtedly faMiliar in England , and so he raade some conces -
sions . rrc recognized and respected their peculiarities in 
speech, dre ss, and custom and paid sone attention to their 
problem. We are informed by his son that he 11 wai ved ques -
tion of form and ceremony" 43 and probably allovred them in 
assuning offices to 11 affim11 rather than to 11 swear11 , in 
copformity with Quaker custom. 
His moves toward friendship vd th the uakers and the 
West Jersey faction took on a more practical aspect . In 
August of 1758 Jol~ Readin0 , the President of the Council , 
and ~1omas Leonard, a member of the Council , resigned be -
cause of "age & infirmities" . Bernard prepared a list of 
names of men whom he desired to recorunend for appointment 
to these vacancies . These men , v1ho were among the most 
capable men in the colony, were divided into two groups, 
one containing the nanes of men from West Jersey and the 
other of men frOI!l East Jersey . The :Vest Jersey names were 
43 . TI1omas Bernard , ££• cit ., 9 . 
listed first and Bernard wrote the Lords of Trade that 
as the1~e are but tv10 Councellors nov1 
remaining in rest Jersey , I must submit 
to your Lordships that It may be proper 
to fill up both these Vacancies out of 
that division •••••••• 44 
The first name on the l ist was that of Charles Read , 
Esq . of Burlington, Deputy Secretary of the province. The 
second name v1as that of "John Smith of Burlinc;ton , Esqu . a 
moderate l:an of the uaker persuasion . 11 45 To Bernard 's 
gratification the Lords of Trade recommended that Read and 
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Smith be appointed to the posts and on 12 December , 1758 the 
KinG in Counci l approved the appointments . 46 
In this way Bernard increased the number of representa-
tives from West Jerse·y in the Council , an act v1hich pleased 
the inhabitants of that section and would make them more 
loyal to his administration . Upon his recow~endation a 
uaker was appointed to the Council and this action would 
make that sect grateful to him and more willing to work with 
his administration . At the same tirr..e Dernard had not offend-
ed the East Jersey element . Of the twe l ve members of the 
Council, eit;ht were from that section, and these constituted 
a strong majority . The non- Quakers , too , could not ri ~htly 
object to the presence of one uaker on the Council, for the 
larce number of Friends in the province made such an appoint-
ment wise . 
44 . N . J . 1. ., IX, 127. Bernard Papers , I , 112, 24 August , 
1758 . -
45 . li . J . A., IX,l27 . 
46 . Ibid ., -151. 
48 
On another occasion Bernard did not hesitate to use 
his authority to force others to respect these Quakers . 
The Quakers of the province held an annual meeting at Shrews-
burg and this was usua l ly not allowed to convene without dis -
turbances . Negroes , servants , and general rabble of the area 
usually coneresated nearby and held cockfights , horse races , 
and otLer amusements to disturb the uaker meetinc . "/hen 
this was broU[;ht to Bernard ' s attention in October of 1759 
he too c im:raedia te action and ordered .John Taylor , the Sher -
iff of Lonmouth, to go to the neighboring magistrates and 
11 in [ his] name desire them to put an effectual stop to 
47 
these proceedincs for the fut ur e . " From the fact that no 
second letter was necessary and that no notice of any trouble 
appeared in the newspapers of the day , it may be deduced that 
the orders were carried out effectively . TI1us by these sim-
ple acts Dernard contributed to the c lo sing of the c l eavage 
between the sections of the province and between religious 
groups concerned with political matters and 1nade another ad-
vance in settling some of the internal dissension in the 
province . 
Another controversy of' leaser importance required a 
lonGer period to solve but even this , the eternal problem 
of quarterin['; troops , was satisfactorily settled in Bernard's 
administration . After the outbreak of war in 1754 many troops 
47 . Bernard Papers , I , 212; Bernard to Taylor , 12 October , 
1759 . 
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had been quartered in private homes despite protests from 
Quakers and others , and the objections continued into Ber-
nard 1 s ad.L'linistra tion . Finally a few months before Bernard t s 
arrival a proposa_ to build barract;s in 1Te ·1ark, Elizabeth, 
BurlinGton, Pert_ Amboy and Trenton vms adopted by the As-
sembly . The work began in the spring of 1758 but by the end 
of the year little had been acconplished . Under Bernard 's 
constant persuasion the barracl-:s were finally cortpleted late 
in the following ear . It v1as fortunate for Bernard that 
this uas done for there can be n o doubt that the patience 
of those persons who were required to quarter troops was 
greatly strained . Bernard on one occasion advised a B~it-
ish officer not to quarter too many troops in private hones 
in Perth Amboy because he hoped to avoid the "warm debates" 
48 that would occur in the ssembly . The work was completed 
before the winter of 1759-60 and another problem vms settled . 
In Trenton t oda , the old barracks , a mi litary building con-
structed in Georgian Colonial Style of random fieldstone 
with white wood trim, still stands . It has been completely 
restored and kept in excellent repair . 40 
While Bernard was settling all of these problems the 
war against the French in North America continued and t1e 
48 . Bernard Papers , IX , 59- G2 . 
49 . The Old Barrack in Trenton is open to visitors upon pay-
ment of a dime . It contains one of the finest collec-
tions of Continental currency in the country . The bar-
racks in Perth Anboy were n ot used unti l 1762 and then 
later saw effective service in the Revolution . 
Governor \'Tas plasued with the old problem of inducing the 
legislature to appropriate money to provide additional 
troops for the Canadian campaign . Related closely to this 
matter was Eev1 Jersey ' s problem of the issuance of paper 
money , and Bernard had to consider these matters jointly . 
The Governor ' s original instructions had directed him 
"not to Give ~ ssent to any Act for issuine; Paper Bills of 
Credit , upon any~ c count whatever" unless the act had the 
approval of the King or a clause suspendine its execution 
until the King had approved the act . 50 These instructions 
vmre amended before Bernard sailed to allow him 11 to assent 
to Acts for issuing paper Currency in Cases of Emergency & 
for .!ilitary purposes in time of r/ar , 11 provided that tl1e 
50 
bills of credit be sunk in five years and not be lega l ten-
der . 51 
Even these measure s :vere not enouch to allow him to 
meet the He 'I Jersey situation . When the legislature in the 
sUirl..mer of 1758 approved of 3ernard 1 s plans to protect the 
frontie r (p..40- J) t1ey voted that payment be made by issuing 
:blO , OOO in legal tender bills of credit, which v1ere to be 
sunk by taxes in 1766 . The approval of' the lec;al tender 
stipulation and the distant maturity date was distinctly 
contrary to Bernard ' s orders , but 3ernard, fearing t~at his 
veto ·would cause the legislature , ever jealous of its 
50 . N. J . A., IX, 39 . 
51 . Ibid ., -rx, 39, 49- 50 . 
51 
I prerogative, to adjourn without taking ru1y action , re~uctant-
ly assented to the bill and wrote home for approbatio:q of his 
disobedience of the restrictions placed upon him, co~Jlaining 
that it was 11 hard doctrine tbat I should disobey his r:ajesty 
in order to serve him nore effectively. " 52 \ 
The Board of Trade had advised Bernard to ask the! first 
session of the Assembly to appropriate money for the 
nor's salary and also for the expenses of the change 
ernment . 53 The Assembly agreeine; to both measures appropri -
a ted h500 for Bernard t1in consideration of the extraordinary 
Expence attending the Transportation of himself and Family 
in Time of Vla.r • 1154 The Assembly also petitioned the Crom1 
I to grant them increased authority to issue paper money , and 
I 
Bernard made a strenuous effort to procure approval of l this 
petition . Kenm1erer , the historian of provincial Nev1 .J~rsey, 
writes that 11 The coincidence of the gift and Bernard 's re-
newed efforts to liberalize his instructions about paper 
money is at least suspicious . 1155 While it is true tha~ 
Bernard was constantly grasping for money, a fact he jJsti-
fied because of the increasing size of his family , thiJ was 
I 
not the determining factor in Bernard's request . The ~over­
nor was eager to administer the province well , for he ~ad 
I 
52 . Bernard Papers, I , 149-50; Bernard to Halifax, 30 ~ugust , 
1758. 
53 . N. J . A., IX, 50 . 
54 . Bernard Papers, I, 148; Bernard to Halifax, 24 Aug~st , 
1'758 . 




hopes o~ being appointed eventually to a better- paying , more 
i mportant post . Ile was an Englishman first , however , and he 
realized that New .Jersey could aid the English forces in 
Ame rica only by increasing the amount of bills of credit to 
be retired at a later date . 
The Board of Trade and the Privy Council finally lagreed 
to allow Bernard to issue b40 , 000 in bills of credit ~o be 
sunk in 1764 and 1765 to allow for a regiment of 1, ood men 
and 200 frontier guards for 1?59 . 56 There were certai~ re -
strictions as to the 1nanner of expenditure and of accotunting 
for the money . Since the Lords of Trade and the Priv) Coun-
cil had delayed their reply to Bernard ' s request , the ~ s ­
semb ly voted almost unanimously to raise 1000 volunteers to 
be subsisted by legal tende r bills of credit runountingl to 
bBO , OOO to be ret_red in 1764, 1765, 1766 and 1767 . 57 
1 
Again 
Bernard disobeyed his instructions by assenting to this bi ll , 
for he had a choice of that bill or none . He justified his 
actions in a letter to the Eoard of Trade (21 I.larch, 1759) 
by pointing out that Amherst needed the troops at once , that 
it was a nmtter of this measure or none , and that , tba~s to 
"the good humor , that the house was in , " t he New .Terse~ 
troops were 11 three weeks earlier in the campaign business 
than they were last year . " 58 1 
A week later he followed this letter with a more ~detailed 
56 . N • .J . A., IX , 157 . 
57 . Ibid., - 169 . 
58 . Ibid ., 168- 9 . 
letter in which he made a determined effort to ride both 
horses . The money bills passed by the legislaturelwere , he 
agreed with the Lords of Trade , 11 invasions of the reroe;a-
53 
tive , t-:. dangerous in their consequences . " He added , ho·wever , 
that "considering the present necessities of his l.:ajesties 
I Service , I could not think this a proper time to eldeavor to 
rectify these abuses." He justified hi s action in \the affair 
by asserting that the pas sage of the Act and his ad sent to it 
was made imperative by Gene ral nLh.erst 1 s plea 11 to use the ut-
most di spatch in raising the regiment . 1159 
In this writer 1 s opinion Bernard 1 s di sobedienc1e was 
hiehly justifiable , and his accomplishments in this~ matter 
were even more important than his success at Easton . The 
provincial legislature was jealous of its power to appropri-
ate and raise funds when that power was threatened by the 
New Jersey Com1cil . If this power to appropriate ahd raise 
I 
funds was threatened by the King ' s Council or the Bbard of 
I Trade , the Assembly ' s action then might have precipitated the 
I 
quarrels of the next two decades . Bernard wisely chose t o 
amend his instructions. In exchange for his disobedience , he 
received the gratitude and respect o£' the legislatu:be , and , 
of course , the fee due him for expenses in hi s remoira l to the 
I 
provinc e . The prerogative of the Crown was not too lgreatly 
I 
disturbed , for the consent of the Governor was required before 
I 
the bill became law; yet , while not disturbing the Cro,•m 1 s 
59 . N' . J . A ., IX , 170-l. 
54 
prerogative, he had allowed the provincial legisla ture to 
retain its power of appropriation . Had he refused to allow 
the bills to be come law and bad he he ld to the letter of his 
instructions, the Assemb ly undoubtedly would have 1djourned 
v1i thout voting any money and Amherst would have be~n without 
the 1,000 men . Bernard's action was an example of foresight 
I 
and evidence of g ood judgment . If he had followed tsuch a 
common sense course in dealing with situations in lTassachu-
setts much of the dissension there would have been avoided, 
and it is highly probable that many of the differenbes be-






Thanks again to Bernard's action, lJew Jersey r~:.lised a 
new regiment, and the thousand men, under the redouptable 
Peter Schuyler , who was again exchansed , "completed \ & fully 
clothed and accoutred", arrived in Albany on 27 r.:ay . 60 The 
regiment formed part of Amherst's force of 12 , 000 rrgular 
I 
and provincial troops . It was planned to use this force to 
capture Crown Point and Ticonderoca from the French , They 
were then to cross Lake Champlain and the Richlieu 4nd St. 
Lawrence Rivers to join 1olfe and Johnson in the seir;e of 
Quebec . A~~erst 's army was successful at Crown PoiJt and 
Ticonderoga but not until late in the fall . Conseq ently 
Vlolfe had to storm Quebec without the aid of Amherst's 
troops . On the whole the New Jersey troops conductE3jd them-
60 . N. J . A., IX, 132 . 
selves creditably and the Assembly which had relu c tantly 
raised 1 , 000 troops in 1758 and only raised that nJnilier in 
I 
1759 because of Bernard ' s leadership , renewed their quota 
in 1760 , and after the fall of Quebe c agreed to railse a 
force of 600 men in 1761 and 1762 . 61 Thus the effect of 
I 
Bernard 's leadership on this issue was felt lone after he 
left the province . I 
In general , then, Bernard settled most of the trouble-
some problems . The solution of the Indian troubles! freed 
55 
men for militia or provincial anny service and thus increased 
New Jersey's aid in prosecuting the war . He had gi ~en a 
greater share in the provincial government to the p~ople of 
I 
'1est Jersey and granted a seat in the Council to a Quaker , 
I 
thus pleasing groups whose previous representation tn govern-
ment had been inequitable . By cooperating with the l legisla-
ture he had raised the relations between tl2.e branch~s of 
goverm.1ent of the province to a high level and most 
1 
of the 
internal bickering had been resolved . I 
I !.lost of Bernard ' s actions were hie;hly regarded lby the 
home eovernment . llis handling of the Indian issue ~on the 
62 I profuse thanks of the people in New Jersey and the appro-
bation of the Lords of Trade in an excellent letter of con-
I 63 A mendation . Even his disobedience in the matter o1r the 
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not disapproved to the extent that Bernard ·was reprimanded 
or ordered to rescind the Assemb ly ' s action . That \the Board 
of Trade had faith in him is discernible in the fact that 
I 
they did not interfere too strong ly in the ma tter a!nd that 
they accepted most of hi s sug gestions , including his nominees 
for various posts . Bernard on his part carried ouJ nost of 
the instructions of the Board of Trade very well anCI. was al-
l 
ways aware of means for serving t he se men . 
I 
In one instance , however , Bernard showed his dbvotion 
to and defense of the royal prerogative very strongly . The 
I 
Act of Settlement of 1701 stated that judges would hold com-
mi ssions during "good behavi01"' 11 instead of during "fhe King 's 
pleasure" and this rule was in general use in America . The 
rule was revised by Lord Halifax , the President of the Board 
of Trade in 1752, who stated that all judicial appotntraents 
I 
after that date should be nmde during the King ' s pleasure 
only . Robert Hunter I.'iorris had been named Chief' Juitice of 
New Jersey 11 during s ood behavior" in 1739 , thirteen years 
I before Halifax ' s instructions had been sent out, anq he con-
I tinued in that :post for some years . ·vhen Morris was appoint-
ed Governor of Pennsylvania in 1754 he tried to res~gn the 
post of Chief Justice , but the Board of' Trade did not accept 
his resignation . 1t..orris then continued in that post carrying 
on its business occasionally until 1757 . In that y,ar (Feb-
ruary 16 , 1757) William Aynsley was appointed Chief Justice 
and he served m1til his death in July, 1758 . Vfuen Aynsley 
57 
was appointed, J,Torris , though he was no longer GovEjrnor of' 
Pennsylvania, did not protest hi s appointment . When Aynsley 
I 
died Bernard reco111m.ended to Halifax that either sa.nruel 1Jevill 
or Richard Salter , the remaining Justices, be appointed to 
the post .64 In a later let ter he stated that Korris 1would be 
the best man but th...a t r.lorri s would not take a new clormni s si on 
65 
unless the tenure was 11 good behavior" not "King 1 s p
1
leasure • 11 
The Board took no action a...'1d so ~.: orris finally informed 
I 
Bernard in the summer of 1759 that he would "resume his of-
fice of Chief Justice by virtue of his former paten~sn , which 
had never been surrendered or cancelled. In the meantime the 
Kine , upon the advice of the Board of Trade , named r athaniel 
Jones of London to the post , 6G and Jones , upon arriyal , at 
f'irst refused , and only when encouraged by Bernard ~id he 
agree to di spute Morris 1 s right to the position . Tlh.e case 
was heard before the Supreme Court in I~arch , 17GO, tnd Judge 




. f f I' . 67 1n avor o .. orr1s . 
Bernard , perturbed at this decision and upset at this 
attack upon the authority of the home government , p~blicly 
defended the government 's case and ordered the AttoJ:Jney 
64 . Bernard Papers , I , 144; Bernard to Halifax, 24 1ugust, 
1758. 
65 . Bernard Papers , I , 161; Bernard to lialifax , 11 qecember , 
1758. 1 
66 . N. J . A., IX , 173; Board of Trade to King Ge orge II , 22 
l:Iay";" 1759. 
67. Eorris wrote a summary of his position in 
to Governor Boone , who succeeded Bernard , 
235-238. 
Aucustl , 1760 




General to appeal the case overseas . If Bernard's actions 
on money matters had caused any doubts in the home govern-
ment concernins his vdllingness to defend the preroGative 
of the Crown , hl s attitude in this case should Lave dispel -
led them . He \'/rote to the Board in August , 1759 , b~fore the 
case came before the Court , that he had advised Lorris not 
68 to take the post without approval by the Board , and in 
February, 1760 , shortly before tl1e case was tried in the 
Supreme Court , l e v~rote a detailed account of the rna tter to 
the Board . In one of a series of letters , he wrote, "I can't 
consider it as a mere contest for an office , but it looks 
more like a comltlencement of Eostilities agains t tho Govern-
ien t," and advised that Boone , who had been appointed to sue -
ceed Dernard as Governor , be given definite orders not to 
recognize :orris . 69 The rna tter was not settled by Doone , 
whose term was brief . Hi s successor, Josiah Hardy, gave 
J.:orris a "e ood behavior" appointr.:ent and was removed for his 
disobedience . ·orris served until his death on 27 January, 
1764 . 
This is the outstanding example of Bernard ' s defense of 
the prerogative in his administration of l;ew Jersey . lie real-
ized that l'.iorris was the best man for the situation and could 
make no defense of the practice of appointing judt;es on "cood 
behav or11 in England and "King ' s pleasure" in America . There 
68 . N. J . A., IX , 176 . 
69 . ~ernard Papers , I , 197 , 31 l arch , 1760 . 
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were regulations that should be obeyed . He did not risk his 
position or the displeasure of the Lords by advising that 
t hey be superseded or tenporarily set aside in r.:orris 1 s case, 
but instead he accepted the Lords of Trade idea , insisted 
that it should be carried out , and even advised the Lords of 
Trade of measures it mic;ht adopt to see that the regulations 
were followed . Th.is was to be Bernard's attitude in crises 
in Iassachusetts and his failure to encourac e the Board of 
Trade to change their attitudes on provincial probl ns there 
resulted :in hi s dovmfall and contributed to the final ca tas -
trophe . 
It had never been Bernard 1 s intention to r.mlce a career 
of the :rew Jerse governorship, and so less than one year 
after his appointment to this post he began to consider pos -
sibilities for E.dvancen~ent to a more i mportant place . Al -
though Bernard v1as impressed by the " I eal th and Beauty" of 
Hev1 Jersey and by the generally favorable opinion of the 
people of the province touard him, he felt that the 1,ev: Jer-
sey post did not paT enough for the needs of his r; rowlnc; 
f~,ily . V en the Bernards arrived in America in 1758 there 
uere e:::. r;h t living children in the family and , t o use Bernard 1 s 
phrase , " Hature had not et set the bounds 11 to the number of 
h s children . On 1 October , 1758 another son , Scrope, was 
born in Perth Amboy and in the following year the last child, 
Julia , was born . Bernard in the spring of 1759, having nine 
living children and expecting a tenth, eagerly desired a 
better- paying post . 
He had hoped to be appointed Governor of New Ybrk or 
I 
Pennsylvania , and if the latter were made a royal province , 
I 
that was obviously his first choice . Of these desi~es he 
?0 I 
wrote to Darrington late in the spring of 1759 , bttt there 
were then no vacancies . I We n~y assume that Barrington kept 
Bernard 's letter in mind unti l a vacancy should occttr • 
60 
In 1759 Colonel George Haldane , who had held the most 
desirable colonial post as the Governor of Jamaica , I died, and 
the Board of Trade reassic ned the colonial governor~. William 
IIe:r1ry Lyttleton of South Carolina was assigned to relplace 
I 
Haldane in Jamaica , and Thomas Pownall , the popular .Governor 
of l:assachusetts Bay , succeeded Lyttleton . This left the 
I 
lucrative J;Tassachusetts post open, and Bernard recei1ved this 
appointment . I His successor in the New Jersey Governorship 
was to be one Thomas Boone , a resident of South Carolina . 
I 
To Bernard this was the realization of a creat ambition . I . 
I.!assachusetts was one of the larger , wealthier provinces , and 
Bernard expected that he would probably be paid at lbast 
bl,500 annually at this post. Even when he learned early in 
I 
17GO that the salary would be only about :hl ,200 at t~e most , 
his enthusiasm was only slightly shaken. ::Ie foresaw many ad-
1 
vantages in his prospective ho:t!le : the cost of livine; was low, 
there were excellent opportunities for the education lof his 




children, the people there were reputed to be amia~le , 71 and 
there were excellent library and other cultural fadilities 
I 
in Boston. I 
He was forced to remain in Perth Amboy until t~e middle 
of the summer of 1760 because Thomas Boone's co~nis\sion was 
inexplicably delayed until 4 July , 17G0 . 72 His farewell to 
the Assembly and that body's reply were exchanges o~ compli-
ments of' people vrh o had enjoyed working together . ~n a 
friendly address the Governor co~nented : 
I do assure you that I shall leave this 
province with regret . Your good disposi-
tion towards his Uajesty ' s government , and 
your kind acceptance of my services , had 
given me the fairest prospect of an easy 
and creditable administration. 73 
The Assembly , not to be outdone in kindness , presented a reply 
which showed that they were not unaware of the Govefnor's 
merits . They stated : 
Your Exce l lency ' s l eaving this Goverrunent; 
we esteem as a public loss , having in our \ 
mind anticipated the happiness we had the 
greatest probability of enjoying under yo~ 
administration .......................... . , . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • tl • 
and your general conduct will remain grate -
f"ll.lly impressed on tb.e minds of the peoplJ , 
wl1o vrlll ever consider themselves in a mart-
ner intere~ted in your future care and I 
happiness . 'T4 
I On this high plane of accord Bernard left New JerseJf • 
I 
71 . Although his uncle Samuel Shute certainly did not think 
so . 
72 . N. J . A., IX, 235 . 
73 . Ibid ., - 221 . 
74 . Ibid ., 222 . 
The historians of colonial Ne~ Jersey credit ~rancis 
Bernard with being an able administrator . Kemmerer , the 
best modern historian of the New Jersey of this pe~iod , 
62 
calls Bernard "the most able g overnor the colony had had 
since Robert Hunter . 1175 Bernard ' s administration \~as suc-
cessful , for he had settled almost all of the majo~ problems ; 
he gave offense to few people and these actions we1e c eneral-
ly j ustified . The Indian treaty at Easton rer~ins his great-
est monument of these two years . He defended the royal pre-
rogative wh en necessary , but he felt himself by no means 
bound to the letter of his instructions when these seemed 
unwise . He was one of the first Governors to recei\ve and re-
tain the respect of the provincial legislature , ~e Council 
Records show that there was sincere respect for the Governor 
by t hat body and that there was lit t le friction between the 
branches of the legislature during Bernard 1 s term. ! 
In almost every respect his administration was success-
ful and efficient , and Bernard , flushed by his success in New 
Jersey , looked forward to equal or even greater success in 
Massachusetts . With an excellent record to demons t rate his 
capability and \7i th the supp ort of hi s cousin Darrington, 
Bernard saw no limit to the possibilities of his a~vancement . 
In this belief Barrinc ton encouraged him, for in sendinG his 
thanks to Bernard for a collection of newspaper cli1ppings 
75 . Kemra.erer , Path to Freedom, 234 . Hunter served as Gover-
nor of New Jersey from 1710 to 1719. 
concerning the Governor 's success in New Jersey, th War 
Secretary viTote encouragingly: 
The paper you enc lose shews plainly 
how well the people of New Jersey are 
pleas 1d with your administration; I 
make no doubt of your being as much 
lik 1d at Boston. Your conduct in both 
governments will make it a pleasing 
and an easy task to sollicit one better 
than either, when ever any such shall be 
vacant and agreeable to You .76 





The Bernards in l.iassachusetts : The Early Years , 1760-2 
I 
The province of' Uassachusetts Bay in New England was in 
1760 one of' the most important of' England's Americah prov-
inces . It included all of' the present Commonwealth, three 
towns now part of' Connecticut , two towns now included in 
Rhode Island, and t..h.e entire province of Maine , whose north-
ern boundary was not yet determined . Governor Sh i:rley had 
estimated the population of' the province at 200,000 in 1754, 
an increase of' about 25 per cent in less than fifteen years . 1 
Thomas Bernard , the Governor's son, probably basing his es-
timate on the census conducted in his father's administration, 
reckoned the population in the 1760's at 250 , 000, of' whom 
210,000 were whites . 2 J!Iassachusetts contained abo~lt one-
seventh of' the American population and had the largest white 
3 population in any Ameri can province . In the province v1ere 
more than one hundred and fifty towns, and new toYms were in-
corporated by the legis lature almost annually . These towns 
were scattered throughout the province, for the development 
1 . John G. Palfrey, History of'~ England (Boston, 1890) , v, 
43, ll8n . 
2 . Thomas Bernard, The Life of' Sir Franci s Bernard (London, 
1790) , 12. -----
3. According to a letter from Governor Shirley of l~assachu­
setts to the Lords of' Trade , dated 7 January , 1754, quoted 
in J . G. Palfrey, ££• cit., V, 118-9 , one-sixth of' the 
total American population were 1-egroes, and this propor-
tion must have been substantially higher in the South. Ac-
cording to the census of' 1765 the white population was 
more than 240,000 . E . B. Green and V. D. Harring ton, 
American Population Before the Federal Census of' 1790 
(Hew York, 1932), 21. - --
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of !.lassachusetts, unlike many other provinces, was not con-
fined to the sea- coast. Uany towns were establishedl. in the 
Berkshires, in the Connecticut and r.:errimac valleys and 
along the Connecticut and Rhode Island borders . 
The administrative organization of tlie province as es-
tablished by tLe charter of 1691 was unique. The Governor 
was appointed by the King upon the recommendation of the 
Board of Trade. Other officials appointed by the King v1ere 
the Lieutenant Governor and the Secretary of the province. 
The General Court, the legislative body of the province, con-
sisted of two branches , the House o.f Representatives and the 
Council, and t hese branches jointly chose the provincial 
agent in England, the Commissary General , ti~e Import O.f.ficer 
for the Port of Boston, and other provincial of.ficers vd th 
the approval of the Governor . All laws passed by this legi s-
lature were subject to the Governor's veto and had to be sent 
to England for final approval by the King . 
The members of the House of Representatives wE?re elected 
by the toi"ms in town meetings held annually early in 11ay . 
Each tovm having 120 electors was entitled to two representa-
tives and the tovm of Boston elected four representatives to 
the General Cour·t . Many of the tovms incorporated could not 
qualify 120 electors and some towns prefaced their applica-
tions for incorporation with a temporary vaiver of representa-
tion in order to prevent the House from becomin0 too large. 
A qualified elector in Massachusetts was a man, over twenty-
one years of age, who possessed ~0 sterling or a f~eehold 
estate of forty shillings a year . 
66 
The House convened annually in May and elected the 
Speaker from its membership at that time. This body had cer-
tain rights reserved to it alone. All money bills originated 
in the House , and the Representatives elected the treasurer 
and receiver-general, the tax-collector, and other officers 
concerned with tl~e receipt and expenditure of publi c money . 
This body was also able to maintain a measure of control over 
the governor and his appointees, for the House voted the 
salaries of the covernors, the judges and other officials. 
This was no formalized appropriation procedure, for the 
House of Representatives alone not only appropriated the 
money for salaries but also determined what those salaries 
would be. 
The 1•iassachusetts Council served in a dual capacity: 
not only was it a part of the legislature of the province, 
but it had also an executive function. The Council served 
as ~D upper house of the legislature, concurrins in or re-
jecting the acts of the House of Representative s. At the 
same time the Council serves as the Governor's Privy Council , 
advising the Governor on provincial matters and approving the 
Governor 's appointees. \Vhen the Council met as the Privy 
Council , the Governor presided. When it met as a legislative 
body, one of its members, elected as President, presided over 
the group. Since the establishment of the charter, with one 
exception, the Lieutenant Governor and the Secretary had 
served as members of the Council , but they were elected to 
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the Council in the same manner that other Councillors were . 
The Council consisted of twenty- eight members who vrere 
elected annually by the House of Representatives at its 
first session . Of the twenty- eight elected, eighteen were 
chosen from the former colony of ~:assachusetts Bay 1 four 
from Plymouth colony area , three from Maine , one from Saga-
dahoc , and two at- large . These men served one year terms, 
although ~ny were frequently reelected . 
Boston , the capital of the province , was at this tir.:e 
one of the largest towns in Ameri ca with a population of at 
4 least 18 ,000, and, despite a rather rigid adherence to 11 blue 
laws" and other restrictive measures , the city had achieved 
a reputation second only to Philadelphia as a center of social 
and cultural activities . The population here as in the re-
mainder of the provinces was largely of English and Scotch-
Irish stock. The majority of the people in the tovm and 
province were Con[;rega tionalists , and almost every, tovm had 
at least one society of this denomination . Doston also con-
tained a number of Presbyterians , two Baptist congregations , 
and t:TI'ee Episcopalian churches , the larcest of which was 
4 . Philadelphia in 1753 had a population of 14,673, but by 
1769 this had increased to 28 , 043 . (Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica , XVII , 708- 9) . lfeVI York in 1756 had a po1JU"'l.a t1on of 
T4;UOO , but by 1783, it had surpassed Philadelphia and 
Boston in population . (Ibid ., XVI , 367 .) 
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King's Chapel . These latter churches were large ly supported 
by royal appointees , and some British merchants who had 
settled in America. Cambridge , too, had an Episcopalian 
church which some g overnors had attended and there was an 
important Episcopalian church in Newburyport . 
Cambridee, the town up the Charles River , was the site 
of the oldest and most important of the six American colleges, 
Harvard College . Established 11 to advance learnine; and per-
petuate it to Posterity; dreading to leave an illiterate 
l"ini stry to the Churches" , this college now accommodated 
almost two hundred scholars, who , upon leaving the college , 
established· t emselves as laYfYers, teachers, ministers , and 
merchants in the towns . Bernard had long been interested in 
educational institutions and had been much concerned vii th 
the success of the College of l!ew Jersey at Prince ton. With 
Harvard hi s relations were of an even closer nature . Two of 
his sons were students there and the Governor was one of the 
college 's friends and benefactors through personal gif ts and 
reconnnendations to the House of appropriations for the col-
lege. 
There were other importa11t tovms in the province . 
Salem and r.:arblehead on the coast north of Boston were fam-
ous trading ports from which s hips traveled constantly to 
England and the West Indies. In Newburyport, at the mouth 
of the ~.:errimac River , there were distilleries and shipping 
facilities, while Gloucester's inhabitants then , as now, en-
gaged in fishing and trading . The fishing industr~ was 
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especially successful. There was an abundance of fish in 
the nearby waters and off the coast of Labrador and Newfound-
land, and the traders found a ready market for their dried 
and salted fish in the Catholic countries as well as in 
England. There was some farming in the province , but even 
at that date it had become evident that wealth would h ave 
to be developed in other fields. A number of towns had been 
established on Cape Cod and the inhabitants here engaged in 
farming and fishing . In the western part of the province 
many farming communities had also been developed. 
Shipping, farming and fishing were not the only indus-
tries in the province. In the northern counties of the 
province, in present-day Maine, men were engaged in the lum-
bering industry, selecting and cutting trees for use in 
shipbuilding in the province, in the \~est Indies, and abroad. 
There was little manufacturing other than the preparation 
of rum and the various home industries . The province had 
its share of shopkeepers, carpenters, shoemakers, metal-
smiths, and coopers and other artisans . 
Every town was required by law to have a public school 
and under certain conditions a Latin Grrunmar School, and 
schoolmasters, often Harvard students hoping to earn a few 
shillings in order to continue their education, or more 
frequently men preparing for the ministry, were popular 
figures of the day . In addition to the schools required (U 
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law there were dame schools conducted in private homes where 
children were taught the rudimentary subjects. Most travel-
lers agreed that the free public education in Massachusetts 
at this time was superior to that in England and perhaps 
the best in the entire world. It is ce r tain that the degree 
of literacy in New England even among the poorest groups and 
among the women was exceptionally high. 5 
In all of these fields--religion, government, industry 
and education--there was nothing static. Massachusetts at 
this time has the appearance of a rapidly expanding and grow-
ing province. 
In Boston particularly conditions had changed in the 
two or three generations before Bernard's arrival. Many 
of the inhabitants had become wealthy in recent years through 
trading and shipping activities, and these men were subject 
to influences which their more orthodox neighbors considered 
corrupting. Many had joined .the English churches since 
these were attended by the royal appointees and the higher 
civil service authorities. So fashionable had this church 
become that there was even a shocking proposal to name an 
American bishop and thus inflict upon the province one of 
the Church of England's most disdained forms. 
5. Clifford K. Shipton, "secondary Education in the Puritan 
Colonies," New England .(.Uarterly, VII, 646-661. Shipton 
refutes the-u8ual contention that the educational leader-
ship Massachusetts had taken in the seventeenth century 
had been lost in the eighteenth century. Although atten-
dance in the grammar schools did fall off in proportion 
to the increase in population, the enrolment in writing 
schools, where the X!Ud1 iments of schooling were obtained, 
doubled. 
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The new wealth manifested itself in other wayF, particu-
larly in the town of Boston. A new American aristbcracy had 
developed, quite independently of the King's appoiftees and 
the occasional titled visitor. The wealthy merchants, sons 
of ministers, schoolmasters, and hard-toiling farm~rs, utilized 
their wealth to provide themselves with the outer trappings 
of aristocracy. Powdered .wigs and silver buckles for the 
men and jewelry for the ladies, including earrings, for which 
I 
some of the less squeamish ladies had their ear-lo~es pierced, 
were in vogue. No longer did home-spun wool or ev~n im-
ported wool suffice for clothing, but finely woven silks, 
I 
ruffled cuffs, and carefully-made gold laces were in style. 
Each merchant, too, was expected to own a rich coach and 
I handsome house. New Homes were built, usually upon the hills 
of the various towns, overlooking the village or the ocean, 
I 
and summer homes were erected at Jamaica Pond, in Roxbury, 
in Milton, and in other towns outside of Boston. ~ven the 
eating habits of these people had changed. Ale an~ rum had 
been the usual beverages, but now, while these werel all right 
for sailors, farmers and laborers, Madeira wines an~ liquors 
from the continent were imported by the new rich, apd the 
simple game and domestic meats were replaced by rar~r items, 
in imitation of the continental style. These were no bar-
barians or aborigines among whom Bernard was to live, but 
were men who could match him for finery and elegance and ~s 
I 
connoisseurs of the rare and delica te. j 
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The merchants were not the only important class. Al-
though there was a decline in the power of the ministers, 
which had been great in the days of the Puritan theocracy, 
Boston's pulpits were filled by exceptionally capable men 
in 1760. Dr. Mather Byles, a nephew of Cotton Mather who 
became famous for his defiance of the Boston patriots in 
the War of Independence, filled the pastorate at the Roll~ 
Street Church. Dr. Samuel Cooper, who had succeeded his 
father as pastor of the Brattle Street Church was a power-
ful force in molding public opinion and increased his fame 
in later years as a contributor of patriotic essays to the 
Boston Gazette and was finally elected President of Harvard 
College, a post he was forced to refuse in order to retain 
his ministerial post. A member of many learned societies 
in England and a friend and confidante of many of the lead-
ing men of the day, he well deserves a serious study. In 
the West Church pulpit was Jonathan Mayhew, descendant of 
a long line of preachers and missionaries whose labors among 
the Indians vn Martha's Vineyard are well-known. He 
was the true firebrand of his time and one of the leading 
exp onents of the new religion. Mayhew rejected the Trinitarian 
viewpoint, discarded Calvinistic narrowmindedness, and re-
affirmed the doctrine of free will, to the consternation of 
the orthodox Congregationalists and Presbyterians in the 
town. Not satisfied with this tempest, he displayed strong 
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liberal Whig tendencies, led the opposition to the plan for 
the creation of an Anglican episcopate, and spoke out strcngly 
against the obnoxious laws passed by the British Parliament 
during Bernard's administration. Only his early death at 
the age of forty-six in 1766 silenced him and deprived the 
colonial cause of a powerful voice and pen. 
Charles Chauncy, . great grandson of Harvard's second 
president was serving as pastor of the First Church. He 
was well known as a writer of theological books--many of 
which had been reprinted in England--and as a preacher and 
was the first American to receive the D.D. degree from the 
University of Ed~nburgh. His fame in Europe equaled that 
of Jonathan Edwards and Jonathan Mayhew and in the late 
1760's after the death of Mayhew he emerged as one of the 
leaders of the opposition to the establishment of an Anglican 
episcopate. The old names among Boston pre a ch ers ,v ere still 
present. Dr. Samuel Mather, son of the famous Cotton Mather, 
had been elected to the charge at the Old North ChurcrP four 
years after the death of his father. Never a popular preacher 
he was relieved of this post after ten years (1742) and with 
some of the parishioners who favored him formed a new, small 
church. Samuel Mather was married to a sister of Thomas 
Hutchinson, Lieutenant-Governor of Massachusetts. The eloquent 
Dr. ndrew Eliot, whose son prepared a valuable biographical 
6. This was the church which Increase and Cotton Mather had 
served, not Christ Church now popularly known as the "Old 
North. 11 
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dictionary, was the pastor of .the orthodox church on \ North 
Street. At King's Chapel, which dld not become a unitarian 
house of worship until after the war , the Reverend Henry 
Caner served as rector , and many of the royal governors, in-
1 
eluding Bernard, attended services there . 
I 
This then was the town which was to be Bernard's new 
home. The town of Boston was a-compact settlement in 1760 . 
l 
A traveler to America in 1742 wrote that there were 1718 houses, 
166 warehouse~ ten Congregational churches, three English 
. I 
churches , one French, one ~uaker , and one Irish (Pre~byterian) 
I 
meeting house. There were, in addition to these bui]dings , an 
almshouse, a workhouse, a granary, and four schoolho~ses. The 
visitor marvelled at the well-paved streets and the striking 
I 
buildings.? Among these latter were Faneuil Hall, the Town Hall, 
and Province House, the home of the Governors. In t~e spring be-
fore Bernard's arrival a great fire had destroyed 4001 buildings 
and left 200 families homeless, but by summer new bui~dings to 
replace the old were under construction.8 
II 
The prospects in 1760 for a successful administr~tion 
by the Royal Governor of the province of Massachusetts Bay 
I 
were very bright. The Governors appointed by the King since 
I 
7. Horace E. Scudder, "Life in Boston in the Provincial Period," 
in Justin VJinsor , ed. Memorial History of Boston, ~Boston, 
1881) II. 
8. A vivid description of the fire , originally written by the 
Town Clerk, villlam Cooper, brother of Dr . Samuel Cooper, 
for the Boston Post-Boy and Advertiser (24 March 1760) had 
been reprinted in the New England Historical and G~nealogical 
Register for July 1880. 
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1691 had usually been men of better-than-average ability. 
Some governed with tolerable success; others, like Bernard's 
uncle Samuel Shute , never seemed to be able to acquire the 
common touch. In the two decades before Bernard's arrival, 
William Shirley and Thomas Pownall had served as Governor, 
and both had been popular. 
Shirley, although a defender of the royal prerogative, 
had learned to manage all of the factions in the province 
and to make himself respected by most of the citizens. The 
General Court was willing to work with him on most occasions, 
and in his administration the Governor's annual compensa-
tion was increased to flOOO. Even the obvious inability he 
displayed in military matters in the French and Indian 11'ar 
did not lessen the general respect for him, although his 
marraige to a Catholic lady did cause some feeling to develop 
against him in the province long after his term of office 
was completed. So content was he with life in the province 
that he returned there to live after his retirement. 
Thomas Pownall, his successor, and Bernard's predecessor 
was an even more popular figure, who consorted with such 
talented men as Benjamin Pratt, the Boston Lawyer who later 
became Chief Justice of New York, and the Reverend Samuel 
Cooper, the distinguished clergyman. Despite the opposition 
of some Boston and alem merchants, Pownall had enjoyed the 
support of most of the populace. He had managed to remain 
/ 
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loyal to his King and country and to satisfy both the 
crown and local factions in the province. hen he left 
Massachusetts to assume the Governorship of South Carolina 
members of the legislature delivered long panegyrical ad-
dresses in his honor9 and offered him passage to England in 
the provincial frigate. When he embarked from Boston on 
3 June 1760 (not on the Provincial frigate, for he wisely 
declined the legislature's offer), the entire membership of 
the House of Representatives and the Council accompanied 
him to the· ship, 11 and every ceremony was adopted which could 
leave a favorable impression on his mind"lO including a 
salute by the guns of the batteries and of the castle.ll 
Thus Bernard's appointment to Massachusetts came at a 
propitious date. The royal governor's post in the province 
was held in high esteem, and Bernard, whose reputation as a 
successfu+ Governor of New Jersey had preceded him to Massa-
chusetts, looked forward to an equally successful administra-
tion in Massachusetts. Early in 1760, before leaving New 
Jersey, Bernard wrote to Lord Halifax to thank him, as Presi-
dent of the Board of Trade, for recommending the appointment 
to the Massachusetts post. Admitting that he knew little 
about the province, he stated that he had 
9. A town in the District of Maine (present-day Wiscasset and 
Dresden) was named Pownalborough in h i s honor. 
10. George Minot, Continuation of the History of the Province 
of Massachusetts Bay, etc. (Boston, 1803) II-,-64=0. Journal 
of the House of Representatives (1760) 17. 
11. BOstOn News Letter , 5 June 1750~ 
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the pleasure of being assured that the 
government is put into very good order 
by Mr . Pownall & that I shall have 
nothing to do but keep it so; in which 
as (I) dont apprehend that I shall be 
charged with any matter that will be 
subject to Contest, I promise myself 
12 success ..... ....................... . 
He added that he looked forward to moving to Boston because 
it was "the most polished and scientific Town in America," 
and it had 11 a good public library, many very conversible 
men, tolerable musick & other amusementsttl3 all of which 
Bernard had missed in New Jersey. 
To his cousin and patron, Lord Barrington, Bernard con-
fided his plans and ideas a few months later. He thanked 
Barrington for having exerted his influence to help him to 
obtain the Massachusetts post and discussed the new post 
in these words: 
As for the people, I am assured that I may 
depend upon a quiet & easy Administration. 
I shall have no points of government to 
dispute about , no schemes of self-interest 
to pursue. The People are well-disposed to 
live upon good terms with the Governor & 
want to be directed by a junto or supported 
by a party; but that I shall find there as 
I have done here, that plain dealing integrity 
and disintriestedness make the best system 
of policy. 
Despite his eagerness to assume his new. duties, Bernard 
was forced to remain in New Jersey until Governor Boone should 
arrive . Before Bernard could leave New Jersey, Pownall sailed 
12. Bernard Papers I, 193, 16 February 1760 .· Bernard to 
Halifax from Perth Amboy. 
13. Ibid. 
14. Ibid, I, 201J Bernard to Barrington from New York, 19 
April 1760. 
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from Boston, and Thomas Hutchinson, who had been named 
Lieutenant-Governor in June 1758, became acting Governor 
of Massachusetts until Bernard's arrival in August 1760. 
III 
The Bernards made the trip from Perth Amboy to Boston 
in a leisurely fashion. The · General Court of Massachusetts 
had sent one of its armed sloops to New Jersey, and the 
Bernard family embarked on ?tonday, 28 July 1760. The sloop, 
undoubtedly following the coastline closely to avoid French 
vessels , arrived in Newport on Wednesday evening, and the 
Bernards stayed there overnight at the home of the Port 
Collector . Secretary Andrew Oliver of kassachusetts met the 
family at Newport and on Thursday the party left Newport 
for Providence by passage boat . The sloop bearing the 
children resumed the trip to Boston . fhen the Bernards left 
Nev~ort they wer e saluted with a discharge of five guns 
from the sloop and eleven from the fort . The parllf arrived 
in Providence that aft e rnoon and proceeded to irentham by 
coach. Here they remained overnight at the local tavern. 
The provincial officials had an opportunity to utilize 
their skill in pageantry and they took advantage of it. 
Sheriff Stephen Greenleaf of Suffolk County met the party 
at rentham and on the following morning Major Price and 
a group of the Governor's Troop of Horse Guards met the 
Governor at the tavern and escorted the now enlarged party 
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to Dedham where they were met by the Lieutenant-Governor, 
Brigadier General Royall, and the remainder of the troop 
of guards .15 
The arrival of a Governor by land was a new experience 
for most of the colonists, and they proceeded to make Ber-
nard's reception a magnificent one. "Many Gentlemen from 
Town" with coaches and chariots and a company of cadets 
joined the parade to Province House. Along the route from 
Dedham to the Council chambers cheering spectators greeted 
t he party. 
A committee from the General Court received and con-
gratulated Bernard in the Council chamber. Secretary Oliver 
read the commission and Hutchinson administered the oath. 
Three volleys were fired, one from the Troop of Guard, one 
from the Regiment of Militia , and the last from the Company 
of Cadets. The populace outside gave three cheers; the guns 
at Castle William were discharged; the batteries in Boston 
and Charlestown joined in the s alute; the province sloop 
King George and other ships in the harbor fired their guns. 
In the evening t here were fireworks and bonfires into the 
town, and Bernard wa s guest of honor at "an elegant dinner" 
in Faneuil Hai1l6 
15. Boston News Letter, 7 August 1760. 
16. Ibid. 
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Bernard was gratified by the magnificent reception and 
hastened to forward newspaper reports of it to his patrons 
abroad. To his cousin Barrington he addressed a letter on 
the Thursday after his arrival in which he mentioned the 
excellent reception accorded him and added: 
I have the pleasure to inform your Lordship 
that I have a very fair Prospect of an 
easy Administration from the Assurances 
of all Persons concerned in it that I have 
yet seen; a~ also from the favourable im-
pressions, which I am told have been reed 
of me as well from London as from New 
Jersey.l7 
In the following week Bernard met many delegations who 
hastened to congratulate him and to offer promises of support. 
On ~onday, 7 August , the ministers and wardens of the Epis-
copal Church waited upon him and congratulated him. He ex-
pressed his deep gratitude and promised "The Advancement 
of Religion I esteem to be one of my first Duties; 
and I can say that it is.most suitable to my own Disposi-
tion.11 On Tuesday the Boston selectmen congratulated him 
and were told that the Governor hoped to fulfill their ex-
pectations. The next day the Congregational ministers re-
ported and were informed that they "will be particularly 
intitled to and may always depend upon (his) Favour and 
Patronage", and on the following Monday the Boston merchants 
received similar assurances of good will. The Presbytery 
of Boston delayed its congratulations until 21 August, when 
17. Bernard Papers 1, 272; Bernard to Barrington from Boston 
7 August 1760. 
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their representatives were received, and congratulations and 
good wishes were exchanged.l8 Trul.Y Bernard did not ex-
aggerate when he informed his cousin Barrington on 7 August 
1760 that he and Mrs. Bernard made their uEntry her~ last 
Saturday in a very Magnificent Manner.l9 
IV 
The province sloop arrived in Boston on Tuesday, 5 A~ust, 
with the se~en Bernard children who had made the trip from 
Newport without their parents. Since the Lieutenant Governor 
had prorogued the General Court until 13 August, the Ber-
nards wer~ able to spend almost two weeks after their ar-
rival in settling themselves in spacious Province House, the 
official residence of the royal governors. 
Little information about the interior of the building 
is available. In his uLegends of the Province House~ 
Nathaniel Hawthorne had described the exterior of the house 
as he knew it in the 1830 1 s and some of the elements of 
the decayed interior of Province House which in his day was 
used as a tavern. Some prints and a number of records giving 
information about the exterior are available. 
Peter Sergent, a welthy London merchant who moved to 
Boston in 1667, constructed this admirable house twelve 
18. Boston News Letter, 7 August 1760, 14 August 1760. 
19. Bernard-refters 1, 272; Bernard to Barrington from 
Boston, 7 August 1760. 
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years later in the rear of present day Province-House 
Court, opposite the head of Milk Street on the road that 
was then the ttHigh street 11 the winding highway leading from 
Cornhill to Roxbury . Sergent purchased the land in 1676 for 
b350, a huge sum in those days, from the Boston real-estate 
agent, Colonel Shimpton. Shimpton, a pioneer American 
realtor, owned much of Beacon Hill and the land on which 
the present state House was constructed. 
Sergent, eager to construct the most sumptuous borne 
I 
in Boston, spared no expense in the building. From Holland 
he imported brick for the three story mansion, which 'was 
built above the street l evel at a site some distance from 
the road and was fronted by a large garden plot. In 
1
the 
center of the roof was a hugh cupola and this was surr!lounted 
by a pedestal supporting a bronze figure of an Indian 
holding a bow and arrow which was used as a weathervane . 
This fagure, which is now in the possession of the Massachu-
setts Historical Society, was the work of the famous local 
artist, Deacon Shem Drowne, creator of the Faneuil Hall 
grasshopper. From the entrance door to the walk was 1a 
flight of twelve red freestone steps and on either si1de of 
the steps were wrought iron rails. Before the door W
1
as a 
portico supported by wooden columns and above this portico 
was an elaborate balcony enclosed by an ornate iron balus-
trade matching the pattern of the stair railings. The con-
struction date and Sergent's initials were engraved thus 




Since 1716 when Sergent's widow sold the house to the 
province for b2300 it had served as the official residence 
of the royal governor. Above the door the Hoyal Arms , 
elaborately carved in deal and gilt, had been installed. 
·These, too, are now in the possessi_on of the Massachusetts 
Historical Society. 
The circumstances of the eventual disposition of this 
house are interesting. It was given by the State of the 
Massachusetts General Hospital and Asylum for the Insane in 
1811 and was leased by that institution for ninety-nine 
years in 1817. It underwent a variety of uses - as an Orphic 
Minstrel house, a warehouse, and finally as a saloon and 
tavern. After a fire in 1864 only the walls remained, 
and some years later three of these were razed. All 1 that 
remains of Province House today is the rear wall whiqh has 
been built into a building on the site. 
I 
In Bernard's time there was before the house a spacious 
I 
lawn which contained large shade trees and .attractive flower-
ing shrubs. Flanking the house were two large elms which 
were still standing one hundred years after Bernard's ar-
1 
rival. Near the street were two out-buildings which were 
used as porters' lodges. 
The interior of the house contained a large hal~, a 





the accoutrements of a luxurious home. The original in-
vestment of b2300 was only the beginning of the province's 
I 
expenses, for the General Court was forced to appropriate 
money for repairs and ornaments for the Province House fre-
1 
quently. 
It was in this mansion that important visitors were 
received and great balls and banquets held. From this home 
the Governor was escorted in state to address the Council 
and the House of Representatives. Since so much province 
business was carried on here, it was not the most satisfactory 
residence for the Bernard family, and so the Governo~ fol-
lowed the example of previous governors and established 
apartments for his family at Castle William and shortly 
afterward obtained a home near Jamaica Pond. At this last 
residence the Bernard family spent their summers. 
These first two weeks were spent in settling the family 
in Province House , becoming familiar with the provin~ial 
I 
situation, and receiving the respects of important delega-
. I 
tions. These i mportant matters having been settled, Bernard 
prepared to undertake the more important task of administer-
ing the province. 
v 
There seemed to be very few important matters w~ich 
might form any basis for contention between Bernard and the 
legislature in the late summer and early fall of 176q. Ber-
nard realized that the first import ant task was to i~sure 
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continued support by the Assembly of the British and Colo-
nial armies in Canada. In addition to this action, there 
were some appointments to be made, and it would be necessary 
I 
to pacify those few who were perennially in opposition to 
the crown authorities. It was t h is t h ird problem that gave 
Bernard his greatest trouble. 
Bernard had hoped for the support of both factions in 
raising and provisioning troops for the Canadian campaigns, 
and in this he was not disappointed. Under HutchinsOn's 
I 
leadership, the Assembly had voted in the summer of 176o20 
to add 500 men to Amherst's forces in addition to th~ 3,300 
who had enlisted since January 176021. The Massachusetts 
I 
forces had joined with Amherst's and Murray's men at the 
successful siege of Montreal, and this news arrived ~n 
Boston six weeks after Bernard's arrival. With the war 
I 
approaching a successful conclusion Bernard did not fear 
the possibility of losing legislative support in this matter. 
The problem of factionalism was one that plagued Eer-
nard for the next nin e years. There were two faction1s in 
the colony: one, which strongly supported royal authbrity, 
20. This session also reappointed William Bollan to the 
post of Provincial 1~ent in London on 5 June.Jourhal 
of the House of Representatives (1760) 34. 
2l.IDid-rr4, 66 The-Assembly had voted~aise 5,000 men 
in January, but only 3,300 had enlisted. G. R. Mihot, 
~it., II, 57. Thomas Hutchinson, Th e Histort of the 
Prov.GlCe of Massachusetts Bay, L . Mayo,---ed.(Cam rTilg_e_ 
1936), III, 80. . I 
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consisted mostly of crovm appointed auth orities and their 
associa tes, and the other, which was always defensiv~ of 
I 
the prerogative of the provincial assembly, was made up 
largely of members of the House and their supporters, and 
I 
had its principal strength in the town of Boston. Shirley 
I 
had managed to hold the middle ground rather well, occasionally 
supporting one side and then the other group, but generally 
satisfying both. Powna~ as has been stated before, wa s 
even more diplomatic, and thus the civision into factions 
had never caused any real concern. It was in Bernar~'s 
I 
administration that the two sides became sharply separated 
and t h eir differences more clearly defined. 
In the first month after Ber n ard's arrival, t h e elements 
of factionalis m seemed quieted and all groups appeared to 
be r e solved to work with the new Governor. Bernard de-
,, I 
livered his first address to the Genera l vourt on 13 August 
and the tone of the spe ech seemed designed to quiet 411 
I 
fears. He spoke of his own obligations not only to pre-
.serve the rights of the people as British subjects, but, 
and this seemed to be more important to t h ose subjec~s, he 
added that he was obliged to work for the preservatidn of 
the particular privileges granted to them by their royal 
charter. All groups were pleased by this solicitude on 
the part of the Gove rnor. Bernard, certain that he ~as on 
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safe and popular ground, then commented upon the uvery 
singular" happiness of the times,_ when all parties were 
united, the voice of the faction silenced, and when the 
sovereign, acknowledg ed as the maintainer of the privileges 
of his subjects, could then depend upon the people tb be-
come supporters of the preroga tives of the crown. He con-
eluded: 
Here is a field for us to exert ourselves 
in: Let this be the only Contention between us, 
who shall most contribute to improve that Har-
mony between the King and the People, on which 
the general Welfare of the Community so much 
depends.22 
The Council in a simple reply offered the new Governor 
its coopera tion. The House's reply was longer and more 
eloquent. The members expre s sed their happiness at the 
Governor's safe arrival and at his attitude. 11 It is 1 with 
I 
inexpressible Joy we take a view of the present Times", 
they stated, and added, "The British Constitution har for 
a long series of Ages been allowed to exceed all others. 
But now this glorious Constitution exceeds itself.n23 
This reply might seem at first glance to have been a 
cautious one, but .the House showed its cooperative attitude 
in a practical manner. In the two day session they voted 
unanimously to pay him ];1300 ttto enable him to carry
1
on the 
22. Boston News Letter, 14 August 1760. Journal of the Reuse 
of Representatives (1760-1), 84. -----
23. BOston News Letter, fl August 1760.J.H.R. (1760-l) 
S9-9o. --
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Affairs of Governmen-e' and .b300 ltfor transporting his Equipage 
. I 
here 11 24, the expenses of transfer, the new commission fee, 
· and other items. Bernard praised the General Court highly 
I 
in his letters to the Board of Trade , and informed tne 
Lords that, "The people are better disposed to observe 
their Compact with the Crown than anw other on the cdntinent 
that I know. n25 
I 
The events of the day contributed to Bernard's early 
I 
success and popularity in the province. Early in September 
news was received in Boston26 that General Murray had forced 
the French army, which had been besieging his forces in 
~uebec, to retire, and on 19 September news of Amherst's 
reduction of Montreal arrived in the town. Bernard ordered 
a holiday in Boston on 25 September and a parade was held, 
bonfires lighted, and fire works displayed.27 
l 
Although the 
war was to continue for three years, the English had gained 
their greatest victory and the loyal American subject~ re-
joiced. 
The excitement engendered by the victory did not 
abate for some months . The legislature convened on 1~ De-
l 
cember and Bernard used the occasion to discuss the great 
I 
victory. rie add1•essed the General Court at length on the 
I 
subject of the victory and concluded by reminding the members: 
24. J.H .R. (1760-l), 234-5, 273,299. I . 
25. Bernard Papers, II, 37 ; Bernard to the Board of Trade, 
18 August 1760. 
26. Boston News Letter , 17 September 1760. 
27. Ibid, 2~ptember, 2 October 1764. 
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You, Gentlemen, who stand foremost among His 
Majesty's loyal American Subjects , are well 
convinced of these Truths: and are fully 
sensible what Blessings you derive from your 
Subjection to Great Britain; without which 
you could not now have been a free peoply; 
for no other Nation upon Earth could have 
delivered you from the Enemy you have had 
to contend with . I am sensible that your 
Hearts are full of this Subject; and I 
1 
should be glad if some Means could be found 
to transmit your Job and Gratitude to latent 
Posterity . 28 · -1 
The Council replied to the Governor's address the 
following week , and the members indicated their plea~ure 
and happiness over the conquest of Canada . Careful ih 
their choice of words they stated: 
To our Relation to Great Britain, we owe 
our present Freedom. No other Nation 
upon Earth (as your Excellency observes) \ 
could have delivered us from the Enemy 
we had to contend w1th.29 
The House's reply on the same day was a cautious 1 and 
yet emphatic one. The members stated that they hoped\ 
that nthe Acquisitions of British Power may be attended 
with the Improvement of her Policy , and that his Maje~ty•s 
Gracious and Paternal Example may be always kept in view, 
and civil Liberty may be ever considered as the great , end 
of all true Policy. 11 They expressed themselves as be:tng 
convin.ced that the connection between England and the 
28 . Ibid . , 18 December 16~0 • . J . H. R. (1760~1) 100- l. Thomas 
Hutchinson, op . cit , III , 60 . The italics are this writer's. 
29. T. Hutchinson , op . cit . ,III,6l . Boston News Letter , 25 
December 1760. The italics are this writer•s . 
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province was founded on the Principles of filial Obedience, 
Protection and Justice." Then, lest Bernard think that all 
of the advantages lay with the colonies, they concluded: 
We are sensible of the Blessings derived 
to the British Colonies from their Sub-
jection to Great Britain, and the whole 
World must be sensible of the Blessing de-
rived to Great Britain from the Loyalty 
of these Colonies in general, and from the 
Efforts of this Province in particular, 
which for more than a Century past has 
been wading in Blood, and laden with the 
Expenses of repelling the common Enemy; 
without which Efforts Great Britain might 
have had no Colonies to defend; and without 
the extraordinary Smiles of Heaven upon 
His Majes ty's Forces of all Denominations, 
and in all parts of the orld, during the 
present3~ar, we should not have been a free People. 
Much might have been read into this address, but 
Bernard does not appear to have become disturbed by the 
obvious display of stubborn American spirit manifested at 
this time. The House did not press its point, and so 
harmony was maintained. 
VI 
In the fall of 1760 an incident occurred which was to 
have many repercussions. Samuel Sewall, the Chief Justice 
of the Superior Court of the province for many years died 
on 11 September l76o,3l and many persons aspired to the ap-
pointment to this post. Among these was James Otis, Sr., 
30. J.H.R. (1760-1), 115-6; T. Hutchinson, op.cit., III 61; 
Boston News Letter , 25 December, 1760. 
31. Boston News Letter, 18 September 1760. 
I 
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the Speaker of the House and a Representative from B~rnstable. 
He had been promised an appointment to the Superior Court 
bench by Shirley, but there had been no vacancies since 1756. 
A.ccording to Hutchins on, Otis umade application 1 to 
governor Bernard that the surviving judge32 might be 1appointed 
I 
chief justice, and that he might take the place of a judge." 
Hutchinson added that, James Otis, Jr. "with a great warmth, 
engaged in behalf of his father, and not meeting witq that 
encouragement which he expected, vowed revenge if he should 
finally fail of success." As for Hutchinson's interest in 
the post the Lieutenant Governor wrote that the survtving 
I judges and 11 several of the principal gentlemen of the bar, 
signified their desire to the governor"33 that he should ap-
point Hutchinson to the post. It seems somewhat incJ'
1
edible 
to maintain that so many eminent gentlemen would urge1 the 
appointment of a person with little legal training who was 
already serving as Lieutenant Governor, Council membe~ and 
President, and Probate Court Judge. There is little 1in the 
I 
Bernard or Hutchinson papers or in the contemporary newspapers 
I 
which would corroborate Hutchinson 's account of the appoint-
ment seeking the man. On the other hand, Thomas Bern~d, 
who probably heard the story from his father and who might 
have had access to other papers not now available, wrote 
32. Benjamin Lynde. 
33. T. Hutchinson, op.cit, III, 63-4. 
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that " Mr . Hutchinson had been the first, who applied to 
I 
the Governor for the appointment; the 
given to Mr . Hutchinson when Mr . Otis 
his father." 34 
assurance was hardly 
I 
appeared in be~al f of 
Hutchinson was tendered the appointment and accepted. 
According to the Lieutenant Governor the disappointment of 
I 
the otises turned them from friends of the government to 
I 
strong attachment to the cause of the provincial faction, 
but according to Thomas Bernard the elder Otis was "a lawyer 
I 
of eminence and character and one of the council, but not iri 
I 
general friendly to government35 even before this event. 
Otis, Sr.'s law practice was worth more than the bl20 the 
post of Chief Justice paid, so that it is doubtful tnat the 
desire for the renumeration moved him to drastic action. 
James Otis, Jr. was serving as Advocate-General, a post 
that would have served as an excellent stepping stone to 
I 
even more important provincial posts, and it seems unlikely 
I 
that he would have sacrificed this opportunity unles~ moved 
34. Thomas Bernard, oL.clt. 43-44. According to Andrew Oltver, 
Hutchinson's brot er-in-law, in a letter to Israel Williams 
' William Papers, II, 102 MHS library) dated 30 September ~ 
1760, "The Lieutenant Governor is so diffident o:r his son's 
fitness, that if he could be brought to accept of the 
place yet I am persuaded that he would never move in it.'' 
James Otis, Jr . in the Boston Gazette, 4 April 1763, did 
not accuse Hutchinson of seeking the post but rat~er that 
Hutchinson accepted the post after promising to use his 
influence to have Otis, Sr. named to the position~ of 
junior judge of the superior Court. 
35. Ibid, 43. 
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by some higher motives .36 
It is unfortunate that Bernard left no clear record 
of the event. A diligent search of the Bernard papers has 
revealed only one reference to the matter. In a letter to 
Lord Halifax on 17 November 1760 he wrote: 
No public business of consequence has been moved 
of late, except I may reckon the filling up of 
the place of Chief Justice: this office became 
vacant on the lOth of Sept & last Thursday 37 I 
appointed the Lieut Govr to it. 
I propose to explain my motives to your Lordship 
for this proceeding; but must wait for another 
opportunity, as this letter must go to the 
Post Office •••••• 38 
Unfortunately for the student desiring to learn Bernard's 
point of view in this matter, the opportunity for sending a 
second letter on this subject did not arrive. Halifax left 
36. John Adams, writing some years later, called statements 
that James Otis had no patriotism "execrable lies". He 
wrote, "The father was refused an office worth :bl200 old 
tenor, or about 1201 Sterling; and the refusal was no 
loss, for his practice at the bar was worth much more; 
for Colonel Otis was a lawyer in profitable practice, 
and his seat in the legislature gave him more power and 
more honor; for this refusal -the son resigned an office 
which .he held from the crown, worth twice that sum. The 
son must have been a most dutiful and affectionate child 
to the father; or rather most enthusiastically and fren-
zically affectionate." lcl.uoted in William Tudor, Life of 
James Otis (Boston, 1823) 55. Gordon, whose historicar-
veracity has been succesfully questioned on many occasions 
contributed to the spreading of the story by quoting Otis, 
Jr., as saying, 11 If Governor Bernard does not appoint my 
father Judge of the ~uperior Court, I will kindle such a 
fire in the Province as shall singe the Governor , though 
I myself perish in the flames." 
37. November 13. 
38. Bernard Papers, I, 283 Bernard to Halifax from Boston, 
17 November 1760. 
the Board of Trade shortly after this letter was written39 
and became Lord Lieutenant of Ireland early in the following 
I 
year, so that Bernard's correspondence with him on colonial 
I 
matters was temporarily suspended. · 
The otises were undoubtedly disappointed for it 1seemed 
unlikely that Bernard would ever consider the elder dtis 
for a future appointment to the Superior Court bench,1 a 
I 
post from which none resigned in which it seemed fe w died. 
Too, there can be no doubt that the Otises believed what 
I 
many of the opponents of centralization of power in ~he 
hands of royal appointees maintained : that one man W!as oc-
cupy ing too many positions, and was able as Lieutenant 
Governor, as a member of the Council, and as a judge holding 
two judicial posts, to wield too gr eat an influence in the 
enforcement, the making, and the interpretation of the laws. 
To be sure the salary earned in the combination of thrse posts 
was very little but when the extent of Hutchinson's authority 
is realized, the justification of this fear and anxiety be-
comes apparent. 
VII 
This affair had hardly been settled when two new strug-
gles occupied the attention of the province. James Otis, 
Jr. appeared as counsel in an unsuccessful suit, suppprted 
39. Bernard Papers, TX, 20~ Barrington to Bernard, 6 June 1761. 
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by the House and Council and the merchants of Boston, to 
I 
force the Court of ~miralty to desist from taking the money 
ordinarily paid to informers in cases , involving forfeitures 
of cargo (particularly those seized as a result of unsuc-
cessful smuggling to avoid the 6d per gallon duty on molasses 
imposed by the Sugar Act of 1733} from the portion allowed 
to the King for the use of the province. The usual practice 
had been to give one-third to the King for the use off the 
colony, one-third to the informer and one-third to the 
Governor. The Assembly had allowed the province's share to 
I 
lie in Court, and so the Court, in addition to paying ope-
third of the total sum to the informer, paid him his !ex-
penses from the royal-provincial one-third. It was ~o this 
practice that the Otis group objected, and Otis defended 
the cause of the province well, but without success. 
In the second case Otis rec e: ived more notoriety,! but 
he was equally unsuccessful. 
The officers of the customs had generally entere
1
d 
warehouses and homes when they were informed that these 
might contain smuggled goods, and they used the autho~ity 
of their corrnnissions to justify their actions. Warrants 
for search had been granted by the governors since Shirley's 
administration, but Bernard, uncertain of the legality of 
this type of writ, acted upon the. advice of Hutchinson and 
116 
directed the Customs officers to procure these warrants 
from the Superior Court. One of the officers petitioned 
the Superior Court for Writs of ·Assista nce, general search 
warrants in which no particular per son or warehouse f as 
named, in order to facilitate and legalize t hese searches. 
Many of the Boston merchants objected to the issuance of 
these writs and James Otis, Jr., who resigned his post 
as Advocate General rather than defend the writs, jotned 
with oxenbridge Thacher, a brilliant young lawyer, to serve 
as attorneys for the group opposing the issuance of the 
writs. 
Thacher and Otis asked for a public hearing which was 
held before Chief Justice Hutchinson in February 1761. It 
is at this point that the reason for Bernard's insistence 
I 
upon Hutchinson's appointment becomes apparent, for, re-
I 
gardless of the question of the legality of the writs, Thomas 
I 
Hutchinson, holding so many crown appointments and by na-
t ture a proponent of the principle of royal supremacy, could 
be depended upon to render verdicts favorable to the 1crown. 
Bernard's wisdom in this matter was outstanding, although 
undoubtedly unplanned, for with James Otis, Jr. defending 
the merchants before a court of which James Otis, Sr. was 
a member, one might well doubt the objectivity of the 1 court. 
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Despite the fact that Hutchinson was serving as Chief 
Justice, the merchants had some hope that their cause might 
triumph. Samuel Sewall, Hutchinson's predecessor, was known 
to have expressed doubt as to the legality of these writs, 
and Thomas Hutchinson had advised his own brother, who owned 
a warehouse, to allow the search by such a writ to be con-
ducted. He had stated at that time that if the search had 
been forced, "an action would have been brought against 
him,40 his warrant being of no value."41 Thus "t1he mer-
chants dared to hope that their position would be sustained 
by the Court. 
Jeremiah Gridley42, the King's Attorney, defended 
the issuance of the writs and quoted the English law as 
allowing "writs of assistance to be issued by the English 
Court of Exchequer ••••••••• To refuse, therefore, the writ 
of assistance, even if the common privileges of Englishmen 
are taken away by it, is to deny that the Parliament of 
Great Britain is the sovereign legislature of the British 
Empire ••••••••• 43 
Thacher's reply was logical and even tempered and pointed 
out the differences between conditions existing in Massachusetts 
and in England and that even in England the use of such writs 






The surveyor of the Customs 
T. Hutchinson, op.cit., III, 93 
It is interesting to note that both Thacher and Otis had 
studied law in Gridley's office. 
George R. Minot, ot.cit., II, 88. 
Thach er's reply , o which only a brief summary is presented 
here, . as copied by John Adams and is contained in his 




James Otis argued brilliantly and effectively in a 
speech that almost breathed fire, but to no avail. Hts ad-
1 
dress was eloquent and filled with the bombastic orat6ry 
I 
that marked his later speeches and pamphiets, Even the 
I 
note-takers of the day were carried away by it and failed 
to copy all that he said. John Adams alone kept his notes 
and these give us a picture of the proceedings.45 Oti~'s 
speech was in reality a declaration of the rights of the 
colonists. I He went far beyond the immediate questions and 
discussed the more fundamental question of the relation be-
tween the English in America and the home government, 1and 
he argued that even if the writs were authorized by Parlia-
ment they were by their very nature null and void. 
The Superior Court seemed to lean toward Otis's point 
of view, and had the decision been handed down then, most 
observers agree tl1at it would have decreed the granting of 
such writs to be illegal. Thomas Hut chin son, ever the 
royalist, was in doubt as to the legality of the writs! and 
so postponed his decision until information on the sub
1
ject 
was received from England. ~~hen a reply approving the writs 
was received, a rehearing was held in November 1761, and, 
45. ~ illiam Tudor in his Life of James Otis ·has published 
an abstract of the speech supposedly made by Otis based 
upon Adam's recollections about 1818. Adams ' Diary & 
arks, II, 124ff and l33n, contain the sketchy notes-
containing the gist of Otis's argument. These hav$ been 
reprinted in Josiah ~uincy's Reports of Cases etc. 
1 
(Boston 
1765)471 ff with careful notes by the editor, Samuel M. ___ _ 
~uincy . 
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despite more eloquent arguments by Otis and Thacher, the 
writs were ordered to be granted by the court whenever the 
revenue officers applied for them. The victory was a 
rather hollow one, however, for as John Adams observed, 
11 It was generally reported that the Court clandestinely 
granted them, and the custom-house officers had them in 
their pockets, though I never knew that they dared to pro-
duce them or execute them in any one instance.n46 
The announcement of the decision in this case had a 
three-fold effect. Two of these were direct results of the 
decision: First, the royalist view was defended by the peo-
ple's court to the great pleasure of the crown appointees 
and other royalist leaders. Second , otherwise conserva-
tive men became convinced "that innovations under pretence 
of law, were now confirmed by judgements of court incom-
patible with English liberties and that the authority of 
the courts of Admiralty , and the po wers of custom-house of'-
ficers, always deemed grievous because undonstitutional, 
were nov established by judges devoted to the prerogative.n 4 7 
The third result was to draw public attention to the worth 
of James Otis, Jr. In the elections of 12 May 1761 the 
town of Boston with great enthusiasm elected him almost 
unanimously as one of its representatives in the Massachusetts 
46. John Adams , Yorks , X, 248. 
47. Hutchinson, op.cit., III, 94. 
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House , and with his entrance into the House of Representa-
1 
tives Bernard 's troubles with the provincial legislature 
I 
really began. John Adams wrote or the event years later, 
I 
"You can have no idea of the consternation among the govern-
ment people. Chief Justice Ruggles (of the Court of Commcn 
I 
Pleas) •••••••• said, 'Out of this election will rise ad----d 
I 
faction, which will shake this province to its foundation.• 
Ruggles's foresight reached not beyond his nose. That 
elect ion has shaken two continents •••••••••• n48 l 
I 
In all of these proceedings Bernard had played only a 
minor role. He watched the events carefully, but ref~ained 
from taking one side or the other. He was undoubtedl~ un-
1 
certain of the legality of the writs , but he was certain 
·that the Court's decision would reflect the will of t~e 
British Government, which Bernard believed was the Vox Dei. 
When the disputes growing out of these two cases seemed to 
point toward a realignment of factions, Bernard was per-
turbed. In the opening session of the new General CoJrt 
in May 1761 Bernard in his address cautioned the Cour~ 11 to 
give no Attention to Declamation tending to promote a !sus-
picion of the Civil Rights of the People being in Dan~er.n 
While such suspicions might have been justified when tpe 
Charleses and James were Kings, under the Georges, he 1said, 
they were "groundless and unjust". The Governor then ):'e-
48. Johri Adams, Works , X, 248. 
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quested the members of the General Uourt to "Lay aside all 
Divisions & Distinction whatsoever; especially those (if 
any there be) that are founded upon private views.49 Both 
Houses replied that they regretted Bernard's apprehension 
that a ttparty Spirit 11 prevailed among them, and stated that 
if there were such a spirit, the members were utterly ig-
norant of it. The members were happy to hear that their 
civil rights were not in danger, and added, '1It is our in-
tention to see for ourselves, and it gives us pleasure to 
see that the Civil Rights of the People are not in Danger; 
nor are we in the least degree suspicious that they ever 
will be under your Excellency's Administration.u50 Upon 
this note the matter wa 8 dropped. 
VIII 
These first two years of Bernard's administration were 
eventful years in tbe mother country as well. Newcastle, 
one of Bernard's patrons, was still Prime Minister, but 
much of the power lay in the hands of William Pitt the Elder, 
who served as Secretary of State, in which post he was in 
re~ty an associate Prime Minister. Bernard, knowing well 
how to court favor, wrote to Pitt shortly after his arrival 
in Massachusetts, to assure the Secretary of his loyalty. 
49. J.H.R. (1761-2) 11, 12. 
50. J.H.R. (1161-2) 16-17. Boston News Letter, 4 June, 11 
June 1761. G. R. Minot, op.cit;-II, 99, lOO. James 
Otis, Sr. was again elected Speaker by a unanimous vote. 
I 
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Gratiatingly he wrote, "I shall always receive your Qommands 
with the grea. test Pleasure, & obey them with the utmo1s t purtc-
tuality.u51 He continued to inform Pitt of the state of 
the Province and of his importance as the arbiter of P.if-
ficulties in Massachusetts . 
In October, 1760, King George II died and the news of 
I 
his death and George III's succession arrived in Boston late 
in December. Although official notice had not been received 
in the province the new King was proclaimed in Boston 1 at 
noon on 31 December. On the following day the Genera1 Court 
and the provincial officers attended services at the Old 
Brick Meeting House in which Dr. Samuel Cooper preached, 
using as the text Psalm 46, 11 Put not your trust in Princes, 
nor in the son of man , in whom there is no help." In !the 
afternoon the same body attended Episcopalian services1 in 
King's Chapel in which the Reverend Henry Caner preached 
on a text from Ecclesiastes, VII, 14, "In the day o~ p~os-
perity be joyful, and in the day of adversity consider; yea, 
God hath made the one side by sid~ with the other, to the 
end that man should not find out anything that shall be after 
him.n 52 The attendance of the members of the General Court, 
the bench, and even the native-born royal officials, m9st 
of whom were Congregationalists, at an Episcopalian service 
was undoubtedly an act that disturbed the rest of thousands 
of Puritan and Pilgrim ancestors. 
51. Bernard Papers I, 28o;. Bernard to Pitt, 17 Septe·mber 1760. 
52. Boston~ Letter , 8 January 1761. 
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I 
For Bernard the death of the King brought some per-
sonal problems. He had to obtain a renewal of his commission, 
and this was done by the King in Council on 27 February 1761.53 
The renewal of the commission meant the payment of another 
fee of about b300, which Bernard as the head of a large 
family could ill afford. It is amazing to read the l~ge 
I 
number of letters which he wrote to England in a vain hope 
that the cost of his commission would be paid for by yhe 
Crovm, or the Lords of Trade or some other agency rather 
than himself. Barrington tried constantly to obtain ~n 
appropriation for him but without success. Bernard's com-
plaints seem justified when we realize that each appoint-
ment, and there had been three from 1758 to 1761, had ?ost 
about one-third of a year's salary. In addition there was 
the cost of moving from England to New Jersey and from New 
Jersey to MassaChusetts, a considerable amount, of which 
I 
only part was refunded by the provincial legislatures. He 
wrote to Barrington that he had once knovm a bishop who was 
I 
financially ruined by frequent translations, and he felt 
that unless somebody absorbed the cost of these commiss
1
ions, 
his American service would not be profitable.54 
Closely related to these financial problems was his con-
cern for his family. He had hoped that whatever the short-
I 
corungs in salary and convenience might be his removal to 
53. Ibid., 21 May 1761. 
54. Bernard Papers, I, 292 ,; Bernard to Barrington, 17 January 
1761. 
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Boston would make available excellent resources to provide 
for his children's education a nd future opportunities. His 
eldest son, Francis, was seventeen years old when Bernard 
arrived in Massachusetts and was still attending 'estminster. 
Through the influence of Barrington and the Duke of Newcastle, 
who was the patron of the Dean of Christ Church, young 
Francis was elected to Christ Church, Oxford in the spring 
of 1761 and matriculated on 21 May of that year~5 The 
Governor had hoped at the same time to provide his son with 
a post in the Civil Service in Massachusetts, and so he 
requested Barrington to use his influen ce to effect the ap-
pointment of Francis Bernard, Jr. and John Pemberton, the 
incumbent, to the Naval Office at Boston when the commissions 
were renewed by George III. It was the Governor's intention, 
if Francis should decide to enter business upon graduation 
from oxford, to transfer the office to John, the second son. 
Unfortunately, before Bernard's letter had arrived in England 
t h e King had already renewed Pemberton's commission, and 
all of Bernard's efforts to obtain the joint appointment 
were to no avail a t this time.56 
IX 
Bernard strove for harmony with the new legislature in 
1761 and sought its cooperation without attempting to dictate 
55. Ibid,;Bernard to Barrington;I, 272, Bernard to Barrington, 
~ust, 1760J IX, 145, Barrington to Bernard 15 October 
1760. Joseph Foster, Ed., Alumin Oxoniensis .•• l715-1886 
Oxford, London, 1888 ) 984. 
56. Bernard Papers, I, 302; Bernard to Barrington, 3 March 
1761. Ibid., I, 313; Bernard to Barrington, 6 June 1761. 
Ibid., IX, 209, Barrington to Bernard, 6 June 1761. 
policy. He asked the legislature to p a ss a measure em-
powering him to raise 3,000 provincial troops in the 11te 
spring of 1761 and after much opposition this was approved 
by a three to two vote in the House.57 He wrote a long 
letter to Pitt informing the Prime Minister of this accom-
1 
plishment and proudly added, "It is with great pleasure! that 
I am able to assure you that the Loyalty & public spirit 
of this people has received no abatement.n58 
In the following spring (1762) his request for 2,000 
men to serve from March to November for a county of seven 
pounds and a blanket each, plus six dollars a month, victuals, 
tents, and camp equipage was approved on the day it was pre-
sented to the General Court. At this time Bernard approved 
with some reservations Otis's Silver Act of 1762 (which is 
discussed in detail in Chapter IV) an action which plea~ed 
the otis faction and the Boston merchants. 
Hutchinson implies that Otis was fri_endly with Bernard 
not as a result of this action, but because the Governo~ had 
I 
appointed the elder Otis to several Court posts in Barnstable 
County. According to Hutchinson the Otises became friendly 
to Bernard for a short time, and then, since 11 places grAnted 
by a Massachusetts Governor could not be taken away at pleasure", 
the Otis resumed their opposition to Bernard.59 This distortion 
57. Bernard Papers, I, 316; Letter to John Pownall 12 May 1761. 
Ponnall, a brother of the popular ex-Governor of Ma~sachusetts, 
was Secretary to the Board of Trade. 
58. Bernard Papers I, 308-9J Bernard to Pitt from Boston 6 April 
1761. 
59. T. Hutchinson, op.cit., III, 69-70. 
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of fact has been repeated by other historians who have not 
examined the facts. The appoi ntments granted Otis, Sr. 
we re not made until 1764, after Otis, Jr. had attacked the 
Governor in his A Vindication of the House of Representatives 
and shortly before he published the Rights of the British 
ColoniesA Bernard's concessions to the Otis faction in sup-
port of Otis's legal tender bill and his determined effort 
to get along with the General Court, and not subtle bribery 
as Hutchinson suggested, brought about the peace between 
the Governor and the Legislature. 
In this peaceful interlude James Otis, Jr. supported 
the following measure on 27 February 1762. 
Resolved that in consideration of the extra-
ordinary services of His Excellency Governor 
Bernard, there be granted to him his Heirs 
and Assigns the island of Mount Desert l~ing 
on the North-eastward of Penobscot Bay and 
that a grunt thereof be laid before his 1ajesty 
for his Approbations to be signed by the 
Secretary and Speaker on behalf of the two 
Houses. 60 
This resolution passed both Houses with out difficulty. 
One of the purposes in making the gift is readily ap-
parent. One week earlier on 20 February the House had made 
grants of twelve towns h ips located between the Penobscot and 
St. Croix Hivers. 61 By the charter of 1691 Nova Scotia and 
60. J.H.R. (1761-2) 282; Acts and Resolves of the Province 
of-Massachusetts Bay, XVII;-168, Bernar~Papers II 28 
lette r to Barrington from Boston, 27 February 1762; 
Hutchinson, op.cit., III, 70. 
61. J.H.~. (1761) 265-7. 
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Saeadahoc were added to the territory of Massachusetts with 
the proviso that although Massachusetts might grant land 
titles, these titles .were subject to the King's confirma-
tion. In this address to the Governor, the Representatives 
stated, 11We intreat your best Endeavours for obtaining his 
~ajesty 1 s gracious Confirmation to those lands between Nova 
scotia and to Sagadahoc , to such Grantees as have or may 
appear for the settlement thereof." 62 The House hoped that 
Bernard's grant would be validated by the Crown and thus 
set the precedent for all other grants, as a matter of course, 
to be approved. Bernard's letters written for years after-
wards to his English friends and patrons contain a series 
of agitated requests for confirmation of the grant in England, 
but this was never completely accomplished while Bernard 
was in America. After expressing his gratitude to the House , 
Bernard wrote to the Lords of Trade of the gift , stating 
that he had 11 set a greater value on it as it affords the 
strongest proof that the Annimosities that have prevailed 
here do not arise in any way from me, my conduct, or estima-
tion.»63 
Bernard was not allowed to accept a gift while serving 
as Governor , but he justified the grant by explaining to 
the Board that the land was granted by the General Court to 
cover part of the cost of repairs made to his quarters at 
62. Ibid ., ~761) 282 . 
63. Bernard~ers X, 49-56; Memorial from Bernard to the 
Lordsof Trade, 61 December 1762. 
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Castle V illiam and for the renewal of his commission.64 1 
I 
The members of the Board of Trade were pleased at this testi-
mony to their protege and assured Bernard that they could 
"have no objection to your acceptance of this Grant, as a 
I 
Testimony of the approbation and favour of the Provincef 
in whose Service, and in the conduct of whose Affairs y6u 
I 
have manifested so much zeal and capacity.tt65 Bernard made 
I 
an expedition to the island in the following year (whic~ 
will be discussed in the next chapter) and had some great 
I 
plans for the development of the island. These plans did 
not materialize, however , and in the general confiscation 
of the Governor 1 s property in 1779 the land was lost, arld 
the family was never fully compensated for it. 
In the spring of 1762 everything seemed harmonious I 
again . Bernard's second request for troops had been granted, 
I 
Otis's Silver Act had received Bernard's approbation despite 
Hutchinson's vehement opposition, and finally the House,1 
in a magnanimous gesture proposed by the younger Otis, had 
granted Bernard the island of Mount Desert as a gift. Tlhis 
was the highest point Bernard was ever to know in his rela-
1 
tions with the legislaturee If he had resigned or had been 
I 
removed then his administration of the province would h~ve 
been considered successful. If he had proceeded in his 
64. Ibid., X, 51. 
65. Y'6Td. X, 63; 
I 
Lords of Trade to Bernard, 11 March 1763. 
I 
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attitude of cooperation and pacification, his administra-
tion would have been a popular one Instead, the Legislature 
took advantage of the harmonious situation to attempt to 
circumvent the rits of J:ssistance decision , and Bernard, 
aroused, defended the prerogative of the British Parliament . 
Under the leadership of Otis a bill was prepared en-
titled , 11 An Act for the better enabling officers if his 
Majesty's customs to carry the acts of trade into executim . " 
This act, which reopened the ~rits of AsBistance affair, 
provided that a writ should be issued only to a customs of-
ficer and only when the following information was given on 
oath : the name of the informer , the person supposed to own 
the goods, and the place in which they were concealed, thus 
cancelling the value to the crown of the Writs of Assistance 
decision . 66 The bill was passed _by the House and sent to 
the Council for concurrence on 6 March . The Council passed 
the bill on the same day67 Bernard asked the opinion of the 
Superior Court Judges on the legality of the bill and was 
advised that if the bill became law the Superior Court would 
no longer be able to grant · rits of ~ssistance as they had 
previously done as they were granted by the Court of Exchange 
in England . 68 
66 . J . H. R. (1761-2) 271, 278, 292, 294. 
67. General Court Hecords, XXIV , 316- 7 . 
68 . Council Records {1762) lllff . 
lld 
Bernard assembled both Houses for prorogation and 
gave his reasons for refusing to sign the bill. The pro-
posal was "so plainly repugnant and contrary .to the laJs 
of England 11 •••• that if he did approve the measure it would 
·never escape the penetration o.f the Board of Trade. He 
concluded: In such case, if I was to have the bill as 
passed here, it would have no other Effect than to give a 
proof of my Ignorance of my Business, and your Inattentlion 
to the conditions upon which we are intrusted with the J>ower 
of Legislat ion. 69 
He would not allow the Representatives with whom he 
had been on such good terms only a few days earlier to lin-
sinuate that he had been remiss in his duties or disint~r­
ested in helping the province. Reminding them of the g~ft 
of Mt . Desert a few days earlier he stated: 
For myself the public Testimony 
you have given of your Approbation 
of my Services (which I shall 
always gratefully remember) will 
sufficiently protect me from an 
Impretation of ~eglect of my Duty 
in this Instance. 
Bernard defended his action well in a letter to Lord 
I Ba-rrington in May 1 '762. The Council, he wrote had 11 fSreatly 
contrary to their duty, suffered" the bill to come up to 
bear and he was forced since 11 it was a very popular subject" 
to give it 11 a more solemn condemnation than it deserved.n'71 
I 
69. J.H.R. (1761-2) 299. 
'70. J . H. R. ( I76I=Z) 299. 
'71. Bernard Papers II, 18'7) Bernard to Barrington, 1 May 1'762. 
To the Board of Trade he wrote tha t : 
The Bil l ••••••• was the last Effort 
of the Confederacy against the 
Custom house and Laws of Trade ••• 
• • •• • • I gave it a more solemn con-
demnation than it deserved . This 
• • ••• • reduced the popular cry to 
a murmur only, which soon ceased , 
and I believe there is now a total 
end to this troublesome 1ltercation 
about the Custom-house Officers . 72 
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Despite this seeming cowplacency Bernard was worried 
about t h e ~.J:assachusetts government and particularly about 
the strength of the faction under Otis's leadership . To 
Barrington he confided in the spring of 1762 that he was 
"at t h is precise time • • • • a very popular Governor" , but , 
he added, "How long t h is will last I don ' t know nor 
pretend to guess . 11 73 The events were changing too rapidly, 
and the provincial faction although not strongly organized 
was attracting the more vocal elements of the population 
and particularly of Boston, which , although it had but four 
members in the House of Representatives, exerted a great 
influence in the legislature . 
It is true that much of the opposition of the faction 
was not directed against Bernard personally, and there is 
no doubt that until late in 1765 Bernard was well - liked in 
the province . The General Court frequently complimented 
his work and often addressed respectful and complimentary 
72 . Ibid , II , 58 , Bernard to the Board of Trade, 13 April 1762 . 
73 . Bernard Papers, II , 187J Bernard to Barrington from 
Castle William, 1 ay 1762 . 
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replies to the Governor. Even Otis's pamphlets which ap-
peared regularly after 1762 were read with some reserva-
tions, and there was no general bandwagon movement to over-
throw Bernard, nor was there any attempt to establish an 
independent ~merica. On the whole the relations between 
the branches of the government were good, and Bernard re-
ceived at least seven letters of gratitude from the Generru 
Court from 31 May 1763 to 11 January 1765. 
The Governor had one other severe altercation with 
the provincial faction which is generally overlooked in 
the histories of the day. Benjamin Barrens, who had been 
named Collector at the Eo ston Port by the Cornmis s oners of 
Customs in England in the spring,l759, was suspended from 
that office in Dec e mber, 1759 by Thomas Lechmere, the 
surveyor, and finally dismissed, fith Bernard's approbation 
and other charges of misconduct filed by Charles paxton, 
s ur eyor and Searcher of the port of Boston in 1761. 
Barrens wh o had encouraged Boston merchants to act against 
the dmiralty Courts and who had frequently stated that the 
granting of rits of Assistance by the Superior Court was 
against the law, also wrote letters to ~ngland protesting 
Bernartl's use of a sheriff and a file of soldiers to assist 
t h e comptroller of the customs in the seizure of ships sus-
pected of smuggling. \vith the support of many of the mer-
chants of Boston and with James Otis, Jr. as his counsel, 
113 
Barrens sued Lechmere for suspending him, George Craddock, 
who succeeded Barrens as collector as abetting the sus-
pension and Paxton for 'having made to the Surveyor General 
the complaint upon which he was removed. Although none of 
the suits was successful, thanks to Hut chinson's control 
of the Superior Court, they served a great nuisance value 
and caused Bernard many worries about the temerity of the 
faction Otis now led against the dmiralty Court and the 
officers of the customs. Bernard Vlrote many letters to 
the authorities in England attack_ing Burons and Otis and 
defending the other officials and for his pains all of 
the royal authorities were vindicated.74 




The Development of the Faction : The Period of ~atchful aiting 
1762-3 
The burden of defending the royal prerogative against 
the assaults of the provincial faction was Bernard's alone. 
James Otis, Jr., who had led the oppo8ition to many of Ber-
nard's proposals, did not concentrate '1is flre on the Gover-
nor, but engaged in controversies with Lieutenant Governor 
Hutchinson, who as Chief Justice of the Superior Court had 
presided in the Writs of Assistance case and the Barrons' 
suit, and had handed down verdicts against Otis' clients. 
Hutchinson in his capacity of President of the Council had 
a hand in legislative matters, and Otis, unsuccessful against 
him in juducial affairs, now tried to win a legislative 
joust. 
The session of the legislature held in the fall of 1761 
found that many of the treasury notes were being counter-
felted, and so ordered that the notes should be called in, 
paid off in part, and new notes issued for the balance. 
[hether gold or silver should be used in payment and what 
the rates should be were necessarily discussed. The crafty 
merchants had discovered that it was more profitable to re-
mit silver instead of gold to England, and so there was a 
shortage of silver in the province. Hutchinson and the 
Council proposed that gold should be mad e a legal tender, 
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and that its value should be lowered so that it would be 
exported instead of silver. Otis and his cohorts in the 
I 
House , representing the Boston merchants' viewpoint, em-
1 
phasized that gold was already legal tender and that there 
I 
was no necessity to lower its current price. For eighteen 
days the two bodies wrangled and accomplished nothing. Fi-
nally Bernard, exasperated, prorogued both branches.l 
After the adjournment both Otis and Hutchinson ca~ried 
on their argument in the press. Hutchinson argued that gold 
should be made a legal tender, but at a lowered value. Otis 
contended that gold was already legal tender by law and there-
. I 
fore should not be lowered in value. Edes and Gill, the 
Boston printers and publishers of the Boston Gazette, gladly 
printed all of Otis' attacks on the Lieutenant Governor's 
position, in December 1761 and January 1762.2 Hutchinson's 
I 
writings on the subject were scholarly exhibitions for he 
had read much in Massachusetts history. Otis made a nubber 
of good points and his letters and artic+es had a great! ap-
peal. They were unabashed appeals to the masses, filleo 
with biting and sarcastic references to the Lieutenant 
Governor and the position he maintained. 
1. Journal of the House of Representatives (1761-2), 121,122, / 
123, 138-,-154; 162, lb3. G.R. Minot, Continuation of the 
History of the Province of Massachusetts Ba,, II,lOD; ~ 
Hutchinson,-nTstory of Massachusetts, III, 2; Willi~m 
Tudor , Life of James-otis, 97ff. 
2. In W. Tudor ,-op.cit.,~f many of Otis' articles anp 
letters are reprinted from the Boston Gazette . 
I 
Popular sentiment was behind Otis so that when t~e House 
of Representatives next convened, a bill which ordered the 
issuance of new treasury notes and which made gold and silver 
legal tender at the usual rates was presented and passed.4 
Bernard at first would not approve the act because the measure 
as passed did not make counterfeiting a capital offense, 
but a legislative committee finally prevailed upon him! to 
accept it as written . He did so and defended his action 
well in a letter to the Lords of Trade on 12 April 1762.5 
It was after this assent was assured that the General Court 
granted Bernard Mount Desert Island. 
I 
As for Hutchinson, the Otis faction gave him his reward. 
In 1761 the salaries of the Superior Court Justices had been 
lowered, and in this session the salaries remained tbe
1
same 
with one slight change. The extra compensation usually al-
lowed the Chief Justice was withbeld. 6 
Nor was this the only measure designed to embarrass 
Hutchinson . A proposal supported by Otis to exclude any 
Judge of the Superior Court from a seat in the Council 1or 
in the House of Representatives was very popularly received 
and failed of passage by only seven votes.? Otis and his 
3. G.R. Minot, op.cit. II, io5. 
4. Ibid., II, 105-6; W. Tudor, op.cit., 113. 
5. Bernard Papers, II, 53; Bernard to the Board of Trade, 
12 April 1762. 
6. G. R. Minot, o¥.cit., II, 109. 1 
7. J.H.R. (1761-2 31g-320. In the spring of 1761 there ap-
peared a pamphlet, attributed to Oxenbridge Thacher entitled 
"Considerations on the Election of Counce llors humbly of-
fered to the Electors ," which questioned strongly the com-
patability of the post of councillor, a political o~fice, 
with that of judge. 
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followers pointed out what some persons had recognized in 
their original opposition to Hutchinson's appointment as 
Chief Justice: that he was a member of the executive ?ranch 
as Probate Judge in Suffolk County and as Chief Justice of 
the Superior Court, and a legislative official as a member 
I . 
of the Council, a combination of positions which might well 
result in an abuse of power. That Otis was almost successful 
I 
was extremely embarrassing to Hutchinson and the administra-
tion, and it was only after much discussion in the Assembly 
and in the public press that the matter was finally dropped. 9 
These matters served only to accent the differenc~s be-
tween the factions. Despite Bernard's careful aloofnes~ 
I in the currency affair and in other matters affecting his 
Lieutenant Governor, Hutchinson, emerged in the public eye 
I 
as the supporter of the royal prerogative, and Otis was 
hailed as the champion of the people. Certainly Berna4d's 
position was not made easier by the controversy. 
8. Hutchinson's penchant · for nepotism went even beyond 1this. 
Andrew Oliver, the Secretary, was his brother-in-law. He 
was also a member · of the Council, Stamp gent for England 
at the time of Stamp Act, and successor to Hutchinson 
as Lieutenant Governor when Hutchinson became Gover~or. 
Peter Oliver, also a member of the Council and Hutchinson's 
successor as Chief Justice, was the father of Dr. P~ter 
Oliver who married Hutchinson's daughter, Sarah in ~eb­
ruary 1770. In addition, Thomas Hutchinson, Jr., 
his son, was Probate Judge in Suffolk County and one of 
the consignees of the tea in the early 1770's. Hutchin-
son's brother, Foster Hutchinson, also held public office. 
Here indeed were the makings of an American dynasty., 
9. J.H.R., {1761-2) 327,333. ~ 
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II 
The Assembly recessed briefly in the spring of 1762 
and reconvened in April for a few days. At this time Wil-
liam Bollan was dismissed as agent of the province by the 
House and Council. Jasper Mauduit was named in his place 
and Richard Jackson was named to receive public monies due 
Massachusetts in England if Mauduit were prevented from 
carrying on his work because of death or illness.lO Bernard, 
who had great faith in Jackson and later showed that faith 
in a practical way, approved of Jackson's appointment, but 
t h ere can be no doubt that he looked upon Bollan's dismissal 
as a blow to the administration. 
William Bollan was Hutchinson's friend, and it was he 
who advised the Lieutenant Governor in a letter written in 
1761 that the writs used by customs officials could be used 
as blanket warrants. This letter, more than any other 
factor, induced the House to take ttsuch mad proceedings", 
acco r ding to the Lieutenant Governor, that it reduced 
Hutchinson's salary and dismissed Bollan. 
There were also religious reasons which contributed 
to Bollan 1 s dismissal. Ever since the "Society for the Propa-
gation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts " had been established 
early in the century those colonists not of the Anglican 
faith feared the establishment of an nglican episcopate, 
lo. Hutchinson to Bollan, 24 April 1762- Mass. Archives, 
XXVI, 12. 
with its privileges, taxes, and tithes, in the colonie~. 
Although no active measures had been taken to accomplibh 
this for some years, the Bishop of London propagandized for 
the plan from 1748 to 1761 to the consternation of most New 
I 
Englanders. 11 Bollan was an Anglican and Mauduit was a 
leading Dissenter, so the legislature felt that the la~ter 
would more earnestly work to prevent the establishment of 
I 
the bishopric. Bollan's religious views coupled with his 
friendship with Hutchinson were probably the leading ckuses 
of his dismissal. The House voted dismissal on 19 April, 
and the Council concurred by a small margin on the following 
morning. On 21 April the Governor gave his reluctant con-
sent to the proceedings.l3 
In Bollan's case, if t h e Governor had so desired, he 
migh t have pressed the issue and forced t h e reappointment 
of the agent but he seemed eager to work with the legisla-
1 
ture and despite the vehement arguments of Bollan's friends 
I 
he agreed to the dismissal of the agent. It is difficult 
to justify the action of the legislature and impossible to 
defend Bernard's part in accepting their action. Bollan 
I 
had always been fairly well-lik ed and from all accounts had 
I done his work reasonably well, despite t he very uncertain 
11. The Standard work on this subject in Arthur L. Cross, 
Th e Anglician Episcopate and the American Colonies 
(Harvard 1902). See also Claude H. Van Tyne, The Causes 
of the var of Independence (Boston, 1922, 349.---- 1 
12. Eamund Troworidge to Wm . Bollan, Collections of the Mass 
achuse t ts Historical Society, LXXIV, 65-7. --- ----1 ------
13. Ibid.; Malcolm Freiberg, William Bollan, Agent of Mass 
acnusetts, {Boston, 1948) Chapter IV. -------
J,20 
payments for his work. In Mau uit, the province had obtained 
I 
the services of a dissenter, but had also substituted an 
inefficient agent for a capable one. For Bernard 's reputa-
tion the action he took was damaging. He wrote to John 
Pownall, the secretary of the board of Trade, that he ~as 
forced to comply with the legislature 1 s action for if pe 
had done otherwise, "I should only have embarrast myse1lf 
without doing Mr . Eollan any service. I have allways given 
him the credit of my good opinion of his Abil ities & ip-
tegrity & further I could not go.nl4 Bollan bided his time 
for seven years and finally in Bernard's last days in ~he 
province the erstwhile agent forwarded to the Massachus etts 
Council letters which Bernard had written years before at-
1 
tacking the Council as inimical to the Gourt of Admiralty. 
I 
Their disclosure and publication, which will be discussed 
in a later chapter, made Bernard's stay in the province im-
possible and Bollan 1 s revenge complete. 
This fear of the establishment of an Anglican episco-
pate should not be underemphasized. Many of the leading 
men of the province--Jonathan Mayhew, Dr. Samuel Cooper, 
Thomas Hollis, Charles Chauncy and others--were won over 
to the provincial faction almost on this ground alone. 1 In 
the province the question was discussed seriously. Eaft 
Apthorp , the rector of the English Church in Cambridge which 
14. Bernard Papers, II, 184; Bernard to John poW1al1~ 25 April 
1762. 
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Bernard frequently attended , wrote a p amphlet entitled 
Considerations ~ the Institution and Conduct of the Society 
~ the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts , in which 
many persons professed to see the outline of a plan ofl ec-
clesiastical usurpation . Mayhew replied in an attack len-
titled Observations ~ the Charter and Conduct of the Society 
of the Propagation of ~Gospel i n 1763 , in which he pp-
posed Apthorp's point of view . When Dr. Seeker , the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury , prepared the reply to Mayhew , the 
dissenters became convinced that the establishment of bhe 
episcopate was imminent. Up:m Mayhew ' s untimely death in 
1763 Charles Chauncy took up the charges against the Epis-
copate and his pamphlet warwith Thomas Bradbury Chandler, 
rector of St . John's Church in Elizabethtown, New Jersey , 
marked the climax of this controversy.l5 
In three actions in Massachusetts the influence o:fi' the 
controversy was evident . It contributed toward Bollan's 
I 
dismissal as has already been shown . When the Governor 
favored the establishment · of a second college in the province 
of Northampton, the dissenting ministers saw in this adtian 
a plot to supersede the ecclesiastical establishments of 
the province and opposed the proposal vehemently and with 
success . The House of Representatives had approved the 
15. A. H. Hoyt, 11 Thomas Bradbury Chandler , " New England 
Historical and Genealogical Registe~ , XXVII , 233 . 
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grant of a charter for the college but the Council would 
not concur. The original proponents of the measure then 
appealed to Bernard to grant a charter under the Provtnce 
seal which he did. This charter granted the owners on1ly 
I 
the right to hold lands and money and to sue and be sued. 
The friends of Harvard College protested vigorously that 
Bernard was harming the college and committing an act '•in-
jurious to the rights of the people.n Bernard, insist~ng 
that the granting of charters was a right belonging to the 
I 
King's seal, nevertheless suspended the charter.16 Charles 
I Chauncy wrote to Jasper Mauduit, soon after the latter's 
election as Agent, expressing his belief that 
He added: 
Mr . Bernard will not think of 
issuing a charter {the thing is 
so unpopular} unless he should be 
encouraged from home to do. 
••••• We trust, what yo·u have done 
will prevent this. The more we 
think of it, the more we are con-
vinced, it will be ruinous to the 
Province in a religious as well as 
civil respect, should the Governor 
be allowed to grant charters by 
his own single power: And we are 
fully·persuaded our dissenting brethren 
could not do us a greater service tha£7 
by using their interest to hinder it. 
lb. Bernard Papers, Bernard to the Board of Trade, 12 ~pril 
1762. Josiah ~uincy, History of Harvard University 
(Cambridge 1840) II, 103. 
17. Charles Chauncy to .Jasper Mauduit, from Boston, 12 
October 1762 in Massachusetts Historical Society Col-
lections, LXXIV , 72. ---
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In Bernard's term of office the Congregational minl 
isters and lay leaders clashed with the Church of Engla~d 
authorities in a controversy well worth a serious and dj-
tailed study . 11 The Society for the propagation of the 
Gospel in foreign parts" had been granted a charter by 
William III in 1701 and had met with some success in 
Pennsylvania , New York, New Jersey, the southern colonies 
I 
and the West Indies . In New England the religious leaders led 
by Jonathan Nlayhew and Charles Chauncy charged that the ftmds 
of the Society were being used not "to combat atheism ari.d in-
fidelity in the plantations and colonies" as the charte1 in-
tended but to support the Church of England party and to under -
mine the Calvinist sects . l8 Most of all they feared th&t the 
establishment of an episcopate was again ~inent . l9 
To offset these activities or to counteract the in-
1 
fluence of the Society the Calvinist leaders applied to 
the General Court for a Charter to organize their society 
I 
18. Mayhew asserted in 1'760 that the Society " rocbed thd 
heathen, the slaves and the heathenish colonies who 
1 had an exclusive right , according to the charter , td 
the benefit of that very money which has been sunk here , 
(in New England) where the people actually had the 
means of religion in other protestant commtmions' 11 
Jonathan lV1ayhew , Observations on the Charter and Coll--
of the Society for the propagation of ~he Gospel i n 
Fo:eign Parts (Boston, 1763) 110. 
19. Mayhew wrote to Thomas Hollis in Lorden on 6 April 1762 , 
'
1We are apprehensive , Sir , that there is a scheme forming 
for sending a bishop into these parts; and that our IJ - ---
m--r , Mr . B--n--d , a true B--n--d is deep in the llkt . 
This gives us a good deal of uneasiness , as we th n . it 
will be of bad consequence; at the same time that w~ are 
much at a loss , how , or in what manner to make Opposition 
to it .n After a series of replies and counter-replies to 
pamphlets on the issue, 1~ayhew , after the passage of; the Stamp 
Act, dropped the matter. 
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for the propagation of the Gospel. This charter was granted 
I 
by that body. From this action grew the most spectacular 
pamphlet war since George Whitefield's invasion of Boston 1 
in the 1740's. Mayhew and Apthorp began the controversy and 
Henry Caner of King's Chapel and Charles Chauncy of First lchurch 
and men from other New England provinces joined in the ex-
ci tement. 
The Massachusetts Society began raising pledges of 
funds "to serve the most valuable end , that of spreading 
the name and knowledge of Christ among numerous tribes of 
Indians." In England the granting of the charter was 
opposed by Dr. Thomas Secker20 the Archbishop of Canterbur~, 
and so approval by the King was at first delayed for three 
years and finally rejected the act granting the charter. 
The issue in modern times seems relatively unimportant. 
It did seem to divide the colony into two factions: one 
group favoring the establishment of an episcopate and the 
extension of the authority of the Church of England and the 
I 
other the awakening of many independent people to the realiza-
tion that the extension of the authority of the Church migpt 
be carried into other fields . 2 l Years later John Adams 
wrote that the plan 
20. Seeker had urged the establishment of an American epis~1 copage in a sermon before the Society in 1740. A.L. 
Cross, The Anglician Episcopate and the American Colonies, 
(Kew York 1902) 109. -- ----
21. A.L. Cross, op.cit., 159. 
spread a universal alarm against 
the authority of Parliament. It 
excited a general and just appre-
hension, that bishops and dioceses 
and churches, and priests, and 
others were to be imposed on us 
by Parliament. It was known that 
neither King , nor ministry, nor 
archbishops, could appoint bishops 
in America, without an Act of Parlia-
ment, and if Parliament could tax us, 
they could establish the Church of 
England, with all its creeds, arti-
cles, tests, ceremonies, and tithes , 
and prohibit all other Churche~ as 
conventicles and schism shops. 2 
III 
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Following the elections in May 1762 the House of 
Representatives met to elect its officers and the members 
of the Council, and to conduct its routine business before 
adjourning until the fall. James Otis, Sr. was again elected 
Speaker of the House , but he asked to be excused ostensibly 
because the distance from his home in Barnstable to Boston 
made it impossible for him to be present at all sessions of 
the House .23 To Bernard's great satisfaction Timothy Ruggles 
was elected Speaker. Bernard heartily approved of Briga-
dier Huggles, who had served with distinction in the cam-
paigns against the French, was the Chief Probate Judge of 
the \ orcester Court and who was an open friend of the royalist 
cause. The Governor looked forward to a new period of har-
monious relations with the House under Ruggles' leadership.24 
22. John Adams to Hezekiah Niles, l3 February 1819, John 
Adams, Works , X, 288. 
23. J.H.R., (1762-3), 5,6. 
24. Bernard wrOte ef this happiness with Ruggles' election and 
his hopes of harmony in the government in a letter to John 
Pownall, written from Boston, 7 June 1762. Bernard Papers, 
II. 93. 
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Much of the business of this session consisted of 
routine matters and so the session lasted only about two 
weeks. The Governor informed the House that the quota of 
2,000 men for the military campaign that they had agreed 
to raise in the spring session had been filled by volunteers 
and that their business in this session would be confinep 
to domestic affairs. 25 The list of Councillors elected by 
the House and approved by the Governor contained one new 
name that interests us. James Otis, Sr., who thought he 
would be unable to attend all House sessions, was elected 
to the Council, from the former colony of New Plymouth. His 
election removed one opponent of the Governor from the Hpuse 
but added him to the Council.26 
I 
There was one interesting event before the Assembly 
adjourned for the summer. Francis V~aldo, a collect or ofl 
customs in Falmouth, Cumberland County (District of Maine) 
was elected Representative from that town and some membefa 
of the House objected to his taking his seat since he was 
I 
a crown official. After a spirited debate, a majority of 
the members of the Rouse agreed to allow him to be sworn!. 27 
The action taken by the House is significant in two respects: 
it shows that the faction was beginning to follow a fixed 
25. J.H.R., (1762-3), 10-11. 
26. Ibid7, (1762-3), 13. 
27. Ibid., (1762-3), 11. 
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policy in opposing office-holding in two branches a nd th1at 
alth ough the members of the faction were a vocal element 
to be respected, they could not yet muster enough strength 
in the House to win their will. 
The business was accomplished with out any other sighi-
ficant action. Despite the election of Otis to the Counbil 
and the attack on the executive branch through Waldo, the 
act i ons of the House did not upset Bernard, and in his pro-
rogation message to the General court the Governor expressed 
his "satisfaction at the ready and easy Dispatch of the 
Business of this Session; whi ch hath fully made good the l 
Assurances you gave at the Beginning of it.n28 
The summer of 1762 was the last summer of the war ahd 
the general feeling in Boston was that the news of peace 
would arrive any day. It was with great dismay that the lmer-
chants received news in this summer of the capture of st• 
John's, Newfoundland, by the French. The Massachusetts fiyher-
man began to fear for the safety _of their vessels now ex-
posed to attack from the French ships sailing out of st. 
John's and so they petitioned the Governor for protection. 
Bernard, aw 1re of the value of the shipping industry and eager 
to oblige these men sought the advice of the Council since 
the House was not in session and upon the recommendation of 
I 
this body increased the complement on the sloop used by the 
28. Ibid., (1762-3), Bl. 
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province for coastwise protection. Bernard then offered 
a bounty to encourage men to serve on the sloop. The entire 
cost of this emergency venture approved by the Council was 
about three hundred pounds.29 
When the House of Representatives met again on 8 Septem-
ber, it was faced with an accomplished fact. The Governor's 
message contained two important items, a requisition of Sir 
Jeffrey Amherst for 591 men and a rather casual reference 
to the sloop transaction with a request that the House ap-
propriate sufficient funds to cover the cost and to continue 
the pay of the extra men on the sloop. There is no doubt 
that Bernard fully expected that this would be done without 
any comment, for his action in the emergency was worthy of 
some commendation. It is equally certain that he had no 
idea of usurping the powers of the House for his letters 
written that summer clearly indicate that he thought he 
was carrying out his duty and serving the needs of the prbv-
ince. 11 These measures" , he stated to the House, "were ad-
vised with an apparent expediency, and have been conducted 
in the most frugal Manner , I doubt not but what has been 
done will have your Approbat ion.n30 Bernard was completely 
unpr~pared for the House's response. 
Once again Otis was the antagonist, and this time he 
laid his plans well . Professing utmost liberaltty and dis-
playing outstanding patriotism and loyalty, he moved for an 
29. G.R. Minot , op.cit., II, 119-24. Hutchinson, op.cit.,, 
III, 928. 
30 . J.~.R., (1762-3), 84-5. 
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immediate consideration of the first message, that con-
cerning the raising of troops. Praising the continued 
loyalty of the province and the willingness of the province 
to "contribute the last penny and the last drop of blood, 
rather than, through any backwardness of ours, his Majesty 's 
measures should be embarrassed." Otis expres.sed himself m 
favor of raising the men. Carefully avoiding any reference 
to the second part of the message, he moved to send the en-
tire message to a committee for consideration. This was 
done and Otis was named chairman of the committee. Royall 
Tyler , his colleague from Boston, who had voted with Otis 
to prohibit a Superior Court judge from serving in the leg-
isl~ture, General John ~inslow of Marshfield , who had voted 
against this proposal, and John itt, a new member from 
Marlborough were also named to the committee.31 
When the second part of the message was considered by 
the committee a true tempest in a teapot was stirred. Otis 
as the chairman of the committee considering the message 
prepared the reply which stated that Bernard's action had 
deprived the House of "their most darling privilege, the 
right of originating taxes 11 , and he further protested that 
this act had the "effect of annihilating one branch of the 
legislature. 11 It is easy to recognize this today as pure 
political humbug, for the appropriation of a few hundred 
31. J.H.R., (l762-3), 87. 
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pounds , even if the act did not comply exactly with the 
constitution, was necessary to meet an emergency, and was 
easily justified. It is difficult to see what connection this 
has to the matter of the origin of taxes. To men eager to 
assert the prerogative of the provincial assembly and to dis-
cern any possible encoachment on that prerogative, Otis' 
argument was a thoroughly valid one. One thing appears cer-
tain: Otis saw an opportunity to strike viciously and he used 
it well. 
Alarming to his subject, Otis protested further that 
It would be of little consequence wheter 
they were subject to George or Lewis, the 
king of Great Britain or the French king, 
if both were arbitrary as both would be, if 
both could levy taxes without Parliament . 
Continuing his remonstrance, Otis in his reply cautioned the 
Governor 11 as he regards the peace and welfare of the province, . 
that no measures be taken for the future, let the advice of 
Council be what it may. n32 
The House adopted this attack as its official reply to 
the Governor and named Otis to the committee to present the 
reply to Bernard. In a short time the news had passed through 
the town that the House had presented a highly improper 
letter to the Governor, a letter reflecting on the King 1 s 
person and dignity, and derogatory to his dignity, 
32. Hutchinson and r inot summarize the incident well. The 
corrected version of Otis's speech and Bernard's address 
are printed in the Journal of the House of Representatives 
(1762), 104, and in the Boston News Letter, 19 September 1762. 
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directing the Governor to reject the advice of the Council. 
Bernard, knowing that the people revered the King, evaded 
the issue in his reply and concentrated on Otis' references 
to George III. He informed the Speaker that "the King's 
name, dignity and cause are so improperly treated," He 
added that it was his earnest recommendation that the reply 
should not be entered in the Journal in the form in which 
he had received it particularly since, when he had vindi-
cated himself, they would find that "there is not the least 
ground for the insinuation under colour of which that sacred 
and well-beloved name is so disrespectfully brought into 
question." 
Bernard knew well what he \"as doing. He had avoided 
the issue and h a d placed on Otis the onus of defending him-
self as an assailant of the King. The House reconsidered 
its action. Otis tried to insert the words "with all due 
respect to his M.ajesty' s sacred person and government, to 
both which we profess the sincerest attachment and loyalty 
·be in spoken, it would be of little importance ••••• " and 
then continue the reference to Louis and George. The remcn-
strances of Bernard's followers and the pressure of many more 
level-headed patriots finally prevailed, and Otis agreed 
to eliminate the section giving offense, John Adams, who 
commented on the matter some years later, st a ted that the 
"dreadful words, under which his Excellency placed a black 
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mark, were accordingly expunged, and the message returned 
by the Speaker.tt33 Some followers of Otis' faction may 
have been convinced that they had gone too far in referring 
to the King as they had; others, and these were rapidly 
gaining strength in numbers, probably thought that the 
speech had served its purpose of informing, influencing and 
arousing the people of the province. -
In his lengthy reply on 18 September Bernard denied 
that he was trying to usurp the powers of the House. He 
explained carefully his duties as Governor and pointed out 
that he was merely trying to carry out· those duties. The 
House was confusing the right to originate taxes, which he 
readily conceded We s a function limited to the representa-
tives, with the right to expend public money which was an 
entirely different function. It would be ridiculous, he 
asserted, to call the legislature in session for every item 
of business, he declared, and reiterated that only the emer-
gency that existed caused him to take the action.34 The 
House voted to insert his reply in the Journal and named a 
committee of three, Timothy Ruggles, James Otis, and Royal 
Tyler, to prepare an answer. Certain that he could only lose 
out in any further discussion of the matter with such an ob-




William Tudor, Life of James Otis, 121-122 quotes this 
from a letter from-John Adams-ro-Tudor c.l818. John Adams, 
\~ork X, 298-300 cont a ins a letter from Adams to Tudor 
rs-Aprll 1818) in which Otis' action is highly praised. 
J.H.R. (1762-~, 119-121. ~ 
Ibid7, (1'762-3), 123. 
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But the agitation engendered by this incident was not 
yet ended, for Otis carried his case directly to the people 
in a pamphlet entitled ~ Vindication £f the Conduct of ~ 
House of Representatives of the Province of Ma s achusetts Bay, 
which he issued s hortly after the prorogation. In this 
pamph let he repeated and defended his original statement. 
This Vindication is one of Otis' most fascinating works, 
filled with rhetorical passages designed to appeal to those 
desiring to be con vinced. He borrowed freely from Locke, 
explained that no censure of the King was intended, but 
rath er a restatement of the rights of the legislature was 
made. In this pamphlet is reprinted Bernard's reply to the 
House's letter in whi ch the Governor justified his conduct 
on the grounds that an emergency existed and that it was 
his constitutional privilege . Otis effectively refuted 
both of these arguments.36 
The Governor left himself open to attack by stating 
that he had often taken more important steps when Governor 
of New Jersey upon advice of Council only, and when the As-
sembly reconvened, he received their thanks for having taken 
t he emergen cy action. Otis made this refreshing reply: 
36 . 
Whether the ~ssembly of this province equal 
the Assembly of New Jersey in graditude or 
any other virtue, I shall not pretend to 
A Vindication of the Conduct of ~ House of Relresentatives 
of the Province or-Massachusetts Bay; ~ part cularl~ in 
tEe-rast session-of the General Assembly. (Boston, 176 , 
Appendix B. -- ---
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determine. But this I a m sure of, that this 
,province has been more liberal of its grants 
to his hxcellency than to any of his prede-
cessors. Instead of any debate about his 
salart three grants have been made in TeSs 
than wo years, amounting to near three 
thousand pounds sterling in the whole; besides 
the very valuable island of Mt. Desert, which 
the province thought they had a right to 
grant, subject to his Majesty's conforma-
tion; and which his Excellency doubtless 
will have confirmed to him. All this, 
with the ordinary perquisites besides the 
full third of all seizures,37 .must amount to 
a very handsome fortune, attained ig about 
two years and two months ••••••••••• 8 
ThenOtis concluded with this advice: 
To conclude, would all plantation governors 
reflect upon the nature of a free govern-
ment, and the principles of the British 
constitution, as now happily established, and 
practice upon those principles instead (as 
most of them do) of spending their whole time 
in extending the preroga tive beyond all bounds; 
they would serve the king their master much 
better, and make the people und er their care 
infinitely happier •••••••• 39 
The pamphlet was widely distributed and discussed in 
the province. It brought fame and attention to James Otis 
as the defende r of the people's rights from abuse by the 
administration and marks a high point in Otis' personal 
animosity toward the Governor. Previously Otis had objected 
to usurpation of power by Crown officials or to an extension 
of powers by the administration, but his speeches had been 
37. When cargo were seized for smuggling and ordered for-
feited, one third of the value was given to the informer, 
one t h ird to the King for the use of the Province and 
one third was given to the Governor. (See Chapter II) 
38. James Otis, Vindication, 17. 
39. Ibid., 21. 
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remarkably free of any personal references. Now the attack 
was made not upon abstract philosophy or upon the general 
extension of power but upon Bernard personally. This was 
to co n tinue as Otis' policy with only slight deviation until 
he was injured in the unfortunate assault made upon him in 
1769. This policy set the tone for others of the provin-
cial faction. No longer -were the attacks made u o on the 
Governors, or powers, or extensions of prerogative, or other 
abstract forces; from this point when the Governor was at 
fault in the eyes of the faction he personally suffered at 
the hands of the faction. 
IV 
After the prorogation of the General Court in Septem-
ber 1762 Francis Bernard made plans to visit the island 
which the legislature had granted him earlier in the year. 
He h oped on t h is short trip to familiarize himself with the 
area and to begin h is plans for the development and settle-
ment of the area. On 23 September he sent ahead two sur-
veyors, Nathan Jones and Barachias Mason, who prepared a 
report and maps of the area which are still among the Bernard 
papers.40 On 28 September Bernard and a suite sailed on the 
40. In the Appendix to the Journal of the House of Rerresen-
tatives for 1762 appears a paperent~tles 11 Aorie State 
ment of the Title of the Province of Massachusetts-Bay 
to the country between the Rivers Kennebec and st. Croix. 
This is a report submitted by a committee of which Thomas 
Hutchinson was chairman which traced the history of the 
area and concluded that the province "hath a clear and 
undoubted Right and equitable Title to the Soil and Juris-
diction of the said country and every Part thereof under 
such Restrictions and Limitations as are expressed in 
the Royal Charter. J.H.R. (1762-3) Appendix, xii. 
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province sloop Massachusetts for the island. Bernard kept 
an excellent journal of the trip which is still extant.41 
The Governor and his companions surveyed the island and 
induced a number of squatters and others who lived nearby 
to settle on the island. Ten or twelve families, mostly 
from Gloucester and Portsmouth, settled there in the next 
few years. Bernard laid out a town at South West Harbor, 
allowing each man who would build a house and settle his 
family there four acres in the town and twenty-five acres 
in the out-lots. The inhabitants of the town, he believed, 
would engage primarily in fishing and trading, so that four 
acres in town would be enough to raise food for one family's 
use. If, however, any settlers planned to farm there, in 
addition to the twenty-five acres, he might buy up to twenty-
five more acres at one dollar an acre. There were only 
three requirements: the settler should establish his family 
on the home lot; he should build a house for them within 
one year; and he should clear the home lot in three years. 
In the decade that followed Bernard made many plans 
' 
for the development of the islands, including a project to 
manufacture potash there 42 and another to settle fifty 




Bernard Papers, X, 21-7. 
Bernard papers, II, 86; Bernard to the Board of Trade 
13 August 1763. 
The plan for the settlement of the German families is 
contained in an essay Bernard wrote on 8 September 1764 
following a visit made to the island in that month . See 
also letter to Barrington, 20 October 17o4, Ibid., III, 254. 
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upon the confirmation of the grant. He wrote a lengthy 
letter to the King in October 1764 reviewing the circum-
stances of the gift and some of the plans he had prepared. 
He revealed that he had already invested bl500 in the de-
velopment of the island, which would be a total loss unless 
the grants were confirmed. Despite the efforts of his many 
influential friends in England, and Bernard spared no one 
from his requests for intercession in the matter, the final 
grant was not made until after Bernard returned to England, 
when , through the intercession of Richard Jackson, then 
serving as standing counsel of the Board of Trade , the grant 
was finally recommended by that body and approved by the 
Privy Council on 28 March 1771, nine years after the ori-
ginal grant was made by the Massachusetts General Court. 
Francis Bernard did not receive any benefit from the 
island, for his merican property was confiscated in an 11 .ct 
of the state of Massachusetts Bay" to confiscate the estates 
of ncertain notorious conspirators against the governrhent 
and liberties of the inhabitants of this late province 11 
on 30 April 1779, six weeks before his death. His second 
son, John, who succeeded to the baronetcy, remained in 
",1a ine throughout the war, and in 1784 he petitioned the 
Massachusetts General Court for the return of the island. 
on 23 June 1785 one half of the island was returned to him. 
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He immediately mortgaged this section and returned to 
England. He held various government posts in the British 
¥vest Indies and died in Dominica in 1809. 44 
v 
In the beginning of the following year (1763) the 
Governor and the provincial faction were united in one point 
at least. With the conclusion of the successful war against 
France came the problem of the peace settlement, and the 
colonies were fearful that England might choose to annex the 
Sugar Islands in the French >vest Indies rather than Canada. 
The Massachusetts fishermen were concerned with any decision 
concerning their northern fisheries. The decision of the 
diplomats, to allow French fishing with certain r e strictions 
and to annex Canada to the British Empire was popularly re-
ceived. Bernard congratulated the legislature on the pro-
vince's gain and the General Court admitted, in its message 
to Bernard and the King, their indebtedness to the King and 
parliament for their protection during the war and their 
consideration of the interests of the province in the peace 
44. Excellent accounts of Bernard's claims·, letters and ex-
plorations are found in Villiam 0 Sawtelle, Mount Desert: 
Champlain to Bernard 11 in Sprague's Journal of Maine His-
tory, XIII 3, p. 168-86, and in 11 Sir Francis Bernarcr--
and Mount Desert" by the same author in Publications o.f 
the Colonial ociety of Massachusetts (Boston, 1923) XXIV, 
Trr7-253, by the same author. This second article contains 
some interesting comments concerning Bernard's portraits. 
George Street, Mount Desert: A Historf (Samuel A. Eliot, 
ed.) {Boston, 1905) contains a chapter Chapter IV) 11 The 
Tory and Refugee Proprietors" which dea ls with Bernard's 
grant and contains an reprint of Francis Bernard's journal 
o.f his trip to the island. 
• 
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settlement. 45 Otis willingly joined in the rejoicing , and 
in an address to the people of Boston he presented his 
vision of a great new British empire. 
But this appearance of peace and tranquility was only 
tempora ry. The years 1763 and 1764 might well be labeled 
11 the period of watchful waiting". hlost of the recommenda-
tions and requests presented by the Governor had previously 
been adopted alth ough with some dissension and argument . 
In this period every request was examined carefully and 
meticulously, thoroughly discussed by committees appointed 
to consider them, and approved only after lengthy delays . 
The patriot faction gradually increas e d its strength until 
it had a working majority , and t h is group made no great 
effort to cooperate with the crown appointees unless there 
was some benefit to their group • . In these years the divi -
sions into factions became e ven more marked and the references 
to one group as Tories and the other as Whigs frequently ap-
peared . In three measures the po -rP.r " the provincial faction 
was evident . 
In t h is period the Board of Trade asked Bernard to 
conduct a census of the province . The Governor turned over 
the request to the House which argued about the mea s ure many 
times over a period of one year . Some members were suspicious 
that the census might be used against them in some manner 
45 . J.H .R. (1762-3) l24fr . 
by the home government. 
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Others, orthodox of the orthodox , 
compared the proposed census with Biblical censuses and 
considered the whole plan irreligious. 46 The census was 
finally accomplished, and then not efficiently and com-
pletely, after three years had p&ssed. 
When a series of minor wars grew out of Pontiac's con-
spiracy, General Gage, Amherst's successor, asked the Mass -
achusetts General Court, through Bernard , to supply troops 
to prosecute the new war . The House , knowing that the 
people of the province were weary of war, refused and then, 
when asked to reconsider, delayed action until the need of 
troops was over. Thus the province was saved from par-
ticipation in another military venture. 
The watchfulness over the treasury which Otis began 
the year before was continued now. Late in the year 1762 
Edmund Trowbridge, the Attorney General , had presented a 
bill for his official services, and action on this was held 
over until the February 1763 session. At this time the 
bill was rejected. Upon Otis's motion to reconsider a 
committee of seven was named, with Otis as Chairman, to 
consider the matter. A report was presented which reviewed 
the entire case and concluded that the Attorney General should 
have been appointed by the General Court, and, since he had 
46. Massachusetts IHstorical Society Collections, First 
Series, IV, 198; Second Series, II, 95. In a letter ~ 
the Lords of Trade, 8 April 1765, Bernard complained 
that the order had not yet been fully obeyed. Bernard 
Papers. 
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not been, the General Court should refuse 11 to grant any 
salary or pay, to any person officiating in said offices 
' 
whom they had no hand in choosing." This reasoning was 
somewhat illogical since the General Court had no part in 
naming the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Secretary, or 
Court Justices, and yet appropriated money for their 
salaries. In Trowbridge's case the House committee added 
"that they were satisfied that Nr. Trowbridge had behaved 
with fidelity and industry in said office." The question 
concerning Trowbridge's compensation was tabled until a 
later session. Finally, in June 1763, after more wrangling 
and debate, the House agreed to allow Trowbridge ~300 ster-
ling for his services.47 
VI 
Some attention should be given to the Governor's per-
sonal life and accomplishments in this period. The seven 
Bernard children thrived in the Boston climate, and from 
all accounts they appear to have been well-liked. John, 
the second Bernard son and the oldest of the children in 
America, was apprenticed to a Boston merchant soon after his 
arrival and seems to have been a satisfactory apprentice48 
47. J.H.R. (1762-3); Ibid, (1763-4); ~~ illiam Tudor, op.cit.,l61. 
48. Bernard Papers, I, 302. Letter to Barrington, 3 March 1761. 
Channing and Coolidge in their poor index to The Barrington-
Bernard Correspondence (Harvard, 1912), erroneously list 
Thomas as the second son. Thomas was only ten years old at 
the time this letter was written concerning the second 
son's apprenticeship. Bernard further adds a clue to'John's 
identity by stating that in five or six years 11 he will be 
or full agen. John Bernard was born 26 January 1745. 
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for his father had no complaints about his work . John was 
four years older than the next son, 'rhomas, and so Bernard 
hoped that by providing for the older children he would 
11 have provided natural guardians for the rest of my children, 
in case he should be called away11.49 Thomas , the next son, 
entered Harvard, in 1763 and graduated in 1767, and Shute, 
the next son who was two years his brother ' s junior also 
entered Harvard but did not live to graduate . 
The Governor's life was brightened in the fall of 1762 
by the arrival of his favorite son, Francis Bernard , Jr ., 50 
who had planned to spend a few months with his family read-
ing and studying and then to return to his classes at Christ 
Church, Oxford , his father's alma mater . Mrs. Bernard was 
not well, in fact she was to be ill during most of the stay 
in Massachusetts , and Bernard felt that the boy ' s presence 
would help her . Young Frank, as his father called him, 
was a problem youth. The family historian, Sophia E . 
Higgins, relates that his head had been injured in a hazing 
stunt at Westminster,51 but from all accounts he was a good 
scholar at the school. At least Barrington heard this and 
reported to Bernard, "I assure you, without flattery that 
my Godson is a very fine Boy : I have it from Good hands 
that he is one of the best Scholars in Westminster School . »52 
49 . Ibid. 
50 . IDIO, II, 221~ Bernard to Barrington, 30 October 1762 . 
51 . Sophia E . Higgins, The Bernards of Abington and Nether 
vanchendon, I , 219 . 
52. Bernard Papers, IX, 107 ; Barrington to Bernard , 3 June 
1760 . 
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He had entered Oxford in May of 1761 and gave his father 
no concern while in England. 
During the period he remained in illnerica , Frank was 
a source of worry for his family. In the fall of 1763 his 
father gave him permission to make a trip to Philadelphia, 
a good trip in those days. After arriving in Philadelphia 
he ran away and travelled along the Ameri c an coast as far 
south as Alexandria and Bellhaven and planned to visit Fort 
Pitt and the country around the Ohio. The Governor sent 
many letters to persons residing in the provinces south of 
Massachusetts , including a letter to Benjamin Franklin in 
which he asked the Philadelphian to meet the boy and pro-
vide him with funds for the trip home. The father ex-
cused the boy's actions by explaining that he "worked too 
much (by Himself) in litteral learning.n53 
The Governor was disturbed at his son's indolence and 
desultory studies and so the visit was extended to almost 
eighteen months spent in read_ing Latin, Hebrew and Greek, 
with a Harvard tutor54 and in discussing philosophy and 
metaphysics with his father. The boy was not too eager to 
re-enter Oxford, but finally agreed to return to England and 
53. Ibid., III, 12-13, Bernard to Franklin, 13 December 1763. 
Also Ibid, III, 8, 9. Bernard was interested at this 
time I'i1Sending Thomas to the new College in Philadelphia, 
but nothing came of the plan. (Ibid, III, 13-14) 
54. Bernard Papers, II, 191, 205. ----
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to study at Christ Church for the two additional years re-
quired for his degree, after which some final decision would 
be made. Bernard wrote to Barrington and asked him to keep 
informed on the activities of the favorite child55 who was 
still to give his father trouble. 
Bernard found time for other personal affairs. Almost 
immediately after his arrival, the Governor began to show 
an interest in Harvard College in Cambridge. This insti-
tution had about 180 students who lived and studied in a 
series of barrack-like halls. Their curriculum was a mix-
ture of logic, rhetoric, natural philosophy, mathematics, 
astronomy, and ancient literature. Bernard was eager to 
encourage scholarship, or at least scholarly exhibition, 
and so shortly after his arrival in the province, he of-
fered prizes for the best Latin poems commemorating the 
death of the old King and the accession and marriage of 
George III. The small book finally appeared in 1762 under 
the title Pietas ~ Gratulatio Collegii Cantabrigiensis 
apud Novanglus Bostonii Massachuttensiums. In the copy of 
this work in the Harvard College Library the auth ors of the 
thirty-one poems are identified. 
55. Ibid., III, 133. Bernard to Barrington, 31 ~arch 1764. 
Also Ibid, X, 187 Barrington to Bernard, 7 September 
1764.----
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Francis Bernard wrote nine of the poems including the 
first and last poems in the volume,56 and the other writers 
include many of the famous men of the province. President 
Edward Holyoke and Professors John Winthrop and Stephen 
Sewall of the college contributed poems as did such dis-
tinguished graduates as John Lovell , Headmaster of Boston 
Latin School; James Bowdoin, wealthy merchant and member 
of the Council; Peter Oliver, who succeeded Hutchinson as 
Chief Justice; Thomas Hollis, famous Dissenter and Harvard's 
great bene~actor; Dr. Samuel Cooper, one of Boston's leading 
clergymen; and Dr. Benjamin Church, Jr., physician and 
patriotic poet, who later · won everlasting infamy as the 
first American traitor. These were famous men and Bernard 
was proud of their production, copies of which were sent 
to the King and the leading Ministers. 
In January 1764 when the legislature was meeting at 
Harvard Hall in Cambridge because of the small-pox epidemic 
in the town of Boston, the famous old building burned to 
the ground. The library and other public rooms and much of 
the apparatus were destroyed. Bernard then came forward as 
a benefactor of the college. He donated a part of his library 
56. According to Bernard's son the nine poems were numbers 
1,8,9,18,19,20,22,24, and 31. He has commented on the 
first and last. Of the first entitled 11 Adhortatio 
Praesidis 11 he says that the poem has considerable merit 
11 particularly in the five last stanzas, the turn of which 
is spirited and elegant". 11 The last poem, a Sapphic ode, 
contained a "prophetic description of the progress of 
the fine arts, and of the increase of population in the 
new world; and the event has not disappointed the pre-
diction.11 T. Bernard, op.cit., 29. 
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to the college and induced other leading men to do the 
same. He also recommended to the legislature--which since 
it contained many Harvard graduates would be agreeable to 
the plan--to restore Harvard Hall at public expense. The 
building erected was "in its original form not without 
elegance 11 • The plans were drawn by the Governor, an 
amateur draftsman of some ability who also supervised the 
construction of the building.57 
VII 
In the period from the date of the Governor's arrival 
in the summer of 1760 to the spring of 1763 Bernard's 
fortune had undergone a number of changes. Shortly after 
his arrival he had offended the Otises and the provincial 
faction by his appointment of Hutchinson , but the resent-
ment against him was short-lived~ His approval of the 
faction's action on the money bill and on Bollan's dismissal 
made him popular again and brought him Molll'lt Desert as a 
reward. Then almost overnight his usurpation of a power of 
the House , however innocently done, brought about the de-
velopment of animosity directed against Bernard personally . 
I 
At first this was outspoken as in Otis' addresses to the 
House and in his Vindication pamphlet, but later it was 
manifested in nuisance actions, the delaying of legislation 
57. T. Hutchinson, op.cit., III, 76n; T . Bernard , op.cit., 
30-l. ~arlier that month (13 January 1764) Bernard had 
officiated at the dedication of the newly completed 
HolJ1s Hall . Samuel L . Morison , Three Centuries of ~ 
Harvard 1636-1836 (Cambridge, 1936) 94-5. 
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and the careful scrutinizing of all measures suggested by 
the Governor . .f.'ortunately for Bernard, at least temporarily, 
the British Board of Trade and Parliament became the offenders 
in the following year, and Bernard, by realizing the justice 
of the provincial cause, won back much of the popularity he 
had lost. 
At this same time events were occurring in England 
which were to affec"t the economic and political situation 
of the province. Since Bernard's career was so closely allied 
with the political events in Massachusetts, it becomes in-
creasingly difficult to separate provincial history from the 
events affect ing Bernard alone. Bernard took a personal 
hand in many of these actions and it is to these events in 
England and Massachusetts that our attention will be directed. 
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Chapter V 
The Sugar Act Controversy 
I 
Conditions and events in llilassachusetts did not go un-
noticed in England. Bernard was in constant correspondence 
with the Board of Trade , the Secretary of State for the 
Northern Department, the Secretary of War , the Secretary 
to the Board of Trade , and with many other influential 
Englishmen who were readily informed of almost every action 
in the province. At the conclusion of each session of the 
General Court Bernard sent copies of all acts which he had 
approved to England for royal approbation, and he prepared 
a lengthy report of. the proceedings of the General Cou~t 
which he submitted to the Board of Trade . Despite the 
attitude of the provincial faction on many measures, there 
was no real concerted effort to oppose the mother country, 
but rather a desire to work out any differences of opinion 
that existed.l Bernard was well aware that many of the 
faction 's objections were justified and that the short-
comings should have been rectified, but he hoped that this 
would be accomplished in a general reorganization o~ the 
colonies which would establish definitely the relation be-
tween England and ~merica and make the mutual responsibilities 
I. As late as the summer of 1764 Bernard wrote to the Board 
o~ Trade, 11 The royal rights are never openly invaded. 
The utmost that is done is to dispute what are royal 
rights." 
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evident. Bernard had colonial reorganization plans of his 
own which he transmitted to his English patrons over a period 
of years, but these plans, which are discussed more fully 
in Chapter VIII of this work, were never adopted or even 
seriously considered. 
The Ministries and Parliament had long been aware that 
the relationship between England and her North American 
colonies had never been carefully defined, but the European 
conflicts which followed each otber in rapid succession in 
the eigh teenth century forced postponement of any action 
toward cla-rlfication. With the War with France finally 
·concluded very successfully and the preparation of a peace 
treaty only a matter of agreement on formalities, the 
British Ministry turned to the problem of amending its 
colonial administration policies, Be rnard watched the de-
velopment of these policies with interest, advising and 
warning the Ministry on specific matters and agreeing al-
ways that, despite his personal opinion of the efficacy or 
wisdom of the acts, he would see that the laws passed by 
Parliament were carried out. 
In England there were certain resignations and re-
placements of leaders between 1760 and 1763 that affected 
the policies established. William Pitt resigned as Secre-
tary of State on 2 October 1761 and was succeeded by the 
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Earl of Egremont, a man of mediocre ability with whom 
Bernard then carried on a lengthy correspondence. In 
England where Pitt was hailed as the "Great Commoner" and 
in America where the appreciation of Pitt in many quarters 
almost approached idolatry, the news of his resignation 
was received with regret. Lord Halifax, who had become 
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland in the spring of 1761 was suc-
ceeded in the Presidency of the Board of Trade by Lord 
Sandys and he in turn was replaced in February 1763 by 
Charles Townshend, a leader of Commons not yet noted for 
his lack of sympathy with the colonial problems. In May 
1762 the Newcastle-Pitt combination was disbanded and John 
Stuart , _Earl of Bute, became the first Lord of the Treasury 
and head of the Ministry. These new persons who were com-
ing into authority were to play an important part in 
American problems and at the same time would affect the 
career of Francis Bernard. 
England had fought a long and costly war , a great part 
of which had been fought in North America by British troops 
and colonial volunteers. Nor was the military burden yet 
over, for it would still be necessary to maintain an army 
of some size in the New V orld to prevent recurrences of 
Indian uprisings engendered by the war. The problems of 
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paying for the war already fought, of supporting the 
armies to be provided for the defense and protection of 
the colonies, and of meeting the costs of reorganizing and 
supporting the new governments to be established in America 
caused some leaders in England to decide that some new reve-
nues should be forthcoming from America. 
II 
The first plan for raising revenue from the colonies 
was proposed in a House of Commons co~nittee by Charles 
Townshend in March, 1763, shortly after he was named to 
the Presidency of the Board of Trade. This committee ap-
proved a measure to reduce the duty of six per cent levied 
on molasses imported from the Spanish colonies and the West 
Indies to two per cent, but the Commons failed to pass the 
bill. Shortly afterward, Grenville, who had become the 
First Lord of the Treasury and Chancellor of the Exchequer 
up on the fall of the Bute government early in April of 1763, 
sponsored a proclamation "for the further improvement of 
his Majesty's revenue of the customs". These orders pro-
vided that all officers of British ships of war stationed 
upon the North American coast should act as officers of the· 
customs and should receive a share of the cargoes confiscated 
for violation of the revenue laws. The regulations were de-
- signed to control the illicit trade between the northern 
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colonies and the French and Spanish islands.2 
These regulations if enforced would cripple New England 
trade for many of the regulations could not be met profitably. 
Goods could not be imported or exported from any of the 
plantations except in vessels built in England, Ireland, or 
the plant tions. In these ships the master and three-fourth 
of the ~embers of the crew had to be English. Except for 
wine from the islands of Madeira and the Azores, servants, 
horses, and victuals from Scotland and victuals from Ireland, 
nothing could be imported from Europe unless it had been 
loaded in and shipped from England. The real strength of 
the rules came in the insistence that all vessels in the 
colonies should be subject to the same search that English 
ships were and that all Customs llouse officers should have 
the same power that English customs officials had.3 If all 
of these provisions plus the one calling for the strict en-
forcement of the sugar act were carried out, New England's 
trade would be ruined, as the New England traders and the 
British manufacturers loudly protested, but without success. 
2. G.R. Minot , Continuation, II, 138; Bancroft, History of 
the United States, (Boston, 1852) V, 88. --
3 . G:R. Minot, Continuation, II, 139. Boston Gazette, S,R, 
26 January 1764. This last provision was incorporated 
in an act nfor the further improvement of his majesty's 
revenue of the customs" which was presented, read twice, 
referred to a committee of the whole, passed by Commons, 
approved by the Lords and signed by the King in one month, 




Before the news of the passage of this act was received 
in the province the elections of May 1763 had been held, 
and the 'results were gratifying to the Governor. Many of 
those men who had·consistently supported Otis were notre-
turned, and Bernard exultingly wrote to Richard Jackson, 
then serving aa Grenville's secretary, "The new Assembly is 
uncommonly full of Men of Ability and Friends to the Govern-
ment •••• The Friends of Government in the Assembly are above 
two to one. 11 4 The chaplain of the House of Representatives, 
Dr. Samuel Cooper, who although friendly with Bernard was 
known to be closely allied with the Otis faction, was dis-
missed and the Rev. Andrew Eliot, the pastor of the church 
on North Street, was named in his place. Even the animosity 
the House had shown toward. Thomas Hutchinson the year before 
was completely erased at this time and Hutchinson was elected 
to the Council overwhelmingly, only eight votes being cast 
against him in the entire House.5 Thanks to the English 
victory in the war, Bernard's political victory was com-
plete in this year, and he hastened to write his English 
patrons of it in detail. 
Shortly after the General Court convened the news of 
the passage of Townshend's bill was received in Boston, and 
4. Bernard Papers, III, 73, Bernard to Richard Jackson 11 June 
1763. 
5. Ibid., III, 78. 
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the legislators.were aware o~ the vehement displeasure of 
the merchants and traders with the act. Although the trade 
that the act was designed to control had been carried on 
illegally, · the net result had been a ga"in for England. The 
New England colonies, especially, had traded lumber and fish 
in Cuba and Guadeloupe for sugar and molasses, and the sale 
of these commodities had furnished the merchants with money 
to purchase English manufactures. lthough the proposed 
tax was not prohibitive, the enforcement of the restrictions 
specified in the act would be impossible to meet profitably, 
and the right granted naval officers to detain and libel 
all suspected vessels might be greatly abused. The only 
redress the merchants would have in such cases was an appeal 
to ·British authorities and this was a cumbersome and ex-
pensive procedure. When these facts are considered the 
truth of Minot 's statement that the news of this law "caused 
a greater alarm in the country than the taking of Fort 
William Henry 11 6 becomes evident. 
Bernard was not in favor of the act, and he wrote letters 
to influential persons in England in which he expressed his 
doubts of the wi.sdom of passing the act. In a letter to 
Richard Jackson, agent for some of the American provinces 
and now private secretary to Grenville in his capacity as 
6. Minot , ot.cit. II, 140. This evidently was a popular 
saying, or it is also contained in one of Bernard's 
letters to England at this time. 
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Chancellor of the Exchequer, Bernard listed as his main 
reasons for opposing the act his belief that shipping and 
trade in the province would decline. In Bernard's mind the 
act was not entirely without merit, for he hoped that with 
the money that remained after confiscation proceedings were 
completed "a Fund might be established sufficient to create 
a civil list for each Colony, which is a provision necessary 
for the firm Establishment of Government in this Country. 1' 7 
Bernard was to repeat and re-echo his desire for a civil 
list as the dependence upon the legislature for designating 
the amount of his salary and for appropriating money to pay 
for this was to become progressively unbearable. 
To Egremont and to the Board of Trade the Governor 
sent letters advising against the act and explaining how 
the suspension of the navigation laws had been beneficial 
to the fish trade of New England. This trade he asserted, 
was too important to Great Britain to be risked for so 
trifling an object. The Molasses Act (Sugar Act of 1733) 
alone provided heavy duties, he stated, and if these were 
collected the commerce o~ the northern colonies would be 
wiped out.8 Bernard was careful not to deny the right of 
Parliament to derive a revenue from the colonies, however, 
for he advised that if the duties were lowered, they would 
7. Bernard Papers, III, 93; Bernard to Jackson, 3 August 1763. 
8. Bernard Papers, III, 99; Bernard to Egremore, 23 October 
1763. 
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be collected and trade would not be hampered.9 The duties 
were lowered, as he advised, but the restrictions and addi-
tions to this bill eliminated whatever advantages might 
have accrued to the colonies. 
Most American writers of biographical sketches of Ber-
nard have stressed his parsimonious, grasping attitude, and 
this writer will pay full attention to this aspect of Ber-
nard's character in a later chapter. At this time {1763) 
Bernard's behavior deserves some commendation and admira-
tion. When we consider that a substantial part of his in-
come was derived from the confiscation and forfeiture of 
cargoes in illicit trade, Bernard's willingness to advise 
against the passage of a measure whose application would 
serve to augment his income, is creditable. The extent of 
Bernard's devotion to the Crown, Parliament, and England 
are evident in his actions at this time. The Governor knew 
that England's prosperity was in great part dependent upon 
colonial prosperity and that any falling off in colonial 
trade would be reflected in England. That he foresaw the 
consequences of the act is to his credit and that he advised 
against its passage despite the fact that it would increase 
his income is admirable. That his advice was not taken ser-
iously at this time when the first signs of real trouble be-
tween the mother country and the colonies was to prove a blow 
both to Bernard's career and, more important, to the British 
empire sys tern. 
9. !bid, II, 89; Bernard to the Board of Trade 26 December 1763. 
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Bernard's attitude on this measure met with popular 
approval, and the Governor found himself aligned with the 
Boston and Salem merchants, the tradesmen and shopkeepers 
of the seaboard towns, and the provincial faction. It is 
true that Bernard did not advocate disobedience of the law, 
but he was careful to let it be known that he had protested 
against its passage and had tried to obtain some changes. 
Thomas Hutchinson did not express his approval of the act, 
~ut behaving more cautiously than Bernard, he straddled the 
issue well . In his correspondence with Richard Jackson he 
expressed his attitude thus: 
For my part, I have always ished, whilst . 
I was in trade myself, for some effectual 
Measures to put a stop to all contraband trade; 
but I have always thought it might have been 
done without any further provision by the 
Parliament. The real cause of the illicit 
trade in this province has been the indul-
gence of the officers of the customs; and 
we are told that the cause of this indul-
gence has been that they have been quar-
tered u pon for more than their legal fee, 
and that without bribery and coeruption 
they must starve. If the fanatics of the 
present age will not admit of areform in 
this respect, perhaps the provision now made 
may be the next best procedure.lO 
Hutchinson closed his discussion with the damning state-
ment , 11 I wish success to it.n Fortunately for Hutchinson 
and for Bernard, too, the letter did not come to light 
until years later. Otherwise much of the good will toward 
Bernard would have been rapidlj dissipated. 
10. Massachusetts Archives , XXVI, 201; letter dated 2 Septem-
ber 1763. 
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Bernard's letters accomplished lit t le . ~arly in the 
summer of 1763, Egremont, the Secretary of State , wrote to 
Bernard about the new law and instructed him to see that 
it was enforced . 11 In the fall {11 October) the Lords of 
Trade ordered Bernard to carry out 11 the act of the late 
session of Parliament," and to cooperate with the British 
naval officers in their enforcement of the law.l2 Bernard , 
the faithful royal steward , proceeded to enforce laws he 
knew were unreasonable and harmful to his people . To 
Massachusetts the law was a stunning blow , for much of her 
trade had been with French and Spanish colonies, but before 
she had resigned herself to this act , new laws which further 
curbed her trade appeared in England . l3 
IV 
In this period between the spring and fall of 1763 con -
ditions and leaders l1ad changed in England. While the agi-
tation for the passage of the customs enforcement act ( darch-
April 1763) was underway, the Bute Ministry resigned and after 
a short delay a new Ministry was formed under the leadership 
of George Grenville, who occupied the posts of First Lord . 
of the Treasury and Chancellor of the Exchequer . The ~arl 
of Egremont continued to serve as Secretary of State and 
11 . Bernard Papers, X, ll9; Egremont to Bernard, 3 July 1763 . 
12 . Ibid ., X, 131; Board of Trade to Bernard , 11 October 1763. 
13 . J . G. Palfrey, History of New England (Boston, 1890) , V, 262 . ~ 
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Lord Halifax becrune his colleague. To the colonies the 
elevation of Grenville was to be a great affliction, for 
before his administration was completed, he had revised 
completely the relationship of the mother country to her 
colonies in America. Despite the fact that his secretary, 
Richard Jack son, who knew American affairs well thanks to 
his extensive correspondence with american officials and 
leading men, advised Grenville to proceed slowly and care-
fully, the new minister embarked upon a program of action 
that was to result eventually in the temporary shattering 
of the British Empire.l4 
On 5 Hay 1763, less than one month after Grenville as-
sumed office, the ministry asked the Board of Trade for ad-
vice on four items: {1) the new government for the colonies, 
the forms and residences of the Governors, (2) the size of 
the army and military establishment needed to protect the 
colonies, old and new, (3) "in what mode, least burdensome 
and most palatable to the colonies, can they contribute to-
wards the additional expense which must attend this civil 
and military establishment", and (4) the regulations neces-
sary to make the colonies profitable.l5 
14. Jackson was one of the best friends of the American 
colonies in this period. He had an excellent appre-
ciation of the ~merican cause and he sympathized with 
the colonial position. Among his American correspondents 
were Jared Ingersoll, Bernard, Hutchinson and Benjamin 
Franklin. Unfortunately, however, despite his intelli-
gent advice, the Ministry passed the obnoxious acts. 
15. George Bancroft, History of the United States (Boston, 
1885) v, 106-8. 
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The Earl of Shelburne, who had been elevated to the 
presidency of the Board of Trade, was not in favor of ex-
tending further the authority of Parliament over the Ameri-
can colonies, and so decl ned to approve any plans for 
taxation of the colonies.l6 Grenville and Lord Egremont, 
the Secretary of State for the Northern Department, had 
already ·decided to quarter an army in the colonies and to 
raise a part of the expenses by colonial revenues. Gren-
ville assigned to Charles Jenkinson, who had served under 
Bute as secretary of the Treasury and now served in that 
capacity under Grenville, the task of preparing a revenue 
bill for Parliament •. Grenville in the meantime planned to 
consult with merican officials regarding other means of 
obtaining funds. In . the summer of 1763 Egremont died sud-
denly and Shelburne resigned. Halifax and Sandwich were 
named Secretartes of State for the Southern and Northern 
Departments, respectively, and the Earl of Hillsborough be-
came the new President of the Lords of Trade. Shortly after 
these changes o.ccurred, Grenvill-e ordered Jenkinson to pre-
pare a draft of a stamp act to be presented to Parliament 
after he had discussed the matter with the colonial agents 
in London. 17 
At this same time plans were made to revise and strengthen 
the Sugar Act of 1733 still further in order to protect the 
16. G. Bancroft, op.cit. V,134-36. 
17. Ibid., V, 151. 
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sugar producers in the British ~vest Indies, to curb smugglers, 
and most of all, to provide a source of revenue for England 
to use in supporting her American army and civil list. Early 
in the winter of 1763-4 Grenville issued orders to the of-
fleers of the customs to take over their posts with "new 
and ample Instructions enforcing in the strongest Manner 
the strictest Attention to their Duty". In order to assist 
in the suppression "of Practices which had long prevailed", 
the officers of the customs were to receive the assistance 
of the troops under the Commander-in-Chief in America, 
Gene r al Thomas Gage, "for the effectual Suppression of 
contraband Trade. 11 Shortly afterward the naval officers 
began their duties as excisemen to the chagrin of the entire 
merchant population of the province.l8 
Every ship arriving from Eng land in Boston, Salem, and 
Marblehea d in the summer and fall of 1763 brought news of 
these events to the province, but the extent of the new 
legislation was uncertain. That the revision of the Sugar 
Act. was contemplated was knovm and feared, and the possibility 
that a stamp act would be passed was knovm as well to the 
assachusetts merchants before January 176419 Jasper Mauduit, 
the provincial agent in London, advised the Speaker of the 
House late in 1763 that 
18. Boston Gazette, 5,12,25, January 1764. 
19. J.H.R.,(1763-4), 181. 
All agree that a practicable duty on 
sugar and molasses s hould be raised, 
and the payment of it enforced. To 
attempt to controvert either of these 
would be to no manner of purpose.20 
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The House had already decided to take action before the 
letter was received. 
A petition from the tradesmen and merchants of Boston, 
Plymouth, h1arblehead, Salem and other towns was presented 
to the House late in December, 1763, and that body, acting 
upon the appeal, instructed Mauduit to lobby for the re-
peal of the Sugar Act and 11 any other imposition or taxes 
upon this or the other ~merican Colonies." The Representa-
tives further contended that the trade between the northern 
colonies and the French Sugar islands was important not 
only to the colonists but to England as well, and should not 
be checked by the imposition of duties, but left free and 
encouraged.21 
Bernard, while seemingly sympathetic to the colonial 
point of view or at least appreciative of the fact that the 
passage of these acts would only lead to trouble, tried to 
maintain a middle course and met with some success. From 
all contemporary accounts there seetns to have been no at-
tack upon Bernard at this point as a person or as the highest 
ranking representative of the King in the province, but other 
20. Massachusetts Archives, XXII, 340. 
21. J.H.R., (1763-4), 132, 182. 
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Crown officials did not fare so well . According to 
Hutchinson : 
The officers of the Crown, and especially 
all officers of the customs, were considered 
as engaged in promoting measures, m.ore re-
trictive of the natural rights and liber-
ties of the people, 1 than the ends for 
which the government was instituted' made 
necessary. They had 'the law•, however, on 
their side. Squibs were thrown at their 
character, in newspapers, hand-bills, etc.22 
Jasper Mauduit , the agent was a man of integrity; on 
this most persons agreed. Concerning his efficiency there 
was a wide variety of opinions. His brother, Israel Mauduit , 
a 
11
man of superior talent", according to Hutchinson, was 
the actual working agent, and the Hous.e of Representatives 
tried to name him as agent in Jasper's place or at least 
as Joint agent. On 17 January 1763 the House voted to join 
Israel Mauduit to the agency upon the 11 express condition 
that the Province be put to no further Expense for the 
Agency therein if this Appointment had not been made.u23 
The Council concurred two days later. 
This move for economy, which Timothy Ruggles, Speaker 
of the House , ascribed as the reason for the failure of the 
plan of joint appointment, was not the whole story. ~hen 
Bollan had been dismissed in 1762, Bernard had hoped that 
Richard Jackson would be named as agent in his place, but 
22. 
23. 
T. Hutchinson , History of .•••• Mass . Bay, III, 74-5. 
Massachusetts Archives,-xxii, 269, Massachusetts His-
torical Society Collections, LXXIV, 92n, Ibid., LXXIV, 
91-2, letter from Timothy Ruggles to Jasper Mauduit , 
29 January 1763. This last letter was printed origi-
nally in the Journal of the House of Representatives (1762-3). 
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the General Court refused to elect Jackson and named Mauduit 
instead. Bernard then attempted to induce the House to 
name Jackson as joint agent, but the Representatives pro-
tested that two agents were unnecessary and too expensive. 
Jackson was, however, named to act as ~gent in case of 
Mauduit's death or physical incompetence. When the proposal 
that Israel Mauduit join his brother in his agency was made, 
Bernard re-echoed the arguments of the great expense pre-
sented the year before, and by using this argument and 
stirring up Bollan 1 s friends in the General Court, he forced 
the Court to agree to name Israel Mauduit as joint agent 
only if no additional expenses were involved.24 
This knowledge of Jasper's incompetence and the fear 
that he would not resolutely prosecute his instructions caused 
the House of Representatives early in January 1764 to con-
aider sending another agent to join with Mauduit in remon-
strating against the acts. Since Hutchinson had now regained 
much of his popularity and han proved to be extremely com-
petent in settling earlier problems25 he was selected with 




Thomas Cushing to Jasper Mauduit, 30 June 1763; Massachusetts 
Historical Society Collections LXXIV, 123-5. Cushing to 
Mauduit, 12 Septe mber 1763, Ibid., LXXIV, 127-30; Cushing 
to Mauduit, 22 June 1764, Ibra;-LXXIV, 161. 
He had previously served cred1tably in making a treaty 
with the Five Nations and in the settlement of two boundary 
disputes. 
Only eight votes were cast against him. Three of the eight 
opposing votes were cast by Otis. Gush ng and Tyler of 
Boston. Thacher was absent. Mass~ Archives, XXVI , 78; 
Hutchinson to , 7 February 1764. Also M.A. XXVI, 
78; Hutchinson to Bollan 6 February 1768. 
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the Council, over which he presided, readily concurred. 
\Vhen the appointment came before the Governor for ap-
proval, Bernard hesitated and finally advised Hutchinson 
that, because he held so many crown offices, it would be 
necessary to ask royal permission to leave the province. 
Hutchinson, because of Bernard's opinion and because he de-
sired to settle some private business matters first, asked 
to be excused unless the trip could be postponed for three 
or four months, a not unreasonable request.27 
But Hutchinson had reckoned without Oxenbridge Thacher. 
This bold patriot, perhaps the most persuasive, level-headed, 
and promising member of the provincial faction whose bril-
liant plea in the Writs of ssitance case was overshadowed 
by Otis' more dramatic appeal, had been elected to the House 
from Boston in May 1763. At the time of Hutchinson's origi-
nal election as joint agent, he had been absent, but he 
took advantage of Hutchinson's request for a delay to re-
open the question of the appointment. In his opinion Hutchin-
son was a crown appointee devoted to the prerogative of the 
and it would be improper to send a Crown officer of Crown, 
to En gland as a representative of the province. the province 
i Hutchinson wro e o Hali-T Hutch nson op.c ., A hi • · ' i i to go to ~ngland ( Mass. rc ves 
fax asking permiss ant Halifax 3 February-!764) but ne XXVI, 78; Hutch nson o 
was refused. 
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By such a plea he succeeded in inducing the House of Repre-
sentatives by the close vote of thirty-three of the sixty-
three members present to accept Hutchinson 's excuse and re-
voke the appointment. The Council would not concur in this 
action, but_ since the House did not pass any instructions 
for Hutchinson, there were no duties to perform.28 
This then was a danger sign, and one that Bernard had 
made possible by his hesitation in approving Hutchinson's 
appointment. Previously all attacks upon the proposed laws 
had been made on those persons who were required to enforce 
them--the customs officers, the naval and army officers, 
and the vice-admiralty courts--but the administration al-
though appointed by the Crown, was not included in these 
censures. Thacher, how ever, drew no line. In his opinion 
all crown officials were on the same level. In matters af-
fecting devotion to the Crown when opposed to the rights 
i t th i ObJ'ectivity could not be trusted. of the colon s s, e r 
VII 
d debates on revenue matters con-The conferences an 
and Bernard waited eagerly in Boston for tinued in England 
i 1 decision of Parliament. news of the f na Late in the win-
tried some conciliatory measures. ter of l763-4 Grenville 
t ; on flax and hemp which had first He revived the boun _es 
29 and prevailed upon Parliament been granted early in the century 
258 59 T Hutchinson, op.cit., III, 77; 28. J.H.~., (1763), it· J S Barry History of Massachusetts J.G. Palfrey, op.c ' · · ' 
II 283; G.R. Minot , op.cit., II. Ma~sachusetts Gazette, 3 March 1864. 29. 
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to accept a petition of the merchants of New England and 
London concerning the whale industry.30 He even made a 
gesture to postpone the stamp act for a year 11 out of ten-
derness to the colonies 11 , or as Mauduit expressed it, "in 
complaisance to the colonies, to give them an opportunity 
to pass it themselves, or some other equivalent; Mr. Gren-
ville being willing as he expressed himself, to consult 
the ease, the quiet, and the good will of the colonies.tt31 
There was no lessening in the intensity of Grenville's be-
lief in the justice of an internal tax and Parliament's 
right to impose it, but undoubtedly he was certain that the 
enforcement of the "internal tax" in addition to the re-
vision of the Sugar Act would be too much to expect any one 
people to accept in one law. Grenville informed the House 
of Commons-on 9 March 1764 that a bill imposing stamp duties 
would be presented in the next session and proceeded on 14 
March to the business of introducing the new Sugar Act. 
The new bil l presented by Jenkinson, Grenville's 
protege, provided for the imposition of duties on coffee, 
pimento, indigo, wines from Madeira , Portugal, and Spain, 
goods from the French islands and the East Indies brought 
to British America , and upon other articles produced by the 
t d l h re The old duties of 9d per colonies and expor e e sew e • 
30 • Ibid., 10 May 1764. 
31 • MaSSachusetts Archives, XXII, 359. 
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gallon of rum, 6d per gallon of molasses and 5s per hundred-
weight of sugar were revised. The duty on molasses was re-
duced to 3d per gallon, but that on white sugar was estab-
lished at 22s per hundredweight. All of these duties were 
on molasses and sugar imported from the French islands. In 
order to enforce these provisions the jurisdiction of 
vice-admiralty courts was to be enlarged, and the informer 
was to be allowed to decide whether the hearing on viola-
tions should be held in the province in which the offense 
was committed or in some other province. Lest the Americans 
think of this bill as another navigation act to be obeyed or 
disregarded, the purpose of the act was made clear in the 
preamble which stated that it was 
just and necessary that a revenue be 
raised in his Majesty's dominions in 
America, for defraying the expens·es 
of defend~g, protecting and securing 
the same. 2 
Despite the fact that they were assembled three thousand 
miles away the House of Representatives and the Governor 
were well informed of the proceedings of Commons. On 10 
March Jasper Mauduit wrote that the proposal of the 3d per 
"th t n to hear33 d t molasses gave him e mos concer gallon u y on 
later he informed the General Court of the and three days 
t I n this latter letter he added outline of the proposed ac • 
25 1029 Massachusetts Gazette, Commons Journals, XXIX, B - ; 
10 May 1764. 
32. 
33. Massachusetts Archives, XXII, 357 . 
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that, "The stamp duty is deferred till next year; I mean 
the actual laying it; Mr. Grenville being willing to give 
to the province the option to raise that or some equivalent 
tax.n34 Finally on 7 April he wrote of the passage of the 
act and the reasons for its passage. In an added note he 
pointed out the futility of attempting to influence the 
action of the House of Commons. He wrote 
I should only flatter and deceive the 
General Court if I led them to believe 
that any one man of consequence in 
Parliament would stand up in his place and 
avow an Opinion that America ought not 
to bear at least the greater Part of 
the Expenses of its own Government, or 
that the Acts of Parliament were not 
obligatory upon all his Majesty's sub-
jects in all parts of his dominion.35 
It might be supposed that an act providing for a 
reduction in duty on molasses should have been welcomed for, 
as had been done in the case of previous acts, few would pay 
the duty. The authors of this new act met this possibility 
by including provisions to increase the number of customs 
officers, and the bond on ships, and to encourage by the 
payment of bounties and shares in confiscated and forfeited 
goods and more frequent stopping, searching, and confisca-
tion of ships violating the act. The only way that a mer-
chant could hope to avoid payment of duties was to purchase 
sugar and molasses exclusively from the British sugar islands. 
34. Ibid., XXII, 359. 
' 35. Ibid., XXII, 363. 
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The importance of this trade with the French and 
Spanish sugar islands should not be underemphasized. As 
early as 1721 ew York had sixteen distilleries "wholly 
supplied vith Molasses from N1artinico 11 , 36 a French colony 
in the Caribbean, and this trade increased annually. New 
York merchants complained in March 1764 that since the 
peace British planters were less able than ever to 
supply the demand for sugar in that province alone.37 
Thanks to the opposition of the West Indian planters England 
had accepted France's cession of Canada rather than of the 
French Sugar Islands38(although there is no evidence that 
France ever would have agreed to the cession of Martinique 
and Guadeloupe), and now Parliament was again ready to 
make concessions to the planters by attempting to restrict 
America to markets which had been proved inadequate. 
The production of molasses in British West Indies was 
insufficient to supply the needs of Rhode Island3·9 in the 
36. Frank W. Pitman, The Development of the British West 
Indies 1700-1763 (New Haven , l917y-2II: Pitman quotes 
a letter from the Governor of Barbadoes (Henry Worsley) 
to secretary Carteret, 26 May 1723 in the State Paper 
Office, London. 
37. Ibid., 333. 11Memorial o.f New York Merchants to House of 
Commons", 9 March 1763. 
38. Of the four French ~~est Indian Islands (Dominica, Grenada, 
st. Vincent, and Tobago) ceded to England in 1763, onJy 
Grenada produced sugar in 17€ Qlld then only 64,458 pcunds. 
Lowell J. Ragatz, The Fall of the Planter Class in the 
British Caribbean,-r763=1833; (New York, 1928) 114.---
39 . Max savelle, The Foundations of American Civilization 
(New York, 1942}, 581. --
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three-cornered trade that made the colonial merchants pros-
perous. Fish was carried to the \est Indies and traded for 
molasses which was converted into rum. This rum was carried 
to Africa and there traded for slaves, ivory, and gold dust. 
The slaves were then taken to· the West Indies and sold for 
bills of exchange in London to buy British manufactured 
goods. The men engaged in this trade cried that a British 
tax would ruin their business, and in this complaint they 
were supported by the Otis faction in the Massachusetts 
Rouse of Representatives. 
Although the West Indian planters did not receive the 
full protection they desired, there was a decided discrimina-
tion in their favor and against the continental colonies. 
A contemporary critic wrote: 
These colonies are under very great dis-
advantage in not being sufficiently in-
terested in Parliament; for the want of 
which the West Indies have been able to 
carry every point against them and their 
interests are almost totally disregarded •• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
There is not a man on this continent who 
does not consider it a sacrifice made of 
the northern colonies in the superior inter-
est of Parliament in the West Indies.40 
The passage of the Sugar Act intensified the break between 
the West Indian colonies and those on the mainland, and 
served to unite the mainland colonies in their opposition 
to British measures. In addition to enumerating the 
40. Massachusetts Gazette, 10 May 1764. 
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articles on which duty had to be paid and making free trade 
in molasses impossible, the act strengthened the hold of 
British merchants and manufacturers on the American market 
since duties had to be paid on imports from foreign coun-
tries and hampered the American trade that might have af-
fected British trade in the West Indies. VVhen we consider 
all of these points, the reasons that American commercial 
interests were aroused becomes evident. 
VIII 
The news of the passage of the act was received in 
Boston shortly before the town meeting in May. This session 
elected Royall Tyler, James Otis, Thomas Cushing, and Oxen-
bridge Thacher to the House of Representatives. The sugar 
act was discussed in full at this meeting and out of the 
agitation came another great ·leader whose sharp pen and 
quick tongue were to prove excellent weapons for the pro-
vincial faction. Samuel Adams , town tax collector pre-
pared and obtained approval of a series of resolutions which 
were later printed under the title Instructions of the Town 
of Boston to its Representatives in the General Court,~ 
1764.41 These instructions discussed a number of general 
topics such as the selection of public officers, the pa~ment 
41. There is a manuscript copy of this in the Boston Public 
Library. The Instructions are also contained in the 
Boston Record Commissioners' Report, XVI, 120-22. 
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of suffic ent salaries to judges, the necessity for public 
economy and the development of morals, among others, and 
finally directed the representatives to protest the passage 
of the sugar act which they maintained 
anninhilates our Charter Right to govern & 
tax ourselves--It strikes at our Brittish 
privileges which as we have never for-
feited them, we hold in common with our 
Fellow Subjects who are Nat ives of Brittain; 
If Taxes are laid upon us in any shape 
without our having a legal Representation 
where they are laid, are we not reducd 
from the Character of free Subjects to 
the miserable State of tributary Slaves?42 
Shortly afterward the General Court convened and Ber-
nard delivered the opening address. The provincial faction, 
which undoubtedly expected Bernard to take notice of the 
agitation in the province and to sympathize with their 
cause, and the followers of the royal prerogative, who 
had hoped for a defense of Parliament's action, were both 
disappointed. Bernard did not discuss the measure once 
in his opening address, to the disgust of both sides. As 
far as the Governor was concerned the law had been passed 
by Parliament, and however unwise it might be, it was the 
law. Bernard, devoted to the prerogative of the Crown and 
Parliament did not choose to protest the actions of that 
august body. He discussed instead a safe and time-worn 
topic, the condition of the eastern Indians who had been a 
42. Instructions, etc., 2 in James Otis, Rights of the British 
Colonies Asserted and Proved , 104-5 (Boston l764f7 
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provincial problem for more than a century~3 The House 
ignored the message and began consideration of the only 
important measure, the Sugar Act. 
The closing paragraphs of the instructions of the 
town of Boston and the many letters from Boston and Salem 
merchants protesting the passage of the sugar act were given 
first consideration. James Otis was named chairman of a 
committee to consider these instructions and letters, and 
he reported to the House of Representatives on 13 June 1764.44 
Included in the committee's report was a memorial to the 
agent Jasper Mauduit instructing him to intensify his oppo-
sition to the new duties. Mauduit had advised the House 
of the proposal of the First Lord of Trade to reduce the 
duty on foreign molasses from 6d per gallon to 2d per gallon 
in March of 1763.45 Late in December Mauduit prophesied that 
Parliament would pass a sugar act at the next session. uAll 
agree that a practicable duty should be laid, and the pay-
ment of it enforced. To attempt to controvert either of 
these would be to no manner of purpose," He advised. Then 
Mauduit mentioned the feebleness of his own opposition. 
He wrote: 
43. J.H.R., (1764) 9-10; Massachusetts Gazette, 7 June 1764. 
44. J.H.R. (1764=5), 72-7. 
45. Massachusetts Archives, XXII, 332. 
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As the General Court have not been pleased 
to instruct me in their sentiments upon this 
subject , I was left to pursue my own , in con-
junction with the other agents. And their 
s lence inclined me to think that such a 
scheme , if duly moderated, might not be dis-
agreeable, thol they might not appear openly 
to approve it. The sum at first thought 
of by the Treasury was 4d . But Mr . Grenville 
seems to be now satisfied with 2d . We are 
endeavouring at a penny . It will not 
probably be more than two pence . All that 
the duty can be brought to under that , must 
be reckoned as gain . ~6 
The House protested against any concession and insisted that 
any duty should have been opposed . 
The representatives openly charged Parliament with dis-
crimination in favor of the Vest Indian colonists , and they 
objected to the Grenville plan to maintain an army in the 
colonies . The letter called attention to the fact that 
the province had raised troops in the late war and had 
waged successful wars against the Indians for many years . 
The committee also stressed the objection of the House to 
the sugar act and the proposed stamp act . ttyou are to 
remonstrate against these Measures , 11 they wrote , 11 and if 
possible to obtain a Repeal of the Sugar Act and prevent 
the Imposition of any further Duties or Taxes on the colo-
nies . u47 James Otis had been preparing a pamphlet on the 
Rights of the British Colonies and although the work was 
not yet published , 48 and abstract of his thesis was passed 
46 . Ibid ., 340 . 
47. J . H.R . (1763- 4) , 76 . 
48 . Boston Evening Post , 23 July 1764. 
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by the Hous e and forwarded as part of the letter. The 
instructions added that Ireland, which was a conquered 
country, had no duties levied by the British Parliament. 
Carefully choosing their words the Representatives wrote : 
No internal or external Taxes have been 
assessed by them, but by their own Parliament • 
••••••••••••• In a word, a people may be 
free and tolerably happy without a par-
ticular Branch of Trade, but without 
the privilege of assessing their own 
Taxes they can be neither.49 
Bernard was careful not to express himself in Boston 
on the action of the House although he wrote extensively 
to England of the agitation the passage of the act had 
engendered and he named the leaders of the opposition to 
the act. The letter sent by the House to Mauduit was printed 
in the Journal~O an action which Hutchinson thought was 
mad since the bound copies of the Journal were always sent 
to England. Bernard, closely watching all of the House's 
actions , foresaw the danger of one of the actions and no-
tified the English authorities, who took no notice of the 
event, so concerned were they with other House actions. 
In their letter to Mauduit the House had promised 
that effective measures would be taken to see that the 
Massachusetts agent was joined by other agents in his pro-
test. committee was appointed consisting of Thacher, 
49. J.H.R., (1763-4), 77. 
50. J.ff.~· (1764-5), 73-77. 
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Otis, and Cushing of Boston, and Thomas Gray and Edward 
Sheafe to write to other colonies stating their attitude 
and asking for united assistance to obtain a repeal of the 
Sugar Act and other obnoxious acts and to prevent passage 
of the stamp act. Here was reborn the great idea of inter-
colonial correspondence which was to play an important part 
in calling the Stamp Act Congress the following year and 
in keeping all of the colonies informed on British-colonial 
relations for many years. Bernard understood the importance 
of this measure and warned the Board of Trade in a detailed 
letter,51 but that group was so concerned with other state-
ments made by the House that this action was completely over-
looked at this time. 
The instructions of the General Court to Mauduit and 
the activities and accomplishments of the House in the June 
1764 session gave offense to the leaders in England. In the 
actions of the House "the Acts and Resolutions of the British 
Parliament were treated with indecent respect, and princi-
ples of a dangerous nature and tendency [were adopted and 
avowed," the Board of Trade declared, and they decided to 
present all of the papers to the King and Council.52 The 
Privy Council added its objection and agreed that it was 
51. Bernard Papers, III, 153; Bernard to Board of Trade, 
29 June 1764. 
52. Board of Trade Journals, ll December 1764. 
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"a matter of the highest consequence to the Kingdom and 
the legislature of Great Britain", and further decided 
that the entire matter should be laid before Parliament 
for action.53 
The session of the House might well have proved tur-
bulent had not Bernard utilized on of his powers very well . 
He proposed late in June 1764 that the House increase the 
size of the garrison in 1aine.54 The House refused to do 
this because of the expense involved and because most members 
believed that the possibility of Indian raids which Bernard 
had stress ed in his opening speech had lessened.55 Bernard 
asked for no other action and shortly afterward prorogued 
the assembly. The House was prorogued monthly from July 
to October when the province was filled with tax agitation. 
The newspapers, and particularly Eades and Gill's Boston 
Gazette, which served the provincial faction well, whipped 
up popular support for the actions of the House during this 
period. Despite the pressure placed upon Bernard 11 to call 
the assembly sooner ••••• at a time when other members of 
consequence could not attend,u56 the House was not called 
into session to transact business until 18 October 1764. 
53. Register of the Privy Council, 12-19 December 1764. 
54. J.H.R. (1764=o}, 34-5. 
55. Ibld7, (1764), 80-81. 
56. Bernard Papers, III, 261. Bernard to Jackson, 17 November 
1764. Bernard had warned the House on 8 June that he did 
not intend to call another session until winter "unless 
something unexpected and unforseen should require it." 
J.H.~., (1764-5), 52. 
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Bernard saw in one of the actions of the General Court 
that an ominous salary situation was developing. He had 
long favored the establishment of a Civil List, which would 
guarantee the salaries of the Crown officials of the province 
so that the payment of the fees would not depend upon the 
whim of the House. Although the House had punished other 
officials by withholding or reducing salaries, Bernard 
had happily been spared. This session too had finally ap-
proved payment of the Governor's salary but only after 
threatening that 11 if Parliament would tax this Country, 
they ought to support its Government 11 .57 Indeed this was 
the last time Bernard was able to collet his salary grant 
without some opposition, and in his letters that followed 
there are many references to the unwillingness of the 
House to grant him his salary. 
IX 
Shortly after the J~e 1764 session two pamphlets 
appeared explaining the provincial cause. James Otis' 
Rights of the British Colonies Asserted and Proved, of which 
an abstract had been sent to Manduit , appeared in July, 1764, 
and at about the same time Thacher's Sentiments of a British 
American was printed. In his work Otis conceded 11 that all 
the British colonies are subject to and dependent on Great 
57. J.R.R~ (1764-5), 90. Bernard Papers, III, 240; Letter to 
John-Pownall, 11 July 1764. The threat does not appear 
in the Journal, but some pro-Bernard member of the House 
must have given the Governor the informatiop. 
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Britain, and that, therefore, as over subordinate govern-
ments, the Parliament of Great Britain has an undoubted 
power and lawful authority to make Acts for the general good, 
that shall and ought to be equally binding as upon the sub-
jects of Great Britain within the realm.n58 Although he 
insisted that all laws passed by Parliament should be obeyed, 
a position different from his stand in the Writs case, he 
expressed a very definite opinion about Parliament's right 
to taxation. The fine and narrow distinction between ex-
ternal and internal taxes was set aside, and Otis in a bold 
statement insisted that the colonists had the right of exemption 
from all taxes by Parliament. The proposal of representation 
in Parliament which some demanded and Thomas Pownall and 
Bernard recommended was not the best solution, and Otis care-
fully presented his reasons and his own solution: 
It would be impossible for the Parliament 
to judge so well of their abilities to 
bear taxes, impositions on trade, and other 
duties and burdens, or of the local laws 
that might be rea~gY needful, as the 
legislative here. . 
To many persons Otis' pamphlet was disappointing since 
it seemed to represent a move toward compromise with the 
royal faction by recognizing the authority of Parliament 
to legislate for the American provinces, a principle to 
which Samuel Jdams and Thacher objected. The cynical believed 
that Otis had left the popular cause because Bernard had 
58. Otis, Rights of the British Colonies Asserted and Proved 
(Boston, 1766)~2-.--
59. Ibid., 47. 
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had granted his father judgeships in Barnstable County in 
1764. otis relaxed his oppos i tion to Bernard still further 
that fall and wrote other letters signifying his willing-
ness to compromise on some .important issues . He lost much 
of his popularity and was accused by many of being a traitor 
to the cause . For almost a year he lost the leadership 
to oxenbridge Thacher and then upon Thacher's death to 
Samuel Adams , but late in the following spring he resumed 
his opposition, was welcorited back into the provincial fold, 
and became a strong supporter of the idea that Parliament 
had no right to legislate for the colonies on any matters . 60 
Thacher devoted almost all of hi~ attention to the 
Sugar Act. The success and grandeur of Great Britain were 
60 . Ellen E . Brennan has written an interesting article 
11 James Otis , Recreant and Patriot 11 (New England ~uarterly , 
XII , 691-725) dealing with Otis i n this period . · Miss 
Brennan makes a strong case against Otis' patriot~sm at 
this . point, but many important questions are left un-
answered . Still to be explained is the lampoon in the 
Boston Evening Post of 13 May , 1765 which made Otis a 
martyr and made his re-election possible . In 1764 few 
Americans had a ny definitely established theories con-
cerning the relationship between the colonies and England. 
If Otis vacillated on occasion he was certainly no less 
a patriot than any other man of the period . Frequently 
he stood almost alone , often his measures prevailed with 
scant majorities . The fact that , despite his waiverings 
and vacillations he returned to the patriot fold when 
all of the profit was to be found on the r o yal side , should 
vindicate him from any c~es of lack of patriotism. John 
Adams states the rna t t er brieu.y and succinctly : "Mr . Otis· 
cannot be exculpated from the charge of wavering in his · 
op~n~ons . In his ' Rights of the Colonies Asserted and 
Proved' •••••••• there are • •.• concessions in favor of authori-
ty in Parliament inconsistent with the ground ho 
had taken three years before. Otis h a d ploughed, harrowed, 
and mannered a rich strong soil, and sown the best seeds; 
but as the worthy farmers in my neighborhood express 
themselves, t there was a slack a fter planting.' "Works X 296-7. 
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largely the result of the work of the colonies who now 
had reason to expect that their , "interest should be con-
sidered and attended to; that their rights , if they had 
any , should be preserved to them •••• n61 He further warned 
that 
they s h ould have no reason to complain 
that they have been lavish of their 
blood and treasure in the late war 
only to bind the shackles of slavery 
on themselves and their children . 
His entire argument was far more logical than Otis' for 
he avoided the well-turned phrase, the classical quotations , 
and the appeals to the Deity that marked Otis' work. In-
stead he claimed for the colonists the rights of the colonists, 
including the right to be taxed by their chosen repres·enta-
tives . The Sugar Act was unfair , he asserted , because the 
colonists were taxed nwithout the consent of their repre-
sent at i ves . " He devoted some attention to the fact that 
the colonists were taxed by their own legislatures and tpat 
by these acts they became doubly- taxed . He warned that the 
act would force the colonists into manufacturing and into 
a boycott of British goods and that this would have serious 
effects upon the British economy . All of this, he insisted, 
was done to help a few planters in the British islands who 
had great power in Parliament . Finally, before concluding 
with a wish for the continued prosperity of Great Britain 
61 . o. Thacher, Sentiments of a British American, (Boston 
1764), ~ -
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he wrote, "Doth not this resemble the conduct of the good 
wife in the fable, who killed her hen that every day laid 
her a golden egg? 11 62 
Both of these pamphlets, publ~shed by Edes and Gill, 
served as the basis for much of the philosophy of the 
provincial faction. Copies were ·sent abroad and the pamph-
lets were reprinted and distributed in England. Bernard 
sent copies to Pownall, to Hillsboro and to Halifax. Con-
cerning Otis' pamphlet he wrote, 11 As the author is by nature 
violent and vehement, this piece appears to us more tem-
perate and decent than was at first expected; however in-
decent and intemperate it may show on your side of the 
water.n63 These pamphlets did much to affect the thinking 
people of England and also strongly affected the Board of 
Trade and the Privy Council, both of whom thought the sen-
timents expressed were close to sedition. Grenville was 
not moved by the pamphlets. He was already com~itted to 
the new taxation policy and to withdraw the plans now, 
even if he were not convinced of their excellence, would be 
disastrous for the Ministry. 
None of the agitation, the newspaper articles, and 
the pamphlets had escaped Bernard's attention. Since he 
had many friends in both factions, he was well-informed, 
62. Ibid., 15. 
63. Bernard Pa~ers, III, 244; Bernard to John Pownall, 4 
August 176'4-
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and his letters to England show that he was determined 
that the home government should be informed as well. Thus 
far little of the opposition directed toward the sugar act 
had affected Bernard personally but was directed at the 
Parliamentary abuses. Bernard sympathized in part with 
the provincial faction and had hoped that if the colonies 
were represented in Parliament, a plan which he had fre-
quently urged, they wou~d have no objection to the taxes. 
Since the colonial representatives would be at best only a 
weak minority of the total membership in Commons, they would 
affect little legislation.64 When this plan seemed unlikely 
to be carried out, Bernard had another scheme.65 The session 
of the legislature convening in October 1764 might be pre-
vailed u pon to pass its own taxation laws, in accordance 
with Grenville's expressed desires, and thus the main argu-
ment against a tax would be refuted. Vfllen Grenville had 
called the agents together in March 1764 he promised to 
consider any suggestions made by the agents for a tax. 
Since these men had no instructions in the matter, they 
could give no advice, and so Grenville continued the plans 
for the establishment of a stamp tax. Lord Halifax wrote 
to Bernard in August of 1764 asking for a list of instru-
ments, deeds, wills, and other papers on which stamps could 
64. Ibid., V, 502; Bernard to Barrington. 
65. Ibid., III, 248; Bernard to Richard Jackson. 
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be used, and the Governor probably received this letter be-
fore he could make his suggestion about voting a tax to 
the House in October 1764?6 After receiving Halifax's 
letter, Bernard must have realized that the passage of the 
stamp act was only a matter of time. He did not present 
the plan to the House, and on November 12, he sent the 
Secretary of State "a list of all the instruments proper 
for stamps, used in the province in court and out.n67 
X 
Eager to placate the opposition and particularly to 
offset any animosity that might have been directed toward 
him, Bernard in his opening address at the fall session 
assured the House that nhe would not interfere with their 
deliberations, which they liked to be told of 11 • This ad-
dress, wrote Bernard, ttconvinced them of the expediency of 
moderate and united Councils 11 ,68 and the turbulent session 
which the newspapers and Bernard's followers had predicted, 
did not occur. The House proceedings show well the cautions 
with which the Representatives moved. 
The members of the House listened to the reading o~ 
the report of their agent, and then under the leadership 
of oxenbridge Thacher they prepared a petition based on 
66. Ibid., X, 185; Halifax to Bernard, dated 11 August 1764. 
67. Ibid., III, 118; Bernard to Hali~ax, dated 12 November 
!"704. . 
68. Bernard Papers, III, 261; Bernar d to Jack son, 17 November 
1764. 
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the instructions of the town of Boston , which asked for 
the repeal of the Sugar ct . Copies were to be sent to 
Parliament and to the King . The Council would not concur 
in the petition and a joint committee was established to 
prepare a new petition . 69 The committee agreed to peti-
tion the House of Commons only, and Hutchinson drafted the 
letter . Thacher was opposed to the wording of the memorial 
which protested the passage of the Sugar Act on the grounds 
that the privileges of the colony were abused. The House, 
acting upon Thacher's advice , substituted the word rights, 
which the Council in turn rejected . Finally the word liberties 
was agreed to by both llouses . 70 The conservatism of the 
Council , in which Bernard and Hutchinson both had much in-
fluence , curbed the temper of the House , a condition which 
both Hutchinson and Bernard desired, not necessarily because 
they thought that Parliament was right , but because it would 
be, as Hutchinson wrote: 
more prudent to consider the exemption 
from taxes as an indulgenc·e , which 
parliament had always shown to the 
Colonies, in leaving to their r e-
spective legislatures those powers 
which otherwise would have been ex-
ercised by Parliament . 71 
Whatever concessions Bernard and Hutchinson had gained 
by changing Thacher 1 s orig inal petition were made up by the 
69. J.H . R. {1764- 5) 111,112. 
70. Ibid7 , (1764-5). 
71. T. Hutchinson, op . cit., III, 82 . 
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letter the General Court sent to the agent in which they · 
emphatically repeated the instructions of the year before 
and declared themselves in favor of the sole and exclusive 
right of the legislative authority in the colonies to raise 
taxes. Thus the claims of Parliament of the right to 
levy any kind of tax on the colonies, external or internal, 
were denied, and the thesis presented by Otis and Thacher 
in their pamphlets was sup~orted. To the other colonies 
the General Court sent letters informing t h e legislatures 
of their proceedings and to the Governor they addressed a 
joint petition. 72 In this petition they protested the 
passage of the Sugar Act as a violation of their civil 
rights as Englishmen and asked Bernard to agitate for its 
repeal and for the defeat of the threatened stamp act, both 
of which they promised to obey until repealed.73 Bernard 
made no reply and the House adjourned. 
Bernard watched these proceedings quietly and carefully 
and wrote in detail of his activities at this time. To his 
London friend, Richard Jackson, he confided: 
I have disclaimed any public part 
in this Business, yet I thought 
myself at liberty to signify my 
private opinion to particulars as 
I saw occasion. The Council were 
very steady & kept closely united. 
Thro' the whole •••••••••• ng Hutchinson 
acted a principal part ••• seemed to 
72. J.H.R., (1764-5) 137. 
73. Ibid7, (1764-5), 102ff. 
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give way a little to the popular 
party at first & assured his lead •• 
••••••• The whole affair was conducted 
with great Judgement and temper and was 
carried over with so much good humour, that 
the party which was defeated, seemed not 
at all displeased with the Event •••••••• 74 
In sending the petitions to Halifax Bernard served the 
General Court well. The duties, he maintained in a letter 
accompanying the petition should be reduced or the trade 
would be ruined. He warned Halifax that 11 the higher the 
Duty the less will be the Revenue". The effect on fisheries 
would be ruinous as well, he stated, adding, ni don't care 
to prophecy evil; but in truth I think it is too dangerous 
an Experiment to be tried; because the evil Consequences, 
if any should follow, would be irretrievable." The duties 
on molasses would discourage importations and add to hurt 
the American fisheries, he wrote, and he further stated 
that the only purpose the lumber export restrictions served 
was to hurt American trade without helping Great Britain. 
Using sound economic principles he maintained that by send-
ing to England the produce of duties and taxes, the home 
government would deprive America of its means of trade and 
thus make it impossible to make remittances to Great Britain. 
"The Trade of America," he warned, "is really the trade of 
Great Britain", and "the opening and incouraging it is the 
most effectual way for Great Britain to draw money from America~75 
74. Bernard Papers, III, 261; Bernard to Jackson, dated 17 
November 1764. 
75. Bernard Papers, III, 18lff; Bernard to Halifax, dated 
10 November 1764. 
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Bernard was aware of the potential abuses of the Courts 
of Admiralty with their increased powers, and he wrote about 
them in this letter. A few months before when writing to 
the Board of Trade he informed that body that the judges 
and officers of the admiralty court received their support 
from poundage of the condemnation. "This" he advised , , 
"is an extreme bad method of paying a Judge, as it makes 
him interested in every prosectuion.n76 This again might 
be dismissed as a thinly-veiled appeal for the establishment 
·of a civil list, but Bernard followed it later with an ac-
count of an even greater abuse. With the extension of 
its jurisdiction under the act, the Court's actions could 
now be injurious to the liberty of the subjects, because 
the Court was now empowered to determine upon the disposi-
tion of a person's property without a jury.77 It . was un-
fortunate for Bernard that these letters in which the pro-
vincial cause is so well defended did not come to light 
until some years after the event, for their publication 
then might have done much to curb the surging feeling of 
resentment which would eventually engulf the Governor and 
the empire. 
The intensity of the General Court's feeling toward 
the English Ministry was reflected in another measure rejected 




to the Board of Trade, 18 August 
77. Ibid., III, 181; Bernard to Halifax, 10 November 1764. 
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by the General Court. When General Gage had asked for men 
for the defense of the western frontier in 1763, the House 
refused to supply them. Bernard, of course, had informed 
Halifax of the action78 and the Secretary of State in reply 
told the Governor of his displeasure.79 Bernard sent the 
letter to t4e House and in addition to calling attention 
to Halifax's displeasure, he called for provincial funds 
to raise new recruits for Gage's army. Ostensibly because 
of the expense involved and because they believed new troops 
were not necessary for military success, the House postponed 
action and on this note adjourned.80 
Despite this rebuff Bernard thought that the General 
Court had behaved in a moderate manner, and ~ith fairness 
he advised British officials of his opinion. He wrote to 
Richard Jackson that he was pleased with the leadership 
displayed by Hutchinson and the moderation shown by the 
provincial fac t .ion. 81 He was particularly pleased with 
the loyal Council which had balanced the belligerent House 
and he advised Halifax in November that 
the Business by degrees got into the 
Hands of moderate Men and Friends to 
Government, and by means of two con-
ferences between the two Houses was 
concluded with utmost unanimity and 
good humour. The Council, with the 
Lieutenant-Governor at their head, 
78. Bernard Papers, III, 158; Bernard to the Board of Trade, 
29 June 1764. 
79. J.H.R. (1764), 112. 
80. J.H.R. (~-5)133. 
81. Bernard Papers, III, 261; Bernard to Jackson, 17 November 
1764. 
acted a most prudent and steady part 
through the whole •••••••• B2 
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Shortly afterwards he wrote to the Board of Trade that 
"duty, prudence, and moderation prevailed-in a manner un-
expected, so that there scarce ever was a more unanimous 
and quiet session.n83 To John Pownall, secretary to the 
Board, he confided his hope that the petition presented to 
Parliament would be thought to be "decent and respectable", 
and reiterated his pleasure in the fact that the "session ••• 
proved the most quiet and temperate ••••• ,considering the 
importan.ce of the matters that were debated.n84 Even with 
these assurances from Bernard the British Ministry was not 
to be moved in its determination to pass a stamp duty act. 
XI 
In Massachuset ts as in other colonies many persons 
joined in an agreement to refuse to use anything imported 
from England and the idea proved popular. Bernard wrote 
about these non-importation agreements to his patrons in 
England. He did not think that they were of great impor-
tance then, but that eventually they could be damaging. By 
early winter the boycotts were extended so that the patriots 
refused to wear mourning clothes generally imported from 
England, and many refused to eat lamb so that more wool 
would be available for clothing manufacture in the colonies. 
82. Ibid., III, 89; Bernard to Halifax dated 10 November 1764. 
83. IOIO., III, 187; Bernard to Board of Trade dated 12 Novem-
'Oe'"r"l764. 
84. Ibid., III, 260; Bernard to J. Pownall dated 17 November 
'1"'704. 
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Thus by pressure of non-importation, the Americans hoped 
that British merchants and manufacturers would join with 
them in protesting Parliamentary usurpations of power. The 
non-importation agreements were extremely popular if the 
notices in the newspapers of the day are any indication. 
One issue of the Massachusetts Gazette, for example, con-
t ained these two items: 
Marblehead January 5 1765 Last evening the 
Wife of Capt illiam Curtis was decently in-
terr'd here, in the new Mode, attended by the 
principal Gentlemen of the Town and a great Num-
ber of others: this. being the first Instance 
of the Kind n this Town due care was taken 
to conform to the Boston Method, which seems 
to be universally approved; and 1 tis not to be 
doubted but that so lauda ble an Example will be 
followed in all future Funerals. 
New York; Decem. 31 
A Gentleman in this City , whose only Son was 
interred last Night, appeared at the Funeral, 
without any other Mourning t~at a Hat-band, and 
the Bearers without Scarfs.8 
On the whole the social, economic, and political life 
of the colony had not been pleasant in 1764. The small-pox 
epidemic which early in the year had caused the General 
Court and the Governor to move to Cambridge had closed shops 
and delayed many ship sailings and had cancel-led many public 
gatherings. The business slump in England following the 
Seven Years' War had been intensified rather than curbed by 
85. Massachusetts Gazette, 17 January 1765. 
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the Parliamentary taxes passed this year, and if the taxes 
were not enough to disturb the shipping interests of the 
province, the new vigilance of the customs officers en-
couraged by the act bad curbed almost all profitable smug-
gling. Bernard's warnings to the Board of Trade that passage 
of the Sugar Act would ruin the port of Boston, already on 
the down-grade, were borne out this year to such an extent 
that the number of ships between New England and the \Vest 
Indies decreased greatly. 
Although the shipping and mercantile interests were 
disturbed few men gave Bernard any blame for the Act. He 
had often expressed his sympathy with their cause at this 
. time, and especially after the October 1764 sess ion, he 
had flattered the General c ·ourt highly in his correspondence 
with England. The Council, still headed and guided by 
Hutchinso~ , remained loyal to Bernard and wary of clashing 
with Parliament, and as long as Bernard was able to control 
its deliberations, the Council contihued to exert a moderat.:. 
ing influence on the House of Representatives. Hutchinson's 
reputation and influence were at their highest at this time, 
and so Bernard had few fears of turbulence in the next session 
of the General court called early in 1765. 
XII 
The Governor used every artifice at his command in h~ 
opening address to the General Court. He flattered the 
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members of tbe House and Council by congratulating them on 
the tone of the letters they had addressed to the House of 
Commons. He did not object to the letters, he said, be-
cause they had grown out of proceedings which, despite the 
strain the men were under, had been loyal, moderate, and 
prudent. The Governor was playing a careful game, for, 
knowing that the General Court desired either to replace 
Jasper Mauduit who had requested that he be relieved of 
his duties86 with Israel Mauduit or to send Mauduit a force-
ful, more active co-agent as had been proposed the year be-
fore, Bernard was determined that the agent should be 
Richard Jackson, secretary to Grenville, agent for Connect!-
cut, and friend of many colonial leaders such as Franklin, 
Colden, Morris, and, of course, Bernard, all of whom had 
corresponded extensively with him for several years. In 
order to qbtain Jackson's appointment Bernard had to play 
a shrewd and cunning political game. His correspondence 
with Jackson and John Pownall reveals the clever methods 
he used, and shows well that he uwas not a fool 11 , as John 
Adams was careful to point out.87 
86. J.H.R. (1764-5), 174,5. Concerning Jasper Mauduit John 
Adams wrote in his diary for 1 February 1763; 11 He is 
seventy years old, an honest man, but cavariciousa woolen 
draper, a mere cit; so ignorant of Court and public busi-
ness that he knew not where the public Offices were •••• " 
John Adams, Works II, 141. 
87. Ibid, X, 310 concerning Bernard's reaction to Otis' 
'VI'iidication speech in 1762 Ad ams wrote: 11 Bernard was no 
great things, but he was not a fool. It is i mpossible to 
believe tha t he thought the offensive passage treason, 
sedition, or of such danger and importance as he repre-
sented it. But his design was to destroy Otis. 'There 
is your enemy," said Bernard (after a Scottish general) 
tif' ve do ·not kill him. he will kill you.'" 
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The Boston faction favored the appointment of Jackson 
and Israel Mauduit as joint agents, for Jackson had some 
influence with the Ministry and Israel Mauduit had for some 
time carried out most of his brother's work. Bernard was 
.willing to compromise and offered to approve the appointment 
of Jackson as agent and Israel Mauduit as a ~ sociate agent, 
but his proposal was rejected. Thus the battle lines were 
drawn and Bernard began his machinations to obtain the ap-
pointment for Jackson alone. Bernard . thought the House 
might be willing to approve the appointment of Hutchinson 
to the post, for, despite frequent protests against his 
multiple office holding, the Lieutenant-Governor's general 
efficiency was recognized. The Governor then offered to 
recommend Hutchinson, but the Lieutenant Governor signified 
that he was not interested in the post, and partly out of 
gratitude for Bernard's faith in his ability, he offered 
to obtain support for Jackson from his friends in the 
Council and the House. 
The Attorney General of the provinpe, Edmund Trowbridge, 
was a member of the Council, and he was inclined to support 
the reappointment of William Bollan, who had earlier served 
as agent for many years. Bernard spoke to Trowbridge and 
pointed out that since the provincial faction had dismissed 
Bollan , they would not be likely to favor Bollan 1 s appointment 
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at this time, and if Hutchinson's followers favored Jackson, 
the votes of those friendly to government would be divide~ 
and a friend of the faction would be named. Trowbridge saw 
the logic of the Governor's argument and agreed not to 
present Bollan 1 s name but to support Jackson.88 Some of 
Bernard's followers thought that it might be wise to have 
a number of agents, but these men were discouraged by the 
Governor, who advised them that if the supporters of the 
government were divided in their choice, Israel Mauduit 
would be elected. 1:auduit 1 s supporters received another 
blow when extracts from some letters which Jasper Mauduit 
had written to American friends recommending Jackson as 
ttmost capable of defending their territorial rights & very 
fit to be trusted with their religious liberties 11 were read 
in the House. 
At this point the vote of the Boston representatives 
was divided, Otis being inclined to support Jackson. Otis 
then proposed th t the appointment be limited not more than 
three years,89 and Bernard, eager to please, agreed to this 
compromise. The Jackson forces were fairly certain that 
they had a majority when a snowstorm broke out, and about 
88. This too contr buted to Bollanls resentment against 
Bernard and made his revenge in 1769 more complete. 
89. J.H.R. {1764) 175. Otis added, 11 That such Agent shall 
within that time be removable at the Pleasure of the 
General Court, and the Powers for removing him is hereby 
reserved." 
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twenty members of the House, most of whom were expected 
to favor Jackson, were absent . It was decided, h~vever, 
to hold the elections. Jackson won carrying the Council 
overwhelmingly, and even managing to obtain a majority of 
















Despite the seemingly involved nature of the political 
transaction the election of Jackson was accomplished with 
fairly good spirits prevailing on both sides. Bernard had 
planned his campaign well and his victory was a well-earned 
one.90 
Jackson understood colonial problems well and was in 
a position to intercede in behalf of the colony, so the news 
of his election was received without too much protest in 
the province. If he had been elected to this post some 
time earlier, some might argue, the course of British colo-
nial history might have been changed. As it was his election 
came too late to affect the passage of the Stamp Act on 
22 March 1765 . Jackson had been agent for other colonies 
earlier, and at the time of the passage of the Sugar Act he 
90. J . H. R. (1764) 177-8. The affair , and especially Bernard's 
part- in rr;-is summarized in the Bernard Papers, III, 
277-283; Bernard to Jackson, 25 January 1765. 
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had remonstrated strongly to Grenville , but to no avail . 
Grenville and the British Ministry had sufficient evidence 
that the law would prove unworkable and would be unpopular , 
and protests from American governors , assemblies and agents , 
as well as Whig opponents in England, had they cared for 
protests. Jackson's election at this time is interesting 
and significant , for it shows that Bernard was not only 
personally still personally popular in the province , but 
that he had a strong following in both houses as well . 
Vhatever popularity Bernard had a quired or retained, what-
ever influence he might have been able to exert for the 
advancement of the royal cause was severely damaged in the 
agitation that grew out of the passage of the Stamp Act . 
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Chapter VI 
The Stamp ct Crisis 
Many events which were to affect the colonies had 
taken place in England while the General Court was in 
session in Boston in the early months of 1765. Fulfilling 
his promise made in 1764 to introduce a Stamp Act, Grenville 
planned to go ahead in that scheme despite the remonstrances 
of all of the agents of the colonies. Jackson, although 
not yet notified of his appointment as Agent for Massachusetts, 
had already protested against the proposed measure, and 
Benjamin Franklin, agent of Pennsylvania, Jared Ingersoll, 
Jackson's co-agent for Connecticut, and others joined in 
the protest. In assachusetts general opposition to any 
taxation act passed by Parliament was popular, but the 
General Court made no moves to pass a tax in place of those 
appr·oved by Commons. Most men in Massachusetts felt that 
they were overtaxed an~vay in support of town, country and 
provincial governments, and when business slumped after the 
war any suggestion of additional taxes would be certain to 
produce outbursts of opposition. 
Although there was some discussion of the differences 
between inte'rnal and external taxes--the proposed stamp tax 
was an internal tax--Samuel bdams and Oxenbridge Thacher 
had established the principle of objecting to all taxation 
of the colonies by Parliament, to which James Otis after 
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some attempts at compromise finally acceded later in the 
year. In the case of the Sugar Act, despite the assertions 
by Otis, Adams and Thacher, the home government, although 
admitting it was a revenue measure, could justify it as a 
revised Navigation Act, and most colonists at this time 
agreed that Parliament could legislate for the colonies, 
although they objected to taxation by Parliament. In the 
case of the proposed Stamp Act, on the other hand, there 
could be no such excuse. The ct was without question a 
money-raising venture, a tax levied not in restriction or 
regulation of trade, but strictly as a revenue measure. It 
was this fact, more than any other, that caused local leaders 
in Massachusetts to encourage opposition to the measure. 
II 
The General Court session which had named Richard Jackson 
to the post of Agent remained in session from 10 January to 
9 March 1765 without preparing any further protest to Parlia-
ment about the proposed Stamp Act. There seems to have 
been no plans for a concerted opposition to the measure at 
this time, since the bill seemed certain to be passed. Thus 
Bernard and the supporters of the prerogative hoped that 
this lack of organized hostility indicated that the Stamp 
Act would be obeyed in the province. 
On the same day that the winter session of the General 
Court convened in Boston, the King in his message to the 
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opening session of Parliament declared that the American 
question was one of "obedience to laws and respect for the 
legislative authority of the kingdom". Parliament in its 
reply promised to adopt every plan beneficial to the empire 
as a whole and to do this "with that temper and firmness 
which will best conciliate and insure due submission to 
the laws, and reverence to the legislative authority of 
Great Britain."1 The proposal for a Stamp Act was enthusias-
tically presented on 5 February. The debate was spirited 
but the· opposition favoring the American cause, led by 
Barre, Jackson and Conway, was hopelessly outnumbered. Only 
fifty-nine of the almost three hundred members of Commons 
were willing to go on record as opposed .to Parliamentary 
taxation of the colonies. Within seven days the Stamp bill 
was prepared, the House of Cormnons r e jected all petitions 
against it, and two weeks later {22 February) Commons passed 
the act. The Lords approved it within ten days, and by 
22 March , the royal commission acting because of King George's 
illness, gave it royal assent and the bill became law; the 
stamp duties were to be put into effect on 1 November 1765. 
News of the action of Parliament came to the province 
on almost every vessel that entered Boston harbor and rumors 
1. Commons Journals, XXX, 4~. 
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spread rapidly. On the whole the people were well-informed, 
for the Boston newspapers gave detailed accounts based on 
letters from London merchants. Even those papers noted 
for their lukewarmness toward the popular faction helped 
to fan feelings against the acts of Parliament. In April 
a correspondent of the Massachusetts Gazette wrote with 
considerable exaggeration: 
We hear that the debate in the House of 
Commons, when the resolves passed, not a 
man spoke who did not declare that the 
American people ought to be taxed; nor 
would anyone introduce a petition which 
should impeach the right of Parliament. 
Even the most interested, and those who 
are of the opposition refused to present 
such a petition.2 
Those petitions which had been sent by the various colonies 
to Parliament were not presented because it was feared that 
these would only add to the determination of the powerful 
majority to present a strong and effective stamp bill. 
The leaders of the administration in the province 
watched the actions of Parliament carefully, and Bernard 
addressed letters to England questioning the wisdom of pass-
ing the act. Hutchinson wrote a prophetic letter to an 
English friend in which he stated 
2. Massachusetts Gazette, 4 April 1765. Most Americans knew 
that they had friends in Parliament and so such articles 
were undoubtedly taken at slightly less than face value. 
The kinistry may obtain Applause, and 
the Nation be Amused a little while by 
this Measure; but I think there is danger 
that the discouragements, discontents, 
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and dissatisfaxtions to the mother country 
whixh will be caused in many of the colonies, 
will eventually more than balance all the profit 
that will ever be received from taxes ••••••.• 3 ' 
The Stamp Act had already been passed when most of 
these letters were written, and the news arrived in America 
shortly before the May elections. There was not too much 
open opposition as yet in the province, for four months re-
mained before the act would to into effect. The temper of 
the colony at this time was thus described by Hutchinson 
early in June: 
The Stamp act is received among us with 
as much decency as could be expected. 
Hitherto I have endeavored to state the 
case of the colonies in the most favorable 
light, always with submission to the 
supreme authority. It is now become my 
duty as an executive officer, to promote 
the execution of the act and to prevent 
any evasion, and I hope there will be as 
little room for compla!nt from this as 
from any other colony. 
III 
The Gene r al Court convened for its 1765-66 session 
early in June and Bernard delivered the opening address to 
a body whose attention was focused on only one event--the 
pas s age of the Stamp Act. Carefully the Governor avoided 
any reference to the content of the act or to his opinion 
3. Massachusetts Arch ives, XXVI, 175. 
4. Ibid., XXVI, 139; Hutchinson to Jackson(?), 4 June 1765. 
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of the act, and cautiously selecting his words, he turned 
toward another economic idea. He advised that the legis-
lature recommend to the people three improvements: the 
increased production of potash and of hemp5 and the shipment 
of more lumber to British markets, for these industries, 
he was certain, would be profitable to the merchants of the 
province and "convenient to Great Britain.u Concerning the 
important question he said nothing, but ever the royal steward, 
he confined himself to these observations about the accom-
plishments of the British government: 
The general Settlement of the American 
Provinces, which has been long ago pro-
posed and now probably will be prose-
cuted to its utmost completion must neces-
sarily produce some regulations, which 
from their novelty only will appear dis-
agreeable . ........................... . 
It is our happiness that our supreme 
Legislature, the Parliament of Great 
Britain is the Sanctuary of Liberty and 
Justice, and that the Prince who presides 
over it realized the Idea of a patriot 
King. Surely then we should submit our 
Opinions to the Determinations of so 
august a Body and acquiesce in a perfect 
Confidence, that the rights of Members 
of the British Empire will ever be safe in 
the hands of the Conser6ators of the 
Liberties of the whole. 
Except to appoint a committee to consider the 11 three improve-
ments" the House did not deign to re ply. The session was 
conducted without consulting the Governor and was finally 
prorogued without an address from Bernard. 
5. Bernard was already experimenting with potash manufacture 
in Mount Desert. (Chapter IV). Grenville had offered 
bounties for both of these products the year before. 
6. J.H.R. (1765) 10-12. 
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Bernard's attitude at the convocation was a strong 
assertion of the right of Parliament to legislate for the 
colonies on any matter and the encouragement of this idea 
would seem to indicate that he had lost some touch with 
the people of the province . He had thought that the elections 
of 1765 provided a vindication of the cause of government 
and that the supporters of the prerogative had a majority 
in the House .7 Writing to Richard Jackson on 5 June here-
ferred to the Assembly as "a better House" than that of the 
year before, and he predicted that since the "friends of 
Government" were in the majority, their cause "must prevailn. 
Unperturbed by the refusal of the House to comment on his 
tribute to Parliament, Bernard used his address to advance 
his own cause by asking Jackson to "communicate my speech 
to Mr. Grenville that he may see that I am not afraid to 
oppose the popular Prejudices of America".8 In his letter 
to John Pownall on the same day he was less optimistic 
about the attitude of the populace and was concerned with 
the ability of the provincial faction to win them to their 
side . 11 The People , u he wrote , 11 are extremely out of Humour 
with the Stamp Act; and the Opposers of Government are en-
deavoring to make this ill-temper subservient to their Fashion." 9 
7 . James Otis , who was suspected by many to be wavering in his 
opinions following the appointment of his father to some 
judicial posts in Barnstable County the year before, was 
elected by a scant majority . 
8. Bernard Papers , IV, 5; letter dated 5 June 1765. 
9. Ibid. , IV, 5-6; letter to John Pownall dated 5 June 1765. 
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Although the House had not replied to his statement 
about the wisdom of the Parliament , Bernard watched the 
proceedings of this session carefully and often with alarm 
and disapproval . Otis presented a resolution which was 
passed immediately (6 June) directing the Speaker to name 
a committee to correspond with the other assemblies asking 
that they send committees of delegates to a "meeting •••• 
to consult together on their present circumstances and the 
difficulties to which they were and must be reduced by the 
operation of the late acts of Parliament. tlO This meeting 
was scheduled for the first TUesday in October in New York. 
The support for the motion transcended factional lines. 
The provincial faction supported the motion because their 
members had sponsored it; the faction favoring the admin-
istration accepted it probably in the hope of moderating 
the proceedings of the congress. 
Both Bernard and Hutchinson opposed these measures 
privately but in the face of popular and legislative senti-
ment for them they were forced to acquiesce. Samuel vhite, 
James Otis, and Joseph Lee were named on the committee to 
write to the other legislatures. James Otis, Timothy Ruggles, 
and Oliver Partridge were elected delegates to the Stamp 
Act Congress on 20 June.ll Before adjournment the legislature 
lO. J.H.~., (1765-6} 108-9. 
11. J.H.R., (1765-6) 109-110. Col . John Worthington of Spring-
7iela was chosen first, and upon his refusal to accept 
the post Ruggles was selected. 
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decided to prepare another set of instructions and pro-
t e sts to the agent in London. 
Bernard was not certain how much the Stamp Act Congress 
could hope to accomplish, but although he did not wholly 
approve of the idea, he made no formal opposition to the 
plan. Perhaps he thought that the House had been conser-
vative in its choice of delegates, and so he thought that 
the royal cause would be upheld. He could hope for nothing 
from James Otis who, although his point of view could not 
honestly be called consistent, would almost certainly be 
a leader in the radical forces. Partridge had been known 
to be favorable to the royal government or at least was 
not known as a member of the faction so that Bernard thought 
of him as a 11 safe 11 delegate. Timothy Ruggles, the third 
delegate, was a certain loyalist, a brave soldier, a faith-
ful magistrate, and a consisten t supporter of the prerogative. 
Thanks to the conservative makeup of the delegation ro 
the Congress, Bernard was able to justify his failure to 
veto the move in a letter to the Board of Trade after the 
House adjourned. He wrote: 
It was impossible to oppose the measure 
to any good purpose and therefore the 
Friends of Government took the Lead in it 
and have kept it in their Hands in pursuance 
of which the Committee ap~ointed by this 
House to meet the other Committees at New 
York on lst of October next. Two of the three 
are fast friends to government prudent 
and discreet men such as I am assured 
will never consent to any undutiful or 
improper application to the Government 
of Great Britain.l2 
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He was not too concerned with the action of the House for 
he felt that the members had generally been "temperate and 
discrete for a year & have kept more within the Bounds of 
Moderations and Decency than most other Assemblies on the 
Continent.nl3 
But Bernard was not going to depend upon the 11 prudent 
and discreet" "fast friends to government" without per-
sonally adding some advice to their instructions. When 
Ruggles had accepted the post of delegate, he was certain 
that he would not be required to take any position not 
already established by vote of the House, and so he left 
the chamber early to make arrangements for the journey. 




He was afterwards informed that the 
house had passed a set of instructions 
to their delegates, in which they were 
requir·ed to insist upon an exclusive 
right in the colonies to all acts of 
taxation. He determined thereon to 
excuse himself from serving, but being 
urged by his friends, he chan~~d his 





Manuscritts, (Sparks Collection, Harvard College) 
Lettero the House of Lords dated 8 July 1765. 
Papers, IV, 7; Bernard to Board of Trade, 20 July 
T. Hutchinson , op.cit., III, 85-6n. 
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Among the 11 friends 11 who urged Ruggles to change his 
mind was Francis Bernard . There is a copy in the Bernard 
Papers of a letter addressed to Ruggles on 28 September 1765, 
a few days before the opening of the Stamp Act Congress . 
Contrary to the statements of Hutchinson and others concern-
ing Bernard's neutrality the Governor saw no reason to al-
low Ruggl es to proceed without his advice. The letter fol-
lows: 
Sir: 
Nothing could have induced me to have inter-
fered in the business you are now engaged in but 
the extreme danger I conceive the province to be 
brought in by the indiscretion of the people. 
It is for this purpose I enclose a copy of my 
speech to the general Court , altho' I doubt 
not you will have seen it by other means , & I 
point out to you such part of it as related 
to the purpose of your Congress: if your 
Council should be of opinion with me , that 
Submission to the Act for the present is 
quite necessary to the Measures taken for 
its Repeal; & should recommend such a pro-
ceeding to their several people , I believe 
it would be complied with in the province; 
and this is the only Prospect I have of sav-
ing it from Ruin. Upon this Account I have 
brok thru forms in writing this letter I shall 
be glad to hear from you or Col Partridge on 
this Subject. · 
I am Sr 
Your most faithfil Servt.l5 
Colonel Partridge did not consult with Bernard, but Ruggles 
took the advice of the Governor seriously, as will be seen 
in the discussion of the Stamp Act Congress . 
15. Be~nard Papers, IV , 72; Bernard to Ruggles, ~8 September 
1765. The address referred to in this letter was the 




Grenville's insistence on a stamp act which could not 
hope to bring in any substantial income would have set the 
precedent for further additional taxes . According to 
Hutchinson the Ministry had decided to "begin with small 
duties and taxes , and to advance in proportion as it should 
be found the colonies would bear . nl6 But although Grenville 
had decided to proceed slowly and cautiously in this matter , 
his followers were eager to assert their rights and to dis -
play their strength and power. These men insisted that the 
provisions of the Mutiny Act providing for the billeting of 
troops in private homes should be extended to America . Over 
Grenville's opposition the bill was passed in which the 
colonies were required to supply all quartered troops with 
food , bedding , and some food and drink . In order to make 
the bill palatable, bounties for imported lumber were of-
fered and further minor trade concessions were made . l7 The 
public disliked this act but the agitation over the Stamp 
Act overshadowed it. 
In the period of watchful waiting between the proroga-
tion of the General Court and the Stamp Act Congress, Boston 
was a beehive of activity . The leaders of the opposition 
to the Stamp Act were rapidly gaining converts among the 
16. Massachusetts Archives, XXVI , 135; G. Bancroft, op . cit . , 
v, 241. 
17 . Massachusetts Gazette, 6 June 1765. 
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populace and had decided upon concerted action against this 
act. The editors of the Boston Gazette, which Bernard called 
"the most factious paper in America" kept the public well 
informed of the activities of the other colonial assemblies 
on the matter, and the people learned that the "temperate 
and discrete" behavior of the Massachusetts General Court 
was in marked contrast with the radicalism of the Virginia 
House of Burgesses. The now famous Virginia Resolvesl8 
which adopted the stand that the colonies should be immune 
from any taxation by Parliament, were reprinted in the 
Newport (R.I.) Mercury and then reprinted in the Boston 
Gazette on 8 July with a comment that 
The people of Virginia have spoke very 
sensibly, and the frozen politicians of 
a more northern Government say they have 
spoken Treason: Their spirited Resolves 
do indeed serve a perfect Contrast for 
a certain, tame, pusillanimous, daub'd 
insipid Thing, delicately touch'd up and 
call'd an Address; which was lately sent 
from this side the Water , to please the 
Taste of the Tools of Corruption on the 
other.l9 
This action of the Virginia House of Burgesses and the 
publicity given to it by the Boston Gazette were, according 
to Bernard among the leading causes for the almost unanimous 
opposition to the Stamp Act in the province of Massachusetts·. 
If these articles were not enough to unite the people 
in opposition to the act the arrival of the news of the 
18. T. Hutchinson, op. cit., III, Appendix B, contains a 
reprint of the resolves. 
19. Boston Gazette, 8 July 1765. 
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appointment of Stamp Agents provided the final touch . 
Jared Ingersoll, the famous Connecticut Tory, arrived in 
Boston from England on 28 July with his commission as 
Stamp Agent for Connecticut and with the commission of 
Andrew Oliver , the Secretary of the Province , as Stamp 
Agent for Massachusetts . On the following Sunday Ingersoll 
spent the entire afternoon "chiefly alone" with Bernard at 
the Castle , where the Governor had as usual g one for the 
summer . 2° Before leaving the province Ingersoll spent 
some time in conference with Andrew Oliver advising h i m 
of the methods to be used in distributing stamps and giving 
him other pertinent information , and then left the province 
to carry out his duties in Connecticut . The stamps had not 
yet arrived in the province since they were not to be in 
use until 1 November , but the news that the Secretary had 
willingly accepted so loathsome a post was greeted with 
sullenness in the town of Boston. 
Again the Boston Gazette took advantage of the situation 
and informed the public of the friendship between Oliver 
and Ingersoll and that Oliver had accompanied the Connecti-
cut agent when the latter left tovm . The agitation of the 
newspapers , the news that Grenville had resigned as the head 
of the Ministry and that Pitt might succeed him, the 
20 . Bernard Papers , IV , 9; Bernard to Jackson , 7 August 1765 . 
Lawrence H. G~pson, Jared Ingersoll (New Haven, 1920) 153. 
Ingersoll wrote to Richard Jackson on 3 November that 
everything was quiet in Boston at the time of his arrival . 
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celebration of the third birthday on 12 August of the 
Prince of Wales (afterwards George IV) all occurred at 
about the same time, and the people of Boston celebrated 
this last event by building a bonfire on King Street (now 
State Street) on Monday, 12 August. On the following even-
ing Oliver was hanged in effigy on an elm tree on the 
corner of Orange and Essex Streets (now Washington and 
Essex streets) and the next morning crowds from Boston 
and the neighboring to~ns gathered to view the image. The 
emblem of Lord Bute, the jack-boot; was hung from the 
stuf fed figure. The mob that gathered seemed determined 
to keep the figure h~nging there throughout the day despite 
the efforts to remove it made by the sheriff and his 
deputies, whom Hutchinson as Chief Justice had dispatched 
to the scene. The people of Boston had found a scapegoat 
at last, and all of their feeling of hatred toward the 
stamp Act could be concentrated on Oliver. 
Francis Bernard was at the Castle when these events 
occurred, and hearing the news, he hastened back to town 
and called the Council into session on the same day. Ber-
nard wanted to taKe some action at once, but the majority 
of the Council, certain that the trouble would soon subside, 
convinced Bernard to tak e no steps lest further rioting be 
the ·result and to this Bernard agreed. In the late afternoon 
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the figure was cut down, placed on a bier, and carried 
through the streets followed by a great mob. The procession 
marched through the Tovm House, through the rooms under the 
meeting room of the Council and down King Street. At the 
end of King Street was Oliver's dock and here the Secretary-
Agent had erected a small building which, it was popularly 
thought, was to serve as his stamp office. In a few minutes 
time, the mob levelled the building and proceeded to Oliver's 
house, where they broke windows and doors and, entering the 
house, destroyed much of the furniture. A bonfire from the 
fragments of Oliver's building was made in front of his 
house on Fort Hill, and the images were burned there.21 
Hutchinson, with Bernard's permission, called upon the 
militia for help, but, meeting with no response, he went to 
the scene with the sheriff to order the crowd to disperse, 
but he was forced to flee for his safety.22 
Bernard was horrified by the mob's actions and called 
another Council meeting on the following day to discuss the 
riots. Although many of the culprits were well known, no 
warrants for arrest were issued, but instead a reward was 
offered for information concerning the rioters. This offer 
met with no response and so Hutchinson proposed with Bernard's 
approval that the watch be increased by a unit of the militia. 
21. Massachusetts Gazette, 19 August, 22 August 1765. 
22. Massachusetts Archives , XXVI, 146,147,148; letters to 
Halifax and Jackson, dated 20 August . 
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The Council, fearing for its own safety, refused to antago-
nize the mob and so the regular watch was maintained. · The 
mob had a powerful effect on Oliver, for the Stamp Agent 
resigned his post at once and notified the people that his 
resignation would be sent to England on the next out-going 
vessel. The crowd had triumphed and another huge bonfire 
was constructed before Oliver's h ouse that night, but this 
time as a gesture of thanks. Then the mob proceeded to 
Hutchinson's home where they created much disturbance, but 
finally learning that he was not at home, they broke a few 
windows and left. 
The Governor immediately sent lengthy and detailed 
letters about the incidents to British leaders. To Halifax, 
now serving as a Secretary of State, he wrote not only of 
the incidents but of the temper of the people. "The common 
Talk of the Town," he wrote on 15 August, and this impres-
sion was verified by statements of the Councillors on the 
same day, 11 is •••••• that all the power of Great Britain shall 
not oblige them to submit to the Stamp Act; that they will 
die upon the place first.u23 Bernard was frankly worried 
for he had not expected that the people would turn to vio-
lence to attain their ends. The opposition to the Sugar 
Act and other trade restrictions had been a vocal one, and 
23. Bernard Papers, IV, 137; Bernard to Halifax, 15 August 1765. 
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although all kinds of petitions were prepared and measures 
used to obtain a change in the law , there was never any sug-
gestion of force. Bernard had expected concerted, earnest 
opposition to the act and even a general colonial protest 
in the Stamp Act Congress, but an active opposition that 
destroyed buildings and damaged private property, and forced 
agents of the King to resign was beyond his imagination. 
The Governor had made plans to keep the stamps at the Castle , 
but he was not now certain that the plan was advisable.24 
The riots might possibly lead to open popular insurrection 
in the - province , a?d Bernard did not know how this could be 
subdued . "I cannot command a File of Men that can be de -
pended on , 11 he wrote to Halifax on the day after the riot , 
11 and there i s not , that I know if , a company of regulars 
within two hundred miles of me . 11 25 
He deplored thi s lack of sufficient troops , for he 
reasoned in a letter to John Pownall nif there had been 
one regiment in the barracks of the Castle , this insurrection 
had never happened . " 11 But" , he added , "I dont know that 
any force would subdue it now . n26 The Governor was guilty 
of exaggeration to some extent , but even more of the repeti -
tion of rumors that would have the effect he desired on his 
24 . Ibid ., IV , 144; Bernard to Halifax , 22 August 1765. 
25 . Ibid. , IV , 140; Bernard to Halifax , 16 August 1765 . 
26 . IOIU., III , 11-15 ; Bernard to Joru1 Pownall , marked 
priVate, 19 August 1765 . 
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British correspondents. In this letter he makes such 
general statements without ac:tual proof as , "They publicly 
declare that the Castle shall not protect the Stamps 11 ,27 
and 11 Some say it will be stormed by thousands of people . 11 28 
Who they .£!:. some are is not clearly explained, for Bernard 
did not name even the leaders of the people at this time, 
and the possibility of any group storming the castle then 
was, as Bernard well knew extremely remote . As yet little 
hostility had been directed against the Governor , but , lest 
the Board of Trade think that only Hutchinson and Oliver 
were martyrs to the cause , he made this body aware of the 
danger he was in or thought he was in by informing John 
Pownall with some exaggeration,ui consider myself a prisoner 
at large , being wholly in the power of the people . " The 
power and inteption of these opponents of the Stamp Act 
should not be underestimated , he advised, explaining, "It 
is given out among the people that, let the force from 
England be ever so great , it will be sufficiently opposed, 
but perhaps they'll think better of it when the time comes . u29 
For the next ten days the town was quiet , and the 
leaders of the administration began to hope that Oliver's 
resignation as stamp Agent was all that the crowd had de -
sired . Bernard remained at Castle William confident that 
27. Ibid . 
28 . Ibid. 
29. Ibid. 
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the act ions of the mob would not be repeated . On 1Aonday , 
26 August the mob ~as organized again around a bonfire in 
King Street and the riots brol{e out in earnest . Probably 
encouraged by merchants who had engaged in illicit trade 
and who were now fearful that their offenses had become 
matters of record , the mob entered the office of the Regis-
trar of the dmiralty and burned the many papers of the 
Vice - Admiralty Court . They moved on to do some d~1age to 
the home of the Comptroller of the Customs, whose post 
was always an unpopular one . Their greatest damage was 
reserved for the home of the Lieutenant Governor Thomas 
Hutchinson in Garden Court street . Hutchinson escaped 
shortly before the mob began ransacking his home , stealing , 
destroying , and burning everything from furniture to plate , 
and most disastrously, in the minds of historians, many of 
the previous colonial documents wh ich the Lieutenant 
col l e c_te.d Governor had ln writing his history of Massachusetts . 
By Hutchinson's estimate , a conservative one since he 
placed no valuation on the records and manuscripts , the 
damage exceeded f500. Mob rule reigned uncontrolled as 
Boston was without an administration and without the ser-
vices of a magistrate or any police authority during the · 
night of looting , rioting, and vandalism. Even those who 
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sympathized with the cause of the faction found it diffi-
cult to justify the behavior of the mob.30 
Many accounts of the riots are to be found in the 
letters sent to England by Bernard and Hutchinson and in 
the newspaper accounts of the day. Despite Bernard's 
return to Boston on the next day (27 August) and the Coun-
ell's action in offering rewards for the apprehension and 
convictions of the culprits, the influence of the mob was 
still strong. The leading men of the town of Boston met 
in Faneuil Hall on the morning after the riots and regis-
tered their protests against the proceedings of the pre-
vious night. Undoubtedly there were many exponents of law 
and order who wanted no part of these riots and the ac-
tivities of the mob, but there were certainly many mer-
chants and politicians there who had helped to inspire the 
frenzy of the mob the night before. As a result of the 
resolutions of the Council and the protests of the town 
leaders, some arrests and temporary incarcerations were 
made, but no one was ever really punished for this exhibi-
tion of anarchy. The alleged rioters who had been arrested 
were soon released, and the problem of paying for the dam~e 
done was made the concern of the provincial legislature. 
30. T. Hutchinson, op. cit, III, 90-1. Bernard Papers, IV, 
141, Bernard to Halifax, 16 August, 1765. Josiah ~uincy's 
Diary, Proceedings, M.H.S. IV (Boston 1859) Massachusetts 
Archives, XXVI, 146; Hutchinson to Jackson, 30 August 1765. 
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While the dissension which culminated in the riots 
filled the town of Boston, the House of Representatives of 
the province was prorogued until 25 September, so that the 
Governor preferred to utilize the still-friendly Council 
rather than the hostile House to transact public business. 
Oliver had resigned the post of Stamp Agent even before the 
act went into affect, and it became Bernard's concern as 
head of the province to receive the stamps and to hold them 
until a new agent would be named. Bernard _accordingly 
selected Castle illiam as the place of storage, but pro-
fessing to fear a possible mob attack on Castle ~· illiam, 
he asked for and was granted permission by the Council to 
increase the guard there by sixty men. The move was un-
popular in the town and the Governor was finally forced to 
discontinue the recruiting of the soldiers.31 ilien the 
House came into session again many letters were addressed 
to the Governor and Council protesting the expenditure of 
money without the consent of the House.32 
The General Court convened on 25 September and Bernard 
addressed a joint meeting and informed the legislators that 
31. General Gage, hearing of the riots in Boston offered 
Bernard 100 men and twelve artillements to seize and 
hold Castle Will iam, but the Governor would not ask for 
them. Bernard Papers, X, 284, Gage to Bernard , 6 Septem-
ber 1765. 
32. J.H.~., (1765-6), 124-5-6, 169-85. 
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he was required to support the Stamp Act . He advised the 
General Court not to deny the right of Parliament to make 
such a law, and he recommended that the members return to 
their constituents to advise them to support the law. The 
legislators were warned that non-compliance might cause 
all trade to cease "for want of legal clearance." In order 
to irr.press them with the seriousness of the matter, the 
Governor informed the House that if other ports were not 
closed, the rival ports might be able to surpass Boston in 
trade and replace Boston in the greatest port. Bernard was 
probably aware of the fact (for he intimated it in a letter 
written a few years before) that·Boston was already falling 
behind other ports, but he hoped that this new threat might 
encourage support of the act. llis second recommendation 
was a request for payment of an indemnity to those who had 
lost property in the riots, and the Governor offered the 
legislature a recess to consider this problem and to en-
courage their constituents to obey the Stamp Act . The 
House did not ask for the recess, and Bernard, sensing their 
hostility, adjourned the Court two days later, 27 September 
1765, until 23 October.33 
Prorogation day was a day always to be remembered by 
Bernard. Early in July Oxenbridge Thacher died at the age 
33. J.H.R. (1765-6), 177-129; T. Hutchinson , op.cit., III, 
Appendix c, 338-343. 
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of forty-five . His loss was naturally greatly lamented by 
the provincial faction , and Bernard , while not actually 
celebrating the demise of this legislator, undoubtedly shed 
no tears while reading the obituary notice . Whatever sat-
isfaction Bernard might have gained from this news was short-
lived. On 27 September at a special election Samuel Adams , 
who was rapidly coming to the fore as a leader of radical 
forces in the town of Boston , was elected to the House in 
Thacher's place, and took his seat the.same day shortly 
before prorogation . Although he could accomplish nothing 
in the September session of the General Court , Samuel dams 
was going to make his weight felt in every deliberation and 
upon every occasion of political importance during the re-
mainder of Bernard's term of office . 
bile the House was prorogued and Bernard tried to 
settle affairs in the province , his protege , Timothy Ruggles , 
with Otis and Partridge attended the Stamp Act Congress in 
Ne\ York early in october . Twenty-seven delegates were 
present from kassachusetts , Hhode Island , Connecticut, New 
York , New Jersey, Pennsylvania , Dela vare , Maryland, and 
South Carolina . Ruggles was elected·President of the Con-
gress by one vote over Otis and both Otis and Partridge 
were named to important committees . 
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The Congress prepared an address_ to the Kfng and to 
both Houses of Parliament. The delegates reiterated their 
alleg iance to the King and their subordination to Parliament, 
but they insisted that as British subjects they wer·e entitled 
to all of the rights of British subjects. The delegates 
realized the inadvisability of Parliamentary representation 
for the colonists, but they insisted that since they had 
chosen their representatives in their own legislatures , 
these representatives alone could vote taxes for them. They 
objected to the various restrictions which had been placed 
upon their commerce and made the point 
that the late act of Parliament entitled 
• An ct for granting and applying certa-in 
stamp duties in the Br itish colonies and 
plantations in America , &c,' by imposing 
taxes on the inhabitants of these colonies, 
and the said act, and several other acts, 
by extending the jurisdiction of the courts 
of admiralty beyond its ancient limits, have 
a man a manifest tendency to subvert the 
rights and liberties of the colonies.34 
The principles of these resolutions were repeated in the 
petitions to the King , the Lords, and Commons. 
These resolutions were important on two counts. They 
represented a unified action, for nine of the thirteen 
colonies had sent representatives. Of the four that did 
not send repr·esentatives only Virginia was a large and 
34. T. Hutchinson, op.cit., III, Lppendices F,G,H,I. 
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populous state , and she had already expressed her stand 
in the famous Virginia Resolves. This unified action, 
although not approved by the English authorities and 
frowned upon by many Americans , laid the groundwork for 
many of the later conferences . More i mportant than this 
unity , nowever, was the fact that the purpose of the op-
position was now more clearly defined , and a revolutionary 
p o l i tical philosophy was being e volved. 
Bernard's hopes that the choice of two allegedly con-
servative royalist delegates among the three selected by 
the Massachusetts legislature might result in conservative 
decisions by the Congress were ruined when Oliver Partridge 
joined James Otis in support of the resolutions . For Otis 
this required an almost complete shifting of views , from 
which there was no turning back . The principle of submission 
to Parliament and his plea of Parliamentary representation 
which Otis had maintained without much support at home were 
now discarded, and Otis, having declared himself publicly 
and strongly in support of the resolves , regained all of 
his former popularity and could return to Boston as the 
hero of the day . Of the twenty-seven delegates only David 
Ogden of New Jersey and Timothy Ruggles of Massachusetts 
refused to sign the resolves , and both were treated with 
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many indignities upon their return to their homes . Ruggles 
did not stay un~il the Congress completed its bus ness , but 
returned to Massachusetts in disgust . 
In Massachusetts the provincial faction was not idle . 
Before the Stamp Act Congress had adjourned the House of 
Representatives was called into session on 23 October . 
lmost immediately the House prepared a reply to the Gover-
nor's message of 25 September in which they protested their 
loyalty to the King and Parliament . They added that they 
could see nothing criminal in individuals declining to do 
any business in which stamps must be used, that they d_d 
not presume to judge the l i mits of Parliament , but they knew 
these existed , and that they merely wanted relief from an 
unconstitutional burden, which they thought was a wanton ex-
ercise of mere arbitrary power . 35 Four days later (29 Octo-
ber) and only ten days after the Stamp Act Resolves were 
prepared, the Massachusetts House prepared a series of four-
teen resolves. The earlier resolutions and letters had 
shown the hand of James Otis who was now absent . These 
replies revealed the cunning of Samuel Adams . At the Boston 
town meeting shortly before he was elected Representative 
in September Adams had induced the town to pass a resolution 
expressing its abhorrence of the Stamp Act as contrary to 
the charter of the province and to their rights as British 
subjects , 3 6 and this formed the basis of the House's resolutions . 
35. Alden Bradford , Massach u setts State Papers (Boston , 181 8) 
43 - 48 T . Hutchinson, op . cit ., Appendix D, 338- 343 . 
36 . boston Gazette , 23 September 1765 . 
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The allegiance of the representatives to George III 
and their veneration for Parliament we re reaffirmed, but 
they also made known their opinion of the extent of their 
right and liberties • . The House too recognized the i mpracti-
bi~ity of Parliamentary representation for the colonists, 
but since they had their own legislatures which imposed taxes, 
all acts made by any power whatever, other 
than the General Assembly of this Province, 
imposing taxes on the inhabitants, are in-
fringements of our inherent and unalienable 
rights as men and British subjects •••••• 37 
The resolves concluded with the order "That all the fore-
going resolves be kept in the records of this House, that 
a just sense of liberty and the firm sentiments of loyalty 
be transmitted to posterity. 11 This flow of language on the 
rights of citizens represents some of the best work of 
Samuel dams, the patriot who "felt an ambition of doing 
something extraordinary". 
This assertion by the House was a repetition of the 
stand on taxes taken by Otis in his pamphlet written the 
year before and a reiteration of the attitude expressed by 
the House in its original petition to Commons in November, 
1764, which before being submitted was modified by the 
Council. No distinction was made between internal and ex-
ternal taxes, between taxes for revenue and taxes incidentally 
37. Massachusetts Gazette, 14 November 1765; J.H.R. (1765-6), 
151-3; T. Hutchinson, op.cit., III, Appendix E, 343-4; 
lden Bradford, 1'1assachusetts State Papers, 50-1. 
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received in regulation of trade. The imposition of taxes- -
and the implication is clearly of any taxes- - was an in-
fringement on the rights of the British subjects in the 
American provinces . This was the stand officially adopted 
at this time and the application of these principles in the 
three and one-half years remaining of Bernard's term was to 
give him continual trouble . 
Nor was the House any more cooperative or amenable i n 
the indemnity matter , to Bernard ' s great chagrin . In their 
reply the representatives informed the Governor that while 
they disapproved of the riotin g and violence occasioned by 
the Stamp Acts , they were not certain that the payment Tould 
not encourage future outbreaks , and they needed more proof 
that these particular bills , requests for indemnities for 
Hutchinson, Oliver , Storey , and Hallowell , should be paid 
in preference to any others . 38 
Three days after the resolves were passed by the House 
James Otis returned in triumph from New York and was given 
a great ovation in the House of Representatives. He had 
brought with him a copy of the Stamp Act Congress ' resolves 
and these were immediately delivered to the Speaker. Per-
haps Samuel Adams , the Secretary of the House and as great 
38 . J . H. R., (1765-6} 158ff . Storey was the Deputy Registrar 
who se office was entered and whose records were burned . 
Hallowell , the comptroller of the customs , owned a house 
on Hanover Street which was entered and ravaged shortly 
before the time Hutchinson ' s house was damaged . 
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an orator as Otis , read the Resolves to the House . At any 
rate they were enthusiastically received by the representa-
tives who that afternoon passed a vote of thanks to Otis 
and Partridge for their services and reserved action on 
Ruggles' position until a later date . On the following 
morning (2 November 1765) the House approved the report of 
the proceedings of the Congress.39 
In the remaining days of the session the House dis-
cussed two other matters . Dennis de - Berdt of London was 
elected by the House to be their special agent despite Ber-
nard's opposition to this choice . An old argument which 
the House had had with Bernard in 1762 had a parallel in 
this session . Mention has been made previously of Bernard's 
apprehension during the Stamp Act riots and of his recruit-
ment of an additional company of men to guard the stamped 
papers at Castle iilliam. The Council had approved this 
plan and the expenditure of ~16 it entailed . The House 
became angry as on the previous occasion and called the 
Governor and the Council to account . The Council replied 
that an emergency had existed and that their action 
did not proceed from any affection to the 
stamps , to which they have as great an 
adversion as the Honorable House ••••••• 
•••. • ••.• (but) •••••• in what they did 
39 . J . ~ . ~- (1765- 6) 164ff. 
they thought they were doing what their 
duty required of them, the using means 
to prevent an injury nappening to the 
province or to prevant the people 
in the warmth of their temper from 
hurting themselves ••••••••••••• 40 
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Bernard was tired of this bickering and disgust.ed with the 
attitude of the General Court in the Stamp ~ct discussions. 
With a message of angry reproof he adjourned the House for 
ten weeks. 41 
VI 
The first day of November arrived and no other person 
had been named to ~eplace Andrew Oliver as Stamp Agent for 
the prov nee. fithout stamps the courts could not legally 
do business and so the people of the province were deprived 
of this service. The House tried to rectify the matter by 
discussing a bill to allow the courts to do business without 
stamps,42 but before this measure could be adopted, Bernard 
prorogued the General Court (8 November 1765} until 15 
January 1766. The Go ernor was probably wise to prevent 
the General Court from taking such a step which would have 
been an even more distinct defiance of Parliament. With 
the new Rockingham ministry disposed to be conciliatory 
toward the colonies such defiance by a colonial legislature 
40. J.H.R. (1765), 179. 
41. Ibid7 18~9. 
42. J.H.R. (1765-6), 144-5. 
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might have precipitated the violent quarrel with the 
mother country at this time and would certainly have re-
sulted in more stringent regulations on Massachusetts at 
this early date. In proroguing the General Court Bernard 
made himself unpopular with the House for abusing his check 
on this body by frequent prorogations as well as with those 
persons deprived of the use of the courts who would feel 
that they might have had this convenience if the legisla-
ture had been allowed to proceed. Bernard then risked his 
personal vopularity to curb the excesses of the House in an 
act whic . , although it was arbitrary on the Governor's part, 
was necessary in order to preserve the prerogative and to 
prevent far more restrictive action by the British govern-
ment . 
From 1 November to 5 November the~e - were many demonstra-
tions in the town of Boston . On the day the act became ef-
fective the church bells tolled and the vessels 'isplayed 
. 
their colors at half-mast. Effigies of Grenville and of 
John Huske , one of the sponsors of the Stamp Act, were 
hung on a large tree on Essex Street,"The Liberty Tree 11 , and 
these were cut down in the afternoon and buried after a 
long procession through the town. A huge caricature of 
the stamp users and agents was displayed n ear the Town House. 
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On 5 November, Guy Fawkes' Day which was celebrated in 
Boston as Pope's Day, new parades were held and in the 
early evening a huge bonfire was built on Copp ' s Hill . 
Bernard , acting upon the advic e o"f the Council , .had tried 
to order some companies of militia to be mustered to pre -
vent these occurrences, but the militia refused to obey . 43. 
Every effort was made to modify the effect of the act 
in the province . The Boston town meeting prepared a memorial 
asking that the courts be open for business , and Josiah 
Gridley, James Otis , and John Adams argued for this before 
the Council which said it was a matter for the courts to 
decide . 44 Several inferior courts agreed either to con-
tinue actions to a later term or to dispense with the use 
of stamps . Even Thomas Hutchinson resigned his post as 
Probate Judge in Suffolk County and his brother Foster 
Hutchinson , who was named in his place , allowed the use 
of stampless papers in that court . 45 Hutchinson , as the 
Chief Justice , privately opposed the use of stampless papers 
and he continued the vacation of the Superior Court to March, 
then to 29 April and then to August , 1766, rather than to 
make any decision in this matter . 46 The final boost to 
43 . Bernard Papers , IV , 170; Bernard to Conway, 25 November 1765 . 
44 . J . ~uincy , Reports , 198- 214 . 
45 . Massachusetts Gazette , 23 January 1766 . 
46 . J . "<t,uincy, Reports , 215 . John Adams , 'dorks (Diary) II , 
189 , 193- 4 . Massachusetts Gazette , 25 April 1766 ! Also 
Bernard Papers , IV , 208 ; Bernard to the Board of Trade , 
10 March 1766 . 
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to nullification of the act was given by the Customs House 
officers who agreed to give unstamped clearance to ships 
provided that their owners were willing to take the risk 
of seizure at sea . Rather tha n allow their ships to remain 
idle many of the owners accepted unstamped clearances and 
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to nullification of the act was given by the Customs House 
officers who agreed to give unstamped clearance to ships 
provided that their owners were willing to take the risk 
of seizure at sea . Rather tha n allow their ships to remain 
idle many of the owners accepted unstamped clearances and 
passed the Customs House at London without having their 
certificates questioned . 
The House in its January 1766 session noted that the 
Customs House was opened for business without stamps and so 
asked the Governor to reopen the Courts , but the Council , 
still dominated by Hutchinson , would not concur in the re-
quest . 47 Bernard told the House that the courts could not 
be legally opened without the use of stamps . He added that 
he had~eceived directions from the Lords of the Treasury 
to appoint a distributor of the stamped papers" , but that 
he was "convinced that it would be to no Purpose to attempt 
to ~~e such an Appointment under the present Circumstances . n48 
This same session in February passed a vote of approbation 
for Partridge's and Otis ' actions at the Stamp Act Congress 
and voted to censure Tirnothy Ruggles for his failure to sign 
the resolution and for leaving the congress before its ad-
journment . Ruggles was censured in his place by the Speaker 
47 . J . H. R . (1765) 198-9, 206-7 , 214 . 
48. l bid7 (1765)213 . 
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Samuel hite, and then given leave to reply . What he said 
in his defense at that time is not known, for the House 
refused to grant permission to insert his remarks in the 
Journal . 49 He did prepare an answer based upon the usual 
Tory arguments later in the year and this was published in 
one of the Boston newspapers .·so Bernard was informed of 
the censure and defended Ruggle's action in a letter to 
the Board of Trade . 51 
Political intrigue in England contributed to the success 
of the colonial cause in this matter . Grenville opposed King 
George's plans for the establishment of the Regency , and 
his government was defeated in the Commons on this issue. 
RocKingham became First Lord of the Treasury and Grafton 
and Uonway were named Secretaries of ·tate . RocKingham and 
Conway had supported the petition of many London Merchants 
who opposed the stamp ct , and after much debate succeeded 
in obtaining the repeal of this obnoxious a ct.52 
49. Ibid ., (1765) 254, 271 . Ruggles was first given permis-
sion to present his excuses on 13 February but this was 
revoKed on 19 February, (J . H. R. (1765-6), 294.) Ruggles 
defense was published in the ~assachusetts Gazette, and 
News -Letter, 1 May 1766. 
50. NaSSachusetts Gazette , 1 May 1766 . 
51. Bernard Papers, IV , 212 , Bernard to Board of Trade , 10 
March 1766. 
52 . Many petitions to Parliament asKing for repeal of the act 
had been sent b-;y the merchants of London , Birmingham, 
Coventry , Bristol, Liverpool, and Manchester, Massachusetts 
Gazette , 10 ~e uruary 1766 . 
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On 16 May the news of the repeal of the Stamp Act 
on 18 March was received in Boston . Although the jubila-
tion of the provincial faction was tempered by the fact that 
the repeal was accompanied by the passage of the Declaratory 
ct , which asserted that Parliament had the right to legis -
late for the colonies in all cases whatsoever , they hailed 
the repeal as a great political victory . 5 3 Bernard too 
was happy that the issue was settled in a satisfactory man-
ner , for now one of the main bases of contention was re -
moved . One source of friction between the people of Boston 
and the administration was eliminated and Bernard probably 
looked forward to a period · of harmonious relations with the 
legislature . If he did so , he was disappointed , for the 
elections of 1766 showed that the legislature had no in-
tention of lessening its hostility to the administration . 
VII 
In the elections of 1766 the active political campaigning 
of the provincial faction became apparent , and Bernard used 
his powers to attempt to determine the leadership of the 
House and the control of the Council . No longer could 
either side keep up the myth that there were no factions , 
no parties in the province , for the battle lines were drawn 
53 . The Massachusetts Gazette for 22 May published the re -
peal measure and the Declaratory Act in full . 
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and the war was on in earnest . The provincial faction 
began the battle by singling out for attack thirty- two of 
Bernard's supporters in the House . Their names were pub-
lished in the newspapers in the province as persons who were 
unfriendly to their country and should be defeat e d . Of these 
thirty- two , nineteen were defeated for re - election , while 
in the provincial faction , Bernard wrote , "low and ignorant 
Men who had crept into the House informer Blections •••••• 
chiefly kept their seats . "54 
Bernard sought an opportunity for revenge and found 
it soon after the new legislature convened. James Otis 
was elected Speaker by a large majority , and Bernard , using 
the power for the first time , refused to approve the choice . 
This was a rather uselessly offensive act which could serve 
only to intensify Otis ' opposition to Bernard and to make 
the House of Representatives more jealous than ever of one 
of its prerogatives, now tha t Bernard had invaded it . The 
reason for Bernard's action is not easy to ascertain . That 
there was animosity between Otis and Bernard is true , but 
what Bernard hoped to accomplish beyond revenge is not evi-
dent . Perhaps he thought that with the Stamp Act repealed 
the controversy of the previous year would end and the 
54 . Bernard Papers IV , 229 ; Bernard to the Board of 'I'rade , 
7 July 1766 . 
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provincial faction would no longer have grounds to rally 
converts to their cause . The House bided its time and made 
no formal protest . Bernard's veto was accepted, and Thomas 
Cushing , one of Otis' colleagues from Boston, who was 
reputed to have been the most popular man in that town was 
elected in Otis' place . Bernard accepted this election 
without comment . 55 
Otis and his friends were not content to control the 
House of Representatives , but sought to capture the majority 
of the Council . This body under Hutchinson ' s leadership 
had been very conservative and had often refused to concur 
with the vote of the House . The Otis group decided at 
first to eliminate fifteen Councillors , according to Ber-
nard's informant , 56 but finally reduced this number to five : 
Hutchinson; Andrew Oliver , Secretary of the Province and erst-
while Stamp Agent; Edmund Trowbridge , the Attorney General ; 
and Judges Peter Oliver and Benjamin Lynde , members of the 
Superior Court of Judicature , who had usually sided with 
Hutchinson in court decisions . Rather than face defeat , 
Lynde _resigned . 57 Judge Oliver , Trowbridge , and Secretary 
55 . J . H.R . (1766 - 7) , 5-6 . 
56 . Ber nard Papers IV , 229; Bernard to Board of Trade , 7 July 
1766 . 
57 . George Leonard of Norton resigned at the same time. J . H. R. 
(1766 -7) , 7 . He was married to Sarah Thacher, sister of-
Orenbridge Thacher . He later led companies of British 
troops against the American army . John Choate , a member 
of the Council died in 1766 . The election of James Pitts 
who was named in his place , was allowed by Bernard. 
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Oliver were defeated , and friends of the patriots were named 
in their places. Despite the opposition of Adams , Cushing , 
and Otis , Thomas Hutchinson was actually able to obtain 
the votes of a majority of the members of the House , but 
this was not enough to insure his election . Only eighteen 
councillors were selected from the old Massachusetts Bay 
Colony area and Hutchinson, while obtaining a majority of 
the vote was in nineteenth place and so was not elected . 
The defeat of his partisans was a severe blow to Ber-
nard , and he immediately made the House aware of his dis -
pleasure . He negatived the choice of the five Councillors 
named to replace his supporters , 58 and in an extremely 
petty exhibition he refused to accept the re - election of 
James Otis , Sr . to the Council . Not content to reject these 
elected officials, a distinct attack o.n the preorgative of 
the House , Bernard assailed the House for its behavior in 
a very bitter address . He accused the Representatives of 
voting according to "private interests and Resentments , and 
popular Consent • • • •• • " and warned : 
58 . The choice of Thomas Saunders and Joseph Gerrish in Massa-
chusetts Bay to replace Hutchinson and Andrew Oliver was 
negatived . Peter Oliver of the New Plymouth district was 
replaced by Jerathmeel Bowers of Swansea, but this choice 
was negatived . S~muel vhite of Taunton, Speaker of the 
House in 1765-6 , replaced George Leonard of Norton and 
this choice - as approved . Nathaniel Sparhawk , heir of 
the famous Pepperell family was elected from Maine to 
replace Lynde , and he was negatived by Bernard . Edmund 
Tro bridge , who bad served as Councillor at large , was 
replaced by samuel Dexter , whom Bernard negatived . J . H . R . 
(1765) 8 . ---
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hen the Government is attacked in form 
when there is a profest Intention to de : 
prive it of its best and most able Ser-
vants, whose only crime is their Fidelity 
to the Crown; I cannot be indifferent , 
but find myself obliged to exercise every 
legal and constitutional Power to maintain 
the King's authority against this ill-
judged and ill - timed oppugnation . 
He charged that those who had been "proscribed by the 
invidious Name of Friends to the Stamp Act" were in reality 
responsible for the repeal of the act , and he was especially 
bitter about the attack on Hutchinson . He did not discuss 
tbe repeal in detail, for he said that he was unaware of 
the terms accompanying the repeal . He closed his address 
by reminding the Representatives : 
of the expectations of the Parliament that 
the Americans would not abuse the Indulgence 
granted to them ; and of the assurances which 
the promoters of the repeal had publickly given 
that it wg~ld be most gratefully and humbly 
received . 
Bernard did not apare the House in his letters abroad . 
To the Board of Trade he wrote a justification of his veto 
early in July : 
There can not be a more effectual Dis -
couragement of the Opposit on to Govern-
ment than to convince the Opposers that 
they will not arrive at the honors of the 
State by those Means •••••• Besides if the 
Faction once gets possession of the Council 
which it would now have done; if I had gave 
way to it , the Governor has nothing to do but 
strike his colors.60 
59 . Ibid. , (1766), 11 - 13 . A. Bradford , Massachusetts State 
papers , 74="5' IV1assachusetts Gazette extra, 29 May 1766 . 
60 . Bernard Papers , IV, 229; Bernard to the Board of Trade 
7 July 1766 . 
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Bernard was not yet aware that with the five strong followers 
of the administration eliminated his hold on the Council 
was precarious· , for the vacancies remained unfilled and 
the Council functioned with twenty- two members . 61 In his 
letter to the Board of Trade Bernard asked for public 
orders to be issued in approbation of the act , and before 
the end of the year he was assured of the support of the 
Board . 
It was now the turn of the House to become exasperated 
and the committee chosen to prepare their reply shows the 
temper of the House . James Otis , Samuel Adams , and Oliver 
Partridge were well-known supporters of the faction . To 
these were added Thomas Saunders and Samuel Dexter , whom 
Bernard had negatived for the Council , and Joseph Hawley 
of Northampton, who was a supporter of the patriot cause 
in the Otis tradition . Their r~ply was a strong one . They 
had voted, they asserted, accor ding to the 11 dictates of 
their consciences and the best light of their understand-
ings . " The dropping of the judges from the Council was not 
"an oppugnation of any thing , but of a dangerous union of 
legislative and executive powers in the same persons . " Be -
sides , they asserted with a little mild sarcasm, they had 
61 . The Council normally consisted of twenty-eight members . 
Bernard negatived six of those elected in 1766 , and , the 
vacancies were not filled . 
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"released the judges from the cares and perplexities of 
politics , and given them opportunity to make further ad -
vances in the knowledge of the law . 11 They would not 
reconsider their action and sinc e the Governor was adamant , 
t b e seats remained unfill~d . They acted honestly , they 
were certain , and so they asked to be "excused from any 
unnecessary search for palliatives or expedients . 11 62 
The Council , to~resented Bernard ' s interference and 
the provincial faction took over the control there . James 
Bowdoin , one of the richest merchants of New England , who 
was earlier considered by many to be pro-Parliament but 
who later became a staunch advocate of the provincial cause , 
was elected to Hutchinson ' s vacated pos.t , the Presidency 
of the Council . Bernard was thus faced with two branches 
of the legislature hostile to him, and he was never able 
again to secure the control or support of eith~r . 
Bernard ' s political career in Massachusetts was now 
moving tov.ard ruination . The remainder of his term was 
only a series of indignities and insults , some of which 
he well dese r ved, heaped upon him by both branches of the 
legislature . No longer could he talk of the "good temper" 
of the House , or the support of "my faithful Counciln , for 
both branches became partners in the advancement of the 
provincial cause . 
62 . J . H. R. (1766-7), 21-28 . A. Bradford , Massachusetts State 
'Papers , 76-81. 
Chapter VII 
The Clash of Power 
I 
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It was not the legislature alone which gave Bernard 
trouble in this period. His unwise interference in customs 
administration brought down upon him charges of corruption! 
of which, though with much trouble and at .the cost of much 
valuable time he was able to secure official vindication 
in England, he never made ariy historically satisfying 
explanation. 
The customs altercation was hardly a new experience 
for the governor. But whereas in the earlier exchange with 
Benjamin Barrens, a customs official, he emerged triumphantly 
vindicated, albeit embarrassed and annoyed in the process, 
in this second affair the charges were not so easily answered. 
In fact there seems reason to believe that the Governor had 
no adequate defense. 
The principal characters in this affair were John Temple, 
a native of Boston and Lieutenant Governor of New Hampshire, 
who had been named Surveyor General of the Customs for the 
Northern District of America shortly after Bernard's arrival 
in the province. He returned -to America in the fall of 1761 
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to assume his duties. 1 Temple had been inclined tore-
instate Barrens but finally allowed himself to be con-
vinced by Bernard's strong objections to this move . 2 
There followed about three years of harmonious relations 
between Bernard and Temple, who despite the unpopularity 
usuall attached to holdersof h is post was not personally 
disliked in the province . It was not until late in 1764 
that they clashed over Temple's attempt to remove a sub-
ordinate. 
The publication of a notice by the Comnissioners of 
Customs in the Boston Gazette (February 1764) announcing 
a reward for the apDrehension of any person guilty of 
11 entering into a conniving at any composition for duties 113 
was considerable inducement to any observing underlings to 
keep watch over their superiors for irregularities . It was 
probably information sent Temple by Sampson Toovey, a clerk 
of customs at Salem, that led the Surveyor General to journey 
to Salem 28 September 1764 for the purpose of confronting 
the Salem collector, James Cockle, with charges of compounding 
1. Boston Gazette, 23 November 1761. Temple, who married 
a daughter of James Bowdoin, wealthy Boston merchant, 
was related to the powerful Grenville family . He and 
Benjamin Franklin were later (1773) responsible for 
borrowing and forwarding copies of Hutchinson's letters, 
which had been sent to English authorities, to the 
Lieutenant Governor's political enemies in Massachusetts. 
2. Bernard Papers, II, 24; Bernard to Barrington, 12 January 
1762. 
3. Boston Gazette, 8 February 1764. 
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duties and concealing information. Cockle protested his 
innocence, and then, according to Temple, tried to bribe 
the Surveyor "to pass over his proceedings without punish-
ment.114 Temple innnediately removed Cockle from office. 
But Cockle was not without friends. He had advised 
Bernard in the Writs of Assistance case and in the protests 
which grew out of the re-enforcement of the Navigation 
Acts, and so the Governor, desiring to retain this important 
adviser, protested Cockle's removal. In letters to Jackson, 
to John Pownall, and to others in England, he defended 
Cockle's behavior, and with the usual method of politicians 
brought counter-charges saying that the real reasons for 
Cockle t s removal were Temples "most extreme and haughty 
jealousy" of the Governor and his office and the fact that 
Bernard had asked and acted upon Cockle's advice on one 
occasion. 5 Bernard's regard for truth or possibly more 
accurately his recognition of the impossibility of honestly 
defending his friend led him to modify somewhat his protest-
ations of Cockle's innocence by stating: 
in truth if conniving at foreign sugar & 
molasses, & Portugal wines and Fruit, is to 
be reckoned Corruption, there was never, I 
believe, an uncorrupt Custom house Officer 
in merica, till within twelve months; and 
4. Salem Custom House Records , 43, 44; quoted in J. Quincy, 
Mass . Reports, etc., 423n. 
5. Bernard Papers, III, 256; Bernard to Jackson, 5 October 1764. 
Ibid., III, 267-70; Bernard to Pownall, 30 November 1764. 
therefore Incorruptions in the best 
of them must be considered not as a 
positive but comparative terns.6 
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Not satisfied with his declaration that honesty is relative, 
Bernard also felt that his affirmation of Cockle's excellent 
character was perhaps "too free to be laid before a public 
Board, altho' it might safely and properly be comrnunicated 
to every Member of it. 117 To Halifax Bernard added to his 
defence of Cockle a statement that Temple had often treated 
hLn with indignity. 8 
Quite properly, Temple was incensed at Bernard's inter-
ference. He promptly charged the Governor with sharing 
Cockle 's illegal gains, using as the basis of the charge 
an affidavit of Sampson Toovey, Cockle's clerk, 9 which he 
sent to England . Try as he might, Bernard could not obtain 
a copy of the affidavit supporting Temple's charges at this 
time. Bernard wrote at length to Barrington and to others 
in England protesting his innocence of any wrongdoing and 
6. Ibid., III, 261. 
7. Ibid., III, 268. 
8. Ibid., III, 197; Bernard to Halifax, 3 December 1764. 
9 . The affidavit was printed in the Boston Gazette , on 12 
June 1769, shortly before Bernard left the province. The 
affidavit does not state that Bernard accepted any money. 
Toovey stated that "masters of ships entering from Lisbon 
gave Cockle casks of wine , boxes of fruit and other items 
in exchange for which Cockle entered in t~e records that 
the ships had arrive d with salt or ballast. Thus wines 
and fruit, and other prohiblted cargoes were imported. 
Cockle, according to Toovey's affidavit, s _qred his portion 
of the wines and fruit v!i th Bernard . 
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expressing his willingn ess to give an account of every 
shilling he had received in the province . 10 Althou~1 no 
great issue was made of the charge in England at this time, 
Bernard prepared and forwarded elaborate defenses of his 
action to Halifax and Pownall. 
The affidavit of the controversial Toovey is the only 
available evidence against Bernard, but for the provincial 
faction this was enough. Even Hutchinson had difficulty 
in defending the Governor. He wrote to Richard Jackson in 
May 1765 that Temple had a "very great persona l prejudice 
against the Governor , which it is said arose from an appre-
hension that he had not all that respect shown him which 
he supposed to be due". Perhaps this was true, but Hutchinson's 
defense of the Governor only adds to the mystery . lie wrote 
to Jackson: 
Whether he (the Governor) ever took 
any improper steps will be determined 
in England . I do not know that he has 
done more t~an all his predecessors 
used to do. 1 
~uite naturally the Governor tried to obtain a copy of 
t h e evidence but to no avail . He knew that an affidavit 
had been made, but somehow no official would divulge it. 
In 1764 and 1765 t h e Governor asked Pownall for copies of 
the charges, which he was eager to refute. He wrote with 
confidence in May 1765: 
lO. Bernard Papers, V, 38; Bernard to Barrington, 15 November 
1765. 
11. Massachusetts Archives , XXVI, 138; Hutchinson to Jackson, 
5 May 1765. 
I can • t help thinking that my Defence 
alone will di s grace this Gentleman: 
however I shant rest there . It is my 
intention to reduce my complaints 
against him to a set of articles & 
pray a Commission to enquire into them. 
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Bernard had written to Hal ifax giving details about Temple's 
conduct and he added more items in the letter to Povmall to 
be "used as you see fit . " The basis of Bernard's defense 
was unchanged . He added in this letter ~ 
But now I find myself publickly attacked 
by him, it is my desire to connect this 
whole chain of his treatment of me since 
he came into his office . Certainly there 
never was a Govenor so ill treated by a 
subject of the Government, sfEce the 
_Colonies were first planted . 
Bernard exerted every effort, but Cockle was never 
restored to his post . 13 The Governor could do nothing more 
than defend him; to reinstate him was impossible . Bernard 
revealed some pettiness in his dealings with Toovey and 
attempted to injure him further. Early in 1765 when John 
Fisher was appointed collector at Salem by the Commissioners 




employing in your Service one Toovey whom 
you find in office : When you know his 
Story, as an honest Man , you will abhor 
him; as a prudent Man you will have no 
Communication with him . l4 
Bernard Papers, III, 287 ; Bernard to John Povmall, 6 May 1765. 
Cockle dropped out of the picture completely after the inciden 
The Temple Papers contain no reference to any of his activitie 
after his removal. 
Bernard Papers, IV , 41; Bernard to Fisher, 20 April 1765 . 
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The significance of the Cockle incident was far greater 
than its immediate importance. For years the provincial 
faction remembered the facts. An item appeared in the Boston 
Gazette referring to the Cockle incident two years after 
Bernard considered the case closed. In the fall of 1766, 
after Bernard had negatived the Councillors elected by the 
House and had shown no disposition to work in harmony with 
the legislature, the Gazette, the organ of the Boston patriots, 
printed a notice which described Sir Henry Moore , the Governor 
of New York, as: 
A G. that has not turned custom-house 
officer and cockled the simple merchant 
out of his interest to the prejudice of 
the King's revenue, at the same tLme 
representing to the Ministry his desire 
to crush a trade upon which he placed 
his great dependence to inrich himself. 15 
At last shortly before Bernard left the province in 1769 the 
Boston Gazette, which had received a copy from John Temple, 16 
printed the affidavit . Presently, after Bernard left the 
province in 1769, copies of the affidavit and the newspaper 
articles were forwarded to England and published there by 
John Wilkes , the fiery radical who was friendly to the American 
cause. 
If this were the first time Bernard had been accused of 
sharing illicit gains, the writer of this biography might be 
15. Boston Gazette, 3 November 1766. 
16. Ibid., 12 June 1769. 
Bernard Papers, VII, 247; Bernard to John Po,vnall , 12 
June 1769. 
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tempted to dismiss Temple's charges as political maneuver-
ing, but as early as 1759 or 1760 at least one important 
colonial official thought Bernard was guilty of such 
connivance. England was at war with France, then, and the 
French encouraged American shipowners to engage in the 
highly profitable carrying trade of the French sugar islands. 
Some colonial governors granted flags of truce to these 
vessels. Lieutenant Governor Horatio Sharpe of Maryland 
wrote to his brother that "For each flag, my neighbor, 
Governor Denny (of Pennsylvania) rece ives a handsome doucler, 
and I have been told that Governor Bernard in particular has 
also done business in the same way." While this evidence 
is not conclusive it will be noted that Bernard unlike Sharpe 
and Lieutenant Governor Fanquier of Vir ginia did not send 
letters to the Minstry or Board of Trade denying his partie-
ipation or condetnning the practice. Amherst complained of 
the actions of the colonia l governors and Pitt sent out a 
strongly worded circular prohibiting the practice in August 
1760, the same month in which Bernard became Governor of 
Massachusetts. 
Even in Massachusetts the Governor earlier (1761) had 
been accused, though not openly of taking a small bribe from 
17. Horatio Sharpe to Philip Sharpe , 8 February 1760 quoted 
in George Bancroft, History of the United States 
(Boston, 1852), IV, 376-7. -----
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an Indian who came to him for protection. Jonathan Mayhew , 
who repeated the story as he heard it from the Indian , was 
called a liar by Bernard, but there were many who were ready 
to believe in Bernard's gufult. Though Mayhew's biographer 
published a copy of a letter sent to the Governor by Mayhew 
f . 18 in defence o hls statement, ~1is letter is not found 
in the Bernard Papers at Harvard College Library. 
Temple 's charges of corruption were popularly received 
by the people of Boston , who ~nediately judged Bernard to 
be guilty despite the denials by the Governor and his supporters. 
Jonathan Sewall , a prominent member of the bar, published 
a series of articles in the Boston newspapers defending 
Bernard , 19 and while these satisfied Bernard and his friends, 
they had little effect on the popular impression of Bernard's 
guilt. These attacks on Bernard 's honesty were repeated often 
in the years that followed and provided another factor con-
tributing to his unpopularity. 
18. 
19. 
Alden Bradford, Memoir of the Life and Writings of Rev. 
Jonathan Mayhew , D.D. (1j'Oston, 183tr),'"""21'7-225. ---
Thomas Hutchinson, The History of •••• Massachusetts Bty'' 
I II , 112. Sewall , who was a close friend and confidan e 
of John Adams , later became Attorney-General , then 
Solicitor General of Massachusetts . He lived until the 
Revolution at the well -known Craigie House in Cambridge. 
Sewall left the provlnce in 1774 and removed to Bristol, 
England . In 1788 he was appointed a Judge of A&niralty 
for Nova Scotia and New Brunswick . He died in Canada 
20 September 1796. 
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II 
In the middle 1760 1 s Bernard had four sons who were 
approaching young manhood. Francis, Jr., who was born in 
1745, was, after some inducements by his father, attending 
Christ Church, Oxford. John, who was two years younger, 
was apprenticed to a Boston merchant, while Thomas, who was 
born in 1750, and Shute, who was born in 1752, were attend-
ing Harvard College in Cambridge. John served part of the 
time as his father's secretary while learning the mercantile 
business. After Thomas was graduated from Harvard with the 
degree of Bachelor of Arts in 1767 he became his father's 
full time secretary. 20 
There were two unhappy incidents in the Bernard family 
life in this period: the death of one ron and the disgrace 
of another. Shute Bernard was a promising young man , accord-
ing to family accounts, when he entered Harvard in 1767 at 
the age of fifteen. On 5 April of the following year he died 
in Cambridge after four days' illness, and the father's erief 
at this loss was great. In a letter informing Barrington of 
the death Bernard wrote, "I find that a Number of Children 
does not so much reconcile one to the Loss of one, as might 
20. The name of Thomas Bernard headed the list of students 
receivlng the degree from Harvard College. This was no 
tribute to his scholastic attainment but rather as a 
recognition of his social position as the Governor•s 
son. 
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be . . d ,,21 llllaglne • The body wa s buried under one of the arches 
of masonry in Castle William and shortly afterward the body 
of Sir Thomas Adams, who died aboard the Romney, was buried 
next to it. Years later when Fort Independence on the site 
was being remo~ed the elaborate funeral plates and the 
skeletons were uncovered and carried to the southern part of 
t h e island. In 1892 the bodies were removed to Governor's 
22 Island and interred there. 
The oldest son, Francis, who h ad given his f a ther so 
much concern when he ran away during h is visit to .~erica in 
1762-3-4-, did n ot reform a fter returning to England. The 
Governor had finally succeeded in 1766 , after five years of 
effort, in obtaining Fraru{•s app ointment as Joint Naval 
Officer in Bostonf3 but before thi s occurred the young man 
was already in trouble in Eng land. \'Vha t the d ifficulties 
were is not clear, but evidently s h ortly a fter young Bernard's 
graduation from Oxford h e was in difficulty. To his father 
t h e blow of this n ew troublesome i ncident was a h eavy one and 
he wrote at length to the boy expressing his unhappiness at 
21. Bernard Papers, VI, 106; Bernard to Barrington, 20 April 1768. 
22. Edward R. snow, The Islanooof Boston Harbor: Their History 
and Romance (Boston, 1939) 287. Snow g1ves the year of 
Shute's death as 1767 using Mrs. Hi ggins• book as his 
authority, but the Bernard corresp ondence definitely 
establishes the date as 1768. 
23. Massachusetts Gazette, Supplement, 19 June 1766 
Bernard Papers, X, 344; Barrington to Bernard, 25 March 1766. 
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the son's "perpetual Ruination and Disgrace". Bernard 
wrote letters to Shute Barrington, 24 the Viscount's brother 
who was then already famous as an Anglican minister , and to 
others to intercede with Barrington to obtain a military 
commission for Frank in the East Indies or in America . At 
any rate the father insisted that the.wayward youth leave 
England . From his small savings the Governor set aside the 
income of flOOO, about f50 or f60 a year, for his son. The 
boy refused to return to America for more than a year despite 
the father's many attempts to induce him to do so. 
In December of 1766 Bernard wrote a long letter to Frank 
telling of his sacrifices and asking him to return to Amer:ic a. 25 
The following month his letter was even more emphatic and a 
little pathetic . He wrote : 
I beg you to come here as soon as Possible, 
for Advantage is likely to be taken of your 
Absence . As soon as you come here , whether 
we are to agree or disagree, things should 
be settled in the best Manner they can. For 
I will not live in constant Altercation with 
one I love. But I again repeat, it is ab-
solutely Necessary at all Events that you 
should cane here as soon as you can.26 
24. Shute Barrington later became Bishop of Llandlaff (1769), 
of Salisbury, (1782) and finally was named the last 
Prince Bishop of Durham. In 1765 he was Canon of 
Christ Church, Oxford. A. H. Grant, 11 Shute Barrington11 , 
D.A.B., III, 294 . 
25. Bernard Papers, IV, 100; Bernard to Francis Bernard, Jr., 
2 December 1766. 
26. Ibid., IV, 101; Bernard to Francis Bernard, Jr., 15 Jan-
uary 1767. 
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Sophia E. Higg ins, Bernard's great-granddaughter and 
the family historian, 27 does not mention this incident since 
she prepared her family history wi thout the use of the Bernard 
Papers, from which the material must be selected piecemeal. 
In the spring of 1767 Bernard's persuasions (or perhaps the 
young man was convinced t :'la t he could not support himself 
on the meager allowance) proved effe ctive, and the son returned 
to Boston. Perhaps Barrington, the fond, helpful, and, 
fortunately for Bernard, influent ial godfather, was able to 
induce the boy to return. Sometime after 13 May 1767 Francis 
left England and he arrived in Boston shortly before 30 June. 28 
In Boston the son took over his share of the duties as 
associate Naval Officer. In addition he probably served as 
one of his father's secretaries, for Bernard adopted every 
precaution to insure the secrecy of the contents of his letters 
to the Ministry and his English patrons. His study of music 
undoubtedly supplied his recreation, for Frame had inherited 
some of his father's musical ability. At the time of his death 
in 1770 he owned a harpsichord, for which he had paid fifteen 
guineas, and some volumes of the works of Handel and other 
27. Her book The Bernarooof Abington and Nether Winchendon 
contains much iriformatron concerning family tradition 
and history. There are many errors in the work which 
can be corrected only through the use of the Bernard 
Papers, to which Mrs. Higgins did not have access. 
28. Bernard Papers, VI, 28; Bernard to Jackson, 30 June 1767. 
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eighteenth century composers for that instrument. These 
books were sent to England at Bernard's request, 29 and the 
Governor, himself an accomplished musician, probably utilized 
them well . 
III 
The combination of events in May 1766 , the House's 
rejection of Bernard's cronies as Councillors and Bernard's 
negativing of their choices and the sharp exchange of letters 
between the Governor and the House--did not provide an aus -
picious beginning for the 1766 session of the General Court. 
The Council convened and elected James Bowdoin, a wealthy 
Boston merchant who had served in the Council since 1757, as 
President in place of Hutchinson . Since he was in sympathy 
with the provincial lea ders inthe House Bowdoin gradually 
brought about a new and unusual harmony between the Council 
and the House . 
The House in the sunrraer session (1766) accomplished little, 
so intent were the Representatives in the matter of defending 
t~emselves against Bernardts charges. The members of the House 
were informed of the n ature of the Stamp Act repeal, which 
was a royal concession and not a recognition of a colonial 
right, since the Declaratory Act had accompanied the repeal. 
29. Bernard Papers, VIII, 171; Bernard to John Bernard, 15 
February 1771. 
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Bernard also referred to the Stamp Act riots in rather 
vehement language, and the House , somewhat petulant, objected 
to the Governor's implications in the reply. 11 We cannot for-
bear observing," they stated, referring to the Stamp Act 
riots, 11 •••••• your manner of Expression would lead a Stranger 
to think that so horrid an Act of Villainy was perpetrated 
by the Body of the People ." This was not so, they protested, 
adding that 11 Under the Cover of Night a few Villains may do 
much Mischief ; and such was the Case here; but the Virtue of 
30 the People themselves finally suppressed the Mob . 11 
Bernard had more to say concerning the Stamp Act riots. 
The House of Comrnons had passed a resolution stating that any 
persons who in carrying out 
any Acts of the Legislature of Great Britain 
relating to the British colonies in North 
America, had suffered any injury and damage, 
ought tp have full and ample compensation 
made to them for the same by the respective 
Colonies in which such injuries and damages 
were sustained.31 
Shortly after the session opened Bernard received a letter 
forwarding the resolution from Henry Seymour Conway, Secretary 
of State for American Affairs , who was recognized by all as a 
30. Journal of the House (1766-7), 27. 
31. J.H.R. (1766-7), 42. Alden Bradford, Massachusetts State 
Papers, Speeches of the Governors of Massachusetts , 1765 
to 1775, and the Answers · of the House of RepresentatiVeS 
to the Sarae . "\Boston, 1835)~6-81. - -
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friend of the colonies and whose actions in the Stamp Act 
repeal discussions had won high favor. Bernard presented 
Conway's letter to the General Court on 3 June 1766 and 
recommended favorable action. Concerning the matter of the 
compensation, which he called a requisition, for those who 
had lost property in the riots the Governor said: 
The Justice and Humanity of this Requisition 
is so forceful that it cannot be controverted; 
the Authority with which it is introduced 
should preclude all Disputation about com-
plying with it.32 
The House and the Council were i n no hurry to comply 
with Bernard's requisition. They promised to con~ider the 
matter carefully, and the Representatives pointed out that 
if the requisition were founded on grounds "so forceful that 
it cannot be controverted" and the authority introducing it 
"precluded all Disputation about Compliance" then they stated , 
"Vie should be glad to know what Freedom we have in the Case . 11 
They took no further action then and a few days l a ter passed 
a resolution to lay it over "to the next session of this Court, 
that the Members of the House may consult with their Constituents 
33 thereon. 11 
The Governor persisted in his effort to obtain the compen-
sation, sending a statement of the amount of damage done to 
32. J.H.R., (1766-7), 30 . 
33 . J.H.R., (1766-7), 45. A. Bradford, Mass . Stute Papers, 85-91. 
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the property of Hutchinson and others, 34 but the General 
Court was equally stubborn in refusing to take the action 
demanded . The Representatives informed Bernard that they 
felt, "the greatest Abhorrence of the Madness and Barbarity 
of those Persons who were t he Instruments of their Sufferings ." 
They declared , however , that "To make up their Losses appears 
to this House not as an act of Justice , but rather of Gener-
osity," and added that they were "in doubt v1hether they (had) 
any Authority to make their Constituents chargeable with it 
without their express Consent. u35 
Bernard was not concerned with the method of raising 
funds for payment of the oompensation, so eager was he to 
comply with the demands of Parliament. Since he did not have 
to face the voters annually in an election as did the members 
of the House , he had only a slight interest in the attitude 
of the people in this matter . Little else was accomplished 
on this or any other matters before prorogation of this 
session. 
In the fall the General Court convened again and the 
Representatives reconsidered the indemnity problem which 
Bernard presented to t h e House as the first item of business . 
Many tm·ms had left the rna tter of taxation for the payments 
34 . J.H.R., (1766-7), 135. A. Bradford, Mass . State Papers 
35. J.H.R., (1766-7), 13. A . Bradford, Mass. State Papers 
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to the discretion of the Representatives , and so the House 
after a long and spirited debate voted 44 to 36 against 
ordering "a Compensation •••• for the Losses sustained out of 
the public Treasury ." A motion was made to reconsider the 
action and -the second decis ion was the same. Other proposals 
were made , one to hold a lottery for the funds and another 
to allow each town to raise its proportion of the debt as it 
fit b t th h lm . 1 . t d 36 saw , u ese were overw e 1ng y reJec e • 
A new voice was heard on the side of the faction in the 
dispute. Joseph Hawley of North~apton,in the western part 
of the province, opposed any measures for indemnity unless 
it contained a clause providing amnesty for all who bad taken 
part in tile riots. He did not hesitate to introduce person-
alities in his discussion of the merits of the bill. Referring 
to Hutchinson he said, "Of those seeking compensation, the 
chief is a person of unconstitutional principles , as one day 
or other he will make appear ." Some members of the House had 
referred to the resolves of Parliament as being sufficient 
reason to take affirmative act ion on the indemnity proposal , 
and on this idea Hawley made a new and important point. "The 
Parliament of Great Britain11 , he stated emphatically and with-
36. J.H.R., (1766-7}, 159, 168-9, 170, 179-80. 
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out qualification, "has no right to legislate for us. rr37 
Here indeed was a new approach to the matter. For some 
tL~e there had been arguments concerning the right of Parlia-
ment to levy taxes, internal or externa l, on the colonies, 
but now there was a denial of the right of Parliament to 
legislate for t h e colonies on any matter;--a thesis which 
was to gain in importance and acceptance was made almost 
without a challenge. Otis jumped to his feet at t h is address, 
turned and bowed to Hawley, and thanked him for his forceful 
statement, add ing , "he has gone further than I myself have 
yet done in this House." Fortunately for Bernard and perhaps 
for t h e patriots' cause at this time, the argument a nd the 
thesis were not c arried further. 
Finally a resolution was passed ordering that 
a Committee be appointed to bring in a 
Bill for making Compensation to the 
Sufferers ••••••••••••••.••. and also for 
mak ing Provision to idemnify all Persons 
concerned in said Violence. And that 
the Bill, when agreed upon by the House, 
be printed for the Consideration of the 
several Towns in the Province.38 
37. Ernest Francis Brown, Joseph Hawley, Colonial Radical 
(New York, 1931) 105-110. William V. VJells, Life and 
Public Service of Samuel Adams (Boston, 1865 )---r;-127-8, 
also relates this incident. Brown is inclined to think 
the details are probably apocryphal but there is no 
doubt that similar remarks were made in the heated 
discussion at this time. 
38. J.H.R., (1766-7), 178, 179-80. 
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A copy of this resolution was sent to Bernard with a letter 
in which the representatives contrasted the peremptory tone 
of the Governor 's demands with the conciliatory tone of 
Conway's letter. 39 
The bill entitles "An Act for ,..ranting Compensation to 
the Sufferers, and general Pardon, Indemnity, and Oblivion 
to the Offenders in the late times" was ordered printed and 
sent to the towns for consideration. The House was prorogued 
for three weeks so that the Representatives might confer with 
their constituents . ·when the House reconvened in December 
the bill was passed by a vote of 53 to 35. 40 Public funds 
would be used to compensate the persons who lost property as 
a result of the riots. These payments were to end the dis-
cussion of the entire matter , for all persons connected with 
the riots were pardoned . 
In addition to this action the House passed a series of 
resolutions stating that the act had been adopted in conformity 
with "His Majesty's most mild and gracious Reco::mnendation 11 , 
39. Ibid., (1766-7), 191. 
40. J.H.R., (1766-7), 209-213. The .vote was taken on 5 December 
T7667 It 1s 1nteresting to note that most of the votes in 
the ai'firma ti ve were cas.t by members of the provincial 
faction. Adams , Otis, Hancock, Ward, and Hawley all 
supported the measure (as did Andrew Oliver, Jr. of Salem), 
but men like Saltonstall, Dudley, Boardman, and George 
Leonard, who had consistently supported the government, 
were registered in opposition, perhaps because of the 
pardon clause. Even Thomas Cushing the speaker was polled, 
and he, of course, voted for the measure . (Ibid., 210) 
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out of deference to the friendly British leaders, "and for 
the sake of Internal Peace and Order." To this statement 
they added that since 11 the sufferers had no just Claim or 
Demand on t e Province 11 , their action should not serve to 
establish a precedent, and that chose who had sustained 
damages should not have waited until October 1766 before 
presenting their claims to the House , and , above all, should 
have presented the claims to the Massachusetts General Court 
and not to the British Parliament . Nor did the House spare 
the Parliamentary resolutions vhich had intimated that the 
resolves of t he various legislatures had encouraged the 
rioting . The Massachusetts resolutions had been very mild 
and besides, the House was not in session in the summer of 
1765. The legislature would take no res ponsibility for the 
riots in Massachusetts, "as the said Riots hap:;?ened about 
41 two months before any Resolutions were made ." 
The passage of the Act p laced Bernard in a quandar • The 
measure, although it paid the indemnity in full, was clear~ 
unconstltutional since Parliament alone had the right to grant 
amnesty, as the Representatives42 and Bernard were aware. If 
Bernard were to veto the act, t he House of Representatives 
would drop the matter and the Governor would be forced to ex-
plain his failure to obtain reparations to h is English patrons. 
42. The action of some of the pro-government Representatives 
in refusing to approve the ap~ropriation proves this state-
ment . 
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I£ he approved the act his position would also be precarious. 
First the home government would declare the act unconstitu-
tional and perhaps reprimand hlm £or having approved it. Then 
the approval o£ the obviously unconstitutional act might well 
encourage subsequent raids upon the royal prerogative which 
Bernard would have di££iculty in stemmlng since he had approved 
the first. Finally with some misgi vlngs the Governor approved 
the act reasoning, according to Hutchinson , 43 that the clause 
relating to the payment of indemnities would go into immediate 
e£fect, and even if the act should be subsequently rejected, 
the payments could not be recalled. Thus Bernard's principle of 
strict adherence to prerogative was temporarily set aside in 
£avor of more expedient action. 
Having signed the bill, Bernard forwarded the measure to 
England for approval. In May 1767 the Privy Council rejected 
the bill and ordered "that the Governor do £orthvrith require 
the Assembly to pass an ct for compensating the sufferers , 
unmixed wit'n any other macters, in case such compensation shall 
not have been already made. 11 The money had been paid to Hutchinson 
vvho received f3194 , 17 s. 6d., which he had stipulated VIas due 
him, and to Story, Hallowell, and Oliver, Thus no £urther action 
was taken. 44 
-- -------· -------
43. T. Hutchinson, o~. c~t., III, 115. 
44. Hutchinson asked for and received permission to address 
the House, and there in a dignified and graceful speech 
he signified his gratitude to that body. Alden Brad£ord, 
History o£ Massachusetts , (Boston (1822) I, 80; J.H.R. 
r176-6-7) ,--211f.- Andrew Oliver also thanked that oody7 
Ibid., ( 17ci6-7), 220. 
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IV 
Bernard kept the British Ministry and the Board or Trade 
completely informed of the state of the province, but the 
information was frequently ignored and the Governor's rec-
ommendations and advice were seldom taken seriousl~. The 
Ministry was not stable during these years and many of the 
officials were imcompetent in addition to being unfamiliar 
with American problems . Few of the leaders of government 
had ever visited America and most of them were unconcerned 
with the problems of Englishmen so far away from England. 
Perhaps Bernard contributed to this ineffectiveness of the 
Ministry for he complained constantly whenever his ideas and 
ambitions were thwarted by the leaders of the provincial 
faction. Since he had frequently devoted much attention to 
minor controversies, it must h a ve been difficult even for the 
English friends who sympathized with Bernard to appreciate 
his understanding or the American point of view. 
Among those who did understand and approve of Bernard's 
actions was Shelburne, who was serving as Conway's colleague 
as Secretary of State in 1766. 45 Bernard wrote to him about 
the activities of the first session of the legislature in 
1766, when Bernard's friends were defeated for the Council 
45. Bernard Papers, IV, 259-63, 265-7, 271-3. 
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and the Governor negatived the House's cholces of their 
successors. He added to this news or account of that body's 
refusal to accept Conway's recommendations and the Parlia-
mentary resolutions in the indemnity matter . Shelburne 
replied on 13 September, expressing his strong approbation 
of Bernard's policies and adding that 
his Majest~ was extremely sorry to observe 
any degree of ill temper remaining in the 
Colony of Massachusetts Bay, or that points 
should be so improperly agitated as to tend 
to the revival of disputes which every friend 
to America must wish to be forgotten. 
He added too, and this was evidently written for the benefit 
of the legislators, that he hoped the Court would not 
suffer any private consideration to interfere 
with their desire of showing a proper sense 
of that paternal regard which they had ex-
perienced from his Majesty, and of the attentio~~ 
which Parliament had given to their complaints. b 
Bernard lost no time in presenting the letter to the House 
in its fall session, and that body , disturbed by Shelburne's 
insinuations , voted to send a letter to the Secretary of 
State and to their Agent in London, Dennys DeBerdt , 11 tending 
to Remove the unfavorable Impression that has been made by 
the mis-Representations of the Temper and Conduct of His 
Majesty 1 s Province . 11 47 
46. Shelburne to Bernard , 13 September 1766. Referred to-in 
Bernard Papers, VIII, 258. J . H. R. (1766-7), 198, 201 , 202-3. 
47 . J.H.R. (1766-7), 206. A . Bradford , Mass . State Papers, 
99~102 . Although the message did not state-tlle fact , the 
members were certain that Bernard had made the "mis-
Representation~ 
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The payment of the indemnity under these condit i ons--
the misrepresentations of Bernard and the innuendos of 
Shelburne--did not lessen the tension . Rather the hostility 
of the legislatUre ~o the administration increased . Indeed 
the popular faction made sure thab the opposition to the 
Governor was given every opp ortunity to augment their resent-
ment. The control of both branches of the legislature would 
be precarious without the ~upport of public opinion and Otis 
and Adams found a method to obtain this. The seating space 
in the legislative hall was limited , and so voters other than 
the members of the House were unable to attend meetlngs . News 
of the sessions was available only i n the newspapers and in 
the annual Journal . In June 1766 Otis proposed that a gallery 
be erected for public use , and the House enthusiastically 
passed the measure which ordered " That the debate of this 
House be open , and that a gallery be erected for the accom-
odation of such as shall be inclined to attend them . 1148 From 
that day on the size of the audience increased , and Otis , 
Adams , Hawley , Cushing, and other adherents to .the provincial 
cause had a new audience for their eloquent speeches, while 
the Governor was forced to depend without much success upon 
his addresses printed in the newspaper s to obtain the sympathy 
of t he people . 
48 . J.H . R. (1766-7) , 35 . 
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v 
The Governor continued to display his remarkable 
propensity for dissension with the legislature , and the 
legislature on its part embarr assed and harassed the Gover-
nor . Bernard was critic i zed , censured , or deliberately 
annoyed in five different matters : Hutchinson's insistence 
upon a seat in the Council meetings ; two cases of prerogative 
one involving the subsistence of troops without the consent 
of the House and the other involving the reprimand of Mass -
achusetts seamen by the Governor of Nova Scotia; the dismissal 
of Richard Jackson , Bernard ' s friend and confidante , as agent 
of the province ; and , finally , an attempt to rescind the 
grant of Mount Desert Island . 
Despite Lieutenant Governor Hutchinson's defeat for the 
Council in 1766, as stated previously , the Lieutenant Governor 
attended one of the sessions early the following year in the 
company of the Governor and continued t o be present at the 
sessions . He did not speak on any matter , nor did he vote , 
but the patriotic faction objected even to his presence there . 
The Representatives rather than the members of the Council 
objected violently to his insistence on attending the sessions . 
They wrote of their objection to Bernard stating that , if the 
Governor had induced Hut chinson to attend the meetings , they 
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"apprehended that the happ iest Means of Supporting the 
Authority of the Government of Maintaining the Honor of 
the Province will not be consulted t h erein ." If, on the 
other hand , Hutchinson had come in and taken a "Seat of 
his own Motion , 11 they stated, "we are constrained to say 
that it affords a new & additional Instance of Ambition 
and a Lust of Power to what we have heretofore observed . 11 49 
So spoke Joseph Hawley, the Representative from Northampto~ 
Hutchinson, who like Bernard did not give many of the patriots 
credit for sincerity , charged that Hawley 
thought he had not been properly treated 
by the Lieutenant Governor and chief 
justice in the court of common law, and, 
to revenge hlrnself, brought the public 
abuse against h im in the assembly . 50 
Whatever Hawley's motives were, the House took his advice 
and passed a resolution concerning Hutchinson which stated 
11 That he , not being elected a Councillor, had no ri ght by 
the charter to a seat ••••••• with or without a voice, while 
the Commander-in-Chief was in the Province. 1151 
Bernard was not content to let the matter drop , but wrote 
to Shelburne asking for approbation of his point of view in 
49. J.H.R. (1766) 231-4. 
50 . T . Hutchi n son, op. cit., III, 127. 
51 . J.H.R. (1766), 237. 
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the matter. The Secretary replied t hat the issue did not 
concern him but was one for the Council to decide . Bernard 
then instructed Andrew Oliver, the Secretary of the province 
to conduct extensive research in an attempt to justify 
Bernard's contention that Hutchinson and Ol iver were each 
automatically entitled to a vote and seat in the Council 
a ccording to well-established precedents . Oliver prepared 
the report and submi t·ted it on 6 February . According to 
the report, since the establishment of the Charter in 1692 
six men had served as lieutenant-governors. The first of 
these, William Stoughton, had sat in t h e Council although 
he was not one of the Councillors originally chosen. He 
was afterwards e lected to the Council and served until h is 
death in 1701. His successor , Thomas Poney , who 11 was always 
present in Council during his stay11 was never elected for 
the Council . William Tailer who was commissioned in 1711 
sat in Council during that year and in the following spring, 
although he was not elected as a member of the Council until 
1712. William Dummer , who was a ppointed Lieutenant Governor 
in 1716 11 was present in Council" in that year although he was 
not actually elected to the Council until 1717. He was a 
Councillor from 1717 to 1721. 11 In 1721 and 1722, though not 
elected, he frequently sat in Council." From 1723 until 1728 
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when William Burnet arrived Dummer served as Acting Governor. 
VVhen Jonathan Belcher became Governor in 1730 William 
Tai ler was again Lieutenant Governor and Belcher denied h~ 
the right to sit in the Council and Burnet excluded Tailer's 
successor Spencer Phips during his twenty-four year term as 
Lieutenant-Governor as well.n 52 Hutchinson who had been 
elected to the Council in 1749 and reelected annually was a 
member of that body £x election at the time of his appoint-
ment as Lieutenant-Governor in 1758. 
Oliver's report proved nothing conclusively. Although 
he demonstrated that lieutenant-governors had sat in the 
Council in their capacity as lieutenant-governors when they 
were not elected Councillors, he revealed also a precedent, 
established by Jonathan Belcher for excluding them altogether 
from that body. Finally the Council, although a little dis-
pleased at the highhandedness of the House in preswning to 
decide the qualifications for membership in the Council, 
voted unanimously with the Governor present that 
the Lieutenant Governor , by charter has not 
any constitutional right to a seat at the 
Board ; but so far as precedents , and one 
contemporaneous of charter, can justify, he 
is excusable !n taking his seat at the time 
referred to.5 
52. Oliver's report which closes at thi~ point is reprinted 
in full in Samuel G. Drake, The History and Antiquities 
of Boston (Boston, 1856), 728n. 
53. A . Bradford, llass . State Papers, 102. Boston Gazette, 
23 February, 6 April 1767. 
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Thus Hutchinson was not reprimanded by the Council as the 
Boston Representat ive s would have liked, but he was denied 
a seat in the Council . Bernard was annoyed and angry, and 
wrote detailed accounts to the English Ministry of the 
Lieutenant-Governor's martyrdom and of the arrogance of the 
General Court, but the English leaders refused to i nterfere . 
Late in 1766 a company of regulars was stationed at 
Castle \dll i am on tempora ry duty and Bernard , with the advice 
of Council, ordered the Commissary to furnish them with V\hat-
ever they needed, citing the Mutiny Act as his authority . 
When the Assembly met on Otis's motion it sent a message ~o 
the Council to find out "by what authority any Ac ts of the 
British Parlirunent are Registered among the Laws of the 
Province. 1154 Bernard advised t he Council not to answer while 
sitting in its legislative capacity for a ction taken whi~it 
met as Privy Council with him . The Council replied to Otis• 
committee that they llad taken this a ction 11 by order of .the 
Council with the Governor 's advice" , and that the Governor 
would give all of the necessary information. The House 
deemed the answer unsatisfactory and decided to consider the 
matter in its recess . 
54. J.H.R. (1766-7), 216. 
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Picayune through these issues might seem at first they 
were important enough to give the provincial faction some 
concern. Bernard's expenditure of funds could not cripple 
the province financially and was probably, as he averred, 
justified on the basis of the emergency alone. Much of the 
discussion revolved upon the legality of Bernard's act which 
was done without the authority or consent of the House . One 
thing was certain, and this fact disturbed the patriot leaders: 
the action was legally justified by the Mutiny Act of 1764 
which stated that the Assemblies in the colonies were required 
to make provisions for quartering the King's troops. The 
provincial faction had objected to the Sugar Act and the 
Stamp Act on the grounds that Parliament had no right to levy 
taxes on the provinces. Now Bernard's action revealed a new, 
more subtle abuse by Parliament, for if some English Agency 
sent troops into the province without the consent of the 
people there, the provincial legislature would be forced to 
tax the people for t he support of the troops. The question 
involved was not whether Parliament should legislate for the 
colonies, although that was to become the main issue later, 
but whether by such subterfuge as this Parliament might force 
the provinces to raise taxes to support institutions which 
they did not wish to have established. Having placed Bernard 
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in a definsive position, the House was forced to drop the 
matter, for the time for an open declaration of opposition 
to all Parliamentary laws binding the colonies was not yet 
expedient. 
Bernard and the House clashed in another matter of minor 
importance in t he winter of 1766-7, but even this illustrates 
the temper of the House and the deliberate attempts that 
were made to embarrass Bernard. The Governor ordered two 
proclamations by Hugh Palliser, Governor of Newfoundland, 
printed over his signature in Boston newspapers early in 1767. 
The first of these proclamations , dated 8 April 1765, con-
cerned the Palliser's solicitude over t he bad treatment of 
Indians and natives of the cost of Labrador. Traders and 
fishermen in the area , most of whom came from Massachusetts 
were warned to 
trea t them in the most civil and friendly 
Manner in all their dealings with them, 
not to take any Effects from them without 
satisfying them for the same, not to im-
pose on their Ignorance or Necessities, 
not to foment or encourage Quarrels, 
Discord or Animosity among them; and above 
all things, not to supply them with Strong-
Liquors . .............. . 
The second proclmaation, dated 1 August 1766, concerned 
the whale fisheries. Palliser established a set of rules for 
this trade and especially warned whaling crews against the 
bad tre a tment of Labrador natives . Block houses were to 
be erected and guards set along the Labrador coast to stop 
the whalers from 
plundering whoever they find on the Coast 
too weak to resist them, obstructing our 
Ship Adventurers from Britain, •••.•••..•• 
by destroying their Fishery-Works on the 
Shore, stealing their Boats, Tackle, and 
Utensils, firing the Woods along the Coast, 
and hunting for and plundering , taking 
away or murdering the poor Indian natives 
of the Country. 
Lest the people of Massachusetts think that the matter was 
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one wnich did not apply to them Palliser closed this second 
proclamation with this not-too-subtle statement : 
THIS Notification is to be put in the 
Harbours in Labradore, within my Govern-
ment , and through the Favour of His 
Excellency, Governor BERNARD, Copies 
therof will be put up in the Parts within 
the Province of Massachusetts, where the 
whalers mostLy belong, for their 5gforma tion 
before t he next Fishing Season . 
The p roclamations were headed "Notifications published 
that all persons concerned might be apprised thereof. 11 The 
House objected to the charg es and to Bernard's reprinting them 
over his signature, but the Governor insisted that his action 
was proper . The House, however, had the last word, strongly 
reiterated its dissatisfaction with the whole proceeding and 
55. Both proclama tions were printed in the Massachusetts 
Gazette and Boston News-Letter for 8 January 1767. 
then let the matter rest, having placed Bernard on the 
56 defensive once again. 
Even in the matter of the selection of the Agent for 
t h e province Bernard was thwarted. Richard Jackson, who 
had been elected Agent for the province in 1765 largely 
through Bernard's connivance, had felt assured of a three 
year term according to Otis' proposal in January 1765. The 
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House had been using the services of Dennys DeBerdt of London, 
and when Jackson's appointment came up for its annual renewal 
late in 1766 after almost two years of service, the House 
voted to dismiss him from the post. 57 Th e ostensible reason 
for t h e dismissal was that Jackson's obligations as Agent for 
Connecticut would render him unable to perform efficiently 
58 his duties as Agent for Massachusetts. · 
Jackson hardly deserved such treatment, for he had done 
much to exp lain the colonial point of view and was undoubtedly 
instrumental in obta ining t h e repeal of the Stamp Act, but 
all of this was for gotten. Originally Bernard's ·choice for 
t h e post, he had been in constant c?rresp ondence with the 
Governor and witl1 Hutchinson, and consequently t h e Representa-
tives t h ought he was too friendly with these men. To dismiss 
56. J.H.R., (1766-7), 257-8, 340, 360-2. 
57. J.H.R., (1766-7), 207, 208. 
58. Ibid., (1766-7), 216. 
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Jackson would upset the Governor and the new appointee 
might easily be convinced that he owed his post and allegiance 
to the House and not to the Governor of the province. The 
futility of opposing the House in this action forced Bernard 
to consent to the dismissal , but he could not refrain adding 
the provision that Jackson should be paid all of the money 
due him for prior services . The House resented this new 
insult for it was , they declared, 11 an unconstitutional 
Excise of his Power and a Breach of the Privilege of the 
House." They did not intend to deprive Jackson of the money 
due him , for they added , "When the demands of Mr . Jackson 
come properly before us, we shall, as at all tLnes and in 
all cases, take care to do him at least strict-Justice.u 59 
The Council, now in a~1ost complete accord with the House, 
concurred in the action of the Representatives , and the 
Governor approved the dismissal shortly before prorogation. 
In Jackson's place Dennys DeBerdt of London was elected 
60 Agent for the House . 
Bernard personally felt the force of the faction's strength 
and escaped unscathed but chagrined and badly shaken. James 
Otis, who , in 1752 had sponsored and supported a measure to 
grant Mount Desert Island to Bernard as a reward for his 
59. Ibid., (1766-7}, 205. 
60. Ibid., (1766-7), 205. 
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. d t' f h. . . 61 d h. servlces an ne expenses o lS canmlsslon, reverse lS 
stand on the matter completely in 1767. He informed the 
House that the grant was too large, that Mount Desert was 
large enough for thirty townships, and that since the House 
had been deceived in the size of the grant, the Representatives 
had a right to rescind it. 
The House was immediately interested in this opportunity 
to embarrass the Governor, who, though his claim was not yet 
approved by the King , had already invested tl500 in the 
development of settlements there. A committee, of which Otis 
-
was chairman, investigated the matter and having found that 
only about 30,000 acres of the island was usable land, 
recommended that the House drop the matter. Although he did 
not succeed in depriving Bernard of his land, James Otis found 
ample reward in Bernard's embarrassment and discomfiture. 
The Governor retained his land, but the hold was a precarious 
one.62 He renewed his agitation for confirmation of · the land, 
but this was not accomplished until after the Governor had 
left America. 63 
61. See Chapter III. 
62. Bernard Papers, VI, 17; Bernard to Jackson, 9 May 1767. 
63. See Chapter IV. 
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VI 
After the General Court for 1766-67 adjourned in the 
spring of 1767, the Governor laid plans for better control 
in the following year. To be sure, his attitude toward the 
House in this session was not designed to conciliate the 
faction and that group had no desire for harmonious relations 
with the Governor. In the recess before the spring elections 
in 1767, Bernard hoped to rally the royal faction in the 
legislature, to attempt to convert some of the opposition, 
and, since this would not be enough, to make some moves 
toward conciliation with the faction. 
He made sta tements intended for the ears of the opposition 
to some of the persons who were friendly to both factions. 
He intimated that for each crown official elected by the 
House of Representatives to the Council, the Governor would 
approve one of the Councillors negatived the year before. 64 
The Otis-Adams faction was delighted with this concession, 
for they recogniz~d it as a confes s ion of weakness on the part 
of the Governor , though they had no intention of meeting it. 
Though some seats were vacant, the p rovincial faction 
controlled the Council , and they saw no reason to jeopardize 
this majority . The election of colonial officials and members 
of the faction in equal numbers would only serve to chose 
64 . Bernard Papers, VI, 211-4; Bernard to Shelburne , 30 May 1767. 
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persons whose votes would cancel each other . Beside this, 
the negatived Councillors were all members of the House and 
so were not deprived of an opportunity to carry on their 
activities for the cause in t h e legislature. The royal 
officials dropped from the Council had no other legislative 
i nf luence. 
In the election of Councillors Hutchinson fell three 
votes short of a majority . The House elected t h e six repre-
sentatives who had been rejected the year before. Bernard 
negatived five of the Councillors. He approved the sixth , 
Nathaniel Sparhawk of Kittery , a son-in-law of William 
Pepperell, who he said, "had behaved with more decency than 
the rest." The House did not appeal Bernard's action and 
allowed the vacancies to rema in.. Thus a new and l.1ost ile 
session of the General Court, with new and more Lnportant 
problems, came into being. 
For Francis Bernard this year had been a horrible night-
mare and there seemed to be no end to the disturbances in 
sight. But t h e Governor's troubles were only beginning for 
the next two years were to bring new problems , new and renewed 
quarrels, more displays of power on the part of the provincial 
faction and of obstinacy on the p art of the Governor . The 
provincial faction moved slowly and carefully toward a goal 
in which the entire relationship between the mother country 
and t he province was changed. 
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Chapter VIII 
Francis Bernard and Colonial Government : The Plan for an 
American Aristocracy 
The accusation levelled most frequently against 
Francis Bernard was that he was constantly wont to uphold 
the prerogative of the Crown and Parliament, even when the 
demands of this group conflicted with the rights of the 
people of the province . He did, according to his own free 
admissions, disapprove of many of the policies of t h e home 
government toward the colonies, but, since he believed that 
the sovereignty lay "in the hands of the King in Parliament", 
he was certain that it was his duty to carry out these 
policies, even when pressure was brought to bear on him in 
Boston and despite his own personal belief concerning the 
efficacy of the laws. 
The extent of his devotion to laws adopted by the 
Parliament and the King was obvious in two outstanding dis-
putes of the period: the discord that grew out of the passage 
of the Sugar Act of 1764 and the colonial opposition to the 
Stamp Act o~ 1765. In the case o~ the Sugar Act he had 
vainly advised the Ministry not to levy the new duties, and 
he correctly gauged the effect of the passage of the Stamp 
Act on the people of the province. Bernard was personally 
opposed to both of t hese laws, for he saw in colonial 
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opposition to these measures a strong rallying point for 
those who were striving to encourage the colonists to accept 
the principle that popular rights must be asserted even at 
the expense of t h e royal prerogative. This was t h e Governor, 
on one side knowing that the home g overnment was wrong and 
was treading on dangerous ground, and on the other side 
determine d as a loyal Crown app ointee to carry out the will 
of the King and Parliament . 
Bernard was certain that there were many imperfections 
in the policies of the h ome government toward the Colonies. 
Many of these weaknesses, according to the Governor, grew 
out of the fact t h at no definite set of rules had been es-
tablish ed for the government of t hese English subjects who 
had established homes at such a dist ance fr om the British 
I s les. With characteristic confidence in his own wisdom and 
abilities, Bernard developed a hypothetical set of policies 
which he f o r warded i n 1764 to h i s patrons and friends abroad 
under the title Principl~~ of Law and Polity, Applied to ~he 
American Colonies . l 
Bernard sent copies of h i s plan to Barrington on 23 
June 1764 and asked him, if he thought the plans deserved 
notice, to send cop ies of his theory to Lords Hillsborough 
1. This was printed in 1174 as a part of t h e book entitled 
Select Lett ers on the Trade and Government of America 
and the Pr1nc1pl€;s-o-f Law and Polity (Londoll; 1774). 
These-frinciples are-contained 1n pages 67 to 85 of this 
book . 
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and Halifax.2 Richard Jackson, who soon afterward was 
Bernard's choice for Agent for Massachusetts, and John 
Pownall, Secretar~ of the Board of Trade, a l so received 
copies.3 Bernard had been sending suggestions for improving 
the colonial governments for some years and even suggested 
on two occasions that he would be willing to return to 
England temporarily (if his expenses were paid , of course) 
to advise the Ministry on the matter. 4 
II 
In these Principles he set down definite rules to be 
established and decided suggestions for putting these 
principles into practical use. Despite the fact that the 
problem on a new government for the colonies was one of the 
subjects on vrhich the British Ministry had asked the advice 
of the Board of Trade in May 1763, there is not much evidence 
that Bernard's plans were ever seriously considered for 
Adoption . To be sure, colonial opposition to other Parlia-
mentary policies occupied much of the attention of the home 
group , and when a drastic reform was decided upon, it came 
too late. Undaunted by the fact that his plans were not 
2. Bernard's choice of Barrington as an Intermediary between 
him and Halifax was a wise one, for Barrington considered 
Halifax 11 one of the oldest & most intimate friends I have 
in the World . 11 (Bernard Papers,X,296) 
3. The letter to Barrington is #6 in the Select Letters. 
The letter to Po\vnall is #7 . Barrington's letter, dated 
11 July 1764 is found in Bernard Papers,III,235-6; the 
letter to Pownall is in Bernard Papers,III,239-40. 
4 . Bernard Papers,III,66; Bernard to Townshend, 18 May 1763. 
Ibid.,III,67; Bernard to Jackson, 21 May 1763. 
seriously considered, Bernard bombarded his patrons in 
England for five years with letters containing frequent 
references to his ideas for establishing these relationships 
more firmly. 
These ideas were not repeated in his Principles of 
Law and Polity, in which the Governor dealt for t~1e most 
part in abstract political philosophy. He stated his purpose 
in his introduction thus: 
The writer has avoided declamation and 
kept close to argument. He has reduced 
his whole subject into a set of propo-
sitions, beginning vlith the first principles 
which are self-evident, proceeding to propo-
sitions capable of positive proof , and de-
scending to hypotheses whi ch are to be de-
termined by degrees of probability only.5 
Bernard stated first t h e principle that the sovereignty 
of Great Britain lay in the hands of the King and Parliament 
and that Parliament had the right to make all laws. Parliament 
might, he agreed, grant ~ allow separate legislation in the 
colonies. Bernard stated specifically that this was a grant 
and not an ~bsolute righ~. He went further than this and 
maintained that this grant of the privilege of separate 
legislation "must be exercised in subordination to the 
sovereign power from which it is derived. 11 6 Since the Privy 
Council of the King could reject any law passed by the 
legislature and approved by the Governor, this did not 
represent any change in policy. 
5. Select Letters, etc., 68. 
6. Ibid., 71-3. 
In Prlnciple 36 Bernard recommended that the colonies 
should "pay the charge of the support of their own Govern-
ments and of their own defence." 7 Since one of the items 
on which the British Ministry had asked the advice of the 
Board of Trade in 1763 was the matter of the colonies 1 
contributing to the cost of maintaining the King l s forces 
in America, this principle should have been acceptable in 
England . Bernard also reiterated the right of Parliament 
to raise taxes in any part of the Empire , but, he stated, 
"it would be most adviseable to leave to the Provincial 
Legislature the raising of the internal taxes 11 .8 Having 
straddled the issue well, Bernard further advised that: 
It would mal{e it more agreeable to the 
people , though the sum to be raised 
was proscribed, to leave the method of 
taxation to their ovm legislature. 9 
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These "Principles" were compromises between the American 
and the British points of view. The provinces had been pay-
ing the costs of their own governments by provincial legis-
lation and, according to the Bernard plan, this procedure 
was to continue. Tne provinces had frequently been reimbursed 
for a large part of the money spent in the defense of the 
colonies, but under this proposal the entire cost of the 
defense measures would be borne by the provinces. This 
7. Ibid., 76--
8 . Ibid.,77 
9. Ibid. ,78 
proposal was in complete agreement vii th the recommendations 
of the Board of Trade. The legislatures would , as they had 
insisted, be allowed to levy t h eir own internal taxes. The 
plan should have been acceptable in England, but there was 
a flaw from the American point of view. The right, hitherm 
limited to the American assemblies, to raise money for the 
support of their governments, would be abridged. The 
Ministry would prescribe the amount the Assemblies should 
raise for the governments and defense of America and the 
Assemblies would be allowed merely to determine how the 
money should be raised. This plan if adopted by the Ministry, 
would have caused as much disension as did the Sugar and 
Stamp Acts. 
For those persons who in 1764 had insisted upon the 
policy of "No taxation without representation", Bernard had 
something to offer. In his opinion, granting a share in 
imperial legislation to the colonies would be an impractical 
measure, but representation of the colonies in Parliament 
was recommended as an expedient measure . Although Bern~rd 
went to great pains to assert that the authority of Parliament 
was not to be questioned , he ~elt that such colonial repre-
sentation would serve to quiet disputes concerning such 
authority . 10 
10. Ibid.,79; Principles 61-3 
This stand for colonial representation in Parliament 
was in keeping with the demands of some members of the 
colonial faction at thattime . James Otis in his The 
Rights of the British Colonies Asserted and Proved had 
approved of this principle in this same year (1764). He 
wrote: 
When the parliament shall think fit to 
allow the colonists a representation 
in the house of commons, the equity of 
their taxing the colonists will be as 
clear as their power is at present of 
doing it as they please.ll 
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One of the Boston Res olutions of 28 May 1764 which instructed 
the town's representatives, Tyler, Otis, Cushing, and Thacher, 
to seek the repeal of the Sugar Act, stated: 
If taxes are laid upon us, in any shape, with-
out our having legal representation where they 
are laid, we are reduced from the character of 
free subjects to t he state of tributary slaves . 1 2 
Bernard can hardly be blamed for believing that he had 
made a concession that would be received with pleasure in 
America . But Otis' pamphlet and the Boston resolutions 
contained certain loopholes. Otis, while making concessions 
to the power of Parliament had ridiculed Thomas Po\vnall's 
ll. James Otis, The Rights of the BritJl:Sh Colonies Asserted 
and Proved, (London, 1764)~. 
12. Instructions of the Town of Boston (Boston, 1764), 
There lS alsoa London ediTion of this same year 
(published by J . Abnon) which is contained in the same 
volume vii th Otis' work . 
pamphlet, The Rights of the Colonies stated and Defended13 
which had also advocated Parliamentary representation. 
The Boston resolution had stated specifically that the 
people of the town were opposed to the Sugar Act since it, 
they claimed, "annihilated our charter rights to govern 
and tax ourselves." In Otis' case he was beginning to 
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vacillate and he spoke more for himself than he did for 
the faction. Since his work was appearing in print it was 
necessary that his approach be a more cautious one than 
that of the less ubiquitous members of the faction, who 
spoke much but wrote little. 
Otis and the other members of the faction soon realized 
the impracticability of the plan of Parliamentary representa-
tion. The American representatives, if representation were 
granted , could at best be only a hopeless minority in Commons 
and could never hope that their will would prevail . Any 
bill, even one for colonial taxation , could be passed over 
their opposition, and they woul d have no appeal or hope for 
repeal since they had been members of the body that had 
13. Thomas Pownall, The Rights of the Colonies Sta ted and 
Proved (London, 1765). PownalT:repeated thls prlnciple 
in his Speech in Favour of America, (1769) and his 
Administration-of the British Colonies (London, 1774). 
In a letter to Hut ch lnson dated 9 September 1767, Pownall 
wrote , "Now from principle opinion, thinking it best 
both for Great Britain and the Colonies, on the plan 
of a general union of the parts, I shall always support 
the doctrine of the colonies sending representatives to 
Parliament . I have done, and I shall do it as long as 
I am in Parliament, both in Parliament and out of the 
House ••• 11 (Mass. Hist . Society Coll., Third Series , I, 
148-9.) -- --
passed the law. The principle that only the American 
legislatures had the right to levy taxes was soon the 
only rallying cry heard and this was giv.e almost unanimous 
acceptance at the Stamp Act Congress the following year, 
which included among its resolutions the p rinciples that: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
III •••• it is inseparabl~ essential to the 
freedom of a people, and the undoubted 
right of Englishmen, that no taxes be imposed 
on them, but with their own consent, given 
personally , or by their representatives. 
IV. That the people of the colonies are 
not, and from their local circmnstances, 
cannot be represented ln the house of 
commons in Great Britain. 
V. That the only representatives of the 
peo~)le of these colonies are persons c hosen 
t~erein by themselves, and that no taxes 
ever have been, or can be constitutionally 
imuosed upon1 4hem, but by their respective legislature. 
III 
Having developed his thesis to this point, Bernard was 
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now ready to reveal the glaring fault in the American system 
of government and to suggest his plan for the establishment 
of a colonial aristocracy as a means of remedy. His belief 
in the necessi t-s of this aristocracy developed naturally 
from his conviction that such a clas s was necessary in order 
to balance t he relationship between the King and his American 
subjects . Bernard maintained that there should be a third 
- ----- ------
------ . ------
14. Thomas Hutchinson, History of the Province of Massachusetts 
Bay, (Boston, l936)"7rri,345:-- - ---
"real and distinct" legislative power, "mediating between 
the King and the People, which is the peculiar excellence 
of the British Constitution. 11 15 
In Massachusetts for example the Legislature had two 
branches, the House of Representatives, whose members were 
elected by the town meetings held in the var ious towns of 
t he province , and the Council, whose members were elected 
by t h e House of Representatives with the approval of the 
Governor. It was this second institution, the Council, 
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that Bernard thought should have been reformed. The Council 
served a dual function: it was a legislative body which 
passed on bills originating in the House, and it also served 
as Bernard's Privy Council. As a legislative branch it met 
under the direction of a president elected by the members. 
For some years this President had (until 1766) been Thomas 
Hutchinson. When it met as a Privy Council Bernard usually 
presided.16 In his plan for the reformation of this 
15. Select Letters, etc., 83; Principle 86. 
16. Bernard gives an historical account of the development 
of this system in a letter to Shelburne dated 21 February 
1767, in which the Governor stated that all of the 
Governors to Shirley had presided over the Council when 
it met in its legislative capacity. "When Shirley succeeded 
It was moved in Council that the Council whi le sitting 
in their Legislative capacity should act separately from 
the Governor, which Governor Shirley admitting, ceased to 
preside in the Legislative Council but continued to be 
present when ever he thought proper and very frequently 
I have observed this rule; & neither have desired to pre-
side or interfere with their debates as a Legislative: but 
I have claimed a Right to be present at these debates when-
ever I please, & give them such information as should seem 
to me to be necessary to a right Judgement to the Questions 
before them •••••••• " (Bernard Papers, VI,l87-8). 
legislative-executive branch Bernard conceived the idea 
for the establishment of a colonial aristocracy. 
The two branch es were responsibe almost entirely to 
popular will. The House was immediately responsible to the 
people since its members had to face re-election annually 
at town meetings. In turn the members of the Council, 
dependent upon the good graces of the House for election 
to their posts, were indirectly responsible to the people. 
Onl.y the possibility of the ne gativing of the election of 
Councillors by the Governor17 remained as a check upon 
popular excesses in that branch. Despite his veto power, 
Bernard felt that t h is combination, the rej)resentatives 
resp onsible to the people and the Council dependent u p on 
the representatives, added "weight to the popular and 
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lighten(ed) t h e royal scale: so as to destroy the balance 
between the roy~l and popular powers. 1118 At this time (1764) 
the Council was in conservative h ands and most of Bernard's 
wishes were grante d b this body. There was in 1764 little 
justification for Bernard's distrust of the Council's position, 
but t h e attitude of t h at body after 1766 , when the provincial 
faction in the House extended its power to the Council, proved 
Bernard's point. 
17. Bernard 1iiid not- yet negatlved any ele.cted Counc-illor at 
this time ( 1764) 
18. Select Letters, etc.,83; Principle 87. The itallics are 
Bernard's. 
Through the establishment of an Amer ican nobility 
the position of the King would be strengthened and this 
problem of the overbalance of popular power would be solved. 
An American nobility and aristQcratic class would be es-
tablished which would hold a position similar to that of 
the House of Lords in Great Britain and would serve the 
same purpose, not to lessen the popular power, but to serve 
as a buffer between the popular power and the crown positian. 19 
There is a popular saying in England that it re quires 
the passing of thre e centuries to make a good lawn and one 
full century to century to develop a gentleman. Perhaps 
Bernard was aware of this adage, for he knew that it would 
be impossible to create a noble class overnight in this 
America, which in the minds of many Englishmen was only a 
few steps removed from aboriginal civilization. Bernard 
solved this problem by suggesting that America was not ready 
for an hereditary nobility, but might be able to absorb a 
system of "Nobility for life." Unlike the British system o:f 
the inheritance of the family title by the eldest son or the 
nearest relative in a male line, this system would limit the 
ownership of the title to the person upon whom it had been 
conferred, and u p on his death the title might presumably be 
given to another at the King's pleasure. 
~ The idea of an American nobility is presented in 
Principles 88 and 89 of the Princip les of Law and 
Polity . (Select Letters, etc.,83.) -- ---
This then was the crov~ning point in Bernardts plan 
for the revision of the American government. From the 
King's appointees and from the ranks of the people of the 
colony a new class of Americans, a "Nobility appointed by 
the King for life, and made independent", would evolve. 
This new nobility would form the third branch of the legis-
lature. Since the members o£ this third group would owe 
their appointments and their titles to the King their first 
allegiance would be to him. In this manner the royal 
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position in America would be strengthened, or at least the 
scale of government , now so heavily weighted on the popular side 
at the expense of the crovm position, would be balanced. 
The plan would, Bernard emphatically concluded, "probably 
give strength and stability to the Amer ican government , as 
effectually as an hereditary Nobility does to that of Great 
Britain." 20 
IV 
Although Bernard had distributed his pamphlet among 
many influential Britons there is no evidence that the ideas 
were ever taken seriously, probably because so many other 
colonial problems occupied the attention of the Ministry . 
Two copies of the original essay had been sent to Barrington, 
and one copy each to John Pownall and Richard Jackson. 
20. Ibid.,83; Principle 89. 
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Bernard had hoped that the copies sent to Barrington would 
be forwarded to Lord Halifax, then serving as the Secretary 
of State for the Southern Department, and to Lord Hillsborough, 
the President of the Board of Trade, then absent in Irelan~ 
One month after sending the pamphlet Bernard sent 
another copy to Barrineton for his own use and in his letter 
acc ompanying the essay, he wrote: 
I have nothing to add but that the 
Experience of explaining to the 
Americans the nature of their own 
rights keeps encrasing as new Pam-
pletts on the popular Side are com-
ing out. If your Lordship should 
think that this Paper affords a 
proper System for such an explain-
ation, I am quite prepared to enforce 
& extend the principal propositions 
thereof, by observations of my own & 21 conclusions drawn fr om them •••••••••• 
Bernard was personally certain that t hese were good 
ideas, and he hoped that if the basic philosophy proved 
acceptable, he might expand the thesis. Not content with the 
distribution of copies of the essay, he asked Barring ton in 
t h is letter, to attemp t to "procure Lord Mansfields t h oughts 
upon it." Bernard was leaving no stone unturned for if the 
plan were approved b y Mansfield, t h e eminent jurist wh o was 
a member of t h e Cabinet, Speaker of the Hou se of Lords, Chief 
Justice of the King's Bench , and a staunch supporter of the 
royal prerogative, Bernard's success would be assured. 
21. Bernard Papers, III,236; Bernard to Barrington, 23 July 1764. 
In September of 1764 Barrington wrote a letter to 
Bernard which dealt with many personal and private matters. 
The Governor's letter of 23 June was acknowledged, and 
Barrington added that he had already given a copy of the 
essay to Halifax and would forward the other to Hills-
borough upon his return from Irelandl2 Early in the follow-
ing month Barrington wrote to Bernard about the death of 
Lady Barrington and made this brief comment on Bernard's 
plan: 
I have presented your work to Lord 
Halifax who admired it greatly, and 
says it is the best thing of the kind 
by much that he has ever read: I am 
persuaded Lord Hillsboroug~ will not 
give it less commendation. 3 
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This letter was evidently not received by Bernard until 
1 t . D b 24 a e 1n ecem er. In the meantime Bernard bad written a 
remarkable letter to Halifax in which he not only informed 
the Secretary of pis plans of government but also volunteered 
information about a plan to change the boundaries of the New 
England colonies. Bernard explained that the division of New 
England into governments of suitable size and proper boundaries 
would not be difficult "if it was unimbarrassed with the 
Politics Prejudice and Humours of' the People." Any difficulties 
that might arise would grow out of "the bad policy of es-
tablishing republican :forms of' Government in the British 
22. Ibid., X,l87; Barrington to Bernard, 7 September 1764. 
23. Ibid., X,l95; Barrington to Bernard, 3 October 1764. 
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Dominions." His plan for the reorganization of the colonies 
on a geographical basis is an interesting one. First the 
governments of Rhode Island and Connecticut should be 
dissolved . The new province of Massachusetts would then 
consist of all of the province as it existed then except 
Maine , all of New Hampshire and Rhode Island, and all of 
Connecticut east of the Connecticut River. The second 
province would consist of Maine and western Acadia , and 
all of the land farther east would make up the third province . 
Bernard did not overlook the fact that religious 
differences among the colonies as they were now composed 
might cause some dissension. By dividing Connecticut at 
the Connecticut River two potential sources of dissension 
would be removed: New Haven, the seat of Yale College, 
Harvard's Congregationalist rival, and Hartford , the province's 
other religious center. New Hmapshire was good Congre gation-
alist territory and so there should be no religious difficulty. 
Only Rhode Island with its Quakers, Baptists, Congregational-
ists, Ep iscopalians, an its Sephardic Jews , 25 might be difficult 
to absorb. In Bernard's opinion, however , religious differences 
had become "so entirely subservient to politics, that, if the 
state of the Government is reformed, and a p erfect Toleration 
secured , Religion will never give any trouble." 
25. The first Jewish synagogue in America was founded in 
Newport in 1763. 
This new province of Massachusetts would be, accord-
ing to Bernard, the ideal place to attempt his new experi-
ment, which he then unfolded. In order to develop the 
11most perfect form of government for a mature American 
province", a third legislative power must be devised, he 
stated. The functions of the Massachusetts Council should 
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be divided, according to Bernard, into two separate classes, 
and there should be a Legislative Council and a Privy Council. 
The members of the legislative Council should be appointed 
by the King for life and might be removed only for misde-
meanors and only upon the judgment of the members of this 
Council. Thus the legislative Council would parallel the 
House of Lords in every respect except that the posts made 
vacant by death, resignation, and removal would be filled 
by appointment rather than by inheritance as in the House 
of Lords. 
The Privy Council, the second branch, would "be appointed 
by His Majesty during his Pleasure and •••••• be composed by 
Members of each House or of Persons belonging to neither as 
there shall be occasion." In this letter to Lord Halifax no 
mention was made of making these men or men serving in such 
positions members of a new American nobility, but this seems 
to follow logically from the scheme. 
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By some rather unusual logic Bernard was certain that 
the popular faction would lose little if his plan were 
adopted. He reasoned that to allow the members of the 
middle legislature (the Legislative Council) to be removed 
by the people, who had no hand in their appointment, would 
be unconstitutional. On the other hand the people would 
object to the arbitrary removal of t h e Councillors by the 
King. The answer was to appoint them for life and thus they 
would be independent of both the King and the people. 
It was in this point that Bernard displayed an amazing 
naivete, or at least seemed convinced that these Americans 
would prove extremely gullible. The Council as it existed 
in 1764 was elected by the representatives who were chosen 
by the people. By keeping the membership of the Board under 
t he control of the people's representatives, tlw people had 
an indirect control over the membership of the Council. The 
advocates of popular rights were expected to give up this 
privilege in exchange for two Councils, one whose members 
were selected by the King for life and t h e other whose members 
served at the King's pleasure. In neither case were the 
people or their representatives to have any power to appoint, 
recommend, or remove any of the members of the Councils. 
Bernard was engaging in wishful thinking when he expected 
that the House of Representatives, ever wary of any abuse of 
its prerogative , would be willing to give up an important 
part of its power in exchange for nothing. 
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The new Council obviously ~ould be filled with royal 
favorites for it would undoubtedly consist of men reconnnended 
by Bernard. The plan if adopted would give these officials 
a legislative pover they did not yet possess. In Eneland 
it was not unusual for a member of the House of Lords to 
serve as a King's appointee in an administrative, executive, 
or judicial capacit , as did Halifax, Hillsborough, Shelburne, 
and Mansfield , among many others serving in a dual capacity. 
Even the possibility of attaining the privilege of serving 
on the Privy Council could not have tempted these representa-
tives who served the patriot cause. Through. their po.7er of 
electing the members of the Council, the members of the House 
already controlled the membership of Bernard 1 s Privy Council. 
Had ti1is plan been adopted it would have pleased only 
two groups of people and would have had little conciliatory 
effect on the faction that Bernard hoped to reconcile. Only 
the royal appointees in the province, who would have been 
made members of one of the Councils and as such would have 
attained noble rank and their friends, supporters, and rel-
atives who would hope for eventual reward would have been 
enthusiastic about the scheme. The patriotic faction, already 
protesting Parliamentary encroachment on what its members 
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deemed were colonial rights, would have resented this further 
assertion of the royal prestige at the expense of popular 
representation. Such men as Oxenbridge Thacher and James 
Otis, who were constantly analyzing the colonial position 
would certainly have used the plan as another rallying point 
of protest. Luckily for Bernard and his followers at this 
time, the letter to Halifax was not brought to light until 
years after the entire controversy was settled. 
Those who were not certain of their stand and only 
waited for one faction or the other to prove to be stronger 
might have been persuaded, if such a plan were adopted to 
support the royalist cause. There were many lav~ers, repre-
sentatives (particularly from western Massachusetts) , trades-
men, and former soldiers who were not certain of their attitudes 
on certain issues of the day, and who hesitated to join the 
royalist cause because it showed littl e strength and because 
the popular faction was certainly the more vocal one. With 
the establishment of a strong royalist branch of government, 
and with the possibility of rewards for serving it made 
apparent, these men might have been converted to the royalist 
cause. 
Bernard presented in this letter a plan to create an 
independent class of royal appointees. The various appoint-
ments to royal posts were made by the King or by Bernard in 
the name of the King, but the salaries for these posts were 
paid by the provincial legislatures. Bernard, fearing that 
the cantrol of the purse strings for this purpose gave the 
legislatures too much power26 proposed that a Civil List 
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be established by the Ministry for the support of the Crown 
officers. Thus Bernard, who a few months previously in his 
essay had advocated that each colonial government should be 
self-supporting, now proposed that t'le home government provide 
a subsidy for the support of its colonial officers, "that 
they who hold the reins of Government and the balance of 
Justice may no way be subject to popular influence • 11 Three 
actions had prompted this suggestion. One was an idle threat 
made in the summer of 1764 when the Sugar Act controversy 
raged in the House. A member said when the bill for appro-
priating money for Bernard's salary was proposed that if the 
British government levied taxes without the House's consent 
they ought to pay the Governor . This disturbed Bernard but 
not as much as later actions of delaying appropriations for 
his salary and finally refusing to pay him angered him. 
Hutchinson's additional allowance as Chief Justice was with-
held by the House after the argument over the money bill in 
1762, and Edmund Trowbridge was forced to wait for more than 
one year for full payment due him as Attorney-General. These 
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threats would be eliminated by Bernard's plan. A class of 
royal appointees, who would fill the administrative offices 
and perhaps serve on the Council and who, since their 
salaries would be guaranteed, could carry out their duties 
with out concerning themselves with the caprices of colonial 
legislatures, would be firmly e stablished. 
Bernard hoped t h at if his p lan were adopted the King 
would do so in a royal proclamation with which, according 
to his conviction, "th e consent of the Colonies will be 
27 
absolutely necessary." If, on the other hand, the plan were 
adopted by the King in Parliament, the consent of t h e colonies 
would not be necessary , but, the Governor advised, would be 
11 very expedient. 1128 
Some aspects of Bernard•s plan might have been put in 
effect a few years earlier when Pownall was Governor since 
t h ere was no antipathy toward h im, but a rea ding of the 
popular pamphlets and newspapers of t h e 1760's and a con-
sideration of the attitude, p op ularity, and vocal strength 
--------27. There is noth ing in the Mass. charter of 1691 to in-
dicate t h at the legislature was g iven the p rivilege 
of approving or rejecting t he proclamations of the 
King . Perh aps Bernard thought it might be advisable 
f or t h e Colonial legi s latures to adopt t h e King •s 
Proclamation a s a le g islative measure. 
28. The p rinciple t hat Parliament could not le g islate for 
t he colonies on any matter had not yet been popularly 
asse r ted. Bernard 1 s letter to Halifax, which has forme d 
t h e basis for t h is section is not contained in the 
Bernard Papers. A copy of the letter written 9 November 
l764 is found in Jared Sparks, Ed., British Papers 
Relating to t h e American Revolution,II,39-42. The 
original is in Volume 41 in the State Paper Off ice, 
London. 
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of· the popular faction provide convincing evidence that 
the plan would have been strongly attacked in the colonies 
at that time. With singular good fortune Massachusetts 
possessed men who were good writers , eloquent orators, and 
who possessed the leadership qualities so greatly needed. 
So many of these men--Otis, Thacher, Hawley, Sam Adams, 
Hancock, and Bowdoin, among others--were no longer interested 
in English rewards, which some had already tasted and re-
jected. Nor were they concerned with wealth which some, 
like Bowdoin and Hancock , already had, which others like 
Otis and Thacher, might have earned easily by their skills, 
and for which others, and this was especially true of Samuel 
Adams, seemed to have only contempt. The patriots were for 
the most part concerned with American rights and privileges 
and were not awed by rank or station. Most of them were 
held in great respect by their constituents and were too 
recently removed from the ranks of workmen and middle-class 
tradesmen to be seduced by promises of pseudo-nobility. 
Bernard's concern for a balanced government in Massa-
chusetts was the basis of only one of the many controversies 
over the same issue in the English world at this time. The 
English constitution in the eighteenth century consisted, 
as Cadwallader Colden stated, "in a proper balance between -::;:::. 
the monarch ical, aristocratical and democratical forms 
of g overnment, 1129 and that principle was extended as far 
as p ossible in ten of the North American colonies. Many 
colonial conservatives, and even many who espoused the 
colonial cause, accepted this principle. Only in Mass-
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achusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut was there lacking 
30 
any 11 aristocratical 11 branch of the p rovincial government . 
The Council in Massachusetts, that body which should have 
represented the aristocracy (according to Bernard's concept 
of "balance") and, which in most colonies did, was elected 
by t h e House of Representatives and since Councillors were 
elected annually the House had an excellent check . 31 That 
the Council had remained conservative and for the most part 
subservient or at least agreeable to the Governor's wishes 
at the time .(1764) was only Bernard's good fortune . The 
action of the House in its control of Council membership 
throu~~ forced resignations and its refusal to elect members 
opp osed to the provincial faction's ideas was to provide for 
Bernard his best argument for t h e statement that the government 
29. Quoted in Leonard Woods Labaree, Conservation in Early 
American History (New York 1948) 131. 
30. In Rhode Island and Connecticut t he Governor , Lieutenant 
Governor (called Deputy Governor in Rhode Island) and 
assistants were popularly elected . In Massachusetts the 
Governor was a royal ap ~ ointee but the Councll and House 
were resp onsible to popular willw 
31. In New Jersey Bernard had nominated members of the Council 
and had sent the names of the nominees to the Board of 
Trade for approval. (See Chapter II) 
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of the province was getting out of hand when the balance 
of power was completely upset and one faction, the people 
or "democratical" element, had achieved control . 
v 
In England in 1764 Halifax was busily conferring with 
Grenville on the plans for raising a tax in the colonies 
which finally resulted in the passage of the Stamp Act. 
Bernard had written to Barrington in December that he was 
"very much flattered by my Lord Halifax's approbation of 
the essay.rr32 Halifax's approbation did not signify that he 
was willing to put the plan into execution, for the British 
Ministry had many other plans regarding the colonies to 
consider before any hypothetical vmrk on the organization 
of the colonies should be debated. 
In the next year, after the Strunp Act had been passed 
and t he controversy was well under way, the Grenville 
Ministry resigned and William Pitt be g an to form a new 
cabinet on 8 July 1765. Barrington became Secretary at ~ar 
and Halifax resigned as Secretary of State for t he Southern 
Department.33 Bernard, too, had his own troubles at home in 
attempting to enforce the Stamp Act, and so little more was 
said for some time about his plans for t he colonial govern-
ment and the establishment of a colonial aristocracy. 
32. Bernard Papers, III,271; Bernard to Barrington, 27 
December 1764 • 
. 33. Ibid.,X,276; Barrington to Bernard, 5 August 1765. 
In November 1765 Bernard wrote to Lord Barrington 
and referred to the essay he had written the year before. 
Although the influential Englishmen who had received copies 
of the Principles the year before did little about the 
proposals, Bernard had not forgotten the many hours of 
work the plans involved and was still proud of his product. 
He had thought that the immediate regulation and reformatlon 
of colonial governments were necessary, and the events of 
the year that had passed34 since his proposal was first made 
did not encourage him to change his opinion. 35 He blruned 
this nonconsideration of his plan on the fact that "un-
fortunately ••••••••• the Business of the Finances t oak the 
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Lead." This letter, which is an excellently conceived attack 
upon the Parliamentary system of taxing the colonies at that 
time, also discussed the weaknesses of the royal govermnent 
in America, the influence of the popular faction, and 'the 
lack of balance between tl1e two. 
Bernard feared at this time ( 1765) that it was almost 
too late to regulate and reform t_e colonies, and he regretted 
that this had not been done a few years before. Reaffirming 
his belief that colonial representation in Parliament was 
expedient, he advised that a system of Parliamentary representa-
34. ~is was the year of the s·famp Act riots and the forced 
resignation of Andrew Oliver as Stamp Agent. 
35. Bernard Papers,V,47; Bernard to Barring ton, 23 November 1765. 
tion be evolved immediately until a set of regulations 
for the government of the colonies acceptable to Great 
Britain and America might be established . He made several 
suggestions regarding the establislLrnent of the governments 
among which were that colonial legislatures (under the new 
regulations) should recognize t h e supremacy of Parliament 
over the American goverrnnents and that the laws of the 
American colonies should be reduced to the standards of 
England's law . Two other regulati ons proposed were those 
he had mentioned previously : the preparation of a Civil 
List and the necessity of creating "a true Middle Legis-
lative Power, appointed by the King for Life & separate 
from the privy Council . "36 
VI 
Throughout all of his altercations with the House 
Bernard had found comfort in the support and loyalty of 
his faithful Council which, headed by Tnomas Hutchinson, 
that competent multiple - office-holder, had often served to 
control the excesses of the Representatives . In 1766 the 
provincial faction succeeded in eliminating nineteen "friends 
of government" from the House and six from the Council , five 
of t h e latter by refusing to re - elect them and one who 
resigned rather than face election . These included Judges 
Oliver , Lynde , and John Cushing, Secretary Oliver, the 
"3-;;6-. --:;:I"-b:-:.i-cdr.----,-----------------------
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erstwhile Stamp Agent, Attorney- General Edmund Trowbridge, 
and Thomas Hutchinson. Try as he might Bernard could not 
induce the House to agree to the election of the Crown 
officers to the Council and he negatived many of the House's 
choices each year. Rather than to allow Bernard his own 
way in this matter, the House allowed the berths to remain 
unfilled and at one time twelve of the twenty-eight seats 
in the Council were vacant. 
Bernard's letters to England in the next year continued 
to state ideas about the colonial government and Bernard was 
certain that unless changes were made and made soon, England 
would lose control of the American provinces . His letters 
to Lord Shelbourne , Halifax's successor, contain many of the 
same ideas he had sent to Halifax , to Jackson, to Barrington, 
and the John Pownall. Shelbourne, who was never violently 
opposed to a lessening of restriction on the colonies, 
accepted them and thanked Bernard for having prepared and 
forwarded the plans but because of other, more important 
considerations, he was unable and undoubtedly unwilling to 
put the plans into practice. 
Thus the House of Representatives gave Bernard some of 
his best rurrmunition for the charge that popular control of 
the Council might result in great abuse of p ower, although 
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the House might well have countered that Bernard frequently 
abused the royal power of veto by refusing to seat elected 
members . Tile House and Council cooperated in rejecting 
many of Bernardts demands and in failing to adopt laws he 
desired , thus rendering the Governor almost helpless . He 
continued to write letters to England , to the Board of Trade, 
to Barrington, Shelbourne, to the Pownalls, to Hillsborough, 
and to others of influence, calling attention to the abuses 
of the House and rei teratlng his stand that the Co,mcilt s 
functions should be divided and the members of each branch 
appointed b the King. 
Bernard regretted that the Council, once so cooperative 
as a legislature and Privy Council, was so completely a 
tool of the uopular party , thus rendering the Governor 
helpless in legislative matters . Ti.1e solution to the entire 
trouble was the same one that had been so obvious to Bernard 
for years. In a long letter marked PRIVATE which he sent to 
-Pownall late in 1768, the Governor wrote of the introduction 
of royal troops and stated that the government was now 
protected but 11has not yet recovered much of its former 
energy .u37 And t l1is energy, according to Bernard, mieht never be 
recovered under the existing constitution. compromise was 
desirable, he insisted, and possible if action were taken at 
37. Ibid.,VI,l68; Barrington to John Pownall, 23 November 1768. 
once. The action should be one of reformation, not 
punishment , wrote Bernard, and the reformation should be 
making that necessary ammendment of the 
constitution of this Government, the 
putting the Appointment of the Council 
in the King'S hands; it will be an Event 
most happy for this Province •••••••••••• 
~itn this alteration I do believe t h e 
Disorder of this Government will be 
remedied and the Authority of it fully 
restored. Without it there will be a 
perpetual Occasion to resort to Expedients, 
the continual Inefficacy of whi ch will 
speak in the words of Scripture, 1 You 
are careful and troubled about many things 
but one thing is needful ••••••••••....• 
In the meantime Bernard, eager to institute a system 
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of colonial nobility, was not averse to procuring such honors 
for himself , as will be explained more fully in a later 
chapter. Largely through Barrington's influence Hillsborough 
was able to obtain the title of Baronet for the Governor in 
1769; at about the same tbne Bernard was recalled to England 
ostensibly to advise the King and Ministry concerning 
conditions in the colony. 
Even in this last year of his administration Bernard 
continued to send advice to the British authorities about 
the reorganization of the American governments . Late in 1768 
he viTote at length to Hillsborough and recownended again that 
a system of fixed salaries for Crown appointees by establiffied 
and that t'te civil li st be set up by the Ministry . 38 
------- ·------:::---38. Bernard Papers, VII,ll5; Bernard to Hillsborough, 12 
December 1768. 
On 4 February 1769, shortly before he was honored 
and recalled, Bernard wrote another extremely forceful 
and explicit letter to Hillsborough regarding the establish-
ment of a colonial aristocracy. The idea of a royally-
appointed Council, which was actually established in 
Massachusetts in 1774, was evidently gaining some favor 
in England and some Americans were making recommendations 
for app ointments to these posts. When the Massachusetts 
Royal Council should be named, Bernard felt that some of 
the Council's members in 1769, especially some of the more 
notorious members who represented the popular faction, 
should be excluded. Some, Bernard added, might be tem-
porarily excluded and if they would mend their ways, they 
might ultimately be admitted. 
In creating this King's Council certain rules, accord-
ing to the Governor, would have to be observed. The members 
who were rather unceremoniously eliminated in 1766, - the 
Lieutenant Governor, the Secretary, and the Judges - should 
be restored immediately. Some of the less obnoxious members 
of the present Council might be retained. From among some 
of the ot:O.er Crown officers,--the Judge of Admiralty, the 
&. ttorney General, the Solicitor General, and some of the 
Commissioners of tne Customs, for exarr u le--could be admitted. 
Cautiously he advised that t h e appointmvn~ of Customs Com-
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missioners should be delayed until some of the disturbances 
had subsided. Since t he organization of the new Council 
would take some time, Bernard thought it advisable to name 
only twelve or so to posts at once and the remainder when 
t ile prospective candidates proved that they merited the 
aopointment. This last inducement might serve as bait for 
some of the unreconciled Councillors, Bernard thought. 
The Governor explained again the dual function of the 
·Council--as "House of Lords or middle legislature" and as 
"Privy Co uncil". The Councll would be appointed by the 
King , an action that some persons, objecting to the Kingts 
two vetoes in the legislature, might not approve. Eventually, 
Bernard hooe d , the middle lee;islature might be organized 
as a separate body, its members a ppointed b ) the King for 
life, to be removed only for malconduct adjudged by this 
Upper House , with t he c onsent of the Governor or b) the 
Kin~ in his PrivJ Counci1. 39 The Privy Council under this 
new development would be compose J. of members of the House 
of 1tepresentatives, members of the new middle legislature, 
and "upon some Occasion of Gentlemen who have Seats in 
Neither ." 
39 . There is a similarity between this plan and-the idea 
of t~e House of Lords, the United States Senate and 
House of Representatives each judging the qualifications 
of its own members. Bernard, ever mindful of the King's 
prerogative, was careful to keep the power of veto, and 
thus of final judgment, in the hands of the King's 
appointees. 
Bernard was careful to point out the possibilities 
of patronage . The King's posi tion, by t his new power of 
appolntment, would be even more L~portant , and would 
"become(s) one of the principal Means of balancing the 
\i'Jeigh t of the eople" . Perhaps this power could not be 
carried too far in America , Bernard agreed, but it was 
possible to carry it further than lt had been up to that 
time. V! i th t -1i s increase in patronage the King would be 
able to make a marked distinction between the friends of 
the King and the Government and the popular faction . More 
members of the popular group would then desire to be in-
eluded in the category of "Friends of Government" . Bernard 
explained carefully that "this Method would multiply the 
Honors conferred by his Majesty at least five-fold in 
every Province without making them cheap 11 • 
The Governor t hen suggested t he me thod of making these 
honors of even greater value: each member of the upper 
house should be given a title. The title Bernard suggested 
was Ba~on which, he said, "is no more than a Lord of a 
Manor in England has a Right to, whose court is now called 
Curia Baronis. 11 40 
40. This lengthy letter to Hillsborough is found in the 
Bernard Papers, VII,l32-l38. The letter is dated 
4 February 1769. 
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Thus Bernard , who had l ong contemplated the es-
tablishment of an Ameri c an aristocracy , finally developed 
his p l an in full , even to the suggestion of the actual 
titles to be he l d , on the eve of his departure from 
America . There was to be a Massachusetts House of Barons 
on the pattern of the House of Lords , in which each 
member held his title for life . This legislative brancn 
would serve to advanc e the royal cause from which it 
derived its membership and its powers, and bJi its very 
exclusiveness it would cause those who might be tempted 
to stray from the King ' s fold to hesitate lest the-y lose 
this great reward . 
Ten days after tllis first letter had been sent 
Bernard forwarded the names of the twelve men who should, 
in his opinion , be named to this first Council . 41 The name 
of Thomas Hutchinson, the Lieutenant Governor and ousted 
Council member , headed the list . Andrew Oliver , Jolm 
Cushing , Peter Oliver , Edmund Trowbridge , and Benjamin 
Lynde , all of whom had been rejected annually since 1766 
wi t~1 Hutchinson, were also on the list . The other six 
whom Bernard suggested for appointment were Thomas Flucker ~ 
Nathaniel Ropes , Timothy Paine , James Russell , Benjamin 
41 . Bernard Papers, VII , l40 ; Bernard to Hillsborough , 
P . S . to letter of 4 February 1769, dated 14 February 1769 . 
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Lincoln, and Thomas Hubbard. These men were members of 
the Council in 1769 . Flucker succeeded Andrew Oliver as 
Secretary of the province in 1774 . He remained a staunch 
loyalist despite tne fact that James Bowdoin, the President 
of the Council and a leader of the pooular faction , was 
42 his brother-in-law, and Henry Knox later married to his 
daughter . Nathaniel Ropes became a Judge of the Superior 
Court in 1772 and served until his death in 1774. 
Bernard's plan of course was never adopted. Altnough 
it fell into influential hands in England, the scheme to 
establish a strong royal government coupled with an American 
aristocracy was never seriously considered. The Bernard-
Hillsborough corresoondence on this matter was, fortunately 
for Bernard, not among t 'i1.e letters published by Edes and 
Gill in 1769 . The p lan did not reach the .~erican public 
until the _publication in 1774 of Select Letters which 
contained as an Appendix the Principles of Law and Polity. 
In those ?elect Letters were some of the letters to Pownall 
and Barrington mentioned earlier in the cnapter which were 
printed with some emendations and omissions . By this time 
t hey met with almost no response in Massachusetts so busy 
was the colonial faction in other affairs. Even if they 
------·- ----- -----:----::-:--·-------42. Knox, a Boston bookseller, was a Brigadier General in 
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the American army in the Revolution , and in 1781 was 
made Ma jor General. He was th~ first American Secretary 
of uvar . 
had been read avidly there is no doubt that the colonists, 
who now thoroughly doubted the sincerity of all Englishmen 
with royal leanings and whose scorn of Bernard had not 
lessened in his absence, were in no mood to listen to 
doctrinaire proposals that had no chance of successful 
application. 
The plan for a colonial aristocracy was not, as 
Bernard once slightingly suggested, 11 a mere Reverie ." The 
Governor had hoped to convince persons in authority in 
England of the expediency of revising the form of colonial 
government . To him the answer to the excesses of the 
popular faction and to the success of tne popular movement 
in the colonies, and especially in Massachusetts , was to 
strengthen the royal power, which was , in Bernard's es-
timation , woefully weak . The strengthening of royal power, 
he argued , did not mean that the popular rights should be 
lessened or checked but only balanced. 'rhe success of the 
popular cause had tipped the balance of the scale away from 
the royal power. It was in order to regain this strength 
and to re-establish the balance that the changes in govern-
ment which he suggested were needed. 
Thus Bernard's idea of an American nobility did not 
develop from a theory of the need of the reorganization of 
the social structure of the colonies but from a plan for 
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the reorganization of the colonies. The idea of a noble 
class was of secondary importance and was proposed only 
to strengthen the royal cause and royal influence in the 
colonial legislature. Bernard was aware that human vanity 
might induce many to change their political creed for the 
possibility of achieving noble rank, even in a country 
already heavily bombarded by Lockean theories. The whole 
plan is interesting because it shows the intensity and 
sincerity of Bernard's support of the crown and the royal 
prerogative and the exl:ient to which he was willing to go in 
order to maintain royal supremacy in the American colonies. 
To a limited extent some of Bernard's plans were 
adopted. The Tovmshend Acts of 1767 provided that part of 
tne income from the duties should be used for the support 
of certain royal appointees , of wno Hutchinson in his 
capacity as Chief Justice was one. Bernard did succeed in 
1770 and 1771 in inducing the British Ministry to make 
appropriations guaranteeing Hutchinson's salary when he 
succeeded Bernard as Governor. In the Massachusetts 
Government Act of 1774 part of Bernard's plan went into 
effect. That measure called for the appointment by the 
King of the Massachusetts Mandamus Council. Perl1.aps t 11.ere 
is some significance in the fact that Bernard published 
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these select letters and his essay in this same year. 
Perhaps vanity led him to believe that their publication 
would help him to rise ln the estimation of the Ministry 
or perhaps they were used as propaganda for the passage 
of the act. Perhaps, too, the year of publicat ion is onl~ 
coincidental, and if so it is an interesting coincidence. 
Unfortunately for Bernard and perhaps for the British 
government Bernard's plans were not adopted, for if they 
had been put lnto effect, Bernard was certaln that they 
micht well have served to advance the royal cause and to 
lessen the effect of the po)ular movement. It is , h~iever , 
not unreasonable to conclude that the plan crune ra t :1er 
late and that the seeds of revolt, already well sown, 
needed only a little consistent cultivation and nurture 




The Decline of a Provincial Governor 
I 
Rebuffed again in 1767 by the House in his attempt to 
obtain a Council favorable or at least not openly hostile 
to him, Bernard prepared himself for a long dra1flm-ou t fight 
in the summer session of the legislature. To Bernard's 
surprise and pleasur~ there was little quarreling. The 
Governor made an obvious attempt at conciliation in his open-
ing address in which he urged the General Court 
to endeavour to restore •••....•• the 
mutual Confidence and Unanimity which 
prevailed in it, until they were inter- 1 
rupted by the late popular Uneasiness ••• 
Even this slight innuendo was not lost upon the Representatives 
who immediately denied having committed "a single Act •••••• 
whic could have the least Tendency to interrupt a general 
Harmony." On the other hand, they warned Bernard, their 
constituents felt "the deepest Concern" that someone, and they 
hoped it was not the Governor, had misrepresented them to the 
King, drawing attention to alleged exhibitions of' 11 ill temper" 
on the part of the General Court. 2 
1 • .J.H.R. (1767-8), 8. 
2. Ibid., (~767-8), 18, 19. 
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Even Bernard's ostensibly innocuous advice that the 
Assembly hold only a brief session did not go unchallenged. 
In their reply the House stated that although they did not 
desire any "unnecessary Disputation" they did not consider 
any of the time spent in asserting and defending the rights 
of the colonies to be wasted. 
Only two items of importance came before the General Court. 
The Governor informe d the House that a few recruits for the 
14th Regiment had arrived in Boston late in May and that he 
had ordered the usual supplies and had quartered them at the 
Castle. After some days of deliberation the House approved 
the action in a carefully-worded resolve which stated that 
"such provision be made for them, while they remain here , as 
has been heretofore usually made for his Majesty's regular 
troops, when occasionally in the province. 113 It ap9ears 
obvious that the House did not approve of a military force in 
the province in time of peace and considered these soldiers 
as a military force in transit. The measure clearly shows that 
they would not compromise their legislative rights by agreeing 
wholeheartedly with the Mutiny Act, and they would not provide 
a precedent for repetition of the quartering in the future. 
The second problem involved the mili tary as well, but in 
this action Bernard was unsuccessful. The garrison at Fort 
3. Ibid., (1767-8), 9, 10. A. Bradfor d , Mass . State Papers, 
109-112. 
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Pownall in Maine needed more troops in Bernardls opinion, 
and so he asked the House to increase the money alloted to 
the fort for this purpose. There was a spirited exchange of 
communications between the House and the Governor on this 
matter, but the Representatives stood their ground, refused 
to make the necessary appropriation and · so the size of the 
garrison was not increased. 
II 
There was little s~ng opposition to Bernard personally 
in this session, and the Governor was deceived into thinking 
that his conciliatory attitude had brought the situation 
under control. He felt that Otis was losing face with llis 
party when in reality he wa a merely sharing t he leadership 
with Samuel Adams, Joseph Hawley, and, to a lesser extent, 
with the prominent young merchant, John Hancock. Bernard was 
so deceived by this apparent calm that he wrote to Richard 
Jackson in June 1767, only one month after his disastrous 
defeat in the Council elections, that he thought t he worst 
part of the storm was 4 over. 
In spite of the apparent calm in the colony, Bernardls 
position, which forced him to walk the tight rope between 
official duty and popular conduct, was still precarlous not 
4. Bernard Papers, VI, 25; Bernard to Jackson, 30 June 1767. 
• 
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so much because of any act of his but because the new British 
p olicy as it unfolded crystallized so many fundamental issues. 
Bernard himself had revealed his sympathy for the colonial 
position at t h e time of the Sugar Act and thus in a measure 
dissociated himself from the attacks on the British government. 
Then in the Stamp Act crisis, when he felt compelled, in spite 
of his doubts as to the efficacy of the tax, to uphold the 
administration of the Act, he was spared many of the indignities 
heaped upon Oliver, Hutchinson , and the customs officials. 
The letters to his English patrons of this period, in which 
he compla ined of the dangers to his person and property , 
certainly are more dramatic than accurate . At bottom, it was 
t he animosity a gainst Parliament, engendered by the new policy 
as revealed in the Stamp Act even though shortly repealed, 
vn1ich found an object for popular vengeance in the official 
class responsible for its administration and enforcement. 
No off icial, even one of far greater abilities than Bernard, 
could escape the necessity of deciding whether he stood with 
the prerogative wherein lay his hopes for a successful career 
or with the popular faction. There was ultimately to be no 
middle ground . So after 1765, Bernard , trying to steer the 
devious course of maintaining the prerogative albeit graciously, 
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was never able, no matter how hard he tried, to maintain 
harmonious relations with the House. The loss of control 
of the previously faithful Council to the provincial forces 
by 1766 was but a further step in widening the break between 
the Governor and the people. 
In a way Bernard was right in thinking that the opposition 
to him grew chiefly ·out of the antagonism to the acts of 
Parliament. Still, though he did not realize it, his unwill-
ingness to compromise, his belligerence when aroused, and his 
insistence upon the prerogative , even when the issue was of 
secondary Lmportance, were also contributing factors. The 
English Ministry was, he felt, in need of advice on the 
situation in Massachusetts, and so, beginning in 1766, he wrote 
many letbers to his cousin Barrington asking for permission 
to return to England so that he might advise them and at the 
5 
same time look for a more lucrative and less hazardous post. 
His grasping nature, heightened by the necessity of pro-
viding for his large family, caused him to ask for a post with 
more money, or, if this were not possible, to advise that a 
civil list be establish ed, from which a larger, guaranteed 
salary might be obtained . He had hoped for an assignment to 
South Carolina or Barbadoes, since the Boston climate did not 
agree with Mrs. Bernard, or with the Governor who was now in 
5. Ibid., V, 96; V, 144; VI, 9: Bernard to Barrington, 27 
March 1766, 1 September 1766, 20 January 1767.· 
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his middle fifties. Jackson agreed to l1elp Bernard obtain 
another post , 6 but other members of the government, Barrington 
included, 7 felt that Bernard's removal at that time (1766-7) 
would only augment the strength of the provincial faction 
which would take the credit for the Governor's removal. 
Possibly a Governor less fettered by family needs and personal 
ambition might have seen the problem in a larger way . The 
best that Bernard could do , apart from attempting to aviod a 
personal crisis by changing his post, was to insist that the 
Parliamentary right to tax be defined beyond the mere assertion . 
So far he saw the issue clearly. But his insistence that the 
principle be maintained assumed that mere superficial com-
promises, such as granting the colonies representation in 
Parliament, would suffice to satisfy the colonial leaders. 
To be sure the latter had not yet in 1767 clearly realized 
the dilemma which their objection to Parliamentary taxes had 
placed them. And perhaps that realization might have been 
long delayed had not the Townshend Acts of 1767 in one sweep-
ing blow issued a challenge to the opponents of Parliamentary 
taxation which had to be reckoned with . Bernard's dovmfall 
as Governor was intimately associated with this new demonstration 
of Parliament's theory of its power to tax. 
6. Ibid., XI, 7-8; Jackson to Bernard, 24 January 1767. 
7. Ibid., XI, 13; Barrington to Bernard, 8 June 1766 . 
III 
In July 1766 the Rockingham ministry fell, and William 
Pitt , who most Ameri c ans felt was friendl y to their cause, 
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was chosen to h ead the new ministry in August . Shortly after-
ward Pitt 's mind became temporarily impaired , and Engl and wasleft 
without an active firs t minister. Grafton , the First Lord of 
the Treasury , and Shelburne , one of the Secretaries of State , 
struggled for power. In the midst of their fight Charles 
Townshend , the radical and capricious Chancellor of the 
Exchequer , emerged as the most influential minister . 
Townshend , a member of Parliament sinc e 1747, had achieved 
great fame for witty , sarcastic, and reckles s speeches. He 
embarked upon a new series of addresses in the late winter 
and spring of 1767, in which he pledged that he would find 
means to raise a revenue from America in a manner free from 
offenses. Grenville , whose own tax schemes had been thwarted, 
demanded that the chancellor fulfill his pledge. One wonders 
what prompted Townsend , a good- natured poppycock who was 
generally considered we ll-informed on colonial affairs , to 
propose such a bill. Vfue ther his a ctions were the result of 
vanity, or of caprice, or of c areful planning is not l~own, 
but once Townshend began his move noth ing cou ld restrain him. 
He reiterated h i s belief in the Stamp Act , not in principle 
only but for the duty derived as well , and he maintained that 
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unless the Parliament reaffirmed its right to tax the colonies--
and the distinction between external and internal taxes was 
in his mind ridiculous--England would lose her control over 
the American provinces. Other leaders, Bedford, Grenville, 
Rockingham, Newcastle , and finally even Camden, 8 who had 
opposed Parlirunentary taxation previously , joined Tovmshend 
in his new drive for taxes . 
Without allowing the agents of the colonies to attend 
hearings and ignoring protests of American merchants in London, 
the House of Commons, in a closed session by its own special 
order, discussed Townshend's proposed duties early in May 1767. 
The Act as passed in June and approved by the King shortly 
afterward , did not impose harsh duties , but its implications 
were many. Duties were levied on paper, blas s, painter's 
colors, and tea imported into the colonies from England. The 
tax on tea had been formerly 12d. per pound paid by the London 
merchants at the point of export. This tax was reduced to 3d. 
a pound, but the duty was to be paid at the point of importation. 9 
Thus the raising of revenue was decidedly of secondary importance, 
and the bill as passed was merely a new assertion of Parliament's 
right to tax the colonies. 
8. G. Bancroft, op. cit., (1852 ed.), VI, 56, quotes a letter 
from W. S. Johnson to Roger Sherman, dated 28 September 1768, 
concerning Grunden's retreat . Parliament ' s declaration of its 
right to impose taxes legalized all subsequent taxes, and 
Camden believed that the authority established in the Declar-
atory Act should be maintained . 
9.1George III~ Cap 46. 
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In vain did Richard Jackson oppose the measure and warn 
of the consequences. In his protest he was aided b Camden, 
who , while no longer opposed to Parliamentary taxation of the 
colonies in principle, realized that the bill which might earn 
f40,000 a year would serve to antagonize further an already 
hostile people. But their protests availed them nothing, for 
at the same time bills were passed establishing a more power-
ful Board of Customs in America and legalizing the writs of 
assistance. All of these acts were to go into effect on 20 
November, onl five r1onths after passage. VIJhen the many 
implications are considered, there is little wonder that the 
Boston merchants and the provincial faction were aroused. 
For some inexplicable reason the Ministry hoped that the 
people of America would submit to the Act , since it was not a 
tax but a regulation of trade. This "regulation" myth was 
exploded by the preamble to the Act, which stated that the 
money raised would be used to defray 
the charge of the administration of justice 
and the support of civil government in such 
Provinces where it shall be found necessary, 
and towards further defrayin& the expenses 
of defending, protecting and securing the 
said dominions •••••••••• 
This was not the only use to which the money would be put, for 
one provis ion authorized the Crovm to establish salaries, 
pensions, and other allowances in the colonies. This action, 
which amounted to the establishment of a limited Civil List, 
deprived the House of one of its privileges--the power of 
depriving, reducing, or withholding the salaries of Crown 
officials whose behavior did not conform to their desires. 
The Representatives were greatly chagrined at the undoing of 
this pet scheme, which had been used so effectively against 
Hutchinson, Oliver, and Trowbridge , among others, and might 
well be used with even greater effect in the year to come. 
IV 
The news of the passage of this act did not arrive in 
Boston until after the prorogation of the House , but the 
provincial faction busily stirred sentiment against the 
measure during the summer. Groups of merchants and other 
citizens agreed not to import anything from Great Britain, 
with or without taxes. Though there was much support for t h is 
procedure, no concerted action was taken until the fall. 
On 14 August, the anniversary of the Stamp Act riots, 
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many Bostonians, who now had a new obnoxious law to oppose, 
celebrated with more intensity than usual but did little 
druaage. Bernard wrote in detail of the behavior of the Boston 
mob, informing Shelburne, then Secretary of State for the 
Southern Departrnent, that the lives of the royal officials 
were in danger, and that many Boston merchants were forced to 
agree to the non-importation plans when their homes were 
marked and threatened with nightly raids by the mobs. 10 
By the close of summer Bernard felt that the tension 
had lessened. There were still seditious threats in the 
newspapers and muttering of riots and looting similar to the 
action three years before, but despite these incidents 
Bernard thought much of the trouble would be settled peace-
ably. So convinced and so optir:1istic was he that he v1rote 
to Shelburne early in September that he no longer feared 
fresh qisturbances. Many members of the faction had declared 
that no rioting or other disturbances VIere intended. Even 
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the rumblings of non-importation threats did not upset Bernard, 
for, despite the fact t ..:1at the provincial faction had claimed 
that their non-importation stand would stir the British merchants 
into action, the Governor felt certain that non-importation 
agreements by Boston merchants and traders from other towns 
were impracticable. Carefully listing his reasons for his 
optimism, the Governor analyzed the situation as he saw it. 
Many of the men of property were, he was certain, upset by 
the action of the mob on 14 August and by the "seditious" 
v~itings in the newspapers shortly afterward. These men did 
not wish to see Boston ruled by the mob. Too, the faction, 
10. Bernard Papers, VI, 235; Bernard to Shelburne, 31 August 1767. 
which desired to lead the people, also feared the loss of 
their control if the mob were allowed to progress as it 
pleased . Some Boston merchants and certainly many outside 
the province strongly opposed non-importation and the success 
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of this plan depended upon unanimous action. Finally, Bernard 
the propagandist took action so that information was released' 
by several ways that Genl. Gage had 
ordered the 14th regiment from Halifax 
to Boston: this altho it has not been 
confirmed & therefore is believed or 
Disbelieved as each is disposed, has 
certainly contributed to inspire the 
Faction with notions of Acquiescence 
& Submission . 
Despite this optimism, Bernard injected a note of vrarning . 
"Nevertheless," he wrote , "they are not quite silent about 
resentment to particular persons; but I don•t thiruc this will 
be done." 1 1 
Bernard 's warning was justified, for feeling ran high in 
Boston early that summer not only against Bernard and Hutchinson 
but even more so against the new Commissioners of Customs whose 
main establishment for America was to be in Boston . Two of the 
Commissioners were already in America , 12 but three others, 
including Charles Paxton of Boston, who many thought had 
strongly advised the Ministry to establish the new Customs 
11. Tbid., VI, 237; Bernard to Shelburne, 7 September 1767. 
12. One of these , much to Bernard's disappointment, was John 
Temple . 
Board, were expected in Boston early in November. Some 
Bostonians proposed that they be forced, like Oliver, to 
resign at the Liber~y Tree, while others, 13 and this was 
14 true of the fiery patriot , Josiah Quincy , advised open 
15 
resistance. Some newspaper accounts referred to the new 
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Commissioners as "rebels and traitors, not only against the 
laws of their country, but against Heaven itself."l6 Despite 
these harsh threats the Commissioners landed urunolested on 
5 I ovember. 
Bernard kept the General Court prorogued until after the 
new duties became effective so that body was unable to take 
any official action on the measure. The leaders of the tovTn 
of Boston in the meantime did not remain idle. A town meet ing 
was called on 28 October with the provincial faction once more 
13. Bernard Papers, VI, 242; Bernard to Shelburne, 21 September 
1767. 
14. Quincy had learned his lessons in patriotism from Oxen-
bridge Thacher, in whose office he had studied law. He 
is especially to be cor.~ended from the point of view of 
the student of colonial history for his collected notes 
on cases tried before the Superior Court between 1761 and 
1772 which were published by his great- grandson , Samuel 
M. uincy under the title Reports of Cases Argued and 
Adjudged in the Superior Court of Jlldlcature of the Province 
of Massacnus~s Bay ..••.•...• (Boston, 1765).--- ---
15. Quincy prBpared an article signed Hyperion for the Bosron 
Gazette, 5 October 1767, advising resistance with force, 
lf necessary. 
16. Massachusetts Gazette, 1 2 October 1767; Boston Gazette , 
19 October 1767. 
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in complete control. At this time a motion to renew non-
importation of a large number of articles of British manu-
facture, to encourage the local production of manufactured 
goods and to 11 adhere to former agreements respecting funerals; 
and to purchase no new clothes for :nourning 11 was passed with 
great enthusiasm . 17 Copies of these resolutions were sent 
to all of the towns in the provincJBand many of these 
communities voted to support t_le motion of the town of Boston. 19 
Copies were also sent to other colonies and other towns--Nen 
York, P~iladelphia , Portsmouth , and Providence20 among them--
subscribed to the Boston sentiments. The Bostonian cry of 
frugality 11 Save your money and you can save your country" 
became the motto of the day. 21 
Otis, while not op posing non-importation, warned the 
voters to use caution in their dealings with British-appointed 
Commissioners of the Customs . He stated that 
17. Samuel Adams , Jerks , I, 
18. T . Hutchinson , op. cit., III, 131-2. 
19. Massachusetts Gazette, 2 November 1767. 
·-
20. Bernard Papers, VI, 248; Bernard to Shelburne , 30 October 1767. 
Boston Gazette, 2 November 1767. 
21. There is an excellent account of the effects of this 
program in c. M. Andrews , 11 The Boston Merchant and the 
Non-Importation Movement", Publications of the Colonial 
Society of Massachusetts . (Boston , l918)XIX 159-259. 
The King had the right to appoint offi cers 
of the customs in what manner he pleases 
and by what denominations, and to resist 
his authority will but provoke his dis-
pleasure. 
This statement again brought charges of vacillation upon 
Otis, but he successfully countered these in a letter to 
the Boston newspapers shortly afterwards by stating that 
he was also unalterably opposed to the tax . 22 Despite the 
opposition of some of the less reserved patriots, Otis' advice 
was wisely f ollowed and no real riotous actions occurred at 
this tlme . 
This town meeting asked Bernard to convene the House 
since no session had been held since early in the summer. 
Bernard shrewdly ignored the re quest for he had no intention 
of adding a hostile le gislature to his many trials. Since 
n one of the taxed goods was expected in Boston until l ate 
in the year , the Governor did not call the ssembly into 
session until late in December . 
Townshend died suddenly in September 1767 at the height 
of h is pror1ising though reckless career, and the news of his 
deat1 brought no exhibition of mourning in the province. Most 
Bostonians had been confused by Townshend's actions for he 
was considered by many to be a friend of America since he had 
22. Boston Evening Post , 23, 30 November, 7 December 1767. 
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voted for the repeal of the Stamp Act. This opinion was 
strengthened by the extract of a letter from London dated 
11 May which was printed by the Boston Gazette in July. .The 
English correspondent quoted Townshend as declaring that he 
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would cut off his hand before he would vote for taxing America. 23 
Townshend was taunted into action by Grenville, it is clear, 
but he had too often expressed his belief in Parliament's 
right to taxation to be considered merely as the victim of 
jeering political opponents. 
Another development more important than Townshend's death 
had occurred in the fall of 1767 although the news did not 
arrive in America until early in the following year. The 
Bri tlsh :Ministry was reorganized and cabinet members were 
shifted to other posts .' A third Secretary of State, the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies, was named . The Board of 
Trade was discontinued and the Colonial Department under the 
management of this new Secretary took its place. The Earl 
of Hillsborough was named to this post, and it was to him that 
Bernard and the legislatures of the colonies were to address 
future petitions and me:norials. John Pownall, the erstwhile 
Secretary of the Board of Trade, became Hill sboroug.n's Under 
Secretary of State. 
23. Boston Gazette, 11 July 1767. The Townshend Acts had 
already been passed, but the news had not reached America. 
v 
The Assembly finally convened after a six months • recess 
on 30 December 1767. Bernard delivered a moderate address 
to the House discussing boundary lines and ignoring the new 
act . 24 The House paid little attention to the address and 
carried out routine business until late in January. They 
prepared remonstrances to their agent, DeBerdt, and to Lord 
Shelburne , who they were unaware had been replaced b Hills-
borough. On the co~~ittee to prepare these protests were 
Otis, Hawley , and Samuel Adams among others. A new addition 
to this group was John Hancock , nephew and heir of a wealthy 
merchant who had earlier served on the Council and himself 
one of Boston's richest merchants . IIe had been induced to 
join the cause largely through the persuasions of Samuel 
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da..rns , and '1 is alliance with the faction lent the body an even 
greater air of respect and dignity . 
The House sent petitions to Ro ckingham , Camden, Chatham, 
and Conway stating their position and asking the support of 
these men in Parliament. 25 In these letters, too, the Rep-
resentatives rejected absolutely the idea of Parliamentary 
representation for the colonies as completely impractical. 
24. J.~.~., (1767-8), 88. 
25. A. Bradford, Mass. State Papers, 137-44. ~.~.R. (1767) 164. 
Boston Gazette, 21 March 1768. Massachusetts Gazette, 31 
March , 7 April 1768 . 
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The stand of "no taxation without representation" had been 
urged by Otis in 1764, but, (despite tne teaching of elementary 
school history teachers who perpetuate the myth of its universal 
acceptance) the idea of representation was discarded by the 
Stamp Act Congress in 176526 and this action was reaffirmed 
here. In a petition to George III, the representatives asked 
the monarch "to take the present unhappy circumstances under 
his royal consideration, and afford them relief in such manner 
as in his I ajesty 1 s great wisdom and clemency should seem meet .u27 
While these petitions, which Bernard considered to be 11 so 
decently and so cautiously worded that a t another time they 
would give no offence 11,28 v1ere being debated in the House , 
Bernard was carrying on a correspondence with Barrington in 
which he strongly recommended representation in Parliament by 
t h e colonies as the only possible solution to the present 
difficulties pending a revision of the entire system of 
i i h . l ~· 29 Br t s - Amerlcan re aulons . These recomnendat ions were made 
despite the fact that the addresses to Parliamentar leaders 
by the Massachusetts ilouse of Representatives had strongly 
stressed the Lmpractibility of such representation. 
26. Stamp Act Resolve y4 ; T. Hutchinson, op. cit.; III, 344. 
27. J.H.R. {1767-8), 121, 122, 124; A. Bradford, Mass. State 
Papers , 121-3; Massachusetts Gazette, 24 March 1768. 
28. Bernard Papers, VI, 272 ; Bernard to Shelburne, 5 Marchl768. 
29. Ibid., VI, 67, 68; Bernard to Barrington, 26 Jan~ary , 28 
January 1768. 
Whatever hopes Bernard had of having his plans adopted 
were dashed bj Barrington in a letter v;ri tten in March 1768. 
The Secretary wrote truthfully and bluntly : 
I am sorry to find that a man so knowing in 
what relates to that Country as yourself, 
is of opinion that nothing can put a real 
end to our differences with our fellow 
Subjects there, but a representation from 
thence. /ithout entering into that subject, 
I may venture to say that the proposed ex-
pedient is ~npracticable, as no Influence 
could make ten me::.11bers of either Hg8"se of 
Parliament agree to such a Remedy . 
According to this last statement Barrington , like so many 
2nglishmen of his day, seemed convinced that Parliament was 
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the ultimate authority on all matters . The colonial represent -
ation plan was impracticable, not because it would not solve 
the problem but only because Parliament itself woul d never 
agree to give the plan a trial. 
Deceived by the lack of open hostility , Bernard had written 
at length of the peaceful atmosphere in the provin ce in the 
early winter of 1767-8 and he modestly clained some of the 
credit. Barrington's reply to Bernard 's claim ended on an 
ironic note : 11 I rej oyc e , 11 he wrote , 11 t~1a t y our prudence and 
spirit have conquer 'd faction in New England : I most cordially 
wish it were subdued on this side of the Ocean. 1131 Before 
30. Ibid., XI, 157; Barrington to Bernard, 12 March 1768. 
31. Ibid. 
this letter was received by the Governor, his lack of 
"prudence and spirit" gave the quiet, slow-plodding legis-
lative session the impetus it needed for drastic action. 
VI 
When the Representatives had persisted in electing 
Councillors obnoxious to Bernard, despite the Governor 's 
willingness to compromise, their ch oices had been negatived 
by Bernard in a strongly worded message . Not content with 
reprimanding tne House for its action, Bernard prepared a 
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detailed a ccount of the proceedings which he sent to Shelburne , 
then Secretary of State , and asked for approbation of his 
conduct. 32 
Bernard could not have expected a more comple te approval 
of his actions than he received, and he hastened to present 
this information to the House . Shelburne was dissatisfied 
with the election of the Councillors and deplored the fact 
that Hutchinson had been excluded from the Board. Tne House 
was censured; Otis and his followers were named and reprimanded; 
Bernard was assured again of the King ' s and Shelburne 's support .33 
· The House , af ter receiving this information, prepared a reply 
which was in Bernard's words "so wild, so unreasonable and 
outrageous, that it exceeded all Bounds of Discretion , & Common 
32. Ibid., VI, 211-4; Bernard to Shelburne, 30 May 1767. 
33. J .. i:I.R. (1767- 8 ), Appendix 34; A . Bradford , Hass . State 
P'a:Pers, m-.-. 
Prudence & outdoes even Otis's doings, 1134 an amazingly 
generous compliment to its author , who was probably Samuel 
Adar.a.s. 
Desiring to have all the information available , the House 
asked the Governor for a copy of Shelburne's letter. In 
addition, since Shelburne 's letter had contained references 
to letters sent to the Secretary by the Governor, the House 
reques ted that Bernard send copies of h is let ters as we11 . 35 
Bernard complied with the first request by sending a trans-
cript of Shelburne's letter, but he refused to send copies 
of his letters to Shelburne and stated, "I know of no Letters 
of my own which I think can be of any use to you. 1136 
In their reply the Representatives attacked the Governor 
for withholding the letters upon which Shelburne based his 
displeasure and with which Bernard, while professing to es-
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tablish good relations between Massachusetts and the Ministry, 
had instead presented the province in an unfavorable light. 37 
Copies of the letters from Shelburne and the exchange of letters 
between Bernard and the House were released to the newspapers, 
m·ost of which printed the letters in full. When Bernard 
objected, the Representatives denied that they were responsible 
34. Bernard Papers, VI, 64; Bernard to John Pownall , 16 January 
1768. 
35. J.H.R. (1767-8) 164, 190. 
36. Ibid., (1767-8) 171. 
37. Ibid., (1767-8), 176-8. 
for their publication. 38 Perhaps Bernard published them in 
the hopes of shocking the populace into a realization of the 
radicalism of the House , but it certainly seems more logical 
to believe that the provincial faction, which could stay in 
power only so long as the feeling of popul ar discontent could 
be sustained , did not let this opportunity escape to place 
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the Governor once more on the defensive and to seem guilty of 
failing to cooperate with the people's elected representatives. 
Nor did the House stop vlith the reply to Bernard . Their new 
letter of vindication, that "wild ••• unreasonable ••• outrageous" 
answer, cast aside all pretence at harmonious relations.39 
Under the leadership of Adams and Otis new letters and new 
petitions setting forth the case for the province were dis-
cussed. 
For. two weeks after the reply to the Shelburne letter had 
been prepared the House debated a mot ion to 
consider the expediency of writing to 
the Assemblies of the other Colonies 
on this Continent, with respect to the 
importance of their joining with this 
House in p~8itioning his Majesty at 
tl1.i s time • 
\ 
This move was first suggested when the original petitions 
were prepared in January, but the idea was rejected at that 
38. Ibid., (1767-8), 188, 192. 
39 . Ibid., (1767-8), Appendix 23. 
40. J.H.R. (1767-8), 129. 
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time. On 4 February the House reconsidered the motion and 
it was passed. Samuel Adams was named chairman of the conwittee 
to prepare a circular letter for this purpose and James Otis 
and Joseph Hawley were members of the committee. 41 On 11 
February 1768 the Circular Letter drafted by Samuel Adams was 
presented and accepted by the House and signed by the Speaker. 
A copy of the Circular Letter and a summary of the proceedings 
were forwarded to the Governor. 42 
The Circular Letter carefully explained that it was intended 
to serve no other purpose except to express "a disposition 
freely to communicate their mind to a sister colony upon a 
common concern" and then listed the declaration of rights they 
had sent to the Ministry . They raised a number of objections 
to the Townshend Act which, they said, imposed "duties ••.••• 
for the sole purpose of raising a revenue." They discussed 
again the futility of suggesting that the colonies be rep-
resented in Parliament since that plan was and would "forever 
be impracticable", and added, that even aside from these facts, 
it would be beyond the rules of equity 
that their Constituents should be taxed 
on the Manufactures of Great Britain 
here, in Addition to the Duties they 
paid for them in England , and other Ad-
vantages arising to Great Britain from 
the Acts of Trade. 
41. Ibid., (1767-8), 148, 164; Massachusetts Gazette, 10 March 
1768. 
42. J.H.R. (1767-8), Appendix 20-23; A. Bradford, Mass. State 
Papers, 134. 
The House also objected in this letter to Parliamentary 
determination of the amount of the salaries to be paid to 
the judges and the Governors , when the provinces had no part 
in naming or removing them . 
Th is was the obnoxious Circular Letter . No suggestion 
was made of any action to be taken by any province . The 
ostinsible purpose was merely to state t he position of the 
Massachusetts legislature and to present the notice of that 
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•t• t th bl " 43 posl lon o o er assem les . Bernard did not consider the 
letter in that light and told the House that he was horrified 
by its action in his message of prorogation . In January he 
had written to Shelburne of his pleasure in the "good dis-
position of the House. He added then that he had hopes of 
"a reconciliation of Government, of which they have given 
good Proof • • ••. they have acted in all t~ings ••.• • with Temper 
and Moderation." 44 Less than three weeks later he admitted 
that he had been two hasty in h i s approbation of the conduct 
of the House and forwarded full details of the action leading 
up to the Circular Letter. 45 
Bernard charged in his letter to Shelburne on 5 March that 
the motion for a Circular Letter had been passed by a t h in 
43. J.H . R. (1767-8) Appendix 203 . 
44. Bernard Papers, VI , 263; Bernard to Shelburne , 30 Jan-
uary 1768. 
45. Ibid., VI, 265; Bernard to Shelburne, 16 February 1768. 
House at the close of the session, but the record refutes 
this charge. Vfuen the original motion was presented on 
22 January the proposal was defeated by a vote of two to 
one. Eighty- two members, about sixty per cent of the member-
ship of the House , were present. Bernard accepted this vote 
which gave him , as he related in his letter of 30 January, 
46 
"great Hopes " and did not complain about the "thin" House 
on that occasion. Indeed there were seldom more than ninety 
to one hundred members present at any roll call of the House 
in this period. Bernard made his error in interpreting the 
vote. Most persons were opposed to the idea only on con-
stitutional grounds , for they thought that their action would 
be considered in England as equivalent to appointing a second 
Congress . 47 In the two weeks that followed . the original 
presentation of the mot ion Samuel Adams induced the members 
to believe that passing the motion vwuld be noth ing more than 
exercising the right of correspondence . According to the 
House rules, no mot ion could be reconsidered unless as many 
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members were present as had been there when the first vote was 
passed. Eiehty-two were found to be present on 4 February 
when the motion was passed by a large majority and the former 
vote was erased from the Journal of the House . vV.hen the 
46 . Ibid., VI, 263; Bernard to Shelburne, 30 January 1768. 
47. G. Bancroft, op. cit. (1895 ed.) III, 275. Richard 
Frothingham, The Rise of the Republic of the United 
States , (Boston, 1872)-,-212. -- ---
vote on the acceptance of Samuel Adams' draft 
was taken, the motion p'assed al·nos t unanimously. 48 This 
action was taken on ll February ; the House was not prorogued 
until 4 March, four weeks after t he motion was passed and 
three weeks after the letter was adopted . 
The response of the other assemblies to the Massachusetts 
Circular Letter was gratifying to the Representatives. The 
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Speal{er of t~1e New Hampshire Assembly, Peter Gilman , a:Jp.lauded 
the sentiments expressed in the letter and hoped·that the idea 
of inter-colonial correspondence would be expanded. Similar 
sentiments were expressed by the House of Burgesses in 
Virginia and by the New Jersey and Connecticut Assemblies . 
'rhe Georgia , South Carolina , and Rhode Island Assemblies, 
while not strongly endorsing Adams' senti~ents , nevertheless 
prepared cordial supporting answers . 49 
48. It is significant to note that Thomas Hutchinson , who 
had ~o sympathy for the faction in this dispute, ex-
plains the rule for reconsidering the motion , but 
refrains from charging that the House violated the 
rule. (T. Hutchinson , op. cit., III, 134). The House 
of Representatives refuted Bernard's charges by a 
detailed narrative of the progress of the measure, 
the planning , the deliberation and the final decision 
in Appendix 1 of the Journal of the. House of Rep -
resentatives (1768-9) . Their~efense is also re-
printed in A . Bradford Massachusetts State Papers, 151. 
49. R. Frothingham , op. cit., 213-4. The New Hampshire reply 
(25 February l768T was printed in the Journal of the 
House . The Virginia reply (8 May), the New Jersey--
reply (9 May) and the Connecticut reply (ll June) were 
printed in the Boston Post. Bay , 27 June 1768. 
VII 
The Boston press contributed considerably to the lack 
of harmony at this time . Either Otis or Dr. Joseph warren 
wrote a letter to the Boston Gazette which attacked the 
Governor , although not by name or even by reference directly 
to his position, for his "obstinate Perseverance in the 
Patn of Malice" and 11 his diabolical Thirst for Mischief" . 
The article concluded: 
We can never treat good and patriotic 
Rulers with too great Reverence--But it 
is certain that Men totally abandoned to 
Wickedness , can never merit our Regard, 
be their Stations ever so high . 
"If such men are by God appointed , 50 The Devil may be the Lord's annointed. 11 
Bernard was chagrined at what he considered to be a 
virulent libel. On the day following (1 March 1768) the 
appearance of the letter Bernard discussed the matter with 
the Council then in session as his Council and was unanimously 
advised by that body to submit the letter to the Council in 
its legislative capacity and to the House of Representatives 
for consideration and act ion. He did this and the Council on 
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50. Boston Gazette, 29 February 1768. Samuel M. Quincy, great 
grandson of Josiah Quincy , Jr., whose Reports of Cases, 
etc . is a standard work on the Mass . Superlor Court of 
this period attributes the first article to Dr. Joseph 
Warren , the brilliant patriot who d ied at Bunker Hill . 
Bancroft attributes the article to Otis as "bearing the 
marks of his excited mind . 11 (G. Bancroft, op. cit., VI, 
131). Samuel Quincy 's authority for attributing the letter 
to Warren is Harbottle Dorr 1 a Boston merchant of the 1760's, 
whose f ile of Gazettes, with his notes is in th8 M. H .. S. 
library. Door inserted warren's name on this letter. 
Warren 's biographer also credits him with the · authorship . 
Richard Frothingham, Life and Times of Joseph Warren 
(Boston, 1865) 40-50.----
3 March passed a resolution by unanimous vote , three members 
being absent , which declared that the article 
gave the Board a real Concern, not 
only as it is mischievous in its 
Tendency , but as it is false , scand-
alous , and impudent Libel upon your 
Excellency . 
Asserting that the "insolent and licentious Attack on the 
Chief Magi strate •••• involves in it an Attack on Government 
itself" , the Council members assured the Governor of their 
intention 11 to defend and support the Honor and Dignity of 
the King's Governor. 11 The threats were , they reassured 
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Bernard , not "the Threats of the Provinc e , but of the Libeller . " 
In conclusion they promised that they were "ever ready to do , 
in this Affair, as in every oth~r, whatever the Majesty of 
the King , the Honour of the General Court , and the true Interest 
of the Province, shall require . n 5l 
Grati'fied by this assertion of moral support from the 
Council , Bernard next turned his attent ion to the reply of the 
House . The attitude of the Representatives was, to say the 
least, extremely disappointing . They addressed the Governor: 
We are very sorry that any Publication in 
any News Paper, or any other Cause, should 
give your Excellency an Apprehension of 
Danger to the Being or Dignity of His Majesty 's 
Government here . But this House, after Exam-
ination into the Nature and Importance of the 
Paper referred to, ca~~ot see Reason to admit 
of such Conclusion as your Excellency has 
formed . No particular Person publick or 
private is named in it ••••••••••••••••••••• 
51. Council Records , 3 Marc h 1768; Boston Gazette , 7 March 17~8 . 
They added too that any action on their part would only 
serve to limit the freedom of the press in the province. 
Concerning t :lis vi tal freedom they wrote : 
The liberty of the Press is a great 
Bulwark of the Liberty of the People. 
It is therefore t e incumbent Duty of 
those who are constituted the Guardians 
of t~e People 's Rights to defend and 
maintain it . 
They did not feel , they assented , and this recognition of 
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the limitation of authority of the legislature is interesting, 
that they could do more than "discountenance an Abuse of this 
P . "l fl (' r1v1 ege, l . e ., freedom of speech) . "Should the proper 
Bounds . •• be •.• transgressed to the Prejudice of Individuals 
or the Publick," they declared, "it is their Opinion at 
present , that Provis ion is already made for the Punishment 
of Offenders in the common Course of the Law . " By a vote of 
56 to 18 the House decided to take no further notice o the 
atter , but asked the Governor to declare a day of fasting 
and prayer . 52 
Shortly after the appearance of this first article in the 
Gazette , the General Court was prorogued . In his prorogation 
message early in March the Governor complimented the Council 
for its "steady uniform and oatriotic Conduct" , whlch had 
shown that the Council members were "impressed with a full 
52 . J . ~ . R . (1767- 8) 206 , 207 , 210-ll . 
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sense of Duty, both to • • • •• King and to ••••• Country . rr 53 The 
House received no compliments for "the extraordinary and 
indecent Observations which had been made upon the Secretary 
of State's letter . " Bernard finally dismissed the House with 
a verbal blast against the patriots whose members were des-
cribed as 
the Men to whose Importance everlasting 
Contention is necessary •••• Time and Ex-
perience will soon pull the Mask off 
these false Patriots , who are sacrlficing 
their Country to the Gratification of 
their own Fashians . 54 · 
Before proroging the General Court from 4 March to 13 
April, Bernard had presented a bitter reply to the Representa-
tive~ refusal to act, but this evoked little sympathy for the 
Governor . He finally decided to appeal to the courts and asked 
the Grand JurJ to indict t ne author of the libellous letters. 
Fortunately the March 1768 term of the Superior Court was in 
session and Hutchinson presided as Chief Justice . In his 
charge to t~e jury Hutchinson delivered a long and persuasive 
treat ise on libel and sedition which was designed to induce 
t ne jury to vote for indictment . 55 The jury found no bill, 
d . . d 56 and so the charees were .1sm1s se • 
53 . A . Bradford, Mass . State Papers, 120 . 
54. J . H.R . (1767-8) 214 . Bernard discussed the matter in 
aetaTl in his letter to Shelburne on 5 March 1768 . BErnard 
Papers , VI, 280 . 
55 . J . ~uincy, Reports, etc . 258- 9 . 
56 . Ibid . , 270 . T . Hutchinson , op . cit ., III , 135 . 
VIII 
The Revenue Commissioners who had come from England in 
November 1767 were treated with contempt by the people of 
Boston, but none of the threats of injuries made by Bostonians 
before the arrival of these men had materialized . To some 
extent the Commissioners did little to lessen the contempt 
of the populace for most of them could not appreciate the 
American point of view and saw in the public protestations 
against the Act great danger to themselves. In ~ebruary 1768, 
only t.hree months after tneir arrival, the Commissioners sent 
a memorial to England in which they discussed their fear that 
t~e ir lives were in danger, the libellous notices in the press 
which attacked tne officers of the King without any control, 
the non-importation agreements, and finally the New England 
town meetings , in which the "lowest Mechanics discussed the 
important Points of Government with utmost Freedom." Finally , 
they warned that it would be "imprac ticable to enforce the 
Execution of the Revenue Laws, until the Hand of Government 
should be properly strengthened." They concluded, "At present 
there is not one Ship of War in the Province , nor a Conpany 
of Soldiers nearer than New York, 57 "thus giving excellent 
sup~ort to Bernard's suggestion made in 1767 that troops be 
sent to Boston. 
57. The Memorial of the Commissioners dated 12 February 1768 . 
It is quoted in Bancroft , op. cit., VI, 128. (1854 ed.) 
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The Governor issued a proclamation in March 1768 ordering 
all civil officers to support the officers of the customs in 
the discharge of their duties, 58 but this support, he felt, 
was not enough. The home government had to be made aware of 
the difficult conditions under which he was laboring so 
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strenuously, he believed, and so every incident in the province 
was magnified for presentation in England . One of the out-
standing ex~~ples of Bernard's propensity for exaggeration 
is f'ound in his accounts of disturbances in Harch 1768. 
The patriotic faction made every effort to celebrate 
peaceably the anniversay of the repeal of the Stamp Act on 
18 March . Effigies of the Commissioners were hung on Liberty 
Tree but these were torn down early by, according to dutchinson, 
59 
"two or three persons , who were known friends of Liberty." 
~o bonf'ires were lighted, and no attacks were made upon the 
Commissioners in their homes, although there were rumors that 
this would be done. A celebration was held at the British 
Coffee House at which toasts were drunk to Brutus, Cassius , 
Hampden , Sidney , the freedom of merica and Ireland, to Paoli 
and the Corsicans, and most significantly to: 
'The Boston- Gazette and the worthy members of 
tne House who vindicated thA ~eedom of the 
PRESS 1 and T~1e Worthy and lllubpendent Grand 
Jurors. t60 
58 . Massachusetts Gazette, 14 March 1768. 
59. T. Hutchinson , op. cit., III, 136. 
60. Massachusetts Gazette, 21 March 1768. 
I n the e v ening a great c r owd gath e r e d which according to 
Hutchinson , "made a great tumult , and caused terror; and , 
stopning before the prov i nc e house , offered some abusive 
1 t th ,_ - · 61 rr u t , . anguage o e vovernor , and dlspersed . 'Lu cn1nson was 
not shocked by the mob ' s action for as he wrote to Jackson 
five days after the incident , " \ e had only suc.a a mob as 
we have long been used to on the fiftn of November , and other 
62 h olidays . 11 
For Bernard and the Commiss ioners t h e disturbances 
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provided fresh ammunition . Bernard described the " Insurrections 
intended in which it had been said that the ~ouses of one or 
more of the Commissi oners and their Off ices would be pulled 
down . " This threat , i f it ad been made , was not carried out 
or even attempted , but this did not stop Bernard from spread-
ing the story . He drew a vivid pi c ture of the riotous 
celebration for Shelburne . "Many hundr eds paraded the streets 
with yells and outcries which were quite terrible , " he wrote , 
and he related that w en the mob stood before the Province 
House, they made "so terrible a yell that it was ap prehended 
they were breaking in . " Ravine; oresented this exaggeration 
of ''the atrociousness of t h e insult," Bernard added suggestively : 
61 . T . Hutchinson , op . cit . III , 136 . 
62 . Mass . Archi ves, XXV , 295-6; ~utchinson to Jackson , 23 
March 1768 . 
I can afford no Protection for the 
Co~missioners. I have not the Shadow 
of Authority or Power. I am sure to be 
made obnoxious to the Madness of the 
People by the Testimony I am obliged 
to bear against it, and yet left ex-
posed to their Pe:e1 ~Lent without any 
possible resort of Protection. 63 
Since he had Shelburne's ear and attention Bernard decided 
to take the Council to task for its lack of cooperation. He 
nad tried to induce the Council to re4uest troops "as well to 
support the King's eovernment as to protect the persons of 
his officers", 64 but that body refused to concur with the 
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Governor on this matter. Bernard, crestfallen at t:1e Council's 
attitude, refused to take the responsibility to apoly directly 
for troops. 
In his description of the disturbances on 18 March Bernard 
was supported by the Commissioners of the Customs . That body, 
not required as was Bernard, "to take the advice of the Council 
on Military movements", repeated Bernardt's charges and appealed 
to Commodore Samuel Hood , Naval Conmander at Halifax , for help, 
and he in response to their request stationed the warship 
Romney, with a detachment of marines, in Boston harbor. 65 In 
addition the Conmissioners presented a memorial to the British 
63. Bernard Papers, VI, 280; Bernard to Snelburne, 19 March 1768. 
64. Ibid., VI, 288; Bernard to Shelburne, 21 March 1768. 
65. Grenville Correspondence, IV, 306; Hood to Grenville, 
1768. 
troops requesting that troops be sent to Massachusetts. 66 
In the eantime copies of the Circular Let~er prepared 
b-y the Massachusetts legislature for distribut ion among the 
other provincial legislatures were received in England. The 
inistry objected strongly to the contents of the letter whose 
conclusions were ummrranted, they believed, and served only 
to excite and encourage open opr:>osition to and defiance of 
Parliament . Letters were sent to all of the Governors direct-
in them to induce their legislatures to ignore the circular 
letber and lf bhe le6islatures refused to do this , to dissolve 
ther • The General Court of Massachusetts was ordered to re -
scind their resolutions and to "declare their Disapprobation 
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of the rash and hasty Proceeding." If they failed to do this 
Bernard was to dissolve the legislature . 67 At the next session 
e was ordered to insist upon the resciss ion and if refused 
each time to adjourn the legislature . Before Bernard received 
this order the annual e lection of representatives and councillors 
was held . 
66 . This r.~emorial dated 28 larch 1768 is quoted in Bancroft , 
op . cit ., VI , 136 . 
67. Letter from D . DeBerdt to the Speaker of the House of 
Representatives ; A . Bradford, Mass . State Papers , 161. 
On Mar ch 1768 a group of boys encouraged by some men 
surrounded the home of William Burch , one of the Com-
miss ioners, and althoug~ they did not damage ~is home 
or harm him their actions gave the Commissioners great 
concern . \,hen this was followed by the Stamp Act repeal 
celebrations two weeks later , the Commissioners , unable 
to obtain any promise of military assistance from Bernard, 
who would not act without the approval of the Council , 
wrote to Hood for his assistance . 
IX 
In the e l e ctions of representatives held in 1768 the 
provincial faction succeeded in reelecting most of its 
leaders. Some of the towns in the western part of the state 
not only rejected patriots but sent in their stead men who 
if they were not favorable toward the Governor, at least 
were not strong opponents. Many of these were still impressed 
with Thomas Hutchinson 's ability, and Bernard was now more 
hopeful that the Lieutenant Governor might obtain a seat on 
the Council . 
Bernard repeated his offer of the previous year and ex-
pressed his willingness to all ow James Otis, Sr. a place in 
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the Council if Hutchinson were elected . Perhaps remembering 
the charges made when he a ccepted Court posts from Bernard a 
few years before, the elder Otis exclaimed that he would 
"rather be burned out of his office to the lowest of peoples 
than that the Lieutenant Governor s hould be elected into the 
Council." Thus the provincial faction spurned Bernard's offer. 
Despite the strong opposition to Hutchinson on the part 
of the Boston representatives, the Lieutenant Governor placed 
eighteenth in the election of Councillors from the old colony 
of Massachuse tts. Still he was not declared elected , for he 
had not polled a majority of the votes cast . \lith victory 
seemingly in sight, for he lacked only three votes of a 
majority, Hutchinson seemed to have every expectation of 
victory in the run-off election. 68 But Bernard and Hutchinson 
in their elation had overlooked the cunning of Samuel Adams 
and James Otis. Under the provisions of the obnoxious 
Townshend ct to which the people of Massachusetts were almost 
unanimously opposed, money was set aside for tne payment of 
certain civil officials. Adams asked the House before the 
second ballot was taken whether Hutchinson was a pensioner 
to which Otis, never one to shriru{ from the limelight, replied 
that under the act Hutchinson had received a warrant for 
t200 as Chief Justice, and that this amount would be paid by 
the Commissioners from the new duties. Hutchinson did not 
explain or refute the charge wh ich was undoubtedly true. 
"But for the warrant ," he wrote , and there is no doubt that 
he did not exaggerate , 11 I should have been elected. 11 69 On 
the second ballot Hutchinson received ten fewer votes than he 
had received in the first ballot, and Artemas Ward of Shrews -
70 bury was elected in his place. 
68. He received sixty-ei@~t votes; seventy-one were needed 
for election . 
69 . Massachusetts Archives, XXV , 304. 
70. Ward , who later became the first major- general in the 
American army , was among those negatived by Bernard. 
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Bernard was more angry than ever at his lack of success 
which this tb:J.e had seemed to be within his grasp . He firmly 
believed that : 
The Lieutenant Governor and the Sec retary 
were by Charter intitled to a Seat & voice 
in the Council without being elected; and 
the obliging them 7£ submit to a n election 
was an Usurpation . 
He negatived six Counci l lors - elect , the four who had been 
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negatived the year before and two wi.1.o wer~ now named for the 
first time . He defended his action in a letter to Hillsborough 
in which he stated 
If I had admitted all that have been elected 
to that Board , I should have no Authority at 
it ; and the Government wou ld have been in 
Effect in the Hands of the Faction who are 
now disputing the Authority of Parliament & 
endeavouring to separate themselves from 
Great Britain in regard to all civil power . 72 
This charge was to be repeated b y Bernard many times in the 
next year . 
The House accepted the vetoes without comment and , again 
refusing to replace the negatived Councillors , proceeded to 
consider the business of the s ession . Among the business 
matters was to be the consideration of the Hillsboroue;h demands , 
but before these were voted upon other events in the town 
and province demanded the attenti on of the Governor and of the 
faction . 
71 . Bernard Papers , VI , 304- 5 ; Bernard to Hillsborough , 
30 May 1768 . 
72 . Ibid . 
Chapter X 
The Fall of a Provincial Governor 
1768-1769 
Bernardrs fundamental weakness in this period was 
the same one he ascribed to t h e British government,-that 
of indecision. He desired that certain things should be 
done , and he earnestly felt that these must be accomplished. 
Yet, despite his wishes and his con victions, he could not 
summon the necessary courage to carry out the acts. In 
his letters to England from 1767 to 1769 he consistently 
advocated that the government take a firm stand and insist 
upon the prosecution of t h e Townshend Acts which Parliament 
had passed . Since the colonists would not accept this 
without registering strong opposition, Bernard believed 
that a military force should be sent to America to supp ort 
t h e Commi ssioners of t he Customs and the administration. 
But, Bernard would not ask for the force . First he tried to 
induce the Council through hints and cajoli_ngs to induce 
oth ers to take the responsibility for requesting t he troops . 
On one hand he showed contempt for the position of t11e 
provincial faction, but, on t he oth er hand, he feared the 
wrath of the group h e despised if h e were deemed responsible 
for the introduction of troops. 
Through t he intercession of t h e Commissioners of 
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customs, Commodore Hood nad sent the warship ~Offi£eL to Boston 
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in M .y 1768 to aid the officials in carrying out thejr duties. 
Bernard conversed freely ith the c pt in of the vessel telling 
him ho noorly staffed CRstle William as an the danger that 
existed of an attack upon the fortre s by the Boston m b. 
Bernard c~refully refrained from sking ~or troons for some 
time. Fin lly orner, the captain, told the Governor th t 
if he auld only rite a formal request all of the marines 
nd the ere of the Romney oul be sent to support the 
C stle. Bern~rd would not do thi but gested that t be 
Captain ask for rest and refreshment for his men and re ue t 
that they be 1 nded on C stle Island, to which Bernard oul 
r e. Th~ Captain efuse Rnd rnard was forced to ask for 
troops in ~ formal letter. 1 This w .s done in the fall of 
1768, long after Bernar had begun riting his lett~rs 
insisting u~on the expediency o suppl ing Boston ith troops. 
Berna rd wrote lengthy letters to Hillsborough exag-
ger ting and embellishing his accounts of a fai rs in Boston 
and in the province, which he begged auld not be made 
ublic. Be flattered Hillsborough thus: 
1. 
!t requires your Lordship's distinguished 
bilities to accomplish the most Arduous 
Ta.sk o~ Reducing the Colonies into good 
Order. 
Hood to Grenville, from Halifax, 15 Octob~r 1768; 
Grenville Pqners, (London, 1852-3), !V, 374-8. From 
portion vf Corner's Diary whic nnear n tre Grenville 
Paners, it ould ~eem th~t Corner nd tbe le der f 
the patr otic f ction ere on exce tionRlly good terms. 
2. Bernard Papers, VI, 95: Bernard to illsborough, 1 M y 
Hutchinson too v~ote at length to England supporting 
Bernard ' s statements and the complaints of the Commissioners. 
To Jacl{s on he wrote , 11 It only needs one steady plan , pur-
sued a little while, and success is sure ." 3 
These letters and complaints achieved their purpose . 
On 8 June Hillsborough ordered Gage to send a regiment to 
Boston to be permanently quartered there at Castle William, 4 
5 
and he notified Bernard of this action three days later. 
Hood was ordered to send one frigate, two sloops , and two 
cutters to be stationed in Boston harbor . 
These orders were not received in America until August6 
and many other important events transpired before that . 
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While the legislature was in session two disturbances occurred 
which brought the day of reckoning closer. 
II 
The Romney lay in Boston harbor for more than a month , 
and while the patriots disliked the presence of the ship , 
they refrained from any open attack upon the vessel and its 
officers. On 10 June the ship's crew and the town mob 
clashed without any bloodshed and with only partial success 
for the mob . Corner, under the pretence that men were 
3. Mass . Arcnives , XXV, 313-4; Hutchinson to Jackson, 1~ 
June 1768. 
4. Clarence E . Carter, ed ., The Correspondence of General 
Thomas Gage with the Secretarles of State, and with the 
War OffiC:e-_and the Treasury, l763-17761New1Iaven, --
1931-33), II. 
5. Bernard Papers, VI, 311 ; Hillsborough to Bernard, 11 June 
1768 
6. Gage Corresp ondence, II, 68-9. 
needed for the ship, impressed a few se men, a not un-
common practice. One s rescued but the mob, when trying 
to release a second mP-n, as repuls d. 7 The cro d as in 
an un le s nt mood end they c~rried some of their nger to 
the evening ' s activities . 
The ship Liberty was seized by the Customs Officers 
for alleged f lse entry on the same evening. This vessel 
s owned by John Hancock, th@. wealthy merchant and patriot, 
whose membership in the rovincial arty gAve great res ect-
ability to that group. The Commissioners 1anned to remove 
the shi from her harf nd to ~nchor h r under the shelter 
of the Romney ' s guns. The cro d tried to force them rines 
and the Commissioners to wAit until Hancock could be sent 
for, but hen Ca tain Corner threRtened to order the m rines 
to fire, the mob fell hack and the ship as towed a ay. 8 
This was not the end of the cro d's activity. The 
Commissioners of the Cu8toms nd other Tevenue officers 
ere ne t d th bricks, dirt, nd tones. Their houses 
were damaged, indo s broken, nd sloe used by the 
Commissioners for pleasure taken from the water nd 
7. hem tter as discussed in the Fouse (J. H. R 1768-9, 
5, 30.) DeBerdt included an affid~vit-of-one -1-.---
term~n concerninF the incident in memori 1 to the 
inistry. Hutchinson described the q-ffa.ir to RichRrd 
J ckson in ~ letter dated 18 June 1768. ( a • Archives, 
XV, 315-6.) 
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8. The vessel s not returned to H?ncock until 26 rch 1769. 
dr ged to the Common where it as burne • Bernard sun li 
Hillsborough w1 th all of the details of the "Gre t Riot 11 
on the day following the incident. He ote: 
They ere tta.ck d by a Mob th Clubs, 
Stones, nd Brickb ts. Mr. H~rri on the 
Collr, as much bruised, particul rly in the 
Bre st, but kent his Legs so ~ to escRpe 
t~ro' n Alley. Mr . Hqllo~ell, the Controller, 
as knocked do m and left on the Ground 
covered ith Blood: he has mA.ny ounds 
and bruises but none d n~erous to Life. 
Mr. qerrison's Son young g ntleman not 
in ny Office, ho ?ccom anied his F~ther, 
was knocked down ~nd dr gged by the H ir 
of his Head, and would have been killed if 
he had not got into a house by some tanders-
by. In ~nother p~rt of the To n, Mr . Irvine, 
under the Bo rd of Co missioners, was atta§ked 
by another Mob, very much be t and abus d. 
Fearing for their lives fter these disturb nces, the Co mis-
sioners and their families moved to the Romney nd then to 
the Ca tle. 
The 11 Sons of Liberty" s the triots no styled 
thems lves, c~llP-d a meeting under the Liberty Tree on 
14 June, nd the crowd t t ssembled w s so large that 
the meeting was removed to the Old South leeting Ho se. 10 
Jame tis serv d as Moderator of this group, and a committee 
of t enty-one members, of which Roy 11 Tyler WPS n med ch ir-
man , s ppointed to prenare n ddress to the Governor. 
10. he meet ng was organized on 14 June and reconvened to 
hear thP committee's report on the follo ~ng d~y. The 




This message reiterated the desire of the people for Pee 
and accord with England, nd sked the Governor to recommend 
the removal of the Romney. Bernard received the etition 
graciously, cleAred himself of even the remotest responsibility 
for the Romne~ incident by exnlaining that th assign ent 
nd removal of the ship ere not w thin his nrovince . 
Sine he had not requested the ignment of the Romney, 
whic h d been done by the Commissioners of Customs, he could 
not ask for its removal. He added with unAdmirable h ocri 
s nee he h d lre2dy sent fully embellished accounts of the 
Romney incident to England, 11 I sh~ll think m self most 
highly honored if I can be, in t ~ lo est degr e , an instrument 
in rocurin perfect reconciliat'on bet een you and the 
parent state. 1111 
But the Commissioners ould not ~llo the incident 
to nass unchallenged. They wrote to Hood in Hali~2x nd to 
General Gage in New York sking for further nrotection. 
Letters were also sent to the treasury requesting more troo s 
and warships. Hood sent dd tion 1 shins , but Gage , 11 declaring 
that he had no leg 1 uthority to e loy soldiers to disperse 
rioters excent at the request of the civil officer2 of 
11. The meetin~ is discussed in detail in the Boston 
Ne s Letter, 16 and 23 June 1768. Ber~rd 1 s reply 
is contained in the Massachusetts Gazette, 16 2nd 23 
June 1768 . 
Mass chusetts", refused to act, but informed ern~rd th t 
he might have troous if he requested them.l 2 
In the e rly suring fter the "insurrection" o 18 
M rch Bernard had tried to convince the Council of the 
seriousness of the situation in t e ho e th. t that body 
ould dvise him to call in troons . His st tements "m de 
no imnression on the Council; they perservered in treating 
the aff ir as of no ~onsequence, no assuring me th t there 
· s no danger of ny comMotion." He did not c 1 for troo s 
~t t at t me bee use t ~s , be believed, "not ro er or 
rudent to c 11 in troops upon (his) own opinion only." 
heyin the etter o~ the 1 , he maintained that it would 
be irregul r nd haz~rdous for him to ly for troo s 
since Royal Governors were 11 directed to take the dvice 
of the Council in mi1it ry movements . 1113 
On 2 July Bern rd received Gages letter offering troo s 
u on the Governor's request. Included in the ~acket with 
GaFe 1 s letter to Bernard .ere t o letters to Colonel 
Dalrym le at Halifax order ng th t officer to sup ly troops 
if these were anted in Boston. Bernard for arded th 
letters to H~lifax and wrote to Ga e inform·ng the Gener 1 
13. Bernard Pa ers, VI, 280-8; Bern rd to Shelburne, 
19 -~8rch 1768 
thet although it s improper for him to request troo s 
(since the Council would not concur in the request), ttit 
as full s improner •.•••• to prevent their coming if they 
vere otherwise ordered.u14 He informed Hillsborough th t: 
Perha s if no great mischief is done in 
the me~ntime, it may e better or them 
(the troo s) to be ordered from Englan , 
thBn to be broup,ht here by the Ord r or 
RPquisition of Rny one in Americ • s they 
11 be introdyge in M nner much more 
authoritR.tive. 
Bern rd dvised G~ge th t the soldi~rs in H lif x or 
Ne York which were at the Governor's disposRl would never 
rrive in Boston in t me to sup ress riots. nd so he 
u gested th t G e send troo s to Boston ~or routine 
qunrt r nP.. G ge s to ily to f~ll into Bern r lq tr n 
by sendin troo s unon his o n initi tive and the a~ umin 
resnonsibility for their resence in Bo t n. The Governor 
then secretly olled the Couvc 1, ho "~re una imou ly 
o ed, u. on the uestion of u rterin~ troons, th, 
stren thening G ge's objection • 16 What Bern rd f led to 
achieve through his besitetion no procrastin~tion. the 
memoriRl sent by the Comm ss oners of thP Customs t the 
British Ministry ~s able to 8ccom lish. Hillsbor u~h 
ordered G e (8 June) in let t er rec 'ved late in Au st 
14. Ibid, VI, 85; Bernard to Ga e, 18 July 1768 
15. bid, II, 1 ; Bernard to Hillsbo ough, 30 July 1768 
16. John R. Alden, General Gage in mericn (B ton Rouge, 
1Q48) 158 
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to send two regiments to Boston.l7 In the time between 
the Romney incident and the arrival of the troops; Bernard 
remained the center of other political storms. 
III 
When the Romney and Liberty disturbances were taking 
place, the Rouse of Representatives was in session, and 
this body carried on its routine business without trouble. 
Bernard felt that, temporarily at least, he was "on better 
ter-ms with the people than usual." He attributed this 
favor to the 11 C i vil Trea trnent of a petition of the Tovm •••• , 
a plain and friendly Answer thereto and some real Service 
by interposing with the Man of war. 11 He informed his cousin 
Barrington of his new popularity, and he added truthfully 
But it wont last a week : as soon as I 
have executed t he orders I have just 
received (sic) from the Secretary of 
State, in the general Assembly, there 
will be an end of my popularity. And 
I dont know whether I shant be obliged 
to act like the Capt of a fireship, provide 
for my retreat before I light the fusee. 8 
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Hillsborough's orders, to which Bernard referred, provided 
a self-igniting 11 fusee 11 • The Secretary of State for t he Colonies 
wrote a letter to Bernard, dated 22 April 1768, which ordered 
the Massachusetts House of Representatives to rescind at once 
17. Ibid., 159-160 
18. Bernard Papers, VI, 123, Bernard to Barrington, 18 
June 1768. 
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the obnoxious Circular Letter of 11 February 1768. Bernard 
received the letter on 16 June, only two days after the Liberty 
protest meeting. For the next five days he conferred with 
Oliver and Hutchinson, and finally presented the message to 
the House on 21 June. Carefully avoiding any antagonizing 
statements Bernard presented same extracts from the letter 
in a brief message, in which he stated: 
I have his Majesty•s Orders to make a 
Requistion to you, which I communicate 
in the very Words in which I received it. 
I must desire you to take it into im-
mediate consideration, and I assure you 
that your Resolution thereon will have 
the most important Consequences to the 
province. I am myself merely ministerial 
in this Business , having received his 
Majesty •s Instructions for all I have to 
do in it. I heartily wish that you may 
see how forcible the Expediency of your 
giving this Testimonial of your Duty and 
Submission is at this Time. If you should 
think otherwi s e, I must nevertheless do my duty.l9 
The message was read immediately and read for the 
second time in the afternoon . The floor and tl~ gallery 
were filled with interested persons who were treated to a 
brilliant two-hour speech by Otis, in which that patriot 
strongly advised non-compliance. Bernard was s h ocked at 
this speech which he characterized as "of the most violent 
and virulent Nature ." Nor was anyone except the King 
spared from Otis• attack. Bernard wrote to Hillsborough 
that Otis had "abused all Persons in Authority, both here 
19. J. H. g., (1768), 68 
and at home. He indeed excepted the King•s Person, but 
traduced the Goverrnnent with all the bitterness o:f words.u20 
A committee o:f nine including all o:f the usual patriots,--
cushing, Hancock, Sam Adams, and the otises,-- was named to 
consider the message. The provincial :faction was aware 
that Bernard had written in detail o:f their conduct and 
so they asked :for Hillsborough's letter in :full and :for 
copies of Bernard•s correspondence with the Secretary. 
Bernard who at :first had only told the House that Hillsborough 
desired the legislature to rescind the circular letter now 
added the extract concerning the prorogation of the House 
if they should re:fuse to rescind and Hillsborough's request 
that Bernard submit "an account of their proceedings thereupon, 
to the end that his Majesty may, if he thinks fit, lay the 
whole Matter be:fore his parliament. 1121 The House desired the 
entire correspondence and to this Bernard replied 
I must beg leave to be the proper Judge of 
the Time and occasion o:f cummunicating any 
Papers which I receive to the Council or 
the House. If I had then thought it expedient 
to lay it before the House, I should have 
then done it; when I shall think it so, I 
shall do it. 
Not satisfied with this assertion Bernard made a more emphatic 
20. Bernard papers, VI, 326; Bernard to Hillsborough, 25- 28 
June 1768 
21. J, H. R. (1768), 68, 72, 75; A. Brad:ford, Mass. State 
Papers~ 145=Sa; Mass . Gazette, 23 June, 7 July, 1768; 
Boston Gazette, 4, 18 July 1768 
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one concerning his own correspondence: 
As to your Request of Copies of my Letters 
to the Secretary of State, you may assure 
yourselves that I shall never make public 
my letters to his Majesty's Ministers but 
upon my own Motion and for my own Reasons .22 
How ironic these words must have later seemed to the Governor 
when much of his correspondence with the Ministry was not 
only released but printed and distributed throughout the 
province as well the following year. 
Hillsborough's letter to Bernard informed the Governor 
that other Governors would be ordered to dissolve any legis-
lature which passed a resolution fovoring the Massachusetts 
Circular Letter. Letters of approval had been received by 
the Speaker of the House from New York, Virginia, Georgia, 
;J66 
and Connecticut Assemblies and these gave courage to the 
Representatives .23 The House then spent a few days considering 
a letter to Hillsborough drafted by Samuel Adams which 
maintained that the Circular Letter had been approved by 
a large majority in the House; "and that they relied on the 
clemency of the king, that to petition him would not be 
deemed inconsistent with respect for the British constitution, 
nor to acquaint their fellow subjects of their having done 
so be discountenanced as an inflammatory proceeding." 
22. J. H. R. (l7o8), 75 
23. J. H. R. (1768-9) Appendix 6 ff. Boston Gaxette, 27 
June 1768. 
Somewhat annoyed by their delay, Bernard then (28 June) 
demanded a definite answer and stated that any furt .1er 
delay would be considered a refusal.24 The representative 
asked for a recess in order to consult t heir constituents.25 
but Bernard, returning his reply immediately, refused this 
request and again insisted upon immediate action.26 
The response by the House shocked him. The gallery 
was cleared on the following day, the House informed the 
Council t hat t h ey did not wish to be disturbed, and the 
doors were locked so that no one might leave or enter. 
By a vote of 92 to 17 the House refused 11 to rescind t h e 
Resolution of the last House which gave birth to t heir 
Circular Letter. 1127 They prepared a long letter to the 
Governor vindicating t h eir position and attaching Bernard 
for his "baleful Agency" in attempting "to impress the royal 
Mind with a Jealousy of his faithful Subjects." A committee 
was named 
24. J. H. R. (1768-9), 85 
25. Ibid, (1768-9), 86-7 
26. Ibid, (1768-9), 88 
27. Ibid, {1768-9), 30 June 1768, 85, 86, 88, 89-94 
~he seventeen who voted to rescind, three were 
from Cape Cod and t h e islands, five from the North 
Shore region (Salem, Ipswich, Marblehead, Haverhill), 
one from Bridgewater, one from Maine, and seven from 
towns west of Springfield. (Letters and Diary of 
John Rowe, 167-8) 
to prepare and report a humble, dutiful, 
and loyal Petition to the King, praying 
t hat his Majesty would be graciously 
pleased to remove his Excellency, Francis 
Bernard, Esq. 2 fram the Government of this Province ••••• 8 
The vote on the motion to impeach Bernard was carried by 
a closer vote, fifty-eight to fifty-three. 
Bernard was further chagrined by the quality of the 
opposition. No longer might he speak of a closely-divided 
legislature or of the "friends of government" in the House, 
for, as he wrote Hillsborough: 
Among the Majority were many Members who 
were scarce ever known upon any other 
Occasion to vote against the Government 
Side of a Question- so greatly h ave Infatuation 
and Intimidation gained Ground.29 
I 
In t h e course of the debate James Otis had said, according 
to Bernard's informer: 
·when Lord H-- ~ ----knows that we will not 
rescind our Acts he s h ould app ly to Parliament 
to rescind theirs. Let Britain rescind their 
Measures ~ t h ey are lost foreve r.30 
Unable to cope with the situation further, Be rnard followed 
Hillsborough's instructions, prorogued t h e House on 30 June, 
and on the next day issued a proclamation dissolving t he 
General Court. For almost a year the province had no 
legal legislature. 
28. Ibid., (1768~9), 30 June 1768, ·91-94 
29. Bernard Papers, VI, 330; Bernard to Hillsborough, 1 July 1768. 
30. Ibid. The italics are Bernard's 
IV 
Despite the action of the House, the conduct of the 
people of the province for almost three months after the 
Romnex affair was exceptionally good, and tl.1ere were only 
one or two instances of unusual activity. Many of the 
merchants of Boston renewed nonimportation agreements early 
in August. The boycott included the importation or purchase 
of any British goods except salt, coal, fish-hooks, lines, 
hemp, duck, bar-lead, wool-cards, and card-wire, and ~·1as 
especially against tea, paper , glass and painters ' colors. 
The agreement was to be in effect from 1 January 1769 to 
1 January 1770, except for the boycott of the dutied articles, 
which were not to be imported until the duties were repealed. 31 
The boycott was accomplished peaceably. The good conduct 
of the people carried over to the celebration of the anni-
versary of the Stamp Act riots, which 1ere celebrated this 
year at a picnic in Roxbury. Boston was a quiet to\~1 on 
that day. 
The military problem continued to plague Bernard during 
that summer. \~en Gage received Hillsborough's letter 
ordering him to send troops to Bernard in Boston, he dispatched 
an officer to Bernard to make arrangements for the transfer 
31. The agreement Is contained in JOlin Mein, A State of 
the Importation from Great Britain into the Porf Of 
BOSton from the B"egfnn1.ng of Janu·aryTI69l;oAUgu.s-t 
1769. (Boston. 1769) -- --
of troops from the garrison at Halifax to Boston. The 
officer arrived in town and his presence and his intention 
caused some excitement. Bernard was relieved for he was 
obtaining the troops without the responsibility and blame 
for having ordered them. He asked for two regiments, one 
t o be stationed in town and t h e other at some barracks at 
t h e Cas tle. 
Two of the s h ips assigned to Boston sailed to Halifax 
early in September, and Bernard let it be known privately 
t hat they would return with troops. Th e response of the 
patriots was gratifying to Bernard who reported to Hills-
borough that "The Faction immediately took the alarm. 1132 
A Boston town meeting was called for 11 September 
t h ree days after the second ship had sailed. James Otis 
again presided over the meeting which was held in Faneuil 
Hall. A re s olution prepared by Adam s , Otis, and Warren 
which a s ked the Governor why tho troops were coming and 
requested that h e convene the Assembly was passed by the 
meeting and sent to Bernard. The Governor would not make 
any official announcement concerning t h e troop s and refused 
to call the Assembly into session. Bernard's replies were 
presented to the meeting on t h e nex t day, and t h e spirit 
of opposition to the royal authority was intensified. Some 
members wanted to resist the landing of t he troops with arms, 
- -------- ----- - -~..---
32. Bernard Papers, VII, 37; Bernard to Hillsborough, 16 
Sept 3mber 1768. 
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but fortunately calmer minds prevailed. A resolution was 
passed which stated that the inhabitants of Boston would 
"at the most utmost peril of their lives and fortunes, 
maintain and defend their rignts, liberties , privileges, 
and immunities ." The selectmen of the town were finally 
ordered to send invitations to all of the ·towns in the 
province to send delegates to a convention to be held in 
Boston on 22 September , in order to determine what the people 
of the province could do to resist this new tyranny . 33 
Before adjournment the less radical unit , of hich Otis 
was the leader, made one concession to the other group . 
The townspeople were warned that the law, which tr1ey insisted 
should be obeyed , required every man to keep a musket and 
powder because of "a prevailing apprehension in the Minds 
of many of an approaching war with France . 11 
v 
While preparations were being made to send troops from 
Halifax to Boston the convention authorized by the Boston 
town meeting was being organized . While the troops were 
making the trip from Halifax to Boston, the convention was 
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in session. Bernard, protesting privately t=lat the convention 
was illegal , watched every move carefully. 
33 . T . Hutcninson, op . cit., III, Appendix L, contains a 
eopy of one of t 1"le letters sent out by the selectmen. 
Those persons, Tories and patriot s alike, who ex-
pected new radical petitions to grow out of the conventior1s 
discussions were disappointed . Thomas Cushing of Boston, 
the Speaker of the House, was named moderator on the first 
date, 22 September. Sixty-six towns were represented by 
seventy persons on the first day of the converrGion, and 
by the final day ninety- six towns and eight districts had 
sent representatives . 34 
The convention first asked Bernard to convene the 
legislature and sent a committee to present their petition . 
Bernard refused to accept the message , ·for he would not 
recognize the legality of t h e convention . He recommended 
.instead that the "Gentlemen assembled at Faneuil Hall under 
the name of a Committee or Convention11 should separate. If 
they would not, he threatened to use t h e prerogative of the 
Crown to make them "repent their rashness . " This message 
was hooted by the convention. 35 
For six days this unusual convention sat in session 
-discussing public business and considering a petition to 
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the Kin g. They rea s serted their protest against Parliamentary 
taxation , against t h e dangers to their liberties by English 
pensioners and soldiers, and against a standing army in the 
-----::-::------ ------34 . Boston News-Letter, 6 October 1768 
35 . Bernard Papers, VII , 62- 3; Bernard to Hillsborough, 
27 September and 3 October 1768. 
province in time of peace . In the one concrete accomplish-
ment they prepared a petit i on to the King reaffinning all of 
the past grievances , and they voted that it be sent to George 
36 
III . Finally the convention adjourned on 28 September . 
Bernard , while ignoring the proceedings of this abortive 
legislature , was unable to work in harmony with the Council 
now sitting in his Privy Council . In July 1768 he had tried 
to induce the Counc i l to ask for troops and now while the 
Convention was in session, he urged the Council to make 
arrangements for quartering the expected troops in the town . 
Since the billeting act provided that no quartering would 
be done unless all barracks available were utilized , the 
Council insisted upon following the law to the letter . 
Bernard had hoped that the use of Castle William would be 
limited only to regular Massachus etts troops on duty there , 
but the Council insisted that the Castle should be utilized 
for British troops as well . The Governor was disappointed 
and he considered the Council ' s action to be the 11 greatest 
37 Blow that had been t:i ven to the King r s Government . 11 The 
decision of the Counc i l was popular in the province and 
Bernard did not press the matter further . 
36 . Boston Gazette , 26 September , 10 October 1768 . 
John c . Mi ller , "The Massachusetts Convention of 1768 . 11 
New England Quarterly , VII , 73- 84 . 
37 . Bernard Papers , VII , 62 ; Bernard to Hillsborough , 27 
September 1768 . 
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The Council, which in confirmity with Hillsborough's 
orders had lost its legislative function, illegally resumed 
that capacity while the convention was in session . Bernard 
was horrified by this action which he considered even more 
radical than the convention. Despite Bernard's protests 
the Council continued to meet and in October 1768 that body 
once the citadel of conservatism and the loyal supporter of 
the prerogative , drew up a petition to the King asking for 
Bernard's removal. Deeply chagrined Bernard wrote to Hills-
borough in September while the convention was in session, 
11 I consider this Government as intirely subdued. Tl1e Out-
works have been taken by Degrees . The Citadel (the Council) 
however remained to the King untill these 3 months . Now 
that has surrendered; & the Garrison has joined the Enemy .u38 
After the Council's action in calling for Bernard' s removal, 
of which the Governor informed Hillsborough irrnnediately39 
Bernard no longer used the Council in an advisory capacity 
but called the three principal officers of the Crovm to meet 
with him to decide executive matters . 40 
Despite all of the threats to take drastic action to 
prevent the landing of troops in Boston, nine hundred troops 
from Halifax arrived at Nantasket almost simultaneously with 
38. Ibid., v-:ti, 56-62; Bernard to Hillsborough~6 Se]Ytember 
1'768 
39. Ibid., VII, 76-83; Bernard to Hillsborough , 14 October 1768 
40. Ibid., VII, 123-6; Bernard to Hillsborough, 24 January 1769 
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the Council ' s decision and the adjourrunent of the con-
vention . Most of these men , thanks to the Council ' s 
decision , were without shelter. Finally some were quartered 
in the rooms of the Town House , except the Council chamber , 
and tl~e rest were assigned quarters in Faneuil Hall . 
The protest of t e Commissioners of the Customs was 
delivered to Hillsborough by Hallowell, who gave a verbal 
picture of Boston conditions as he had seen them . s a 
result of the memorial and Hallowell's pleadings two more 
regiments were sent to Boston from Ireland, and Gage him-
self came to view their landing and billeting . Rather than 
attempt to quarter the troops on the town , Gage was forced 
to rent buildings to house the troops nd to purcl1ase 
supplies for the men in the town at the expense of the 
Crovm. With the Halifax troops , the Irish soldiers, 41 and 
the warships in the harbor , Boston became in fact a garrisoned 
town . 
-- - ---- -----
41 . The presence of Irish soldiers was an additional insult . 
Tne New England of the 1760's had lost none of the 
antipathy toward Roman Catholicism prevalent a century 
earlier . One of Sam Adam • s most effective cl1arges 
against Bernard and the Tories was that they were tools 
of the Papists by beine; bigoted to the principles if 
not the faith of Roman Cat olicism . The introduction 
of Irish troops , many of whom were Roman Catholics , 
did little to help the Tory cause and won many adherents 
to the side of the provincial faction , especially in 
the smal ler towns where Pa pists were believed to be in 
league with the devil . (The vritings of Samuel Adams , I , 
203 , 21 0 , 21 2 .) ---
VI 
Bernard had begun in 1766 to ask for permission to 
return to England at least temporarily, ostensibly to 
advise the British government concerning American problems, 
perhaps to obtain a new post, and to attend to some family 
business. For a long time his leave, though promised, was 
postponed, since the Ministry felt that his experience was 
needed in Boston and that for him to leave would be an 
admission of weakness. In 1768 he was finally granted 
permission to return home , but his leaving was held up for 
more than a year by provincial problems . 
Even before his return was finally approved Francis 
Bernard received an additional honor and sign of royal 
approbation . In the spring of 1768 through Hillsborough's 
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intercession and Barrington 's influence, Bernard was proposed 
by the Secretary of State for a baronetcy. He hesitated to 
accept the title since it woul d cost him a large fee, but 
in the following spring (1769) he was granted the title of 
Sir Francis Bernard of Nettleham in the County of Lincoln, 
Esquire, 42 with the expenses of the patent paid by the Crown, 43 
an action that must have pleased parsimonious , family-burdened 
Francis Bernard . 
42. Bernard Papers, XI, 183; Barrington to Bernard, 9 May 1768. 
43. Ibid., XII, 65; Barrington to Bernard, 21 May 1769. 
For Bernard the grant of the title provided a complete 
vindication of his conduct as Governor. He had hesitated 
in accepting t h e title for some time but his final decision 
to accept was influenced not only by the desire for t h e 
title, but in the hope that 
even in (his insignificant Person and 
Example mi ght be held forth to encourage 
oth er Governors to adhere to t h eir Duty 
& to discourage t h e people from attempting 
·to ruin a Governor for his Fidelity to 
the King in which within this Province 
they have more than once succeeded.44 
Bernard was granted leave to return to England on 
22 June 1768, 45 although notice of it was probably not 
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received until August . He was not relieved of his Governor-
ship but was to be Governor in absentia, with t he Lieut~nant 
Governor acting a s Governor in his absence . Bernard planned 
to keep his family in America for he planned eith er to return 
to America or to b e reassigned to anoth er province . He had 
hoped for the post of Lieutenant Governor of Virginia, in 
wh ich position he would in reality be Governor since the 
Royal Governor seldom reside d in t h e province, but after 
being assured that t h e post was his, and a fter signifying 
44 . Ibid., VJI;=44; Bernard t o Hillsborough, 1 7 0eptember 
rnm 
45. Ibid., XIII, 243. This volume contains all of Bernard's 
orders and instructions . 
his acceptance of the position, 46 he was notified that it 
was given to another person for reasons of political ex-
47 pediency. 
He wrote to Hood48 asking for a vessel to transport him 
to England, but none was available . Hood, whose opinion of 
Bernard was somewhat short of admiration, wrote to Grenville 
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of Bernard's request and added, 11 I was very sorry that it was 
not in my power to comply with his request, for most certainly 
the sooner he is out of America, the better . 1149 Although he 
was eager to return to England Bernard was forced by the 
pressure of affairs in Boston to remain in the province until 
August 1769. 
Since the Legislature was not in session, little notice 
could be taken officially of Bernard's promotion of the 
baronetcy. The provincial faction would not allow this action 
to go unchallenged and one of the members submitted a letter 
to the Gazette, signed A TORY, in which he offered the opinion 
of the faction on the advancement. He wrote : 
Your promotion, sir, reflects an honour on 
t h e Province itself; an honour which has 
never been conferrtd upon it since the thrice-
happy administration of Sir Edmund Andros 
of precious memory, who was also a baronet; 
nor h ave the unremitted Endeavours of the 
46. Ibid., XI, 183; Barrington to Bernard, 9 May 1768. 
47. Ibid., XI, 277; Barrington to Bernard, 11 August 1768. 
48. Bernard Papers, VII, 191; Bernard to Hood, 27 August 1768. 
49. Grenville Papers, IV, 378; Hood to Grenville, 15 October 1768. 
very amiable & patriotic Gentleman to 
render the most substantial and lasting 
services to his people, upon the plan 
of a wise and uncorrupt set of m----rs, 
been ever paralleled till since you 
adorned the ch--r ••.•• Pity it is that 
you have not a pension to support your 
title. But an Assembly well-chosen may 
supply that want even to your wish. 
Should this fail, a late letter. said 
to have strongly recommended a tax upon 
the improved LANDS of the Colonies, may 
be equally successful with the other 
letters of the like nature, and funds 
sufficient may be rais'd for the Use and 
Emolument of yourself and friends, with-
out a Dependence upon a 'military estab-
lislnnent supported by the province at 
Castle William.' I am, Sir , with the 
most profound respect, and with the 
sincerest Wishes for your further Exalta-
tion, the most servile of all your tools. 
A TORY50 
VII 
Despite the oposition of the Council and the Boston 
selectmen to any effort for lessening the burden of the 
Crown in providing for the soldiers stationed in Boston, 
there was as yet no marked animosity between the soldiers 
and the townspeople. Some of the leaders of the faction 
had promised earlier that they would oppose the introduction 
of troops, but the soldiers were landed and quartered almost 
without incident, and Gage did not send any representations 
to England of riots and insurrections in the province, real 
or imaginary. 
50. Boston Gazette, 1 May 1769. 
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But if the attitude of the people toward the soldiers 
could bring no censure, other actions in the province could 
and did serve the purpose. The King in a message to Parlia-
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ment accused the leaders of the Boston faction with desiring 
"to throw off their Dependence on Great Britain" to which 
Parliament asserted that 
one of their most essential duties to 
maintain inviolate the supreme authority 
of the legislature of Great Brita~~ over 
every part of the British Empire. 
Through the influence of Hillsborough a series of resolves 
were passed in the Lords and Commons (in Commons by a vote 
of almost three to one) in the winter of 1768-9 which condemned 
the proceedings of the Assembly in its January and February 
1768 sessions as "illegal & derogatory of the Rights of the 
Crown & Parliament of Great Britain." In addition, the Circular 
Letter so repugnant to Hillsborough was attacked as "tending 
to create unlawful combinations, repugnant to the laws of 
Great Britain, and subversive of the Constitution." The acts 
of violence against the Commissioners and other Revenue officers 
of the province and the lack of cooperation by the Council 
and civil magistrates which made necessary the sending of a 
military force were strongly condemned. The town meeting 
after the Romney incident and the Massachusetts Convention 
of September were branded as "calculated to incite sedition 
51. The Parliamentary History of England,from the earliest 
period to the year 1803, XVI, 468, 469,'"'47r;-473. 
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and insurrections 11 and as 11 daring insults offered to his 
Majesty•s authority, and audacious usurpations of the powers 
52 
of Government." 
In Massachusetts Bernard, Hutchinson, Oliver, and others 
sought evidence of treason by Samuel Adams, Otis, Hawley, 
Bowdoin, and others and obtained affidavits to support their 
charges in England. They hoped that their evidence would be 
sufficient to induce Parliament to charge these patriots with 
treason and induce the King to order them deported to England 
for trial. Thomas Hutchinson took a deposition from Richard 
Sylvester, a Boston tavern-keeper, on 23 January 1769, which 
quoted Srun Adruns as saying to a group of his associates: 
•If you are men, behave like men. Let 
us take arms immediately, and be free, 
and seize all the king•s officers. We 
shall have thirty thousand men to join 
us from the country.• 
and on another occasion: 
'We will not submit to any tax, nor 
became slaves. We will take up arms, 
and spend our last drop of blood before 
the king and Parliament shall impose on 
us, and settle crown officers in this 
country to dragoon us. The country was 
first settled by our ancestors, therefore 
we are free and want no king. The times 
were never better in Rome than when they 
had no king and were a free state; and as 
this is a great empire we shall have it 
in our power to give laws to England.' 
52. Ibid., XVI, 469-478. 
nd on still another occasion: 
'We will destroy every soldier that 
dare put his foot on shore. His Majesty 
has no right to send t r oops here to 
inva.de the country, and 531ook upon them as foreign enemies ! 
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This was re~d to the Board of Trade on 5 December 1?59, after 
Bernard ' s arrival in England. 
All of these statements were made in the neriod between 
Hallowell' s 
the burning of / sloop ( June 176:f} and the a rri vPl of 
the troops. One Nathaniel Coffin prese ted an affidavit on 
5 February which concerned the designs of t e faction to 
drive Francis Bernard and Thomas Hutchinson from th . province 
and the pla.ns made to accomplish this at tbe meeting hich 
called the Massachusetts Convention of 1768 into session. 54 
Added to these were the complaints of the Commissioners who 
charged that "one of their Demagogues", the reference is to 
Ad ms, had said that if the people were forced to defend 
their liberty "he hoped, and believed, that they would one 
and all resist, even unto Blood."55 
Edes and Gill, the prominent Boston printers who published 
the Boston G zette, Otis ' s and Thacher ' s pamphlets, the town 
of Boston ' s v rious Instructions, the Bernard-Hillsborough 
53. Ne .England P pers , (Sparks Ms. X)(Harvard Coll. Library) 
III, 1?, 13 
54. Ibid . , IJI, l5 
55. Gay Transcripts (Massachusetts Historical Society) State 
Paners, XI, 39-40, 15 June 1?68 
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cor espondence, some issues of the House Journals, and ~ny 
anti-Bernard material available, were cited by Bernaro ~s 
"trumueters of sedition ••.• and •..• authors of numberless 
tre~surpble ~nd seditious writings. One particular item 
printed shortly after the Stamp Act repeal nniversary in 
1769 was particularly libellous, Bernard felt. The article 
which appeared in the Gazette on ?7 March 1769 ~.s, Bern~rd 
wrote to Hillsborough, "so m::~levolent to Great Bri tain and 
so Shocking to a British Ear that I have thought uroner to 
end it to your Lordshin together with the Providence 
Gpzette (S~turd~y March 18, 1769) from which it is pretended 
to be taken." Bernard explained tha.t the article was written 
in Boston then sent to Providence where it a:pnearf"Ci on the 
Liberty Tree there and w~~ then printed in the Providence 
Gazette on the anniversary, 18 March 1769. Edes ~nn Gill, 
who ere, in Bern rd's o inion, really responsible for the 
pre aration of the original letter, then renrinted the letter 
in the Boston Gazette. 56 
The author of the ~rticle, ho signed it 11 A Son of IjbP-rtv." 
explained that the Stamp Act was repealed for Great Brita"'n 's 
convenience alone, and that the repeal of the Act was no 
reflection of the Parliament. Let it not be forgotten, he 
56. Ibid., 21; Bernard to Hillsborough, 27 March 1769. 
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rned, that 11 the same Parli ment have s ed Acts, hich 
if ob yed in the Colonies ill be equally f t 1. 11 The v riou 
excesses of P rli ment ere discu sed in detail by the uthor 
ho then arned: 
These thtngs bein so, it becomes us, 
my Brethren, t ~lk worthy of our 
Vee tion--to use every 1 wrul Mean, 
to frustrate t e eked e i gns of 
our Enemies t home and abroPd--Pnd 
to unitP against the evil ~nd pernicious 
l"achina tions of those v-ho would destroy 
us. I judPe th t nothing c n h~ e ~ 
better Tendency to this Gran End than 
encouraginf' our own 8nuf~ctures, and 
a total Disu~e of foreign unerfluities. 
en I consider e Corru tinn of 
Great ritain--their Load o~ Debt--
thetr c~rci t.r of Provisions ~md the 
Contempt in h ch they re hel by the 
tions nbout them; nd hen I consi er, 
on the other H nd, the t te of the 
American Colonie , with Regard to the v r au 
Clim~te , Soils, Produce, ra id ~o ul tion, 
joined to the Virtue of the Inhabitants, I 
cannot but t ink that the Conduct of Old-
~nP nd to ards us ~ y be er itted by 1v1n 
"i~dom , and ordained by the unsearch ble 
Providence of the Alm ghty , for hastenin 
Period dreadful to Grent Britain.57 
Before t ese affidavits ere received in England e~r r 
ch rges m e by Bern~rd nd Hutchinson had lready t ken effect 
there. On 8 February 1769 Parli ment re uested the King 
to 11 make inquisitions for treason in Boston, Rnd to bring 
the ccu ed to England for trial 11 , espite the fact that 
57 . 1, 1769. 
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the attorney gener~l P.nd solicitor gener~l h8d greed that 
the ct of 1544 hich w s invoked extended only to treRson, 
n that there ~s not sufficient grounds to fix the charge 
of treason on 8ny erson named in the ffidavits. In 
~ ~sachusetts the lead r~ of the faction ere un orried for 
th y saw thi ction only as threat to encourage their 
submission. In ddition there were many English friends of 
Americans ho dvised them th t no one expect d th~t the ction 
auld be carried out. More imnort~nt, oo, s the information 
th t most if not all of thA 1m art duties would be re e led, 
for they ere very unpo ulRr mong the w.nglish tra rs ~nd 
merchants as ell as among the Americ n~.58 Hutchinson 
believed that the information sent y Bernard was am le, but 
since British officials felt otherwise, no decisive action 
1\•ould be taken. Thus th st tute of 1544 became "a subject 
of contem t And ridicu " in o~ton.59 
VIII 
resh ndi nitie~ were frequently hPaned unon FrPnci~ 
Ber a.rd rin~ thi la t year in office, and he ~rote constantly 
to hiq ~ngli h natrons complaining against those ersons who 
58. J. s. 
III, 
cit., II, ~82-3; T. Hutchinson,~· cit., 
59. Ibid., III, 161 
appeared determined to ruin him. Prominent among these was 
his old foe, John Temple, no one of the Commissioners of 
Cu toms, who, B~rn~rd s certain, as the author of number 
of libellous rticles bout him a aring in the Boston 
newsp ners. The Governor sided with th~ othP.r Commissioners 
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in their memorial gainst Tern le which charged the only 
nopular Commissioner "with beinJ! the princi al Mover of all 
the Difficulties & Troubl~ which have obstructed the Execution 
of their Offices & the buse which they have received in 
their official and Personal ChAracters.6° 
Finally on 12 June 1769 Tern le nrepared the rticle 
that s to Bernard the crowning nsult. He gave the editors 
of the Boston Ga7.ette a copy of Toovey's affidavit ~hich 
charged that Bernard had shAred Cockle's 1 egal ain in 
the Salem se-nd 61 Bernard was horrified and wrote at • 
once to Pownall: 
Temnle has this Day lihelled me by 
publishing ~n Affidavit hich he made use of 
in his ~ccusation against me some Y~ars 
ago; the contents of ~hich I never Y.new 
before. It was very unfortun te for me th t 
I had not an Onportunity of defendin myself 
from that ChAr~e ag inst me. If I had, I 
should h~ve long ~?o put a Stop to his 
'':ic~edness by exoosing the Malice ~nd 
Wqlsehood of it. I shall not miss the 
Opportunity which this Publication which 
can come from no one else, gives me of 
demanding Justice ag in t him.62 
60. Bernard Paner , VII,256; Bernard to John Po nall, 18 
February 1769 
61. Boston Ga~ett • 12 June 1769. See ~lso Chanter VII, 
this work. 
62. Bernard Papers,VII,?97; Bernard to Jon Pownall, 12 
June 1769 
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Despite his threats Bernard did not press charges against 
Temple perhaps because he knew that Temple too had his power-
ful supporters, and, and this is ~- :probability not to be 
overlooked, Temple might have been able and willing to justify 
Toovey's charges. 
But this was not the only indignity Bernard was to su~fer. 
IJike many other important Bostonians Governor Bernard sat 
~or portraits painted by the rising young American artist, 
John Singleton Copley. In 1764 Copley painted a portrait 
of the Governor dressed _in a gold-braided brown velvet robe, 
trimmed with chain and lace. Bernard wore a white neck-
cloth and a white wig. This is the only original portrait 
of Bernard now extant in Boston. A second portrait which 
the Governor gave to Christ Church, Oxford, in 1772 shows 
Bernard wearing a blue c.oat and wrt te neckcloth and a short 
wig tied with a queue · ribbon. The third portrait, ~- three-
quarter length painting, was the center o~ a shocking incident 
which gained much publicity. 
Bernard gave this last portrait to Harvard College in 
1765 and the gift w.as accepted by the College board and hung 
in Harvard ~a11. 63 
On 5 October 176~ some vandal cut a. piece shaped like 
A heart out o~ the breast. One newspaper stated that this 
63. Josiah Quincy, History of Harvard College, (Cambridge, 
1840) The French artist , du Simitier, wrote that he saw 
the nortrait in Harvard Hall in 1767. Letter in Ridgeway 
Library, Philadelphia, quoted in B. N. Parker and A. B. 
Wheeler, John ~ingleton Copley (Boston 1931)265, II, 485. 
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action "was a most charitable attempt to deprive him of that 
Part, hich a Retrospect upon his administration must have 
rendered exquisitely painful. 1164 The Harvard authorities 
immediately ordered the nortrait repaired, framed, and hung 
in the Philoso hy Room. In the following suring another 
item appeared in the same newspaper: 
G------r B--------d's nicture has been 
lately returned to Har;ard College to be 
hung up in the Library: Our American Lirnne4, 
Mr. Copley, by the sururising act of his 
pencil, has actually restored as good 1! 
heart as had been taken from it; tho' unon 
a ne r and accurate inspection, it will be 
found to be no other than ? f lse one.-
There may it long remain hanging, ~~how 
posterity the true icture of the man, who 
during a we k and --------d Ad-----------n, 
was suffered to continue in the ---t of 
G-----m--t, a sore scourge to the peoule, 
until he had hapnily awakened a hole con-
tinent to a thorough sense of their own 
interest, and thereby laid, the foundation 
of American greatness.65 
Unfortunately the Harvard portrait h~s been lost, erha s 
destroyed by American soldiers uartered there during the 
Revolution. Only three original Bernard portra ts are extant, 
one at the estate in Nether Winchendon, painted by a.n unknown 
artist hen Bernard was a young man,66 and the two Copley 
portraits, one in Boston And the other, frequently reproduced 
in America, at Christ Church Oxford. 
64. Boston Evening Post, 19 December 1768 
65. Ibid., 8 May 1769 
66. A cony of this nortrait w s rinted in the Publications 
of the Colonial Society of Massachusetts, XXIV, 247. 
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IX 
But these indignities were slight when compared ith 
the new attack made in 1769 by the erst hile loyal and faith-
ful Council. Beginning with his first negativing of Councillors 
in 1766, Bernard gradually lost his power in th~t body until 
by 1768 the Council was as radical as the House of Representa-
tives. Bernard and the Council had clashed earlier over 
ordering the troops and then even more severely over the question 
of quartering the troops, and in both cases the Council had 
won. Bernard wrote in detail of the Council's action, cen-
suring the town of Boston and criticizing the Council for 
their opnosition. Through the offices of William Bollan, 
the former Agent of the province now acting as Agent for the 
Council, the letters to Hillsborough were obtained and for-
warded to the Council which immediately caused them to be 
published, to the joy of the nrovincial faction and to BernRrd 1 s 
great consternation.67 
Edes and Gill, the publishers of the Roston Gazette 
printed t he letters from Bernard to Hillsborough, Gage's let-
ters concerning the supply of troops for the province, and 
67. These letters had been resented before the House of 
Commons, and copies were thus available to M~mbers . 
Bollan went to Alderman Bickford who represented 
Wilshire in Commons for copies of t~e letters he 
desired. These letters ~ere sent to Americ~. According 
to Bol Rn 's statement he did not read them before 
submitting them to the Council. 
the Council's defense of its action early in May. 68 Bernard 
was attacked severely, blamed for the unhappiness in the 
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province, and criticized for his unconsti tution::ll and arbi tra.ry 
actions and political machinations. All of Bernard 's attempts 
to evade responsibility for the arrival of troops went for 
naught as the Council, in its at t ack, emphasized 
if he has taken' Care that .the Measures 
of others should be effectual for tb~t 
Purpose, which we have Reason to believe, 
the Effect is still the same; and he 
becomes chargeable with an unmanly Dis-
sumulation.69 
The letter concluded with an urgent request for Bernard's 
remova1, 70 which must have shocked Bernard who must certainly 
have hoped to create the impression that he alone was re-
sponsible for his recall to England. 
The attacks on Bernard show the worth of James Bowdoin, 
President of the Council, who now rose to the level of Thacher, 
Otis, and Sam Adams in the elo uence of his attack. 71 These 
68. Letters to the Right Honourable the E rl of Hillsborough, 
from Governor Bernard, General Gage, and the Honourable 
His Majesty's Council for the Province of Massachusetts 
Bay. With~ Aupendix, cant inin{ Divers Proceedings 
referred 1Q in the Said Letters, Boston, 1769). 
69. Ibid., 
70. Ibid., 42. 
71. The writer is indebted to an Unpublished dissertation 
James Bow oin and the Massachusett Council (Boston u.,l948) 
and t o articles, 11 James Bowdoin, Patriot "Prona~andist" 
and ''The MR sst'lchusetts Council 11 (William & Mary Quarterly, VI) 
by Francis G. Walett for an excelTent delmeation of the 
worth and accomplishments of Bowdoin. 
letters ere printed in April 1769 just before the annual 
elections and their publication undoubtedly affected the vote 
of the eople, as Bernard had feared. 72 
Bollan sent over ~dditional letters written by Bernard 
to the Ministry during 1768, letters sent by Hood and Gage 
to the Ministry in the same neriod and letters sent by the 
Commissioners of the Customs to the Lords of the Treasury. 
Four new pamphlets appeared in rapid succession under the 
imprint of Edes and Gill and these were reprinted shortly 
fterward in London. 73 Bernar~s reputation, precarious for 
so long, was utterly ruined and nothing he said or did hPd 
any effect on the politics in the province. No governor 
since the arrogant Shute wa s so detested in the province and 
to Bernard goes also the dubious distinction of being the 
subject of more lampoons, broadsides and doggerels than any 
other Royal Governor. 
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72. Bernard Pa ers,VII,281-2; Bernard to Hillsborough, 12 Anril, 
1769 
73. Letters to the Ministry from Governor Bernard, General 
~. a.nd Commodore Hood; And also Memor als to the Lords 
of the Treasurx from the Commissioners of the Customs 
with sundry letters and papers annexed to the said 
memorials, Boston, Edes and Gill, 1769. A Third Extr~­
ordinary Budget of Epistles and Memorials between Sir 
Francis Bernard of Nettleham, Baronet, ~ natives Q_ 
Boston, New England, and the nresent ministry; Against 
N. America, the true Interest of the British Empire, and 
the Rights of Mankind, Boston, Edes and Gill, 1769. 
Copies of Letters from Sir Fra.nci s Bernard to the Earl of 
Hillsborough, Boston, Edes and Gill,. 1769 . Conies of 
Letters tl:..Qm. Governor Bernard, ~. to the .Em:l. JJ.i.. Hills-
borough. Cony of a letter from Governor Bernard to the 
Earl of Hillsborough. Dated Boston lov. 1, 1768, No.5, 
Boston, Edes and Gill, 1769 . 
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X 
During all of this agit tion--the arrival of troops, 
the Massachusetts Convention, the criticisms of Massachusetts 
in Parliament, and the publication of the Bernard correspondence--
the House of Representatives remained adjourned . Ten months 
passed before that body was called into session again. 
The charter of the province called for at least one session 
annually of the. legislature to be held in May, !3-nd so Bernard 
issued the election writs in April 1769. 
The inhabitants of the towns met and elected their 
l•f.l 
representatives completely u~ midated by the troons or 
the warships. Many of the towns instructed their ne ly 
elected representatives to request the removal of the troons, 
to refuse to apnropriate money for the support of the mili-
tary forces, and to inouire diligently into the nature of 
the letters sent by Bernard ·to Engl13.nd. The voters of Roxbury, 
realizing that this was not a local problem , advised that 
correspondence should be established among coloni.a.l e ssembli e • 7 4 
The provincial faction was careful to take revenge 
against its onponents. Of the seventeen representatives who 
h~d voted in favor of rescind ng the ·House resolutions only 
five were returned to the Assembly . Of these only two dared 
74 . Boston News Letter, 11 MR,y, 25 May, 1 July , 1769 
Massachusetts Gazette, 8 June 1769. 
to report to the opening session. Samuel Adams was the 
ruler of the legislBture and Otis, Cushing, Ha ley, and 
Hancock ere his c ~ble lieutenants. 
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Bernard had hoped for some conciliation wit the faction 
in the election of Councillors even at t is late date, but 
these men, knowing th~t Bernard ould leave the province 
shortly, s~w no need to compromise. In th election of 
Councillors the si·x who had been chosen and negatived the 
year before ere again elected. In addition four more 
supporters of the Crown failed of re-election and four atriots 
ere elected in their places. In a flagrant abuse of the 
veto power Bernard negatived the original six and three of 
the f our new men elected. Josenh Hawley, the fourth person, 
was saved from the veto by refusing to accent the post, 
preferring to remain in the House. !n addition to rejecting 
th~se men Bernard also negatived two Counc llor~ ho had 
·served previously. One of these was the President of the 
Council, James Bo doin, who s no punished for his rt 
in the ublication of Pernard's letters. The House ref sed 
to elect substitutes nd so twelv of th t enty-eight eats 
remained vacant.75 
Bernard felt that his action was comnletely justifiable. 
His letters reveal none of the conciliatory spirit that he 
75. J. H. R., ( 769) 8-10 
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tried to sho~ the House . He wrote in detail of the elections 
to Hillsborough and added 
Upon a Reflexion upon what I hPve 
done, I can only blame myself for 
not having c rried my negative a 
little further, though I could not 
well carry it so f~r as it deserve .76 
ven before the HouRe had been orgRnized, the rep-
resentatives prepqred a petition to Bernard asking the Gov-
ernor to 11 pive the necessary and effectual orders for the 
removal of the forces, by sea and land, out of thi port, 
end the gates of this city , durinp the session of this 
Assembly.n7 7 Bern~rd ' s renly w emph8tic. "I have no 
authority over his Majesty ' s ships 1n this port or his troops 
in this town: nor can I give ny orders for removal of the 
same," he wrote. 78 He had not requested that the troops be 
sent originally for fear of public objection , des te the 
fact that he had hoped they would be sent on the uthority 
of the Ministry . Once the troops had arrived , his indecision 
as over . Protected by the troops, he bRd no desire to risk 
return to a Boston which the faction would rule . 
Although Bernard made no moves to withdraw an of the 
troops, Gage, who had discretionary powers , decided that the 
76 . Bernqrd P~ners , VII,l66: Bern8rd to Hillsborough, 1 June 1769 
77. J . H. R. (1769) 5-7: Boston G zette, 5 June 1769; A. 
radford, Massachusetts StRte Papers . 166-8. 
78. J. H. R. (176?) 8; A. Bradford, Mass. State Paners, 168 
situation in Boston did not arrant the presence of four 
regiments. He removed t o of the regiments to Halifax and 
asked Beril8rd 1 s advice bout the remaining troops. Again 
Bernprd , who had hesitated before asking for troops could 
not decide upon their remova.l. After consulting with 
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Thomas Hutchinson and Andrew Oliver, Bernard exuressed his 
belief that "the removal of troous at th?t time would have 
very dangerous Consequence, and that it would be quite ruinous 
to the Cause of the Crown to draw them all out of town. 11 
Finally late in June he decided that "two regiments, one in 
town and the other at the Castle might be sufficient .n79 
X 
For two weeks the Hou~e met, nPs~ed certain innocuous 
resolutions, ~nd debated on minor uroblems. Bernard, aware 
that the House strongly opposed the presence of troops in 
the town, accused t e reure~entatives of debating ni ort nt 
matters, and fin lly on 16 June he removed the session of 
the Hou~e to Cpmbridge. 80 The House replied to the rovernor's 
charges by insisting that the matters discussed were of 
grea t importance despite Bernard's opinion of them, and they 
refused to discuss the import~nt financial items in their place.8l 
79. ernard Papers, VII,226-9; Bernard to Gage, 12,19 June 1769 
80. j. H. R. (1769) 20-l; A. Bradford, Mass . State Papers, 171-2. 
81. Ibid., (1769), 23-4; A. Bradford, Mass . State Papers, 172-3 
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Bernard's letters to Hillsborough had been published 
before the session hRd begun, and the Council in n extralegal 
session had taken qction on them. The House then sunnorted 
the Council's stand And passed a resolution unanimously with 
109 members present exnressing the unhary iness of the people 
over the revenue act, censuring Bernard 's misrenresentations 
of their nosition Bnd his ?ctions which ·ere inimical 11 to 
the true spirit of the British constitution nd the Liberties 
of the Colonies" and "struck at the root of some of the most 
invaluBble constitutional and charter rights of the Province; •.. 
the nerfidy of hich, at the very time 
himself a warm Friend to the Charter, 
is Bltogether unparalleled by any in his 
st8tion, and ought never to be for otten.82 
Bernard had informed the Ho1se that 11 his MajPsty had 
b.Pen pleased, by his sign m~nual to sign fv his rill and 
Pleasure that he should renair to England to lay before him 
the ~tate of the Province. 1183 Concerning this messa~e the 
members of the House were no less emnha tic. They passed a 
resolution bich stated 
that this House nrefer an humble, dutiful, 
~nd loyal Petition to the King, nraying 
that his Majesty would be gra ciousl y nleaqed 
forever to remove his W,v ellency Sir Francis 
Bernard , Baronet, from the Government of 
this Province •.....•.. 84 
82 Ibid., (1769), 56-60; A. Bradford , Mass . State Paners, 
176-80; Boston GazettP, 3 July, 10 July, 1769. 
83. J. H. R., (1769), 38, 85-7; A. Bradford, Mass . St te 
Paners:- 175~ 
8 4. J • H. R • , ( 1 7 6 9 ), 8 5-8 7 • 
Despite this action Bernard did not prorogue the 
Assembly. There were two items of business yet to be ac-
complished, and BernBrd re~uested immediate ction on these. 
The House planned its action on both requests to emb~rrass 
the Governor. 
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Bern~rd was concerned first about the salary to be Paid 
him for the next ye r. He informed the House that, althou~h 
he was leaving, he would still be Governor, ~nd that there 
auld be "the same Reason for the Gr~nt o-f the Salary now 
as ti:'ere h d been at any other Time. 1185 According to his 
instructions one-half of the sAlary was to be paid to the 
Lieutenant-Governor and the b lance to him. The House Asked 
Bernard to submit the instructions under hich he cl imed 
the salary rant, and the members studied it for fe d ys.86 
Intent uPon embarrasing Bernard. they voted unanimously 




As ' e are not made to understand that 
your Excellency ill be continued in 
your Office as Governor of the Province, 
after your exPected Deuarture from it, 
the House cannot in Faithfulness to 
their Constituents, make ~n unprecedented 
grant of their Money for Services which 
we have no reason to e~ect ill ever be 
erformed.87 
Ibid., (1769), 39. 
Ibid, , ( 7 69 ) ' 76. 
Ibid., (1769), 77. 
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Unsuccessful in this move he tried next to obtain 
9nproval of a bill submitted by Gage 's Quartermaster for 
money s ent in obtainin~ quarters for the troon~ in Boston.88 
The House took no action on this for a week and finally 
Bernard demanded a vote on the measure.89 Un~nimously they 
rejected the etition exnlaining that they had not a nroved 
of a standing army in time of peace, not even under the pre-
tence of aid for civil authority. Their answer to this re-
uest was as emphatic as their disanproval of Bern~rd's 
salary. In their conclusion they stated: 
Your Excellency must t.herefore excuse 
us in this exnress ec aration, that 
as ?re c nnot, consistently nth our 
Honour or Interest, and much less ith 
the Duty we owe our Constituents, so 
e NEVER shRll, mqke for the Purpose 
you have mentioned.90 
BernArd addressed the eneral Court on the s me day 
(15 July) and scolded the members for their actions. His 
speech • s filled ~th censures, re ro ched, and angry r-
criminations. He had shown too much indulgence to the eople 
of the nrovince in his opinion and the King would be dis-
leased i th him for this. In a dd ition he charged that .the 
House had onenly invaded the rights of Parliament, an ction 
which would not help the relations between the leg slatures. 
88. Ibid., 52; MRs achusetts Gazette, 13 July 1759. 
89. I oid., 68; Boston Gazette, 17 Jul 1769. 
90. Ibid., 80-3, A. Bradford, Mass. State Paners, 187-8; 
Massachusetts Gazette, 20 July 1759. 
Concerning their ~ttr-~cks on his "misre"Drese>ntation " he 
replied that the uublications in the urovince had done more 
injury to the cause th n .he could ever do. Continuing in 
this vein and concluding ith a threat to reuort their 
conduct to tbe King, Bernard prorogued the GenerR.l Court 
until the dnter sefsion,91 and on this note his relations 
with that body CAme to n n • 
XII 
The Governor ~uent the next two eeks in making urep -
rations to sail for England. Thomas Bernard, ho had served 
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s his f ther's secretary since he had graduated f~om Harvard, 
was to accompany the Governor to ~n land. Lady Bern8rd 
remAined in Boston with the six chi dren, and John, no a 
successful Boston merchant, and Francis, Jr. were left in 
charge of the family. Perh ps Lady Bernard or Francis ~s 
not ell enough to travel, and undoubtedly there s yet 
some formal business to transact n Boston. Too Francis's 
position as Joint Nav 1 Agent required his resence in the 
province. Since Bernard was no longer resident Governor of 
the province, the Province House b"~ to be turned over to 
Hutchinson. The Bernard home at J~~acia Plain was rented 
to ~ir lliam Peuperell and l?ter s w service s he d-
quarters for Rhode Island troops in tre war. The Bernards 
91. J. H. E·· (1769), 84; A. Bradford, Mass. Sta e Papers, 
187; Massachusetts Ga7~tte, 20 July 1769. 
rented a home CRlled Cherry House, ust outside the town, 
and there they lived for more than a year. 
ne of Sir Fr~ncis's last official duties involved his 
p rticiuation in the Commencement exercises at Herv~rd 
allege on 19 July 1?69. Exuecting ever insult, the 
Governor had decided not to attend, but his ~rien s induced 
him to chA.nge hie; nlFms. '"~!hen he hRd gone through (the 
ceremo y) ithout any insult worth notice, from the rude 
people, ho always raise more or less termult on thA.t d y," 
wrote Hutchinson, "he th~nked his friends for their advice". 92 
ernArd, hose interest in Harv~rd's urogress never lesse ed, 
m t h ve been pleAsed by this pleasant ending to his 
o ficiP-1 cl'!reer. 
He emb rked Rboard his Majesty's shi muel 
Thompson Master, hich wa~ then lying in King Road on t e 
next d~y. On the morning he sailed there ere fe of the 
mark of resuect that other Governors hRd received when 
leaving. ~en the Governor de rtPd from the Fort~ a lute 
of fifteen guns as ired, and similar salute AS f ven as 
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he boarded the frigate. These were official markc; of resnect 
only. The sailing was accomnlished ithout any of the f nfare 
hich m rked Pov~all 1 emb~rkation, when the entire GenerAl 
Court nd most of the nopulation of Boston went to the shi 
for the farewell. 
9 • T. Hutchinson, QQ. cit., IIr, 180 
In town the hap iness of the people seemed to kno no 
bound • The flag hich had been flying at the head of the 
staff at the Liberty Tree ~s lo erAd nd celebrat on w s 
held. 
on hich 
e have Hutchinson's brief description of the occasion 
there ere many m~rks of nublick joy in 
the to n of Bo~ton. The bells ere runr-, 
euns ere fired from Mr. Hancock's wharf, 
liberty tree was cov·ered i th fl~gs, nd 
in the evening ~ ?re t bonfire ~s m de 
upon Fort Hill.93 
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The Boston Gazette which had consistently t unted Bern~rd 
nd hose l)Ublishers had nrinted much of the abuse against 
Bernard, ould not lPt the occasion P~ss without a farewell 
s lvo in which the writer commented that Bern~rd's le~ving 
was regretted by 
by nonP ho ere sincerely de~irous of the 
Freedom and Velf?.re of the Province, but 
follo ed by the honest Indignation of every 
intelligent and upright Patriot for the 
MisrepresentRtions he h~d often made of the 
Vei s - and Conduct of the o ~ressPd Citizens, 
and the arbitrary nd unfeelin? M~nner in 
hich he had executed the obnoxious laws of 
the British Ministry.94 
Bern~rd left the province almost nine years to the day after 
his arrival and returned to England to discuss plans for 
the province's and his own future. 
93. Ibid., II. , 254. 
94. Boston Gazette, 3 August 1769 
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the charges in a hearing before the Privy Council. The 
Governor hoped, too , to be able to recommend his successor 
in the ~assachusetts government and to be instrumental in 
naming many of the important crovm officials in that province . 
He had planned to take an active part in influencing legis-
lation affecting the colonies, particularly legislation aimed 
at the repeal of the Tovmshend duties and legislation 
designed to amend the Massachusetts cl arter, the latter long 
a favorite scheme of Bernard•s. Finally since he had made 
a career of government service and was, as he stated, "a 
martyr to the Cause of Great Britain", he hoped to obtain a 
good pension for Lady Bernard and for himself, and to 1nake 
some provision for the future of the large Bernard family. 
I 
Almost immediately upon his return Bernard began to 
press the Ministry for an immediate hearing on the charges 
of the House . He wrote to Hillsborough on 18 September 1769 
asking the Secretary to recommend that George III order "that 
this Remonstrance vri th my nswer t :1ereto may be taken into 
Consideration by his Privy Council as s o on as conveniently 
1 
may be." Bernard had good and, as usual, selfish reasons 
to demand an early hearing . Hillsborough did not dare risk 
1. -Bernard Papers, VIII,7; Bernard to Hillsborough , 18 
September 1769 
replacing Bernard in Massachusetts with another Governor, 
lest the patriotic faction interpret this as evidence that 
their pressure tactics had proved successful. Only through 
vindication could Bernard be recommended for another post, 
and the Massachusetts Governorship could not be considered 
vacant until some provision could be made for Bernard. 
The accusations made by the Massachusetts House of 
Representatives were vague and could not be proved by fact 
in many cases, but only b y opinion of already biased men. 
Even those which were supposedly substantiated accucations 
ln many cases could be verified only by facts and persons 
three thousand miles avray. None of the Massachusetts 
Representatlves was present in England, and in t eir absence, 
DeBerdt , their Agent, who knew onls what he had heard from 
his emplorers , had to construct a strong case against 
Bernard on VTeak evidence and before a Privy Council which , 
by its very nature, must be prejudiced. Bernard, therefore, 
welcomed the hearing and the public vindication that was 
certain to follow. 
The vindication was necessary because all of Bernard's 
future activities depended upon it. He had no desire to 
return to Boston except under terms and conditions v1hich 
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could not possibly be obtained. He had hoped for the Virginia 
Government but that was granted because of a political debt 
to the now popular Lord Botetourt. The New York Governor-
ship, now vacant by the death of Sir Henry Moore, tempted 
Bernard, but it was too near the scene of his old troubles. 2 
There were other colonial governments which would eventually 
be vacant, Jamaica and Barbadoes, for example, in colonies 
which boasted of good warm weather, an important factor to 
be considered by Bernard, who was beginning to suffer from 
rheumatism. 
He had served as an American colonial governor for 
eleven years. The two highly successful years in New Jersey 
and the first five successful years in Massachusetts should 
have been proof that he knew how to maintain harmony. That 
he met with little success in the last four years of his 
colonial service could be justified by the fact that he was 
carrying out the royal and parliamentary will, and if the 
measures supported by these groups were unpopular, they were 
beyond his power to correct. He was a lo al servant to his 
King , even hls strongest enemies would not deny that, and a 
vindication by that King and his Privy Council would serve 
to pave the way for another colonial appointment and advance-
ment . All of these factors, then, served to enco...trage him 
to request an immediate hearing on the charges. 
- ---------2. Ibid., VII,273; Bernard to Jackson, 8 April 1769. 
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Finally early in March 1770 the hearing was held 
before a committee of the Privy Council . DeBerdt , the 
House's gent and Counsel , asked for a delay of several 
months in order to compile evidence now in America to support 
the charges agains t Bernard . Since eight months had passed 
since the original charges had been made , the co~nittee 
rejected DeBerdt's request . Bernard commented to Hutchinson 
that DeBerdtts replies to the Lords' questions were such 
that 11he showed himself very contemptible both in Ability 
and Integrity" , 3 but Bernard had never held a very high. 
opinion of anyone who disagreed with him . DeBerdt merely 
presented the petition and since he was not prepared to 
continue without authenticated evidence and , since the Privy 
Council had vdsely4 refused to allow him time to procure 
this evidence, withdrew from the prosecution . 
Bernard's counsel then took up the case for the defence 
and attacked each of t:1e seventeen charges separately . Some 
were dismissed as too vague or indefinite and lacking proof; 
in some cases the counsel maintained that Bernard was merely 
carrying out actual measures authorized or ordered by the 
Ministry or in absolute conformity with its policy; in a 
number of instances Bernard's counsel asked for the dismissal 
of charges as deliberate misrepresentations of fact . 
3. Ibid, VIII , 69; Bernard to Hutchinson , 5 March 1770 
4. There can be no doubt that Bernard has to be vindicated . 
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The Board listened carefully and then adjourned for 
eight days to consider the matter. Bernard lmew at once 
that his actions were vindicated, and one week before the 
co~nittee's report was released, he wrote to Hutchinson 
stating that the report would be "as favorable to me as I 
can desire. 115 And so it was. The Committee reported to 
the Privy Council and the judgment of that group was that 
the charges should be dismissed as "groundless, vexatuous, 
and scandalous • 116 
Bernard, with an eye to posterity, asked Hutchinson 
to file a copy of the proceedings before the Committee in 
the Secretary's Office in Boston since the charges would 
remain a matter of public record in the Journals of the 
House . 7 Thus the Ministry absolved Bernard from all charges 
and his actions in Massachusetts Bay, however repugnant they 
might have proved to the inhabitants of that province, were 
given the stamp of approval in the home country. 
The remonstrances of the provincial legislature against 
the actions of the Governor were summarily rejected and the 
Privy Council, not content with justifying Bernard, added a 
few attacks of its own to those of Bernard concerning the 
-------------------- -------------
40 
5. Bernard Papers, VIII,69; Bernard to Hutchinson, 5 March 1770. 
6. The charges, Bernard's defense, and the recoMnendation 
of the Committee were printed in Select Letters on the 
Trade and Government of America by Governor Bernard-:-
TLondon, - 1774}. -- -
7. Bernard Papers, VIII,79; Bernard to Hutchinson, 22 March 1770. 
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action of the legislature . Again it was made quite obvious 
to the provincial legislature that it was considered to be 
a naughty step - child badly needing a scolding and a lesson 
in subordination. Bernard had won and the authority of the 
home government was once more upheld , but the lack of fore-
sight on this occasion was only one of a series of steps 
which resulted in the final cleavage . 
For Bernard this was t h e reward he desired. He had 
seen in his promotion to the baronetcy a reward for consistent 
loyalty to the prerog ative of t h e home country , a reward for 
vlith standing t h e p r e ssures and attacl<:s of the tyrannical 
popular faction . This new action was not only a vindic a tion 
of Bernard but of Bernard's policies . It was a mark of 
a pprobation of his course of action in the province b y a 
branch of the government of Great Britain . This approval 
signified t h at he was favored and ''a fair and favorite 
candidate for promotion . 118 
II 
Th e vindication paved the way for Bernard's app ointment 
to another crown position . While waiting for t h e vac a ncy to 
occur, Sir Francis made every effort to be an i mportant 
factor in the naming of his successor . His choice for the 
post was the acting Governor , Thomas Hutchinson , who before 
-------- - ----- -- - ---
8 . John G. Palfrey , History of New England , V, 408. 
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Bernard had left Massachusetts had served also as Chief 
Justi c e of the Superior Court of Judicature , Judge of 
Probate in Suffolk County until 1765 , Lieutenant Governor , 
and until he was defeated in 1766 as a member and President 
of the Counc il . From September 1769 to 1772 Francis Bernard 
corresponded frequently wlth Hut chinson , and these letters 
attest to Bernard's activity in his successor ' s behalf . 
In a let ter marked Private , Bernard wrote Hutchins on 
two months after his arrival in England (and prior to his 
hearing before the Privy Council) that he had discussed the 
matter of the Massachusetts Government wi th Lord Hillsborough 
and had notified the Secretary of State that Shelburne had 
planned to name Hutchinson Governor when Sir Francis' transfer 
became effective . Bernard wrote tha·t Hillsborough would 
have liked to propose enlarging the govermnent of Massachusetts, 
making an outstanding career man Governor , and naming Thomas 
Hutchinson Chief Justice at a salary of at least ~500 per 
annum. Hillsborough rightly believed that suc h a plan would 
never be adopted in England . 9 In the next month , December , 
1769 , Bernard wrote ti1at others were being considered for the 
post of Governor including Governor Franklin of New Jersey , 
Colonel Dalry1.11ple , then in corm...nand of a Boston regiment, and 
one Colonel Evelyn .lO 
9. Bernard Papers , VII~ ,l 4 ; Bernard to Hutchinson , 4 November 
1769. 
10. Ibid, VIII,30; Bernard to Hutchinson , 5 December 1769. 
Bernard's next letter on the subject was labelled 
Secret, the Governor obviously realizing that its contents 
would be excellent fuel in the hands of his political 
enemies. He stated frankly that Hillsborough 's naming 
Hutchinson as Governor would not a lter his feelings or 
disturb him at all. 11For Notwithstanding any attachment 
to America, 11 he wrote, 11 I have no desire to return thit'1er, 
untill the Disputes with Great Britain are determined. ull 
Hillsborough was willing to name Hutchinson Governor 
as Bernard recommended but only at a propitious date . VJha t 
tnis date would be depended upon finding a way to provide 
for Bernard , and, and this was the more important item, 
t h e vindication of Francis Bernard by the Privy Council. 
This second was necessary because, while naming Hutchinson 
Governor could give little comfort to the popular faction, 
tne fact that Bernard was replaced while under charges would 
be political fuel of the highest grade to the patriots , and 
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Francis Bernard undoubtedly wasted no time in convincing Lord 
Hillsborough of this . 
The Secretary of the Province, Andrew Oliver, who had 
also shared Hutchinson 's and Bernard's indignities12 and was 
one of the officers annually rejected for membership in the 
--- ----------
11. lbid, VIII,44; Bernard to Hutchinson , 13 January 1770 . 
12. Oliver was Hut chinson 's brother-in-law. He had been 
appointed Struc~ Agent in 1765 , but was forced by the 
Boston mob to resign. 
Massachusetts Council , was recommended by Bernard for the 
post of Lieutenant Governor . Since this post carried no 
established stipend Bernard hoped to induce the Duke of 
Grafton , the watchdog of the Treasur) , to allow Oliver the 
. 
annual pension of f 200 which the home government bad allowed 
Hutchinson as Chief Justice a few years before . Bernard, 
who at this time was having pension troubles of his own 
which will be discussed later, paid careful attention to 
salary matters of those who succeeded him , lest t'1.eJ- suffer 
financially as he felt that he had . 
To Oliver a month or so later (shortl~ before Bernard's 
hearing) the absent Governor v~ote that he had spoken to 
Lord Northl3 about the Secretary• s advancement, and, though 
he had received no assurance of support , Bernard was pleased 
to write that the recommendation was received 11 very graciously" 
and that North 11 spoke very kindly" of the Secretary . 14 
Finally on 5 March Bernard ' s hearing was held and eight days 
later he was given a clean slate . Then the appointments to 
the Massachusetts government might be made without delay. 
Earl~ in April Hillsborough presented to the Board of 
Trade t:;he recommendation of King George III that a "Commission 
and Instructions" for Thomas Hutchinson as Governor and 
Andrew Oliver as Lieutenant Governor should be prepared, and 
. -----------------13 . North succeeded Grafton in the Treasury and as First 
Minister in January 1770 . 
14. Bernard Papers, VIII,74; Bernard to Andrew Oliver, 8 
March 1770 . 
the Board of Trade took up the matter of their preparation.l5 
Hutchinson , who had not discouraged dual and triple office 
holding and who had very candidly practiced nepotism, now 
ruined these plans by playing coy. He declined the post of 
Governor and offered to stay on as Acting Governor only 
until a Governor could be named. 
Thomas Hutchinson knew of the indignities that Francis 
Bernard had suffered16 at t he hands of members of the House, 
of the frequent delay and failure to appropriate salaries, 
and of t J:.te attacks by various town meetings in Boston. In 
taking over Bernard's post he had inherited these and more , 
for , since he was Boston-born, the patriotic faction looked 
upon him as a traitor. In the Boston Massacre that had just 
occurred {5 March 1770) the acting Governor had played a 
not too popular role. In England, too, the situation was 
unsettled. The British Government had straddled every is sue , 
had insisted upon Parliamentary supremacy but had done little 
to support its stand. The royal government in Massachusetts-
Governor and other officers, Co~nissioners of the Customs, 
troops, and policies--was unpopular. 
Hutchinson, who had always desired and sought power, 
no1 realized that this offer of the Governorship was a hollow 
15. Ibid., VIII,84; Bernard to Hutchinson, 9 April 1770. 
16. If Bernard had used more tact and diplomacy and had 
applied his appreciation of the colonial position much 
of the trouble would not have occurred. 
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triumph. There was little monetary compensation even in 
the multiplicity of offices for one who had been forced to 
limit the development of a very profitable mercantile 
career in order to devote so much time to public duty. 
To Hillsboroug Hutchinson wrote: 
I must humbl pray that a person of 
superior Powers of Body and Mind may 
be appointed to the Administration 
of the Government o~ this province . 
I snall faithfully endeavor to support 
such Person according to the best of 
my Abilities, and I think it not im-
probably that I may be capable of 
doing his Majesty greater Servlce in 
the Province , even in a private Station 
than at Present.~7 
In a letter to Richard Jackson Hutchinson gave his poor 
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health as the reason for his refusal. 11 I find my Constitution 
is not strong enough to bear so great a burden, and I hope 
t l1e next vessel will bring us news of a person of weight and 
importance appointed to the Government, 1118 he ~.Tote. To 
John Pownall, now serving as Hlllsborough's private secretary, 
Hutchinson complained of the Boston patriots, stating, "The 
Spirit of Anarchy which prevails in Boston is more than I am 
able to cope with. ul9 
Bernard was shocked by Hutchinson's refusal of the post 
after all of Sir Francis' efforts to obtain the appointment, 
17. Mass . Archives, XXVI,460-61; Hutchinson to Hillsborough, 
27 March 1770. 
18. Ibid., XXVI,465; Hutchinson to Richard Jackson, 26 March 1770. 
19. ~bid., XXVI,464; Hutchinson to John Pownall, larch 1770. 
and he pleaded with Hutchinson to reconsider and to accept 
the post. 20 Others had applied for the post and the news-
papers contained many rumors concerning possible appointee~ 
Bernard wrote in the following month , but these were false 
rumors.21 Hillsborough and his friends, including Bernard, 
agreed that the post should not be given to any mere office 
seeker but a man of consequence. But whom was this man to 
Be? This was the problem : if Hutchinson were to return to 
the post of Chief Justice at a salary of ~500 to be paid by 
the King, who would be Governor? 
In June of 1770 Hillsborough made a concession through 
Bernard which he hoped would induce Hutchinson to accept the 
post. The salary of the Governor would henceforth be paid 
by the King. How this must have chagrined Bernard who had 
constantly sought in vain for this concession from the home 
government at a time when such support would have been im-
portant. Frequently he had refrained from even stronger 
attacks on the House because he feared that his salary would 
be withheld. Bernard did not t h ink that this concession 
would affect Hutchinson's decision, for he believed, and 
this was undoubtedly correct, that the situation in Boston 
and not the salary involved discouraged Hutchinson from 
accepting the post. 
20. Bernard Papers, VIII,93; Bernard to Hutchinson, 13 May 1770. 
21. Ibid, VIII,97; Bernard to Hutchinson, 8 June 1770. 
The behavior of the Boston faction and the attitude of 
the British Ministry were far more discouraging than the 
legislative control over the governor's salary would have 
been. The Boston faction was in Hutchinson's opinion sup-
ported by the "lowest, dirtiest and most abject part of' the 
whole cornmunity"f2 and until they could be controlled the 
Governor's position would be an unhappy one. The British 
Ministr~ was as even greater trial. The Townshend Acts 
(1767) imposing a tax on tea, paper , glass , and paint had 
been opposed by Bernard and Hutchinson but were adopted over 
their protest. Massachusetts merchants had joined in agree-
ments of non-importation of these items. In March 1770 the 
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Ministry had succeeded in repealing the tax on all items 
except tea. To Hutchinson this was ridiculous. Either all 
of the duties should have been removed or all retained and 
made the strong statement that "this Province will never 
submit to their Authority unless compelled to it by superior 
external Force • 1123 
Finally b late in the year (1770) the influence of the 
Boston faction seemed somewhat lessened. Otis had begun the 
series of mental lapses which occurred during the rest of 
. 24 his lJ.fe and, except for the constant harangues of Samuel 
22. -Mass . Arc J.ves;- XXVr,527-8; Hutchinson to STIT:tman , 28 
July 1 7·7-6. 
23. Mass. Archives, XXVI,487; Hutchinson to Co~modore Hood, 
21 May-r770 . The reference is to Parliament. 
24. Otis was severely injured in an altercation with an 
officer of t.1e customs in 1769 and never fully recovered. 
Adams, the faction was quieted . Captain Preston , in command 
of the Bri t l sh troops in the Boston Massacre , was ably 
defended by John Adams and Josiah Quincy and was acquitted. 
The legislative opposition to most of Hutchinson's policies 
was quieted and t h e non-importation agreements levelled at 
the Townshend cts had been almost completely discarded. 
With this general though temporary tranquillit reigning 
over the province, Thomas Hutchinson was prevailed upon to 
accept the post of Governor . During the entire year Bernard 
had written almost weekly letters urging this step and he 
rejoiced that Hutchinson had accepted the Governorship. 
Hutchinson's commission was prepared early in the 
winter of 1770 and he received it in March 1771 . At the 
same time Andrew Oliver, his brother- in-law, was named 
Lieutenant Governor , and Thomas Flucker, his strong supporter 
in the Council, was named ecretary of the Province. In 
Massachusetts the action was expected and few notes of 
opposition were heard outside of Boston . Th e fact t hat the 
Kint, had guaranteed the salaries of these Crown officers must 
have been disheartening to the legislature . Vfuile the House 
held t h e purse strings the Governor would make some attempt 
to worl{ closely VTith the legislature in some instances , at 
least until his salary had been appropriated. 
This guarantee of the salaries removed one of the most 
potent checks t h e House had on t h e Province Governor . To be 
sure the House still had the power to withhold appropriations 
for provincial measures but this important control of 
salaries was lost. The Governor might act independently 
of the House, negativing elections and vetoing bills without 
any fear of legislative reprisal. This was m~at Bernard had 
often dreamed of and desired, but, since he could not arrange 
it for himself, he took pride in obtaining it for his 
successor. 
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These plans were made without providing a post for 
Bernard. The home goverrnnent continue d his salary to l Decem-
ber 1769 and arranged for a suitable pension until a post was 
available. Thus Bernard, having been instrumental in naming 
his successor and having guaranteed him more authority and 
freedom than he himself had possessed, accomplisl1ed the 
second of his four objectives. 
III 
In this same period Bernard, althou~ eager to assist 
in the selection of his successor in Massachusetts, did find 
an opportunity to take part in other matters. In the years 
1769 to 1771 he was actively trying to influence Parliamentary 
legislation for t h e colonies, and, since he was ostensibly 
still Governor of Massachusetts, a lthough he had no intention 
of returning , he advised Thomas Hutchinson constantly on the 
attitude he should take in dealing with the Boston faction 
and the legislature. 
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Sir Francis courted the favor of Parlimentary leaders 
and the King's Ministers by informing them of the American 
situation and by his advice, given gratis, on every aspect 
of the Arnerican question. The Townshend duties on tea, paper, 
paints and g lass, which had been adopted in 1767, were u n-
p opular measures in the colonies. Bernard had advised 
against them from the start and was well aware of the re-
ception they would receive in America, but his advice was 
not taken at the time. In the American colonies agreements 
o.f non-importation were made by many of the colonial merchants 
and, except for occasional smuggling, these were fairly well 
kept for the first two years. British traders, alarmed at 
t h e decline in business, joined their American cousins in 
demands for repeal of the taxes, and when Bernard returned 
to England in 1769 Parliament was ready to consider their 
repeal. 
Bernard favored repeal of the Townshend duties because 
he had 11 never approved of them as a proper means of raising 
Mone- in America 11,25 and because he b elieved that the American 
attitude on t h ese matters, if continued, vrould only result 
in American ruin. His correspondence contains many references 
to his activity against these laws, for he kept Hutchinson 
well informed of t h e situation in Great Britain and was an 
excellent reporter of t h e Parliamentary scene. 
----- - ---- -------- -
--------------------25. Bernard Papers, VIII,62; Bernard to Hutchinson, 14 Feb-
ruary 1770. 
lv.hen he heard rumors that all of the taxes in the 
Townshend Act would be repealed, he reported this; when 
he heard that none of the taxes would be repealed in order 
to punish the American merchants, he sent this information 
to America. Finally before any one of the proposals was 
presented to Parliament, Bernard saw that the tax on all 
of these items would be repealed, except the tax on tea 
which would be retained "not only because it was not a 
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British manufacture , but because it was insisted upon in the 
Way of Denying the Right of Parliament to tax the Colonies. 1126 
Despite his professed desire to aid America and to 
"apply what little 'eight I may have for the Repeal of these 
laws •••••• ", Bernard was careful at the same time to inform 
the First Lord of the Treasury, Lord North, who had succeeded 
Grafton in January, of the attitude of the Boston merchants 
at this time. Especially was he eager to report the breach 
in the merchant ranks in Boston and the plan of a number of 
merchants to cease non-importation, which he was certain 
would cause a break in the previously fairl~ solid ranks of 
the Boston merchants . Paradoxically, however , he advised 
that the tax on three articles (all except tea) be repealed, 
to which North had already agreed, and advised that the 
repeal would quiet the people in America and \~uld afford 
26. Ibid., VIII,70; Bernard to IIutchinson , 7 March 1770. 
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those wno had now become friendly and were now disposed 
to withdraw from the non-importation agreement an opportuntty 
to do so gracefully. Bernard presented a petition27 to 
North on 22 February 1770 w!1ich covered these points. 
North recommended the repeal of these duties to Parliament 
on 5 March 1770, the day of Bernard's hearing before the 
Privy Council. 28 
Bernard's cousin Barrington and Lord Ellis were two 
Ministers who opposed any repeal. Barre, Conway, and 
Meredith wanted to repeal the entire Act. Grenville t . ought 
that all of the actions of the Ministry since 1766 were wrong 
and, since he had not approved the Act in the first, he could 
not conscientiously vote against its repeal now. To vote 
for its repeal would be too great a concession to the Americans 
for hDn to make and so he left the chamber with some of his 
associates without voting. Thomas Pownall, the former 
Governor of Massachusetts, 29 offered an amendment to include 
tea among the articles on which the tax was to be repealed . 
This was defeated 204 to 142, and North•s original motion, 
excluding tea from the list of articles on 'i7nich the duty was 
to be repealed, then passed overwhelmingly. 30 
----------- --------27. Ibid., VII167; Bernard to North, 22 February 1770. 
28. This was also the date of the Boston Massacre . 
29. Thomas Pownall remained a strong friend to the colonial 
cause up to tne American Revolution . 
30 . Bernard Papers, VIII,70-3; Bernard to Hutchinson, 7 March 
1770. 
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Bernard probably realized that total repeal would have 
been impossible to obtain, even though he might have thought 
it advisable. He claimed that he had worked hard for this 
particular repeal and he undoubtedly did. What effect his 
opinion had in influencing Parliamentary opinion is not 
known, but Bernard was for once in agreement with the majority 
and there is some glory in being on the winning side in any 
controversy. 
Bernard was made happy by what had been accomplished 
and he felt that a "Foundation for a Reconciliation between 
Great Britain and America 11 had been laid. In his letter to 
Hutchinson he warned that runerica should take advantage of 
this generous attitude of the British Parliament to work for 
this reconciliation . If they did not choose to do so, he 
warned that 11 their Credit will be very low in the next Session 
of Parlia.rn.ent. 11 31 
He worked unceasingly for a repeal or revision of the 
Massachusetts charter to free the Governor and the Council 
from any control by or pressure of the legislature of the 
Province. He did succeed in freeing the Governor from legis-
lative pressure when he induced Hillsborough to recocmnend 
that Hutchinson's salary be paid by the King , but his plan 
for a Royal Council controlled by the Governor was not 
31. Ibid., VIII,73; 
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accomplished until the eve of the Revolution in the 11Act 
for the better regulating the Government of the Province 
of the Massachusetts Bay in New England" in which the 
charter was revised to eliminate the election of Councillors, 
the method of naming jurors, and the privilege of holding 
32 
special tovn1 meetings without the Governor's consent. 
This act provided many measures that Bernard had desired 
for years, but instead of serving to consolidate the royal 
position in America, it merely added fuel to an already 
well-kindled fire. 
From England Bernard wrote letters of encouragement 
and approbation to Hutchinson. In the Council election of 
1770 the House filled all vacant seats, and Hutchinson, 
believine., that many of the new appointees were men of madera-
tion, negatived only two, John Hancock and Jerathmeel Bowers. 
Hancock, Hutchinson said, was vetoed because he had "had a 
principal share in the meetings of the people of Boston11 , 33 
which were often called to prepare resolutions against the 
government and to instruct t h e Representatives concerning 
popular measures. Almost immediately Bernard congratulated 
Hutchinson on the rejection of Hancock. 34 
----32. 14 George III Cap. 45. 
33. T. Hutchinson, History of Massachusetts, III,210. 
34. Bernard Papers, VIII,l09; Bernard to Hutchinson, 25 July 
1770. 
In the disputes between Hutchinson and the House over 
the Governor's right to convene the House in any place he 
saw fit, Bernard supported Hutchinson and wrote that the 
Governor's position was not only supported but encouraged 
35 in England. Hutchinson's policy of short legislative 
sessions and frequent prorogations was also approved. These 
short meetings gave the Assembly little time to accomplish 
much of its business. The House was convened in Cambridge 
so that the influence of the Boston faction, now removed 
from its home grounds might be curbed. The royal government 
had most of its support in the outlying districts and towns, 
particularly in the area around Springfield36, and the House 
Journals for this period would seem to indicate that the 
length of the trip and the lack of assurance that anything 
would be accomplished at the short meetings held caused the 
absence of many of the friends of the government. 
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With this show of power in the convening and proragation 
of the House by the Governor the cleavage between him and 
the House of Representatives bec ame greater than ever. The 
House became more jealous of its prerogatives and under the 
guidance of Samuel Adams opposed Hutchinson with even more 
vehemence than they had shown toward's Bernard's excesses. 
------·------ ----- ----------35. Ibid., VIII,l20; Bernard to Thomas Flucker, 21 August 1770. 
36. This was the only area which elected pro-Bernard rep-
resentatives in 1769. T. Hutchinson, op. cit; III, 204 . 
Hutchinson's action in the Boston Massacre troubles 
was well supported and entirely approved abroad, Bernard 
constantly assured him. To what extent this encouraged 
Hutchinson to continue his show of strength backed by royal 
authority is not known, but Bernard, certain that a strong 
assertion of royal authority supported by the British 
Ministr~ would awe the province into submission, evidently 
encouraged Hutchinson , who as a native of Massachusetts 
should have known better, to believe the same. On the 
whole Hutchinson received more marked support in England 
than had Bernard, but his actions, which were largely a 
continuation of Bernard's policies of attempted coercion and 
whi ch were encouraged by Bernard's frequent messages, h elped 
to bring on the American Revolution . 
IV 
If we were to believe Bernard's letters to America and 
to his friends in the British government , his every word was 
listened to with care and everyone was interested in assist-
lng in providing for him . The record, however , does not 
support this. 
William Knox wrote to Grenville shortly after Bernard's 
arrival that 
A ridiculous story i s told about town as 
coming from Sir Francis Bernard. He says 
he was ordered to come home with the utmost 
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expedition, as he was told that no 
colony measure could be taken till 
after he was consulted with , and that 
everything was suspended on that 
account. He says he has now been 
here six weeks, and has not yet seen 
t;he Secretary of State for America, 
nor has he had e conference with ~be 
Minister upon any public measure. 3 
Bernard did meet with Lord North, Hillsborough, Grafton, 
Barrington, and others, but it is obvious from his letters 
to these prominent persons that on most occasions he asked 
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fort~ mee tings and volunteered the information. Frequently 
his advice was excellent but it was often ignored, or the 
delay betVTeen its receipt and bhe action taken to carr out 
the recommendation was too great to accomplish anything. 
There were in England many vocal friends of 1erica; 
Chatham, C ommy, and Meredith , among others. John ' ilkes, 
who had no fear of scandal (and v1ho left a record of scandal 
almost unparalled), left no doubt of his opinion of Bernard 
in :lis corres ondence with some American acquain tances. He 
wrote to William Palfrey, a member of the American "Sons of 
Liberty" on 7 September 1769, at about the t· e of Bernard's 
arrival: 
Governor Bernard is looked upon wi th 
horror b y all true Englishmen. We are 
frequently meeting together with our 
American friends to concert measures 
to punish him in Wes tminster Hall for 
having dared to quarter troops contrary 
to an express order of Parliament.38 
37. Grenvi}~~ raper~, IV,470; Knox to Grenville, 18 October 1769. 
38. Wilkes to Palfred, 7 September 1769; quoted in J. G. Palfrey., 
op. cit., V,406n. 
That his sentiments were shared by many there is no 
doubt. Commodore Hood, who blamed Bernard for much of the 
failure of t be Quartering Act, in 1768 wrote to Grenville 
that Bernard's 11 doubles and turnings have been so many that 
he has altogether lost his road, and brought hL1slef into 
great contempt • 11 39 
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Even Channing and Coolidge, who have striven to present 
Bernard in a better light, wrote that Bernard's "doings 
••••••.•• must have oftentimes been exceedingly annoying 11 , 
and commented further that 
even Barrington's influence could not 
save him from the fate that his lack of 
tact and harshness brought upon him . 
George III and Lord North were too 
shrewd not to realize that the unfortunate 
course of events in Massachusetts in the 
ten years following 1760 was largely due 
to his incapacity.~O 
The 11 incapacity11 was not helped by the frequent changes in 
the British Ministry, the various actions of a faction in 
Commons which showed absolutely no understanding of the 
colonial problem, the refusal of the Ministry to listen to 
much well-intentioned and well-informed advice which might 
have delayed or prevented the trouble that followed, and the 
lack of a clearly defined colonial policy on the part of the 
British government. 
39. Grenville Papers, IV,378; Hood to Grenville, 15 October 1768. 
40. E. Channing and A. C. Coolidge, Eds ., The Barrington-
Bernard Correspondence, 11 Introduction 11-.-
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Since it must have been obvious that he had no great 
reputation and that his influence, though temporarily sat-
isfactory to him, would be extremely limited, Bernard set 
out to obtain the rewards he felt were due him. He had 
hoped to obtain another post as Colonial Governor, and 
despite suggestions, rumors and frequent references to 
possible posts in his correspondence, there is no evidence 
that Bernard ever received even an offer of another post of 
responsibility after leaving Massachusetts. 
Nor did the expected pension materialize. Two months 
after his arrival Bernard wrote to Hillsborough and quoted 
a letter the Secretary had written on 22 April 1768 which 
stated: 
As it is not his Majesty's intention that a 
faithful Discharge of your Duty should operate 
to your own Prejudice or to the Discontinuance 
of any Necessary Establishments, proper care 
will be taken for the Support of the Dignity 
of Government. 
He quoted, too, a private letter from John Pownall which 
stated that the 
Governor (is) to be created a Baronet at 
public Expence and have Leave to come 
home with Allowance equal to Govtt till 
otherwise provided for. 
Bernard agreed that, while this letter from Povmall was not 
an "authentick" one, it should serve as good evidence "to 
show what was the Intention of Administration; as it has 
already been in part executed.u4l 
41. Bernard Papers, VIII,l2; Bernard to Hillsborough, 3 
November 1769. 
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Bernard had hoped that he would be rewarded for his 
services by a pension of fl,OOO. Hillsborough and Barrington 
supported this idea with only partial success for Grafton 
agreed to the payment of fl,OOO a year as Bernard's salary 
until a pension could be arranged. Since Hillsborough had 
already decided to name Thomas Hutchinson to the post of 
Governor, Bernard hoped for a substantial pension when the 
appointment became official. Grafton, who did not have a 
very high opinion of Bernard, proposed a pension of f600. 
Hillsborough suggested f800, but Grafton would not agree. 
Grafton allowed Bernard the salary of fl,OOO to 1 
December 1769 when the pension of f600 would begin and 
left London for the Christmas holidays. Bernard received 
payment of f50 0 for the six months ending l December. Rather 
than wait for Grafton's return so that he might press the 
matter or for a session of Parliament which , already per-
turbed by the American problem would probably not be favorably 
inclined to increase the pension, Bernard accepted this amount, 
although it was far less than he desired or thought he deserved. 
He thanked Grafton for the pension and explained that 
he had no money since payment for his last post had been so 
meager and he had a large family to support. Then he concluded 
pointedly: 
However whenever your Grace shall be 
pleased to employ me in an actual 
Service, for Instance, at the Board 
of Customs or that of Excise in any 
other Place suitable to the Rank to 
which his Majesty had been pleased to 
raise me, I shall be ready to dis-
incumber the Fund on which I am now 
charged.42 
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The hint was wasted for Grafton resigned on 29 January 1770. 43 
Lord North succeeded him, and so Bernard began courting 
North's favor with some success. 
At this same time Sir Francis must have been concerned 
about his family in America. Lady Bernard was not well; 
Francis was still ill; and John, the Boston merchant, had 
inherited much of hls father's unpopularity. In January 
1770 John's name headed a list of Boston merchants proscribed 
in the Boston Gazette as one of 
those who audaciousl continue to 
counteract the United Sentiments of 
the Body of Merchants throughout 
North America by importing Briti~h 
Goods contrary to the Agreement.44 
John continued to import the boycotted articles despite the 
threats of the patriots . 
By the summer of 1770 Francis Bernard must have been 
certain that even if another appointment were forthcoming it 
would not be to an American post. He notified Lady Bernard 
42. Bernard Papers, VIII,42;-Bernard to Grafton, ll January 1770. 
43. Grafton had been favorably disposed toward conciliatory 
action with America, largely through his friendship with 
Pitt, and he continued to favor conciliation in the years 
that followed. 
44. Boston ga~ette, 27 January 1770 • 
• 
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in Boston to return to England to the home at Hampstead 
until a new appointment was obtained. On 11 September 1770 
Lady Bernard sold the family furniture, some books and other 
articles at "Public Vendue 11 in the Province Hous e 45 prepara-
tory to sailing for England early in the fall of the year. 
The return trip was again postponed, this tline by the illness 
of young Francis Bernard, who had not been well since he had 
returned to America in 1767. The young man died on 20 
November 1770 and was buried near King•s Chapel in Boston. 
Finally on 10 December 1770 a decrepit vessel, the 
Tweed, George Collier, Master, arrived from New York in 
Boston after a trip of twenty-five days, to transport the 
Bernard family to England. John, whose mercantile business 
was flourishing, thanks to his ignoring of the non-importation 
agreements, decided to remain in Boston, while Mrs. Bernard 
and the four remaining children planned to rejoin Sir Francis 
and tl~e other three children in England. Of tbe four children 
who had come to America with the Bernards in 1758 only two 
returned at this time, Amelia and William accompanied Lady 
Bernard; Shute died in Cambridge in 1768, and Thomas had 
returned with his father in 1769. Frances Elizabeth and 
Scrope, the two youngest children, were born in New Jersey 
during their father•s term of office there. 
45. Ibid., 9 September 171 • 
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The return trip was a nightmare for the ship ran into 
those heavJ storms for which the North Atlantic is so well-
known. Twice the ship sprang leaks, which were hastily 
repaired, and it was only through good fortune that the ship 
was saved from breaking up on the sandbars and breakers of'f 
the Irish coast. 46 Finally the Tweed arrived at Spithead on 
1 February and the family was reunited at Hampstead on 4 
February 1771.47 
Francis Bernard continued his great interest in John's 
activities at this time and wrote to him often, occasionally 
scolding and more frequently finding errands f'or the young 
merchant to do. In one letter sent at this time he chided 
John for failing to forward two cases of cranberries "to 
make fruit pyes of 11 • Since the fruit had not arrived by 
December 1770 Bernard and the three children were disappointed 
not to have received the cranberries for the holidays . 




If your whole Attention is so directed 
to yourself only that you have no time 
to take any care of the Concern of your 
Friends, you will soon have none . Pray 
be punctual in your engagements, even 
in trifles: for disappointments create 
an ill humour whi~h s<;me4~es operates 
wi t'-wu t ones know lng ~ t • 
Bernard Papers, VIII, 157; Bernard to Hutchinson. 




Nor did Sir Francis• concern with Frank , Jr. end with the 
young mants death . John was instructed in February 1770 
to return all of young Frank's music books which his father 
would evidently use to attempt to return Frank• s harpsichord 
to the person from whom it had been purchased far a refund 
of Frank's payments . 49 
More severe trouble marked the Governor's relations 
with Pemberton, who had served as Joint Naval Officer with 
the young man . Bernard wrote at length to Pemberton and an 
assistant, Taylor, claiming that they had taken advantage of 
Frank's illness and death . A large part of the receipts of 
the office were , the Governor claimed, due his son 1 s estate , 
and Bernard demanded the money due, fi r st under the penalt 
of losing his friendsh ip and good will, and second, by 
t h reatening to sue Pemberton for the money due . 50 John was 
given the details of the a ffair and ins tructed that Pemberton 
had taken one half of the receipts during Frank• s illness 
instead of the agreed- upon one-third . Bernard demanded a 
return of t'le mone due from October 1769 to November 1770 , 
~hen Fraru{ died . Even though the amount due was small , 
1~·rancis Bernard would not give it up and so he instructed 
John to explain the case to Hutchinson , obert Auclnnuty , the 
·-- - - - - -------
49 . Ibid . 
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50 . Bernard Papers, VIII,l56 ; Bernard to Pemberton, 7 February 
1771 . 
Ibid., VIII ,l54 ; Bernard to Taylor , 9 February 1771 . 
advocate general, and Jonathan Sewall, the solicitor generaL 
11 In short, 11 he concluded, "be well advised of v1hat you do 
and act wlth Spirit. 1151 The matter was evidently settled 
peacably for tnere is no record of any court prosecution of 
the case, whic:1 serves to show Bernard r s insistence upon 
what he believed were his rights and upon strict account-
ability for every penny he felt was due him. 
In this year (1771) the series of illnesses which led 
to Sir Francis Bernard's death began. Jane Tyringham 
Beresford, who had cared for Bernard's two daughters at her 
home in Nether Winchendon while the family was in America, 
died in November 1771 leaving Francis Bernard her entire 
estate including her home at Nether Vinchendon. 52 Bernard 
went to Nether Winchendon to attend the funeral and to make 
arrangements for ti.1e care and maintenance of the property. 
Vfuile at the house, shortly after the funeral, he suddenly 
suffered an attack of palsy and was an invalid for six weeks. 
Finally when he was well enough tp travel, he was removed 
to Bath, where it was hoped that the waters would help him. 
The attacks of palsy did not recur, but for the remaining 
ei& 11~ years of his life, he suffered from frequent attacks 
of epilepsy . 
51. 
52. 
I~id,. VIII,l64; Bernard to John Bernard,,9 February 1771. 
Thomas Bernard, Life of Sir Francis Bernard, 203-4 
George Lipscomb, T~~ Histary ••••••••• of Buckingham, I,520. 
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Late in 1771 Bernard had received notice of an appoint-
1nent to a crown position. In an attempt to relieve the 
pension rolls Lord North named many pensioners to necessary 
sinecures, and Bernard was named one of the Commissioners of 
Customs and Excises in Ireland in lieu of his pension. 
Bernard had hoped to go to southern France for his health and 
so this offer of a post in Ireland did not please him. It 
was too much like exile and smacked too strongly of 11 shelving." 
Rather than risk his pension, he accepted the sinecure and 
appointed an agent to represent him in Ireland , who did the 
work and accepted the fees for transmittal to Bernard. At 
t he end of May 1772 Sir Francis returned from Bat to Nether 
V;inchendon where he spent the sunnner in a vain effort to 
regain his health. Since he felt that De would never be 
able to go to Ireland he tried to resign the post and regain 
his pension, but this move was unsuccessful at this time. 53 
In July 1772 Bernard received a marke d honor from his 
University. He was awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of 
Civil Laws from Oxford and was invited to present his n ortrait 
to t h e University. 54 He presented a portrait painted by Copley 
in Boston some years before, and this was hung in the library 
at Christ Church . It still hangs in the hall at that college. 
53. Thomas Bernard, op, cit., 205ff. 
54. Joseph Foster, ed., Alunmi Oxoniensis, 984 
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A cop of this portrait made from t~e Copley original by 
G.B. Troccoli is in the State House in Boston . 55 
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The family rented a new home this year from Sir William 
Lee. This was located in Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire, about 
thirty miles from London. The home was the Prebendal House, 
in which undoubtedl to Bernard's horror and concern, the 
radical John Wilkes had once resided. Bernard spent his 
remaining years here surrounded by his family and visited 
by his friends from England and many American expatriates. 
Lee, who was a prominent jurist, and Bernard became fast 
friends until Bernard's death. 
Bernard's remaining years were not a~ways quiet and 
peaceful . Even in virtual retirement in England , the former 
Governor was not to be spared the attacks of those who felt 
it to be their obligation to taunt him for his American 
failures. Prominent among these were the radical members 
of Parliament led by John Wilkes and others, persons like 
Thomas Pownall and John Temple who was now in England, and 
especially Benjamin Franklin , whose witty , biting, and 
sarcastic pen did not spare Bernard . 
---------------------
------ - -------------
55. There is also an original portrait in oils of Sir 
Francis by Copley, signed (monogram) and dated 1764, 
in the Ztmmerman Gallery in Boston which is not listed 
by most Copley scholars. 
American Portraits 1 620-1815 Found in Massachusetts 
(Boston 1739-) I,36. --- -- -- · 
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In 1773 Franklin was in London, ostensibly for con-
ferences on conditions in America with the Earl of Dartmouth, 
who had succeeded Hillsborough as Secretary of State for the 
Colonies. It was at this time that the - utchins on letters to 
the Ministr-y were purloined and sent to America for publication 
by Edes and Gill of Boston. It was Franklin's purpose to show 
Americans that many of the actions of the King and Parliament 
grew out of agitation by American Tories. The effect of the 
publication of these letters was instantaneous and surpassed 
all of Franklin's expectations. The Massachusetts House 
immediately petitioned the King to remove HutChinson , and 
Franklin who had forwarded the letters and John Temple who was 
also implicated lost their colonial posts as Deputy Postmaster 
General for the Colonies and Commissioner of the Customs 
respectively. 
Franklin prepared a pamphlet entitled Rules £I which ~ 
Great Empire may be reduced to a Small One, which contained 
sarcastic references to Bernard and to Governors like him. 
In his fifth rule Franklin advised: 
You are therefore to be careful who you 
recommend for those offices. If you can 
find prodigals who have ruined their 
fortunes, broken gamesters or stock-
jobbers; these may do well as Governors; 
for they probably will be rapacious and 
provoke the people by their extortions. 
Wrangling proctors and petty-fogging 
lawyers too are not amiss, for they will 
be for ever disputing and quarreling with 
their little Parliaments •••••••••• If 
withal they should be ignorant wrong-
headed and insolent so much the better ••• 
Fraru{lin's reference to Bernard was even more marked in his 
seventh rule: 
When such Governors have cra~ed their 
coffers, and made themselves so odious 
to the people that they can no longer 
remain among them with s afety to their 
persons, recall and reward them with 
pensions. You may make them baronets, 
too, if that respectable ord~r should 
not think fit to resent it.5 
The uru~appiness this must have caused the ex-Governor 
was undoubtedly relieved by the new grants of pensions in 
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1774. Bernard had only slightly curtailed his prolific letter 
writing in the years after his return to England, and his 
opinion of his own worth never lessened. He was convinced 
t hat he had served his country well . His last extant letter 
to Barrington sUJmaarized his belief t hat his country owed 
much to his service. He was certain that 
it shall appear . ..................... . 
that my Life was shortened by my Fidelity 
in the King 's Service, and the Consequences 
of it •••••••••• When I reflect upon my Case, 
I cannot but consider myself as a Martyr to 
the Cause of Great Britain . For if the 
Parliament had not taxed the Colonies ; or 
if I had not in the height of my Zeal for 
my Mother Country, and the ~ervice of the 
King tho 1 t it my Duty to support the Authority 
56. The writer has used the London reprint of 1793 en-
titled RUI.ES for Reducing a GREAT E11PIRE to a SMALL 
ONE; presented--to a LATE Min1ster when he-entered 
upon his- -dliiinistratfon-; which alsocontainsa -copy 
of the De clara t.fo-n of Independence. The editor of 
the 1793 edition added the note that "These Rules first 
appeared in a London newspaper about the beginning of 
1774 and have several times slnce been introduced into 
our public prints.--The minister alluded to is supposed 
to be the Ear l of H------h." 
of Parliament; or if the Parliament had 
thought it their Business to support 
their O\Vll authority, I should probably 
at this time been in Ease, affluence and 
Health , and should have attained many 
more years than I am like to see. And 
then I should not have occasion to sollicit 
a .Subsistence out of tne publick Stock, 
without making an actual Service a Con-
sideration of my pay . It is therefore 
with much Regret that I am becg~e a 
pensioner or desire to be one. 
Finally through the intervention of Barrington and others 
he was relieved of the Irish sinecure and granted a pension 
of ~800 for himself, f400 for Lady Bernard, and a sinecure 
58 
of f200 for his son, Thomas Bernard. 
The Governor busied himself with parochial duties at 
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ylesbury, taking a prominent part in the church and community 
activities. He proposed, planned, and designed as 1ell as 
supervised the construction of several small bridges and 
causeways on the road from Aylesbury ·to nearby Oxford. He 
also supervised and even advanced the money for the improve-
ment of the various country roads.59 t the same time he 
established his family roots in the area so that he became 
an important figure in local politics . After the ex-Governor's 
57. Bernard Papers, XII,289; Bernard to Barrington, 4 Jan-
uary 1774. 
58. P. o. Hutchinson, Ed ., ~~-~ D.:i.:._8:_ri and Letters of Thomas 
Hutchinson , I,313n. Thomas Bernard, op. cit.;-205-~ 
59. Thomas Bernard, op. cit., 207. 
death his son Sc rope was elected for many terms as the 
representative in Co~nons from the Aylesbury district . 60 
Bernard ' s family remained c l ose to him during this 
period and were his first concern . Jane , the eldest 
daughter , was marr i ed on 22 December 1774 at the age of 
twenty- eight to Charles White , who as Bernard had been , was 
a barrister in Lincoln, and she removed to that town . The 
V~hi tes had a daug...hter , nella , named for Lady Bernard , who 
_was born shortly after the maternal grandmother ' s d e ath in 
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1778 . Scrope entered Christ Church , his father's alma mater _, 
in April 1775 , a few days before the outbreak of the American 
war. Frances Elizabeth married a man nruJed King shortly 
60 . S . E . Higgins , The Bernarrnof Abineton, etc . III , l65 . Mrs . 
Higgins was Sir-Francis ' s great-granddaughter and Sc ope 
Bernard's granddaughter' . Sir Francis ' s oldest son 
Francis , J r . , died in 1770 . The second son, John, in-
herited the title and dying childless in 1809 he was 
succeeded by Thomas . Thomas had no children and so 
Scrope the next surviv ing brother inherited tl~ title 
upon Thomas ' s death in 1818, Scrope succ eeded to the 
title . Scrope received his B . A . from Chr ist Church 
shortly before Sir Francis ' s death in 1779 , his M. A . 
in 1781 and an honorary D. C. L. in 1788 . He was Under-
Secretary of State for the Home Department in 1792 . 
Upon his election from Aylesbury in 1789 he took the 
Tyringham surname and arms . He married Harriet Morland 
in 1811 and took the names Bernard- Mor l and . His son 
Thomas Tyringham Bernard dropped the Morland from the 
family name . 
Ibid , III , l66 , 3l6 ; 
rrro--1886 , 984 . 
J . Foster , ed ., Alumni Oxoniensis , 
after Bernardls death. She became the most famous of 
the Bernard daughters, for some years later she prepared 
a book entitled Female Scriptural Characters, which under-
went twenty-five printings. 
Bernard lost another son in his declining years . 
William , who had lived in America with his parents, was an 
ensign bound for Quebec early in 1776 to participate in the 
American campaign. His ship took fire off Charmouth in the 
channel and was abandoned. The lifeboat containing William 
and five or six other soldiers , was upset and all were 
drowned. 61 
In the first five years after Bernard's return to 
England conditions worsened in America . The Boston faction 
protested even the reduced duty on tea, and their protests 
had reached a climax in the Boston Tea Party of 16 December 
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1773. For this riotous action the town of Boston was punished 
by the "Colrane Actsn which closed the p ort of Boston until 
tl~ British East India Company which had lost the tea should 
be reimbursed, allowed British officials and agents who 
commited offenses in America to be returned to England for 
trial so that they might have a fair trial, and made pro-
visions for quartering soldiers wherever they were needed 
whether or not barracks were available. 
61. Peter 0 . Hutchinson, ed., The Dairy and Letters of 
Thomas Hutchinson , (Boston 1884-6) II,27. 
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Still worse , the Massachusetts Charter was amended 
to provide for a royal council, much as Bernard had visualized , 
restricted town meetings , and made the selection of juries 
the duty of the sheriffs rather than the right of the town 
meetings. Hutchinson , who was superseded by General Thomas 
Gage , sailed from Boston to England on 1 June 1774, the day 
the laws went into effect. 
Hutchinson and Bernard renewed their friendship in 
England and Thomas Hutchinson ' s Diary contains many references 
to meetings , conversations, and dinners attended by both 
ex- Governors . ~~enever he was well enou~l to travel, Francis 
Bernard visited Hutchinson in London. There is something 
pathetic in the thought of these two men: one an exile from 
the country he really loved hoping that the war would soon 
end so that he might resume his old manner of life in his 
native land, and the other, who had failed in his assignment 
in a country he had learned to like and in which he had hoped 
to settle himself and his family, neither of vmom was to live 
to see his dreams materialize or even to see the matter of 
the relationship between the mother country and the colonies 
settled. 
Of one of his visits to Aylesbury made in July 1774 
Hutchinson has given a detailed account . He had a personal 
interest in the town of Aylesbury since he believed that his 
grandfather Foster had lived there. Under the date of 22 
July 1774, Hutchinson writes of one of the days of his visit: 
Walked with Sir F.B. between two and three 
miles to Sir William Lee's ground, and most 
elegant seat, and took a full view of his 
house , walks, kitcnen garden, &c. Sir Francis 
I found more altered by a paralitick shock 
than I expected, tho 1 the accounts had been 
unfavorable. His intellectual powers, however, 
not sensibly i .npaired. We had •.• long con-
versation upon old affairs in New England, 
as well as more recent, since he left it. 
He ment ioned, among other things, that he 
apologized to Ld. Mansfield for appointing 
me Chief Justice, not having been bred to 
the law; adding that he had no cause to 
repent it. Lord Chief Justice Wilmot being 
by, broke out with an oath , "By----he did 
not make a worse Chief Justice for that1 11 62 
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Bernard's attacks of epilepsy continued during these years, 
and he frequently lost his mind for hours and sometimes for 
days. Thomas Bernard v,rrote that these attacks "continued with 
some frequency, and at times with considerable violence, until 
his death. 1163 In his Diary Hutchinson describes a visit made 
to Bernard's friend and landlord on 7 July 1776 and tells of 
Sir Francis • illness thus: 
Sir F. Bernard was taken about 5 in the norning 
with one of his epileptick fits, so that we did 
not see h i m until the evening, and then he was 
not conversible, but fancied it to be morning , 
and as it grew dark suppos~d there was an Eclipse--
called for breakfast, &c.6 
Early in 1778 Lady Bernard became seriously ill and although 
she had recovered enough strength to walk about the grounds of 
her home, she could not leave Aylesbury for a better climate. 
Paxton, who had been an officer of the Customs in Boston, visited 
62. Ibid., I, 195. 
63. Thomas Bernard, op. cit., 205. 
64. P. 0. Hutchinson, ed., op. cit., II, 76. 
the Bernards in May of that year and reported to Thomas 
Hutchinson Lady Bernard ' s death at Aylesbury on 26 May 1778 . 65 
Sir Francis Bernard had hoped that upon his return 
he would receive the reward he justly deserved for his 
defense of the prerogative of the Crown . He had been 
Governor of one of England ' s largest and most important 
provinces during a very trying period . Since he was con-
vinced that he had done no wrong in his post and was unable 
to realize that he had contributed much to the development 
of the dissension, Bernard felt that his opinion and advice 
would be sought on all important coloni l matters and that 
his devotion to the Crown would be re varded with a better, 
more satisfactory post worthy of his new rank and station . 
If t h is could not be accomplish ed at once, then the King in 
h is munificence and gratitude wou l d surely approve a sub-
stantial pension . 
He was doomed to disappointment . s Governor in 
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absentia he could take solace only in advising and encouraging 
his successor to commit the same blunders of not cooperating 
vii t h the colonia l legislature and not apprecia ting the 
colonial problem. In England he offered his advice on 
colonial problems, but t h ere is no evidence that it was ever 
a ccepted or utilized . 
North and the King were both aware that his incompetence 
and lack of tact had done little to unite the mother country 
65 . Ibid ., II , 208 . 
and her province , so that , although the offered him a 
pension , they did little to see that it was paid . Bernard 
held no other Government office of any note after his re-
moval from the Massachusetts post Even the Irish sinecure 
was offered him only to lighten the pens i on rolls , and 
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Bernard, deeming it below the dignity of h i s rank and position, 
as indeed it was , sought an early removal . 
His period as Governor ~n absentia and the years of 
retirement were not particularly happy years . In tl~ 
Revolution that follov1ed he might well have been of service 
to the British ~:finistry since he was well acquainted wl th 
America . But he had failed completely once and it was too 
dangerous to offer h~1 another opportunity. Never again 
serving in a post of responsibilit , he ended his days as 
one of a growing list of British pensioners for whom no 
other satisfactory provision could be made . 
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Sir Frnncls ~er ord: valuat:..o 
h bio rapher of . historlcall import ~t person 
is _ble, after a di 1 igen t study of letters, docume ts, 4ews-
pa ers, books, pamphlets and ot~er rec rds, to arr n e i. 
chro ological order the mai1 events in the life of the subject 
of the io raphy . Unfortunately this research, how ver sed1lous 
and assiduous, nd the resul a t rest te~ent of facts are not 
eno ~h, for the biographer us also attempt to evaluate the 
contributions of the s bject of the io rap~y by i~t r.re in 
a .. d judging many of hi statements nu. ctions nd b wei<->h:ng 
the 0 inions of men 1ho r rv co te or~rie of hi"' 8"t;.bject. 
In additio. to th ce elements, the blo~ ~pher ust l o c 
sider and tilize with cQre t'he evaluatio s of h:stori .• ., . 
The com inat on of all of these it ms of eT:der-ce a_d o n·ons 
must be exami.ed before the biographer can develo a co.pleto 
picture of hi subject . 
In rep~r •u this bio'r ~y t.e riter h~s co _si ered 
se•:er 1 questions. h t events in Bernard's life m~e im 
orthy of a bioTraphical stud? Is the f ct that er ard had 
serred as colonial 0 verner eve_ in such an im.orta t p riod 
e ou h to just f ~h preparatio of a full-le gth portrait? 
:s the fact that erncrd as a ood or a bad rna. rea on n ugh 
to e are .... study, or do s e1•n rd h ..... · other attributes ~hich 
i th ·ords of Sid .e LeP., giv him the 11 dim"'nsion hich justif 
the iographer 1 s • tice"? 
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he rr~~ ement o~ m ortant events in ernard 1 s 
life h a b e. lar el ~ mat er of selection. t ould h"'" ve 
bee. pos ib , for exem.le, t pre rea Y b da ccount 
of er.crd 1 s activ~tie n .rncrica from 1758 t~ 17C9, bu 
of e ents in b:c .1 ernard fiuur d ere .. :stor.ic~ll u~-
importa~t nd co tribute nothi.e t~ ~h icture o~ the hol~ 
mtlll . erved as a colo. i o er o 
e ot, i. itself, e title him o io r~.phic l d sti... tiC~ .. 
"nfluence ure~tl e c~urse ~ e e~~s ~hie. led .o~ o.l 
o ris o do .f~ll s & ci! 1 ser:a.t, hich s ~fter 11 of 
'~"el ~.- v 1., but to ~ complet_ rJ: l t~o 
ri i h col .• L ... l ol· c the M.or.rv 
the _r tis~ e .i.re .. n; eric • e e f e c t .... t .. e r ~ i . 
em ... ir i · mpo~ ~ce, f r e·. e ....... fe "e~rs be for~ 
..... erc.GI 's rr~ .. 1 n .$ r:c , ~e r eopl~ .o'l 
thu.t ........ e _ c ' o fr m Engla't"ld ; 
T. at uer .. r 
e ~r~w· u o ld be a'!l a.stic cls.L.., for tr. .t'oli ie of 
the ho .e ,30 ... nment !Il de t .• t.; .:o O.L the c o. i s it 
Gre<4 t ritai i tolera...,le. .uU.v .u rn~r li_t: e 
- .e ..... re ch the t~ u ..... .Lit bJ ...... :L~ w: e .e 
' 
~~e did mu h 
0 .., .. tribut to v. e di sension b t .een E.ul .d t... ~ __ cr 
. eric~c. colon: rna then l~ ..... colo .. is.1 ....,o•e~. , 
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r:flue ce 0 . ~:!"ican, En 1 h, 
nd ·orld hist r "cL i to II 
~or un tel..~ IJ'a •. y o:f Be~n---rd 1 contemporar·es ere 
~lling to e ~re~ ~heir o in ns o the Gover or, nd ev n 
more fortunately these men he e left reco ds o:f these impre sions. 
T e ev-luatic.s are of cour e numerous ad varv i_ tone 
~ccord·ng to t e politic~l philosoph..~ o~ the er o~ tati ~ 
the opinio. • If are to belie e Bernard's letter , 
g tc n en's rit·nv, r the im ressions of ohn .ei~ or 
~o.athan Se all, the overnor d prve the attentio. of~ 
• d, e c.:.cce t t ... _e opi ... ions 
of Joh~ .. dams or of tJ. e ed tor of or contributor to t ... e 
de ~a e d fense for Bernard. For the biographer the ea iest 
esca e uld be to searc. for a gold n mean bet een the t o 
x~remes and to l ce Ser.ard tb9re, were it not for the fact 
th t the use of thi time- ern de :ce uld not giv a true 
picture oft~ Go e nor. 
The most adequ te evaluation of th uo ernor 1 s 
~bilitic can e -scertr• ed thro the examination of the 
l. the est_o!J. of ortL.i~~ss - r 
..._ e rcf .... ce t 
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thre mot: ting forces i~ 0 r.ard 1 s life: the pos:tion 
in hich he was lac d s !ln eigh tee._th century Englis .1. 
ge .tlema., hi co~cern for hi faMily, and h devot · o. to 
hl cou ~tr ~. I ter .. ove. with these three force :=J ere certair. 
shortcomings in Bern~rd 1 s char ... ctel"' hich recurred con ~antly 
and made his be~~avior ob ·ection ble to many _ ..... ngland and in 
America. ~ot entirely se ara.ted from ny of these, nd 
urticul~rly closely related vO the first - ment oned motivating 
force, ·as t_e a~t t~at to a great extent Fr cis Bernard 
was a roduct of .is time. 
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II 
s Charles Dick~ns once rote, the mid - ei htee th 
century years were ~h est nd.the or t of tiMe , and o 
they ere forB rnard . For a mun who .lanned to pro re s 
E.glish ubl c life, Francis er rd h all of the est 
re ~isites : good family, i ~lue~tial rei tio~s ~d politi -
cal co~~ectio.s, thorou0 hlJ accept ble rel giou beliefs, 
p oper ph loso.h' of 3overnrnent, o d ~st possible 
trainin nd back~~ou.d for a u lie career . Unfortu.ately, 
these were not good years for the Go er or, fo the t mes 
ere changi w' not only i ~eric but ~n E.eland as el • 
~er ~rd, set in th attern of the eig teenth century upper 
ddle cla s , as un bl t appreciate he significanc f 
the change and to co form to the pro ress of the age . Indee-d 
he and m ny of his contempor~ries often fail d to realize 
that the Englis~ co 1stitution had been ~dergoing ma~y ch~nges 
of hich the advances of the eighteenth centur ere ut ad-
ditio al steps. Lik Can te, these me thought th~t they 
could comm nd the new flood to stop , and hen their dernru ds 
were .ot obeyed , they f lt that more vehement shouts - d 
loud d splay of force 1rould achieve heir dem ds . 
The class to which Franci~ Bernard belon ed as 
in control of the British overnMent thro~Qhout most of t e 
ei 0 hteenth century , and uernar conformed almost entirely to 
the dema.ds f this clc.ss . His father was a clergyman , a 
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respected profession in ~lmost an ~ e, and young Bernard 
h d the cdv ntage th~t eood f m:ly backgrou.d a.d edu-
catio. could provide. H stPp-fatber, •. thony l~op, was 
a det of etter than aver~ e ability, ho knew most of t.e 
iMportu.t eople of his day and who ras just nougb pro-
Jacobite (and thus pro- ritis1.) to be luke arm toward the 
Germu princes of Hanover, but who lacked the cour~ge to 
o pose the new regime in t e rebellion of 1715. In this 
re ect he · s not unlike many English.men of his day who 
objected to foreign princes on the ritish throne . Fortu-
.ately Berard retained that devotion to En land ithout the 
op osition t t e ~eorges . lthough lsop did not .nflue ce 
Bernard's political le nin~s, he docs d ser e credit for 
havi g directed Fra.cis _,ernard's education. 'rhroughhis 
influence Bernard as a oy received a scholarship toW st -
mi.ster and because of lsop's excellent reputation as a 
sc olar, ~ernard fo nd the problems of entrancP into Christ 
Church.; Oxford , simplified . Equipped wit a good family 
background and the best c coli g, ernard chose to ractice 
la ', an eminently respected ofession, an closed allied 
himself i h the civil service as a. effie ali. Lineal and 
with minor offices in the Cathedral at Lincoln, two highly. 
recognized institution hich could onl help his dvance 
poli ic lly and professio allr. 
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Even his choice of a wife was in conformity with 
this pattern, for he married into a respect ble and highly 
influential family. 0 e ~ineteenth cent' y author ·rote 
th t a man could marry more mone in one ho r that he ould 
earn in a 1 fetime, and this as true of Francis Bernard . 
Promising thou 0 h his legal career w~s, tt received a decided 
advance by his marriage to melia Offley, whose relation to 
the prominent Shute - arrington famil eventually prov ided 
Bernard 1 th an assurance of success in one of the f~w other 
fields open to an ei hteenth century Englis~~an of centeel 
birth--the Br t sl:. C~vil Service . 
L ke man educated men of his time, Bernard wa a 
cultured gentleman . Ee sho ed hi nterest in the classics 
by editing lsop 1 s Latin poems nd while in erica by en-
couragine the ubl·c tion of volume of Latin poPms y 
eminent Harvard graduates, to nich he himself contributed 
nine of t!.e thirt -one poems . His love of 1 ters.ture was 
not limited to n appreciatio. of classical forms . The 
Governor ~ a devoted reader of Shakespeare, and could, as 
he so often bo sted, recite all of the works of the great 
dramatist, an unus al accom l shment, to be sure . Bernard 
wrote music and played the harpsichord, and, if we can b lieve 
the opinion of his son Thomas , he was accompli hed in both 
of these talents. ';or as hi lmollledgP of the fine and 
ract'c 1 art limi ed to iteratur~ and music. He designed 
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the ne Harvard Hall i 1764, and later designed and super-
vised the construction of bridges and causeways in his native 
Oxfo rdshire. 
That he was a typical English gentleman of his era, 
ed cat~d, ~ultured, aloof, and de~oted to his country and her 
traditions, appears cert~·~. This ml ht account in part for 
his failure to appreciate the merican point of view. It 
is unfortunate that his eleven years of American residence 
did little to change or modify his devotio ... to English 
manners, customs, and political ideals, causing him often to 
mis·u ue the tenor of the .t mes in America and lead ~g to his 
do f&ll as a British civil servant. 
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III 
.rom all ccounts Francis Bernard was a model htis-
band and a devoted fat~er, although these are certainly not 
unique or eve unusual traits in any age . Bernard~ devotio~ 
to his family is important, however, since many of his actio1s 
d~d gro · out of he nece sit of providing for a large fami-
ly. Bernard had bee. ha py in his important o ts in Li.coln 
and might fell have lived the remainder of his life here in 
contentment, but ithott distinction, if it a become nece-
sary for him to pro ide for a large and i creasing family. 
The custom of the times forced a father of ernard 1 s social 
sta ding to consider not only the immediate needs of hi 
fr..:!llil.,r b . also the necessity f establishing a family estate, 
so that his sons would have good incorr.es and posit ens and 
the daughters the assurance of good dowry ortions, then co -
sidered so essential to the arre. gement of hap y marriages • 
. ile charges of parsimony a d greed made by historians and 
by many of Bernard's cont~~pornr e are ~rue, this nieenrd-
1 ness and t_ a nmpa~ying avarice are in part ex lained oy 
. ..1 • ecds of his fami_;y. 
Justified or not, these characteristics affected 
many of er.ard 1 s actio s. They fore d him to leave his good 
po ts in Enul 11 and to assume a post for hich h lacked 
experience n d as by temperament rud Lr inin0 ot entirely 
suited. rhat he did so well in ~ew Jersey by favoring the 
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~ov_nci-1 fnctio there on occasion SAems unbelievable in 
t ~e li ht o ... is actio s dur:i ng t 1e e riod of' his adminis-
tration of the government of Massachusetts Bay 
I... erica too tr~s desire for more money moti-
vated m y of Ber ard 1 s actions . I 1e JersPJ , for example, 
the legislature did not find it Jifficult to i duce Bernard 
to approve a decidedly illegal money bill hen the b~ll was 
accom anied by the payment of he generous fee of t 500 i 
consideratio of his ~xpe ses for the removal from En land. 
~erhaps Bernard's greed as responsible for his · llinu ess 
while Gover or of' lew J"""~"sey to grant fle.gs of truce (upor.. 
pay~ent of a fee) to erican shipo ners engaging i. the 
profitable hou~h ille-al (~nd, i. time of war, certainly 
treasonable) carry trade to the French ugar islands early 
in the French and Indian 1~ar. 
BBr ard 1 s desire for more money cause1 him to seek 
adva ce~r.e .~.t almost as soon as he arrl ved in n.merice.. Per-
haps it a t ... drivin ambition to obtain more import nt 
posts and thus hluher salaries hich caused him to explain 
the difficult aspects of' his position in detail o the 
..... i .istry and to the Board of Trade and to exaggerate his most 
minute accomplishments in the Aw~rican provinces. He had 
hardly beglli~ his New Jersey apprenticeship when he instituted 
n subtle campai0 n to obtain the gover ... orshi of' ew York or 
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ennsylvania. In a letter to Barrington writte~ in Perth 
unboy, he discussed his interest in a~other post in this 
manner: 
If Ghe peculiar circumsta.ces of my 
family did not require an uncomn10n 
exertion, I should condemn myself 
for thinkins of another Government. 
But 'till nature sets Bounds to the 
Number of my children (which is not 
done yet) I lmow not how to limit my 
ants or desires.2 
For his success in administering the province of lew Jersey, 
he was promoted to the Governorship of Hassachusetts, and 
he had been in Boston only a fe- days when he forwarded in-
formation to Barrington about the·vacancy in New York. At 
this time, though, he was careful to explain that he offered 
the information "without any View to myself; as I am sensi-
ble that I ought to show my self worthy of the late favours 
show to me before I solicit others ••.• 113 
Hi~ concern for Lady Bernard's health caused him 
at the tirre of great tension in Massachusetts to suggest 
that his transfer to a warmer climate such as that in Barbadoes 
2. Bernard Papers, I, 173; Bernard to Barrington, 23 ~ay 
1759. On 18 F~bruary of the following year Bernard 
wrote to Barrington, ~I need not repeat to your Lord-
s ip, that it is upon my Childrens account only that 
I have solicited this advancement ••• " (Ibid., I , 194) 
3. Ibid., 274; Bernard to Barrington, 9 tiUgust 1760. 
L 
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might be welcomed, 4 but the governorship o~ hova Scotia also 
interested him when he &ard that this post _aid £1500 and 
expenses, a substantial increase over his Nassachusetts 
emolument. 5 Even after Ber~ard returned to England he just-
fled his re uest for a pension by stating that i was due 
him "for his long services, his severe sufferingq, !':lis herrl th 
impaired, his family increased, and his fortunes mpaired. 11 
o those persons who told him that he should retire in dig-
nity to the country and "refuse to receive favors from or 
hold communication with those who had so cruelly used him", 
he replied with this statement, "You for et that I have nine 
childre • 116 
In Massachusetts Bernard's greed made him the butt 
of many jokes and the r~cipient of much redicule by the ro-
vincial faction. Because of his well known cupidity, 
exaggerations of Bernard's actions and charges of corrupt:on 
became believable to many. •rhe Governor's insistence that 
his son Francis, Jr., while still attending school in England, 
should be named to the sinecure of Joint aval Officer in 
4. Ibid., 82; Bernard to Barrington, 7 February 1768. 
5. :bid., BPrnard to Lt. Gov Franklin, 18 July 1767. 
6. T. Bernard, L fe of Sir Francis Bern~rd, 201. Shute 
Bernard diPd-yn-1768; Francis Bernard, Jr. died in 1770, 
bout one year after he Governor left J!;assachusetts. 
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Bosto , an act of fl grant though .ot unique nepotism, did 
not help his popularity vith cert in officials . In additi n 
to th"s action, by having gr~nted flags of truce in e~ 
ersey, a. fact lmown to many Mass chusetts shipovmers a d 
truders, Bernard himself lent credence to the stories of 
his consorting with dishonest revenue officials s read b 
Benjamin ~arrons and Jorill Temple . Eis freque t letters to 
t e Governor of ~.o u Srotia asking for a suppl of coal for 
his personal use reveal ni0~ardliness unbecoming in a person 
of Berr.ard's rank. P.rusal of Bernard's letters and speeches 
requesting ayments of fees, urging upo the }.inistry the 
e~tabli~hment of~ ci~~l list and begging con irmation of 
his Mt . Desert grant (v.hose ex_loitation he had begu b fore 
confirmation of the grant was receivPd), will reveal certain 
evidences of ru1 avaricious attitude, which the people of 
Massac usetts, accustomed as t ey ·ere to thrift, found re-
voltin , and hich the provincial faction , ever alert to 




atever shortcomin.:..:> in character ru ··ht have been 
Bernard' , there is one point that no biographer, £riendlr 
or i imical, can deny: Francis Bernard ·as a loy 1 ~nglish-
man. This ·as hi strongest point in his cam aign £or 
dv ceme. t, snd it accounts in 0 reat part for his willing-
ness to carry out any policy proposed by the British govern-
me t, even when h personally doubted the ef£icacy of th~t 
pel cy. In the eye of the provincial leader this blind 
devotion to · la~d and Engla d 1 s policies beca~e er ard's 
~chillest heel, an , ha ing discovered the vulnerabl~ P-~~t, 
tle factio. ut~lized e oy strata em to strik at it. Thus 
this devction · ich on so mnc pra_se in E •5 la l« , lso m e 
im.os ible efficient service by the Governor of assQc.usetts. 
From the British poi t of i ew ernard ' as cer inly 
the ideal ci 11 servan , 7illin0 , o edie1 ... , Jocile and 
subsArvie t, informing and advisin the GPVernme .t, but al-
wa ~. ever ~en his advice a i nored or his better judgment 
as a in t t e lan, obedient to the orders of the home 
gorer1ment. He vas the true civil sera t, for de P~te h_s 
greed and h~s concern for rro ey and s lar m.atter ~ he really 
desired to serve hi~ cou ... try. he rote early in his American 
career: 
~ fi d I ha:e a 
Sp"ri.t _r e -.x; 
do"n mJ Cot"1tr 
ood deal of P' lie 
~ke ~ pleasure i 
s ~v-ee, here my 
own interest (sic) is not equally 
concerned. I knpw of no greater 
Service, that this Country affords 
for a public spirited Man (except 
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the defending it from its enemies) 
that settling the disorders, healing 
the divisions & ballancing the 
constitutions of the Governments •••• 7 
Some ten years later he was rewarded for his devotion to 
duty, however incompetent and ill-advised his actions were, 
by the grant of a baronetcy. To do Bernard justice, it must 
be stated that he did not seek the honor, and indeed, when 
it was first suggested he opposed the grant because of the 
cost of the patent. When he was finally prevailed upon to 
accept the baronetcy, he did so because he considered it as 
a proper reward for his devotion to duty, and he hoped that 
others who might be inclined to waver in their devotion to 
England, would find in his reward an incentive to become more 
loyal to the home country. 
Bernard's love for and devotion to England did not 
blind him to America's worth. He appreciated many of the ad-
vantages that the new country offered: the low cost of living, 
the opportunity for advancement of young men, and the inexpen-
sive education available for his children. Bernard had planned 
to settle in America, to make a permanent home here, and 
7. ~·• I, 173; Bernard to Barrington, 23 May 1759. 
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eventually to remove all of his children to this country. 
To this end he obtained the Naval Office sinecure for 
Francis as the first step in that young man's civil ser-
vice career, and he apprenticed John to a Boston merchant 
to establish this son in a mercantile career in Boston. 
Thomas and Shute were sent to Harvard rather than to an 
English university, partly because of the lesser expense and 
in part to prepare them for successful American careers. In 
order to establish a family fortune here, Bernard hoped to 
settle families on Mt. Desert Island when the grant was ap-
proved by the King, to establish small industries there, and 
to encourage mercantile and shipping interests to settle in 
the new towns. 
But Bernard was not only interest d in exploiting 
America. The New World offered many other inducements to 
the Governor. He liked the temperate climate, particularly 
the pleasant summers, and undoubtedly hoped for an assignment 
to Barbadoes of the Carolinas in his declining years. In 
tact his early requests tor permission to return to Eng~and 
were made principally to inrorm the Ministry or American con-
ditions and to settle business matters in England preparatory 
to settling permanently in America. Boston particularly 
appealed to him for some time, for there were good library 
and other cultural facilities there and an opportunity to be 
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a patron of a small growing college, so much in need of a 
strong guiding hand. Thus Bernard had high hopes for himself 
and his family in America, but these were dashed by his at-
titude and by the British colonial policy. After 1770 one 
son remained in America, and he too 1eft the country after 
selling his interest in Mt. Desert in 1785. Thus the entire 
family and the projected family estate never did become a 
permanent part of the American scene. 
It might be argued that England's colonial policy 
did as much to bring about Bernard's downfall as the Governor's 
actions did to encourage opposition to the mother country. 
Certain traits of Bernard's character and attitudes which the 
Governor took invited criticism then and are still difficult 
to justify. Both Bernard and the British government lacked 
vision in the changing times, and this lack of -foresightedness, 
always a dangerous shortcoming, proved fatal in the fifteen 
years preceding the ar of Independence. Both Bernard and the 
Ministry mBintained extremely doctrinaire points of view, 
establishing principles and laws which were frequently impos-
sible to enforce. The British Parliament thought that it 
could legislate obedience, and even Bernard thought that an 
act of Parliament, sacrosanct in his mind, should be considered 
equally invio1able by the colonists. Bernard was truly caught 
between Scylla and Charybdis. If he were to oppose the British 
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policy, he would receive the plaudits and the favor of the 
provincial leaders. For example, the Governor had been 
spared most of the indignities heaped upon the English of-
ficials in America after the passage of the Sugar Act of 
1764 and the Stamp Act, to both of which he had protested, 
however unsuccessfully. If the Governor had carried his 
protests to the point of strongly ~pposing the laws, this 
action would result in his early removal and disgrace. He 
chose therefore to enforce the obnoxious laws, to risk 
offending the provincial leaders, and to hope for the com-
~ndation of the British leaders for his loyalty. As a re-
sult he incurred the wrath of the people of the province, 
and this was one of the factors leading to his removal as 
Governor, for as Hutchinson pointed out: "It was well known 
in America that the surest way for a Governor to keep from 
hazard of removal was by keeping on good terms with the 
people of his government •••••• n 7 
Thus most of the troubles in Massachus tts, due 
certainly in large part to the policy of the Ministry, were 
blamed upon the Governor, and after his recall the government 
temporarily tried a policy of leniency in the hope that the 
opposition of the people whom he had offended might be quieted. 
7. T. Hutchinson, Historr ~Massachusetts Bay, III, 183. 
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Bernard was then to a large extend, as Miller has pointed 
out, "the scapegoat of an unworkable system and the mistakes 
of the British Ministry and Parliament."8 True though this 
statement is, it is certain that when Bernard's intellectual 
honesty was challenged by his desire to please the British 
Ministry, the latter won, and Bernard, committed to the 
policy of supporting Parliament's actions, right or wrong, 
would not change his attitude. 
But Bernard's unsuccessful administration of Massa-
ehusetta, particularly during the last five years of his 
service there, cannot be dismissed by blaming the government's 
policies. Bernard encouraged opposition to the government 
by directing opposition to him through his actions and his 
attitude. He was angling, scolding, and bitter on ny 
occasions when a little graciousness and a few soft-spoken 
words might have been more effective. Claude Van Tyne, who 
was certainly not anti-British in his attitude, charged the 
Governor with "unseemly bickerings" which caused Bernard to 
lose "his own influence and (to) nag ••• his people into a 
state of passion in spite of the best of intentions on his 
part.n9 
8 . John C. Miller, Sam Adams, 38. 
9. Claude Van Tyne,~e Causes of the War of Independence, (Bo :ton, 1922), 2~2. ----
--
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ith the legislature he bickered over the choice of Speaker, 
of the election of Councillors, over the protests sent to 
their agent. Bernard ignored the tact that many calm and 
dignified men of Boston, and among these were some patriots, 
had deplored the Stamp Act riots and the attack on Hutchinson's 
home, in the accounts he sent to England, and his attitude 
toward the House in demanding the "requisition" for payment 
of the Stamp Act Riot indemnities was overbearing and pompous 
and caused most of the delay in the action of the House. 
Even the effect of the Ministry's decision concerning the re-
peal of the Stamp Act which should have done much to quiet 
the opposition was lessened by the bitter speech the Governor 
made to the House in announcing the repeal. 
Truly Bernard's lack of humor, his unwillingness 
to ignore even the slightest outburst of opposition to b1 , 
and his constant insistence upon recognition of his personal 
dignity (so much so that even Shelburne felt called upon to 
protest to him on one occasion10) did little to help his 
personal popularity. One reads in vain in the newspapers, 
the House Journals, or in any contemporary accounts or the 
slightest unbending on Bernard's part or of the least gesture 
of friendship toward the people of Boston or toward the legis-
latures, an attitude that had done much to help Shirley's 
and Pownall's relations with the people. 
10. Bernard Papers; Shelburne to Bernard. 
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VI 
Francis Bernard's greatest error in judgment was 
undoubtedly his underestimation or the leaders of the faction 
and of the extent of their influence. In Bernard's words, 
whoever opposed him was a msmber of a "mob" or of "the 
faction", and the Governor used these words disdainfully. 
Bernard failed to realize that the faction contained many 
men who were members of the group through their conviction 
that they were right, who did not feel that they were com-
mitting treason. Bostonians though they were, they spoke 
for their rights as Englishmen, and quoted the political 
philosophy of Swift, Locke, Harrington, and other political 
philosophers whose ideas had received much commendation in 
England as the bases for their contentions. 
Most historians who have written about this period 
have concerned themselves to a great extent with Bernard's 
shortcomings and with the errors in the policies of the 
Bri t ish Ministry. There is one other tact that the writer 
of this biography, at the risk of being accused of jingoism, 
must consider: ~ quality~~ opposition~ Bernard~ 
Massachusetts ~ not ~ equalled in ~ a limited!!!! 
!! any ~ ~ history. When we consider objectively the 
qualities or leadership, the ability to propagandize, the 
skill in holding and influencing a large and highly div rsi-
t1ed group of men in actions that would only prove extremely 
dangerous, the aceomplisbments of the leaders of the provincial 
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faction are amazing and entitle them to recognition as out-
standing. James Otis, irascible and wavering though he waa, 
gave the faction its original impetus in the rita of Assist-
ance Case and in his excellent propaganda pamphlets which 
appeared in the 1760's. Oxenbridge Thacher, clearly aware 
of the potential excesses through the failure to separate 
legi lative, judicial, and executive powers, wrote and care-
fully delineated the ~rican arguments as early as 1764 in 
his Sentiments of a British American. Both of these men are 
--
leaders to be extolled in any era. Joseph Hawley, who came 
from a section of the province not noted for its devotion 
to the factions's principles, risked his law and political 
career, and James Otis, Sr., a staunch supporter of Shirley 
but a foe of Bernard, did much to bring the representatives 
from the smaller towns in line w1 th the thinking of the 
Boston representatives. In addition to these professional 
politicians, James Bowdoin and John Hancock, with little to 
gain by risking their fortunes and careers, did much to lend 
dignity to the provincial cause. Dr. Joseph Warren, the 
young surgeon, and Josiah Quincy, Jr., who was Oxenbridge 
Thacher's law pupil, wrote violent and libelous diatribes 
which made Bernard ridiculous in the eyes of the people 
and drew new converts to the cause. Unfortunately Otis, 
Thacher, Warren and Quincy were not spared tor greater 
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service 1n the Revolution. 11 
The list of the cl rgy and the press supporting 
the provincial cause contains some outstanding persons. 
The Reverend Jonathan Mayhew, who until his death encouraged 
the faction and whose sermon on •1 would they were even cut 
ott which trouble you" is generally considered to have sounded 
the signal for the Stamp Act Riots, Samuel Cooper, whose 
church many of the leaders ot the faction attended, who was 
personally friendly with Bernard 1n the early days of the 
Governor's administration, but who later became hia greatest 
critic, and Charles Chauncy, who carried on Mayhew's work 
(a~ter the death o~ the latter in 1766) by keeping the people 
informed of the plot to establish an Anglican episcopate and 
a state church in America, were leaders against whom Bernard 
could otter only the weak Rev. Henry Caner of Boston and the 
Rev. East Apthorp of Cambridge. 12 
Certainly in all of the eighteenth century world 
there was no newspaper so violently patriotic and so Wllling 
to risk charges of sedition and libel as the Boston Gazette 
11. Otis was seldom sane atter the attack made upon him in 
1769. Thacher died in 1765, Quincy died in April, 1775, 
and arren was killed at Bunker Hill. 
12. A good summary of the services of these clergymen is 
found in Chapter VI-VIII ot A1ice M. Baldwin, The New 
En~land Cler~y in the American Revolution (Durnam,-r§28) 
an £he stan ara-work, 1. L. Cross, The Anglican 
Es;scopate and the Ameri2an Colonies-riew York, 1902), C pters VI~,-x!. 
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which printed almost any contribution sent in by one of the 
patriots. To Edes and Gill, publishers of the Gazette, should 
go the credit and glory for printing much of the pamphlet 
literature which opposed Bernard and encouraged opposition 
to the policies of the British government. 
Over all ot these men towered Samuel Adams, the 
eminent propagandist and leader of the faction in its most 
difficult days. More than any one else Adama, flattering, 
cajoling, encouraging, and guiding the little band toward 
the goal of complete separation from England was Bernard's 
most fo~idable opponent. And in England, too, the Colonies 
enjoyed the support of equally spectacular men, Wilkes, Camden, 
Barre, whose strong support on most issues encouraged the 
resistance of the faction. 
Arrayed against these men in Massachusetts were 
many uninspiring men. Hutchinson, though respected by many 
for his efficiency and his services to the province, was hardly 
one to arouse enthusiasm for a cause, and other men like 
Lynde, John Cushing, Jonathan Sewall, the Olivera, and Edmund 
Quincy were thought to be concerned with their own political 




The life of Francis Bernard is a record of failure. 
As · a man he was parsimonious and greedy, serious, humorless, 
and insistent upon concern for his dignity. As a Governor 
he showed remarkable ability in New Jersey, but thanks to 
the weakness of British policy and to his unwillingness to 
compromise upon its enforcement, his career in Massachusetts 
was not successful. His constant lack of tact, his blind 
devotion to Parliament, and an annoying self-centerednesa 
which caused him to place himself above the representatives 
of the people were among the main causes of his downfall. 
~oat of his actions can be justified by the fact that he was 
an Englishman, and he reacted as would be expected of a loyal 
governor.l3 
In normal times Bernard might have done well, for 
there are occasional evidences of good statesmanship in his 
career. The times demanded men who oould rise above desire 
for personal gain and above misguided loyalty, but Bernard, 
like most American colonial governors, reared in the belief 
in blind devotion to King and ccuntry, was not great enough 
!'or -c.he work. 
13. one can forgive Bernard for his unswerving loyalty to 
England. More difficult to understand is the behavior 
and attitude of some of his American followers, parti-
cularly Thomas Hutchinson, whose chicanery and duplicity 
towar his fellow Americans are unforgiveable. 
APPENDIX 
I 
THE ANCESTRY OF SIR FRANCIS BERNARD 
(Judge) Thomas FitzBernard - 13th Century 
m. Eugenia Riot 
Thomas FitzBernard was, according to family tradition, a 
cousin of st. Bernard of Clairvaux. 
I Geoffrey Bernard 




I Robert Bernard 
Lord of ISLEHAM 
High Sheriff 
1384 
I Thomas Bernard of 





I Sir John Bernard 
d. 1508 
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Thomas Bernard m. Sarah 
d. 1648 I d. 1646 I 
Francis Bernard m. Sarah 
d. 1680 I d. 1685 
I 
Francis Bernard m. Margery Win1owe 
1660-1715 I 1682-1718 
:} 
Sir Francis Bernard m. Amelia Offley 
1712-1779 d. 1778 
Sources 
Baker, History of Northamptonshire; I. 
Lipscomb, History •••• of Buckingham, I, 521-2 
Higgins, ~ Bernards 2f Abington ~ Nether Winchendon, I. 
.,, 
II • Vll NLOYI (E) - TYRII G::::AL- BERNARD -~.IJ.I.JJ:>N.J;;J._E ______ _ 
Richard Winlow(e) m. J ane - -------- -
- . I 
-1 
:Margery Sarah Mary 
m. Rev . Francis Bernard m. Rev . Moses Terry m. John Tyringham-- - -bro .---Francis 
Franci s Bernard 
m. Amelia Offley 
12 Children 
See Chart IV 
Jarie T:e:rry 
m. Howard Ha stings 
No issue 
ane Tyringham 
m. Wm .Bere sf ord 
Jane inherited 
Nether Winchen-
don estate from 
her cous in I:Iary . 
By will dated 
20 Jul y 1762 
Jane Tyringham 
Beresford left 
t h e Nether Win-
.dhendon estate 
to Francis 
Bernard upon he r 
death in 1771 . 
Mar y Tyringham 
d . 1745 
!ilary Tyr inghan 
l eft her es -





died 1750 . Aet . l6 
Frances Winlow, the fourth daughter of RicharC .~nlow, married a man named Hall . 
She was disinherited . 
Sources: G. L .Lipscor1b , Hi s tory •••.•. of_ ~u )lcin£5ham, I , 511 . 
S .E . Hi ggins , The Bernards of Abington and Ne ther Winchendor , ! ;, 11 • 
Benjamin Shute m. Anne Patience Caryl 
I 
I 
John Shute, First Viscount Barrinc ton 
(1678-1734) r· Anne Daines , 
William Job Daines Smimel Sh1.he 3 dtrs 
Wildman 1729-1800 
(1717-93) d .l764 1727-1800Admiral 1734-1826 
2nd Vise. Maj - Gen Judge Dishop of Durham 







I - -I 
Colonel Martha 
Samuel Shute m. Henry 
(1662-1742) Bendish 
Governor of Mass . 
(1716-23) 
Amelia Offley m. Francis Bernard 
Sources: Burlre 1 s Peerage , Baronetag;c , and lCni r htage ,(London 1 1949) 137-8. 
Debrett's Peerage, Baronetaeew and Knightage ,(London , 1906) 88-90. 
Vicary Gibbs , ed . The Comp lete Peerage~(London,l910) 1 I 
J . Foster , Alumni Oxoniensis ,l714-1886 ,I,IV. 
IV 
The Children of Sir Francis Bernard (1712-1779) 
and Am lia Offley Bernard 
Francis, Jr. 27 September 1743 - 20 November 1770 
John 26 January 1745 - 25 August 1809 
Jane 23 August 1746 - February 1823 
Jane married Charles White, Esq. 
Joseph died aet. one month 
Amelia died aet. one month 
Thomas 27 April 1750 - 1 July 1818 
Shute 26 July 1752 - 5 April 1768 
Amelia 10 September 1754 - 18 January 1795 
Amelia married Capt. Benjamin Baker 
William 27 May 1756 - March 1776 
Frances Elizabeth 25 July 1757 - 1822 
Frances Elizabeth married Rev. Richard King 
Scrope 1 October 1758 - 18 April 1830 
Julia 19 November 1759 - 1834 
Julia married Rev. Joseph Smith 
Scrope and Juli Bernard were born in Perth Amboy, 
New Jersey. All of the other children were born in Lincoln. 
Shute Bernard died in Cambridge in 1768 while studying at 
Harvard College. Francis Bernard, Jr., died in Boston in 
1770. John Bernard inherited his father's title. Since 
John had no children Thomas held the title. Upon Thomas's 
death Scrope inherited the baronetcy. 
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V . CR0!.1WELL- DENDISH- OF:?LEY RELATIONSIIIP 
Oliver Cromwell 






m. r:<; lizabeth Bour chier 
J 
m. General Henry Ireton 
(1611- 1651) 
m. Thomas Bendish 
d . l707 
Renry Be ndi sh Thomas Bendi sh 
Anne Shute - sister 
m. Stephen Offley(2) m. l11ar tha Shute m. Catherine Smythe - sister- Uri th Smyth 
I 
Amelia Of f ley m. Francis Bernard 
Both wives of Stephen Offley, father of Ame lia Off ley Bernard , 
were sisters of vlives of Oliver Cromwell(s great - grandsons . 
There was no direct role ti on ship be tween the Cromwells and 
the Bernards . 
m. Stephen Of -
fley(l 
I .I 
Joseph Dr . S t ephen 
VI 
CIVIL OFFICERS IN NEW JERSEY 
1758 - 1760 
Governor 
Franeis Bernard -- Commissioned 
Arrived in Perth AmboJ, N. J., 14 June 
1758 and took oath o£ o£fice on same 
day. Succeeded on 4 July 1760 by Thomas 
Boone. Le£t New Jersey 1760. 
Councillors 
The Council consisted of twelve members. 
Name Appointed 
John Reading, Jr. 11 June 1720 
Robert Hunter Morris April 1738 
Edward Antill 28 October 1743 
James Hude 18 August 1744 
Andrew Johnson 18 September 1745 
Peter Kemble 18 September 1745 
Thomas Leonard 18 September 1745 
Richard Salter 28 November 1748 
Lewis Morris Ashfield 30 April 1751 
David Ogden 30 April 1751 
Samuel Woodrurr 1 March 1757 
William Alexander 1 April 1758 
Charles Reade 12 December 1758 
John Smith 12 December 1758 
Le£t 
28 July 1758 
27 June 1764 
7 July 1761 
November 1762 
14 June 1762 
1775 
4 August 1758 
1762 
20 June 1765 
1775 
10 August 1768 
1775 
21 May 1773 
20 March 1771 
Chief Justice 
Robert Hunter Morris 17 May 1739 
Appointed Governor of Pennsylvania but did 





Appointed 16 February 1757 
Appointed on 1 May 1759. Did not take oath 
of office. 
Supreme Court Judge 
Commissioned 21 January 1749 
Commissioned 21 May 1754 
Secretary of the Province Charles Read 
Treasurers 
Speakers of the Assembly 
Sources 
Samuel Smith for West Jersey 
Andrew Johnston for East Jersey 
Robert Lawrence - October 1764-
August 1758 
Samuel Nevill - March 1759-
December 1760 
Commission Books• Office ot the Secretary of State, Trenton; 
!!! Jersey ArChives 
VII 
Civil orficers in MassaChusetts 
1760 - 1770 
Governor 
Francis Bernard - Commissioned 14 January 1760. Arr!Ted in 
Boston 2 August 1760, took oath on •ame 
day. 
Left Boston 2 August 1769. 
Governor in absentia until Hutchinson named 
Governor ~ November 1770 
Lieut&nant-Governor 
Thomas Hutchinson-Appointed 31 January 1758. 
Andrew Oliver 
Harrison Gray 
Commission published 1 June 1758. 
Acting Governor 1n Bernard's absence. 
Secretary 
Appointed 2 March 1758 
Appointed Lieutenant-Governor, November 1770 
Treasurer 
Elected by Legislature 1753-1774 
Attorneys-General 
Edmund Trowbridge-29 June 1749-25 arch 1767 
Jeremiah Gidley - 25 March 1767-died 10 September 1767 
Jonathan Sewall - 18 November 1767-Septemb&r 1774 
Solicitors-General 
Jonathan Sewall - 24 June 1767 
vacancy from 18 November 1767 to 14 March 1771 when Samuel 
Irving was named to the post. 
Superior Court of Judicature 
Chief Justices 
1751-1?60 Stephen Sewall 
1760-1769 Thomas Hutchinson 
1769-1771 Benjamin Lynde 
Justices 
1745-17?1 Benhamin Lynde 
1747-17?1 John Cushing 
1752-1766 Chambers Ruasell 
1756-1774 Peter Oliver 
1767-1775 Edmund Trowbridge 
Speakers ot the Hous 
The Speaker was elected annually in Nay. 
1760, 1761 James Otis 
1762, 1763 Timothy Ruggles 
1764, 1765 Samuel White 
1766-1774 Thomas Cushing. 
The MassaQhusetts Council 
The first date indicates the year of his first 
election to the Council; the second date indicates the year 
in which his term expired. Elections were held annually 
late in Mar. 
John Osborne John Ewing 
1731-1764 1754-1774 
Jacob Wendell Benjamin Lincoln 
1734-1760 1753-1770 
John Cushing James Bowdoin 
1736-1764 1757-1769 
Benjamin Lrode, Jr. Gamaliel Bradford 
1737-1741 1757-1770 
1743-1766 
Samuel Danforth Thomas Hancock 
1739-1774 1758-d. 176)4 
Samuel atta Thomas Hubbard 
1742-1764 1759-1773 
George Leonard Ichabod Plaisted 
1742-1766 1759-1762 
John Hill Chambers Russell 
1742-1770 1759-1761 
John Chandler Peter Oliver 
1743-1763 1759-1766 
1765-1768 
Ezekiel Cheever Israel Williams 
1743-1761 1760-1767 
Sylvanus Bourne Nathaniel Sparhawk 
1743-1762 1760-1766 
1767-1773 





1761-1766 Stephen Se•all 
James Russell 
1752-d. 1760 
1761-1774 Isaac Royal 1752-1774 
Thomas Fluche~ 
1761-1769 Richard Cutt 
Nathaniel Ropes 
1755-1763 
1762-1769 William B~attle 1755-1769 
James Otis. Sr. 
1762-1766 Timothy Paine 
Samuel White 
1763-1769 
1766-1769 John B.t-adbu:ry 
John Worthington 
1763-1773 
1767-1769 Timothy Ruggles 
James Pitts 
1764-1765 
1766-1774 Roy-ale Tyler 
Samuel Dexter 1764-1771 









Journala 2£ ~ House 
Manual ~ ~ General Court, 1933-34 
w. H. Whitmore, _ The Massachusetts Civil List, 1630-1774 
VIII 
The Negatived Councillors 
1766-1770 
Joseph Gerrish-1766,1767 1 1768,1769 
Thomas Saunders-1766,1767,1768 1 1769 
James Otis, Sr.-1766,1767,1768,1769 










The Council which normally had twenty-eight members 
was reduced to twent7~0 in 1766, twenty-three in 1767, twenty-
two in 1768, sixteen in 1769 (eleven were negative and one 
refused to accept) and twenty-six in 1770. 
Source 
Journals££~ House 1766-7, 1767-8, 1768-9, 1769-70, 1770-1 
IX 
Important Officialsin Great Britain 
1757 - 1770 
I Newcastle ~ Ministry--June 1757 to May~ 
Thomas Hollis Pelham, Duke of Newcastle, First Lord of 
the Treasury 
William Pitt, Secretary of State, Northern Department, 
leader of Commons 
Earl of Holderness, Secretary of State, Southern 
Department 
II ~ Ministry--May ~ to April 1763 
John Stuart, Earle of Bute, First Lord of the Treasury 
Earl of Egremont and George Grenville, Secretaries of State 
Lord Sandys, First Lord of Trade 
III Grenville Administration--~ April 1763-July 1785 
George Grenville, First Lord ot Treasury and Chancellor 
of the Exchequer 
Earls of Halifax and Sandwich, Secretaries of State 
(Egremont to 20 August 1763) 
Lord Hillsborough, First Lord of Trade 
IV Rockingham Ministry--~ July 1765-30 July ~ 
Marquis of Rockingham, First Lord of Treasury 
Henry s. Conway and Duke of Gra!'ton, Secretaries of State 
Earl of Dartmouth, First Lord o!' Trade 
V ~ Ministry--August ~-December ~ 
William Pitt, Lord Privy Seal 
Duke of Grafton, First Lord of Treasury 
Charles Townshend, Chancellor of the Exchequers 
Henry s. Conway, Earl of Shelburne, Secretaries of State 
Lord Hillsborough, First Lord of Trade 
VI Grafton Ministry--December ~-January !!!Q 
Augustus Henry, Duke of Grafton, First Minister 
Frederick, Lord North, Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Earl of Shelburne, Viscount Weymouth, Secretaries of State 
Lord Hillsborough, Secretary of State for the American 
Department 
Source 
Haydn's Dictionary~ Dates 
X 
English Colonial Secretaries and the Board of Trade 
The Secretary of State tor the Southern Department 
was the cabinet official responsible for the American province 
from 1717 to 1768. In 1768 a separate Secretary of State for 
the American Colonies was named as the third Secretary of 
State. 
The Board of Trade consisted of eight of the great 
officers of state who served ex officiis and were the Lords 
....... 
of Trade and eight commissioners who served as the actual 
functioning Board or Trade. The first named member of this 
second group served as President. From 1740 to 1761 Lord 
Halifax (George Montagn Dunk) was President of the Board 
of Trade and during his tenure most of the correspondence 
from the American governors was handled through him rather 
than through the Secretary of State for the Southern Depart-
ment. After 1757 the President of the Board of Trade sat 
with the cabinet. On 8 August 1768 when the Secretary of 
State tor the American Department was named, much of the 
power was stripped from the Board. 
The Colonial Secretaries 
William Pitt 1757-1761 
Sir Charles Wyndham. Earl of March 1761-April 1763 
Egremont 
George Montagn Dunk. Earl of April 1763 
Hali!'ax 
Gen . Henry Seymour Conway 10 July 1765 
Charl es Lennox. Duke of Richmond 23 May 1766 
William Petty. Lord Shelburne 23 July 1766 
Wills Hill, Viscount Hillsborough 20 January 1768 to 4 August 1772 
Presidents of the Board of Trade 
Earl of Hali:tax 
Lord Sandys 
Charles Townshend 
Earl of Shelburne 








November 1748-March 1761 
March 1761-March 1763 
March-April 1763 
April-September 1763 
September 1763-August 1765 
August 1765-December 1766 
December 1766-July 1768 
July 1768-November 1779 
The Board of Trade 
1757-1771 




























Sir Edmund Thomas 
1761-1763 





Earl of Hillsborough 
1763-1765 








Viscount Robert Nugent Clare 
1766-1768 








George Grenville, Earl of 
Warwick 1770-1774 
Lord Robert Spencer 
1770-1782 
Journals £! ~ Board of Trade and Plantations (London, 1939)XIV 
Haydn's Dictionary of Dates 
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The Instructions of the Town of 
----
Boston adopted May, 1764. Boston, 
1764. 
These brief instructions to the newly elected rep-
resentatives to the General Court advised strong opposition 
to the proposed Sugar Act. The instructions provide one of 
the first evidences of Adams• great persuasive power. 
Apthorp, East A Review 2£ E£• Mayhew'~ Remarks 
on the Answer to his Observations 
-- --
on the Charter and Conduct of the 
Society ~ ~ Propagation ~ !E! 
Gospel in Foreign Parts. London, 
1765. 
The rector of the Episcopal Church in Cambridge 
replies to an attack made upon his defense of the rejection 
of the Society's petition for a charter. 
Apthorp, East Considerations on the Institution 
and Conduct of ~ Society for the 
Propagation ££ ~ Gospel in Foreign 
Parts. Boston, 1762. 
A defense of the Episcopalian missionary society 
in which many persons, including Jonathan Mayhew professed 
to see the outline of a plan of ecclesiastical usurpation. 




An Enquiry ~ ~ rights £!. ~ 
British Colonies, intended!! !_ 
answer to ~ Regulations lately 
~ concerning ~ Colonies. 
Williamsburg, 1769. 
Richard Bland, a Virginian, attacks the Townshend 
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for the King. 
Bollan, William Continual Corruption, Standing 
Armies, ~ Popular Discontent 
Considered. London, 1768. 
Bollan, erstwhile agent for the General Court, 
now gradually appreciating the provincial viewpoint and des-
pising Bernard, prepared a defense of the colonies. 
Caner, Henry A Candid Examination of Dr. Mayhew'~ 
Observations. Boston, 1763. 
Rev. Henry Caner, rector of King's Chapel, replie 
forcefull y to Jonathan Mayhew's attack upon the rejection of 
the charter for the new Society. 
Chauncy, Charle a A Discourse ~ ~ good News ~ ! 
~ Country. Boston, 1766. 
Rev. Charles Chauncy, who carried on Mayhew's attacks 
upon the proposed episcopate, d livered this stirring sermon on 
the occasion of the Stamp Act repeal. 
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! ~ £! Liberty. Printed in the 
(Tyrannie Administration of ~· 
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Shall snatch thy name from obloquy below, 
No sore Repentance, which absolves thee there 
Shall sooth the Vengeance of a mortal Foe. 
Church, (?) Benjamin An elegy to the inramous memory or 
Sr. F B • 
---------- --------
Boston, 1769. 
Another attack on Bernard written shortly after the 
Governor's departure for England. Church won infamy as the 
first American traitor in the Revolution. 
xxiii 
Considerations upon the Rights o~ 
~ Colonists ~ the Privileges ~ 
British Subjects. New York, 1766. 
This anonymous pamphlet is one of the strongest o~ 
its day. The author advocates complete defiance of the au_ 
thority of Parliament. 
Dickinson, John 
Note: Dickinson, an indefatigable pam-
phleteer, wrote a series of pam-
phlets between 1765 and 1770 
attacking Parliament's right to 
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Address to the Committee of Correa-
pondence ~ Barbadoea defending the 
Northern Colonies. Philadelphia, 
1766. 
The author advises cooperation between the mainland 
provinces and the ialand provinces. 
Farmer's Letters to the Inhabitants 
of the British Colonies. 
Philadelphia, London, 1767. 
xxiv 
!!:!_ Importance of E!!!. Colonies of 
North America, ~~Interest of 
Great Britain ~ regard to ~ 
considered. London, 1766. 
A discussion of the interdependence of prosperity. 
The Late Occurrences in North 
America, and ~ Policy of Great 
Britain, Considered. London, 1766. 
A discussion of the reception of the Sugar Act 
and the Stamp Act in America. 
~~Regulations Respecting ~ 
British Colonies on the Continent 
of America Considered. London, 1765. 
This reprint of a Philadelphia pamphlet (the title 
differs slightly) written in letter form and addressed to a 
London friend, is one of Dickinson's strongest attacks upon 
internal taxation by Parliament. 
A Letter to a Member of Parliament 
wherein the Power of the British 
- --
Legislature, ~ ~ £!.!.!. ~ ~ 
Colonists, ~ briefly and impartially 
Considered. London, 1765. 
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Dulaney-, Daniel 
XXV 
~ Necessity 2£ Repealing ~ 
American Stamp Act Demonstrated. 
London, 1766. 
Considerations ~ ~ Propriety £! 
imposing Taxes in the British 
Colonies, ~ ~ Purpose £! Raising 
.! Revenue, !!z ~ of Parliament. 
Annapolis, 1765 (Second Edition) 
This widely circulated pamphlet by Dulaney, who 
later became a Tory, stated specifically that "a Right to 
impose an internal Tax on the Colonies without their consent, 
!£! ~ single purpose of Revenue is denied; a Right to regu-
late their Trade without their Consent is admitted." (p.35) 
Franklin, Benjamin ~ General Opposition £f. .!!!!, 
Colonies ~ the Payment !!f. ~ 
Stamp Duty; ~ ~ Consequence 
££ Enforcing Obedience £l Military 
Measures; Impartially Considered. 
London, 1786. 
Franklin's opinion as to the inadvisability of at-
tempting to enforce the Stamp Act was in direct contrast to 
his earlier opinion that there would be no serious objection 
in America to a stamp tax. 
Franklin, Benjamin 
xxvi 
Rules for Reducing a GREAT EMPIRE 
to a SMALL ONE; presented to a LATE 
Minister when he entered upon his 
Administration. London, 1793 (Reprint). 
Franklin's delightful satire informed the British 
Ministry, and especially the Earl of H h, that their 
policies were leading t o the ruination of the empire. First 
published in London in 1775, this pamphlet was popularly 
received by the pro-American radicals in the House of Commons. 
Grenville, George ~ Regulations lately made concerning 
the Colonies and the taxes imposed 
upon ~ considered. London, 1765. 
Grenville, whose ministry bad proposed the obnoxious 
Sugar and Stamp Acts defends both of these acts in this pam• 
phlet and supports Parliament's right to tax Great Britain's 
American provinces. 
Hopkins, Stephen The Rights £! !£! Colonies Examined. 
Providence, 1765. 
The popularly-elected, patriotic Governor of 
Rhode Island examines the English constitution and finds that 
the Stamp Act is illegal because the colonies are not rep-
resented in Parliament. Hopkins was Governor in 1755, 1756, 
1758, 1759, 1761, 1163, 1764, and 1767. 
.xxvii 
Howard, Martin Letter ~rom a Gentleman at Hali~ax 
to His Friend in Rhode Island. 
Newport, 1765. 
This pamphlet advises complete submission to 
Parliamentary rule. 
Howard, Martin Defence o~ ~ Letter from ~ Gentle-
man at Halifax. Newport, 1765. 
Howard, claiming to be only the editor ot the 
preceding pamphlet, ably defends the original thesis of 
submission to Parliament. 
Hutchinson, Thomas 
Jenyns, Soame 
A Brief Statement of the Title o~ 
the Province of Massachusetts Bay 
to the Country between the River 
Kennebec and St. Croix. 
Appendix to Journals ~the House. 
Boston, 1762-3. 
The Objections to the Taxation of 
Our American Colonies by the Legis-
lature of Great Britain briefly 
considered. London, 1765. 
xxvlii 
Jenyns, a prominent member of the Board of Trade 
and Plantations, refutes point by point the patriots• claim 
to exemption from taxation by Parliament. Although this 
work is attributed to Jenyns, his name does not appear on 
t~e title page. 
Knox, William The Claim of the Colonies to 
Exemption from Internal Taxes Im-
posed ~ Authority of Parliament 
Examined. London, 1765. 
Knox, an Under-Secretary of State for the Southern 
Department, states explicitly that there is no distinction 
between external and internal taxes, an attitude already 
commonly accepted in America. 
Mayhew, Jonathsn A Defence of the •Observations on 
--
the Charter and Conduct of the 
Society for the Propagation ~ the 
Gospel in Foreign Ports•. 
Boston, 1763. 
Mayhew's first pamphlet on this subject, Observations, 
etc. was attacked by many leading Episcopalians and the fiery 
pastor prepared a splendid reply. 
Mayhew, Jonathan 
xxix 
Observations on the Charter and 
Conduct of ~ Society !£! the 
Propagation of the Gospel ~ 
Foreign Ports. Boston, 1763. 
Mayhew's reply to Apthorp's pamphlet, Considera-
tions, etc. (q.u.) expressed the strong opposition in the 
province toward Anglicanism and the proposed American 
episcopate. 
Mayhew, Jonathan Remarks .2!! !!! Anonymous Tract, 
entitled •An Answer to Dr. Mayhew's 
Observation t. 
Boston, 1764. 
Mayhew's attaek upon the reply prepared by Apthorp 
or Seeker to his original Observations regarding the oppo-
sition to the proposed episcopate. 
Mayhew, Jonathan ! Discourse Concerning Unlimited 
Submission and Non-Resistance to 
~ Higher Powers. Boston, 1750. 
This is a copy of the sermon delivered on 30 Janua~y, 
1750, the anniversary of the daath of Charles I of England. 
Mayhew refused to consider Charles a martyr, asserting that 
Charles "fell a sacrifice only to his own ambition, avarice, 
and unbounded lust for power." His claim that resistance to 
a tyrant was not rebellion later became a popular justification 
for the Revolution. 
Mein, John 
XXX 
A State of the Importation from 
Great Britain into the Port of Boston 
from the Beginning of January, 1769 
to August, 1769. Boston, 1769. 
Bernard and others had stated that non-importation 
agreements would not be follJwed, and Mein proves their con-
tention by demonstrating that some who signed the agreement 
continued their importations. This pamphlet contains the full 
text of "The Agreement entered into by the merchants and 
traders •••• of Boston.n 
Observations on several acts of 
Parliament passed ~ the ~' ~~ 
~th ~ 1!!! yrs. of (the) reign (of 
George III); !!!£~~conduct of 
the officers of the customs since 
those acts ~ passed, and the board 
2£ commissioners aptd. to reside in 
America. Boston, 1769. 
This pamphlet in the John Carter Brown collection 
was prepared under the auspices of the Boston merchants and 
summarizes their opposition to the Sugar, Stamp, Declaratory, 
and Townshend Acts as well as to the obnoxious members of the 
Board of Customs Commissioners resident in Boston after 
November 176'7. 
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Otis, James Brief Remarks on the Defense of 
the Halifax Libel on the British-
~rican Colonies. Boston, 1765. 
Howard ably defended his Halifax letter in a second 
pamphlet. Otis in his Remarks gives a long, involved and 
discursive attack upon Howard's pamphlet. 
Otis, James Considerations on Behalf of the 
Colonists in a Letter to a Noble 
Lord. London, 1765. 
Otis's reply to Jenyns's Objections 1£ ~ 
taxation •••• Jenyns•s references to "our colonies" and his 
assertions that what was good for Englishmen was fitting for 
Americans angered Otis who prepared this fiery retort. 
Otis, James ~ Rights of ~ British Colonies 
Asserted and Proved. Boston, 1764. 
Appearing shortly after the passage of the Sugar 
Act, this pamphlet, in which Otis by agreeing that Parliament 
had the right to tax the colonies vacillated from his earlier 
position, brought charges of corruption and desertion on Otis. 
Otis, James A Vindication of the British Colonies. 
London, 1765. 
One of the best of Otis's pamphlets, this pamphlet 
helped Otis regain his power in the faction. 
Otis, James 
xxxil 
A Vindication or the Conduct or 
~ House 2£ Representatives of the 
Province £! Massachusetts Bay. 
Boston, 1762. 
Otis led the House in opposing Bernard's action 
or the summer of 1762 in which the Governor and Council 
provided a sloop and men to patrol the Labrador coast without 
the permission of the Representatives. 
Pownall, Thomas The Administration of the British 
Colonies. Lohdon, 1765. 
Pownall, who saw the justice of the colonial cause 
but belie~in the authority of Parliament, thought that 
representation or the American provinces in Parliament would 
solve the controversy. He advocated also a union of all 
British possessions upon the basis of a community of commer-
cial interest. 
Pownall, Thomas ~Speech or Th-m-s P-n-11, Esq ••• 
_!!! ..E:.! H--se of C-m--ns, _!!! favor 
of America. Boston, 1769. 
A reprint of a London pamphlet entitled Speech in 
Favor of America (London, 1769). Pownall in this speech 




The true sentiment of America con-
tained in a Collection of Letters 
~ from ~ House 2£ Representa-
tives of the Province of Massachusetts 
Bay to several persons of high ~ 
in ~ kingdom. Together ~ certain 
papers relating to ~ supposed Libel 
on the Governor of that Province and 
a Dissertation on the Canon and Feudal 
law ••••• Boston, 1768? 
Considerations on the Election of 
---------------- -- --- -------
Counsell~rs, Humbly Offered ~the 
Electors. Boston, 1761. 
Basing her assumption upon a contemporary statement, 
Ellen Brennan attributes this pamphlet, one of the first 
statements of the principle of separation of powers to the 
great patriot, Oxenbridge Thacher, Jr., who unfortunately did 
not live to see the consumnation of his patriotic views. 
Thacher, Oxenbridge Considerations ~ Lowering ~ Value 
££ ~ Coins, Within the Province 
2£ the Massachusetts Bay. Boston, 1762. 
Thacher's contribution to the Otis-Hutchinson 
controversy of 1761-2 in which the patriots' cause triumphed. 
xxxiv 
Thacher, Oxenbridge Sentiments of a British American. 
Boston, 1764. 
Thacher, the brilliant theorist who was a calm and 
deliberate foil for Otis's irascible nature, writes a careful 
statement of the theory that taxation and representation are 
inseparable. 
Whatley (?), Thomas ~ Regulations Lately ~ concerning 
the Colonies, ~ the Taxes imposed 
upon ~' Considered. London, 1765. 
This pamphlet which received a sour reception in 
the colonies argued that the colonies were nvirtually" rep-
resented in Connnons since each member represented not only 
his borough but all of Great Britain. 
XXXV 
V Newspapers 
Boston Chronicle, 1767-70 
Founded by the pro-government Boston bookseller, 
John Mein, in 1767, this newspaper contains some of the 
strongest articles of support for Bernard and some of the 
most severe attacks on the provincial faction. 
Boston Evening Post, 1760-70 
This paper usually supported the provincial faction 
in its opposition to the Sugar Act and the Townshend duties 
but devoted little attention to the political aspects of the 
quarrel. 
Boston Gazette, and Country Journal, 1760-70. 
These issues contain some of the best and most 
vitriolic attacks written by the leaders of the provincial 
faction in this period, including the famous libel of 
and Temple's charges of Bernard's dishonesty. Edes and Gill, 
the publishers, were as well known in England for their 
extreme views. 
Boston !!!!-Letter, 1760-70 (After 1703 known as Massachusetts 
Gazette: And ~ Boston Weekly News-Letter; after 1768 Boston 
Weekly ~-Letter) Photostat copy at John Carter Brown Library. 
Although this newspaper printed many pro-faction 
articles, the printers also did printing for the executive 
branch in the province and gradually veered to the side of 
government. 
xxxvi 
Boston ~-Boy & Advertiser, 1760-1770 
The Post-Boy and the !!!!-Letter enjoyed close 
relations and at one time (1768-9) jointly published a 
paper called the Massachusetts Gazette. This paper was 
the most objective newspaper in the period and contains few 
marks of the great controversy of the period. 
!!! !2£! Mercury, 1758-9 
Pennsylvania Gazette, (Philadelphia) 1758 
~ Pennsylvania Journal, (Philadelphia) 1758 
Since there was no newspaper in the province of 
New Jersey during Bernard's tenure there, the three fore-
going newspapers published New Jersey news and occasional 
comments concerning the Governor are found in them. 
xxxvii 
VI Other Contemporary Publication• 
Bernard, Francis, and 
others 
Pietas et Gratulatio Collegii 
Cantabrigiensis apud No~anglus 
Bostonii Massachuttensiums, 
Cambridge, 1762. 
A collection of Latin poems written by Bernard 
and a number of Harvard graduates in the first book printed 
under the auspices or the College. 
Bernard, Thomas The Life of Sir Francis Bernard. 
London, 1790. 
Governor Bernard's son Thomas prepared this short 
biography for distribution to a few friends. Some use is 
made of the Bernard letters, but the work has only limited 
usefulness. 
Boucher, Jonathan A View of the Causes and Conae-
---- --
quences of the American Revolution 
in Thirteen Discourses, preached 
in North America between the xeara 
1763 and 1775. London, 1797. 
Boucher, an exiled Anglican minister, was a fri nd 
of Hutchinson, Caner, Paxton, and Bernard. These sermons 
were delivered to justify England's actions in this period. 
Boston under Military ~' ~-




Compiled by Oliver M. Dickerson. 
Boston, 1936. 
A compilation or newspaper articles £rom the 
Boston Evening Post in 1768 and 1769 which reveal the de-
testation felt by patriotic Bostonians toward the British 
troops and the comndssioners of the customs. 
Gordon, William ~ History or the Rise, Progress, 
and Establishment of the Indepen-
dence or the United States of 
America. Four volumes. London, 
1788. 
Gordon, who lived in Boston during the Revolution, 
was sympathetic toward the colonial cause. The work ia 
biased and inaccurate, but it enjoyed popularity for many 
years. 
Hutchinson, Thomas History of the Province of Massa-
chusetts Bay from the !.!!£ ~~ 
until ~· !11!• 
Edited by Lawrence Shaw Mayo. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1936. 
Chapter II of this work is concerned with the 
period of Bernard's administration. Hutchinson, though 
naturally biased, has written carefully, but the work is 
not free from factual errors. 
xxxix 
Kearsley•s American Gazette 
London, 1768. 
This volume contains a good British account or 
arfairs in Boston in 1767 and 1768. 
M:anduit, Israel ! Short !!!! £f. ~ History £.!: 
the ~England Colonies, ~ 
Respect .!?£ their Charter and 
Constitutions. Fourth Edition. 
London, 1776. 
This little book, though not a valuable work, 
was undoubtedly written by the erstwhile agent of Massa-
chusetts with the design of informing the English public 
of American affairs. 
Newspaper Extracts, ~-~ 
!!! Jersey Archives, Volume XX. 
Trenton , 1894. 
Although New Jersey had no newspaper the other 
newspapers in the colonies contained references to the pro-
vince and these items were copies and reprinted in this 
vol~. There is much information about Bernard's peregrinations. 
Niles~ Hezekiah 
xl 
Principles and ~ of ~ 
Revolution. Baltimore, 1822. 
This work is not always accurate, but there ar• 
reprints of some valuable documents. This volume contains 
one of the earliest reprints of the Stamp Act Congress 
proceedings (pp. 437-460). 
Pennsylvania Archives, Series I~ 
Volume III. Philadelphia, 1853. 
This volume contains some letters from Bernard 
to Governor Demy (1758) and aome information concerning 
the relations with the Indians. 
Reports of Cases Argued and 
Adjudged in the Superior Court 
of Judicature of the Province 
£! Massachusetts Bay, between 
1761 and 1772. Edited by Samuel 
Quincy. 
Although only semi-official documents~ the record 
of cases argued in the Superior Court especially during 
Thomas Hutchinson's tenure as Chief Justice were kept by 
Josiah Quincy, Jr. His great-grandson published them with 
his own copious and carefUlly detailed notes. This work is 
invaluable for the student of the legal history of Massa-
chusetts in this period. 
Smith, Samuel 
xli . 
~ History ~ the Colony £! 
New Caeseria ~ !!! Jersey. 
Burlington, New Jersey, 1?65. 
This work, reprinted many times, is a valuable 
work. There are detailed accounts of many minor incidents 
involving Bernard as well as conservative population es-
timates and descriptions of New Jersey towns in this period. 
xlii 
VII Secondary Works 
Adams, James T. The Adams Family. Boston, 1936. 
A sympathetic treatment of John Adams and of 
the Adams family by a non-related Adams. Unfortunately 
the work is too large to reveal any detailed information 
about any one member of the family. 
Adams • James T. Revolutionary New England. 
Boston, 1923. 
Adams writes without much sympathy of activities 
in New England between 1609 and 1776. He devotes much 
attention to the economic aspects and only scanty attention 
to religious and politics-philosophical problems. 
Alden, John Eliot "John Mein, scourge of patriots." 
Publications of 12! Colonial 
Society£! Massachusetts, XXXIV, 
571-99. 
The famous Tory pamphleteer, bookseller, and 
publisher of the notoriously pro-government Boston Chronicle 
is the subject of this well-written study. 
Alden, John Richard General Gage ~ ~rica: Being 
Principally ~ History of His ~ 
in the American Revolution. Baton 
Rouge, 1948. 
xliii 
An excellent biographical study of the last 
English Governor of Massachusetts. Bernard's relations 
'• 
with the General are discussed in detail and with accuracy. 
Both the Bernard Papers at Harvard and the Gage Letters in 
Michigan have been used extensively in this study. 
Allen, Herbert s. ~ Hancock, Patriot in Purple. 
New York, 1948. 
Although the publishers have advertised this as 
the definitive biography of Hancock, there are many questions 
left unanswered and many unsubstantiated interpretations. 
American Portraits 1620-1825 
Found in Massachusetts. Two 
volumes. Boston, 1939. 
An excellent compilation prepared under the auspices 
of the WPA. This work lists a portrait of Bernard by Copley 
which is not listed in the Copley compilations. 
Andrews, Charles M. "The Boston Merchants and the 
Non-Importation Movement." Pub-
lications £! ~ Colonial Society 
of Massachusetts, XIX, Boston, 1918. 
Though somewhat ponderously written this article 
is a valuable work. Andrews makes one outstanding point: 
the divergence of opinion on political questions between the 
merchants and the faction. 
Andrews, Charles M. 
xliv 
The Colonial Background of the 
American Revolution. Second 
Edition. New York, 1931. 
In these valuable essays on the Revolution Andrews 
stresses the fact that there was no constitutional precedent 
for many acts preceding the Revolution and discusses as well 
the imperial nature of the Revolution. 
Baldwin, Alice M. ~ New England Clergy and the 
American Revolution. Durham, 
North Carolina, 1928. 
Miss Baldwin's important study is concerned with 
the episcopate controversy and with the contributions of 
the orthodox clergy to the advancement of the Revolution. 
This work contains an excellent and detailed bibliography. 
Bancroft, George ~ History of ~ United States. 
Volumes IV-VI. Boston, 1885. 
This biased patriotic work, though outdated and 
superseded by more detailed studies is still a thoroughly 
readable account. The earlier editions are especially 
valuable because of their reference to many primary sources. 
Barber, John W. and 
Howe, Henry 
Historical Collections of the 
State of New Jersey. New York, 
1847. 
This work, one of a series of state gazetteers, 
gives some interesting information about the history of the 
New Jersey towns. 
Barry, John s. 
xlv 
History~ Massachusetts. Volume 
II, The Provincial Period. Boston, 
1855-7. 
These volumes contain some errors, but Barry 
calls attention to many primary sources. Barry was highly 
sympathetic to the colonial cause. 
Basye, Arthur H. The Lords Commissioners of Trade 
and Plantations Commonly Known 
!! the Board of Trade, ~-~. 
New Haven, 1925. 
This monograph contains an excellent account of 
the formation, duties, and accomplishments of the powerful 
Board of Trade in the period of the height of its power and 
its decline. 
Baxter, William T. The House of Hancock, Business 
in Boston 1724-1775. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 1945. 
A good business history, this volume discusses 
the making or the Hancock rortune which eventually fell to 
John Hancock after the death of his uncle Thomas in 1764. 
Bec)Qm Carl The !!! 2f ~ Revolution, New 
Haven, 1920. 
One of the Chronicles of America Series, this volume 
xlv.i 
is a well written interpretation of events in America from 
the passage of the Stamp Act to the outbreak of the war. 
Beer, George L. British Colonial Policy ~-
1765. New York, 1907. 
An expansion of a portion of Beer's doctoral 
thesis, this book discusses the British policy in the decade 
preceding the passage of the Stamp Act as a logical out-
growth of a colonial policy long in developing. 
Beer, George L. ~ Commercial Policy ~ England 
toward the American Colonies. 
New York, 1893. 
Beer's doctoral thesis traces the commercial 
policy to the period just before the passage of the Sugar 
Act. Beer, one of the first exponents of the imperial 
theory of the Revolution, expanded his thesis in his British 
Colonial Policy ~-1765. 
Biographie Universelle. Paris, 
1808. "Antoine Alsop" Article 
signed "D.", attributed to Duadent. 
One of the earliest biographical essays written 
about Bernard's step-father who encouraged the future Gover-
nor's literary interests and undoubtedly influenced his 
choice of schools. 
Bishop, c. F. History of Elections ~ ~ American 
Colonies. New York, 1893. 
xlv1i 
Bowen, Francis ~ £! James Otis. Boston, 1844. 
Bowen's biography, one of the volumes in Spark's 
American Biography series, was copied largely from Tudor's 
Otis. There are some reprints of selections from Otis's 
letters and pamphlets. 
Bradford, Alden Biographical Notices £! Distin-
guished ~ in New England. 
Boston, 1842. 
Bradford's short biographical sketch of prominent 
leaders of the provincial faction is a valuable study although 
they reveal again his strong feeling for the colonial cause. 
Bradford, Alden History of Massachusetts. Volume 
I. Boston, 1822. 
This volume continues Minot's History to the out-
break of the Revolution. Bradford's use of primary sources 
(he had collected and transcribed many documents) makes this 
a better than average history of the period. Not as con-
servative as Judge Minot, he takes pride in the accomplishments 
of the leaders of the faction. 
Bradford, Alden Memoirs of the f!£! ~ Writings 
of Reverend Jonathan Mayhew. 
Boston, 1838. 
Bradford's biography of this great preacher is 
well done and contains reprints of many letters and reports 
xlviii 
of many incidents not noted elsewhere. Mayhew's life needs 
reexamination and a detached evaluation that the passing 
of time makes possible. 
Brennan, Ellen E. "James Otis: Recreant and Patriot." 
New England Quarterly IV, 691-725. 
An analysis of some of Otis's most bombastic pam-
phlets in 1764 and 1765 which shows the extent of Otis's 
vacillation from his earlier stand and from the more radical 
stand after the repeal of the Stamp Act . 
Brennan, Ellen E. Plural Office-Holding in Massa-
chusetts 1760-1780. Chapel 
Hill, 1945. 
A highly competent study of the development Of 
the principles of separation of powers, this book also 
discusses briefly and succinctly many of the pamphlets of 
the period. The bibliography is well-organized and fairly 
complete. 
Brown, Ernest Francis Joseph Hawley, Colonial Radical. 
New York, 1931. 
The only biography of Hawley is concerned to a 
great extent with his career after 1770. In the discussions 
of the earlier period there are some interesting comments on 
the contributions of the western part of the state to the 
coming of the revolution. 
Burke 1 John and 
Burke, John Bernard 
xll.x 
A Genealogical ~ Heraldic 
Dictionary of the Landed Gentry 
of Great Britain and Ireland. 
London, 1846. 
This valuable work contains genealogical informa-
tion of Bernard and his childre~of the Offley family and 
an interesting note on a grand-daughter of Francis Bernard 
who married the heir to Norton Hall, once the home of 
Amelia Offley Bernard. 
Burns, James J. The Colonial Agents of !!! England. 
Washington, 1935. 
This monograph, a Catholic University doctoral 
dissertation, surveys the activities of the colonial agents 
to the outbreak of revolution. Since the subject is so 
large the work is sketchily done and so has only a limited 
value. 
Burns, John F. Controversies between Royal 
Governors and Their Assemblies. 
Boston, 1923. 
Again the subject is much too broad for such a 
limited discussion. The book devotes only slight attention 
to Bernard and the Massachusetts House of Representatives. 
Chamberlain. Mellen 
1 
John Adams, the Statesman of the 
_._. - --
American Revolution, with Other 
Essays. Boston. 1884. 
A capably prepared, brief biography of one of 
the greatest American leaders, the essay on Adams considers 
the opposition to ecclesiastical authority as identified 
with the growth of Anglicanism to have been one of the 
leading causes of the rise of the provincial faction. 
Chamberlain, Mellen The Revolution Impending." 
Narrative and Critical History 
of America (J. Winsor, Ed.). 
Volume VI, Chapter I. Boston, 1884-8. 
Chamberlain's article discusses briefly the growth 
of revolutionary spirit in America and particularly in 
Massachusetts and stresses the contribution of the Anglican 
problem to the development of this spirit. 
Channing, Edward "The American Board of Commissioners 
of the Customs." Massachusetts 
Historical Society Proceedings, 
VLIII. 477-490 •. 
Channing discuss s the creation of the board in 
1767 and its effect upon American commercial activities. 
Channing too stresses the economic P&ther than the philo-
sophical factors in the outbreak of the revolution. 
Chann~ng, Edward 
li 
A History££~ United States. 
Volume III The American Revolution 
1761-1789. New York, 1916. 
This valuable scholarly work discusses the history 
of the period from two points of view: the importance of 
New England and especially of Massachusetts 1n the impending 
war, and the British imperial problem. 
Clark, Dora M. "The American Board of Customs, 
1767-1783." American Historical 
Review, XLV, 777-806. 
The excesses and the antagonistic behavior of 
the Board of Customs are examined in this study. The author's 
thesis, that the board contributed to the growth of the 
provincial faction, is not a difficult one to prove. 
Cross, Arthur L. ~ Anglican Episcopate ~ !2! 
American Colonies. New York, 1902. 
This book, an elaboration of Cross's doctoral 
thesis and an article in an AER Annual report, is a valuable 
work. The contribution of the ecclesiastical problem to the 
development of the Revolution is care£ully detailed. Good 
evaluations of Mayhew and Chauncy are presented. 
Davidson, Philip Propaganda and ~ American Revolu-
tion. Chapel Hill, 1941. 1763-1783. 
lii 
This book contains a good study of the propaganda 
techniques of the leaders of the provincial faction in the 
1760's and 1770's. 
Davis, Andrew McF. Currency ~ Banking in ~ 
Province of the Massachusetts Bay. 
New York, 1901. 
An interesting study of money problema in eighteenth 
century Massachusetts and of Hutchinson's activities in the 
controversy. 
Dickenson, Oliver M. "England's Most Fateful Decision." 
New England Quarterly, XXII, 388-394. 
A brief account of that aspect of the Townshend Act 
which provided for the establishment of the Customa Board and 
concludes that "Each specific episode after 1767 that is listed 
in the textbooks as an important cause of the Revolution stems 
from the activities of this vice-regal commission. 
Dictionary of American Biography 
Brief though these biographical articles are, they 
contain important facts about the contributions of each of 
the subjects to this study. No attempt has been made to evalu-
ate each article separately, except that one dealing with 
Bernard. All of these articles were read as part of the prepara-
tion for writing the biography of Bernard and in many cases 
liii 
the valuable bibliographical note following each article 
led the writer to other important information. 
Adams, James Truslow °Frencis Bernard", II, 221. 
This account makes little attempt to evaluate 
Bernard's contributions to the troubles in Massachusetts. 
There are some errors of fact. The biography is based 
almost entirely on secondary sources and there are few 
bibliographical. a1 ds. 
Becker, Carl 
Brown, E. Francis 
Faunias, Charles 
Ford, Worthington c. 
Morison, Samuel E. 
Robinson, William A. 
"Thomas Gage", VII, 87 
"John Hancock", VIII, 218 
"Andrew Oliver", XIV, 14 
"Peter Oliver", XIV, 22 
"Josiah Quincy", XV, 307 
"Joseph Warren", XIX, 482. 
"Samuel Adams", I, 95 
"Thomas Hutchinson", IX, 439 
"Joseph Hawley", VIII, 420 
"Ti~thy Ruggles", XV, 221. 
"John Adama", I, 72 
"James Otis", XIV, 101 
"James Bowdoin", II, 298 
Dictionary of National Biography 
See note for Dictionary of American Biography. 
Barclay, Squire W. 




Grant, A. H. 
Henderson, T. F. 
• 
llv 
"Richard Busby", VII, 30 ff. 
"Robert Freind", XX, 243 ff. 
"George Grenville,• XXIII, 113 ff. 
"Wills Hill"'Earl of Hillsborough) 
XXVI, 427 
"Sir William Petty (Shelburne),XLV, 119 
"Thomas Gage", XX 355 ff. 
"Charles Townshend", LVII, 117 ff. 
"Andrew Oliver", XLII, 141 ff. 
"Daines Barrington", III, 280 ff. 
"John Shute Barrington", III, 289 ff. 
"Shute Barrington", III, 294 ff. 
" illiam Wildman Barrington", III, 295 f 
"Francis Bernard", IV, 380 ff. 
A better biography than that by Adams in the ~.A.B. 
Some good source material is cited although Henderson did 
not consult the Bernard Papers. 
Thomas Bernard", IV, 387 
Laughton, J. K. "samuel Hood8 , XXVII, 283 
Overton, J. H. "Francis Atterbury", II, 233 ff. 
Sanders, Lloyd c. "Thomas Hutchinson", XXVIII, 343 
Stephen, Leslie "Anthony Alsop", I, 345 rr. 




Drake, Samuel A. Old Landmarks and Historic Per-
sonages of Boston. Boston, 1876. 
A series of brief comments upon important places 
and persons of provincial Boston. Although the work is 
not definitive, it contains many interesting items of in-
formation. There is a good description of Boston in the 
1760's in this work. 
Drake, Samuel G. ~ History ~ Antiquities £! 
Boston, the Capital of Massachu-
setts, and Metropolis of New England. 
From Its Settlement in 1630 to the 
Year 1770. Boston, 1856. 
A valuable chronological account of events in Boston 
with some good, if partisan, comments. The events of the 
1760's are discussed in some detail. 
Eliot, John Biographical Dictionary containing 
a Brief Account of the First Set-
tlers and Other Eminent Characters 
Among ~ Magistrates, Ministers, 
Literary and Worthy Men in New 
England. Salem, 1809. 
One of the first collections of biographical sketches 
of important men of the Revolutionary period. E1iot•s work is 
very fair and contains comments on many lesser personages of 
the era. 
lvi 
The Era of the American Revolution: 
Studies Inscribed to Evarts Bontell 
Greene. Edited by Richard B. Morris. 
New York, 1939. 
These excellent articles by well-known authorities 
deal with many many important problems of this period. 
Especially valuable are the following articles: 
Harper, Lawrence A., "The Effect of the Navigation 
Dickerson, 0. M. 
Savelle, Max 
Ford, W. c. and Matthew, 
Albert 
Acts on the Thirteen Colonies. 
"Writs of Assistance as a Cause 
of the Revolution." 
"The American Balance of Power 
and European Diplomacy." 
.Bibliography of ~ Laws of the 
assachusetts Bay 1641-~. 
Boston, 1910. 
A valuable and highly useful reference work, care-
fully prepared. 
Foster, Joseph Al~n Oxoniensis •••••••••••• 
••••• 1715-1886. Four Volumes. 
Oxford, London, 1888. 
These volumes contain brief biographical notices 
about Governor Bernard, Francis Bernard, Jr., Scrope Bernard, 
and some of Bernard's granchildren. The last volume contains 
v11 
notes about an Oxford student, Francis Tyrinham Higgins, 
(who later added Bernard to his name) a member of the class 
of 1866 who was Governor Francis Bernard's great-great-
grandson and who attended Westminster and Christ Church. 
Freiberg, Malcolm William Bollan, Agent of Massa-
chusetts. Boston, 1948. 
The earlier portions of this work dealing with 
Bollan's life before 1707 are interesting. Unfortunately 
there are a few details of Bollan's involvement in the 
scandalous Bernard letter episode of 1768 and 1769. 
Frothingham, Richard ~ ~ and Time of Joseph 
Warren. Boston, 1865. 
·rhis is the only full-length biography of the 
emi nent patriot. Frothingham, though pro-American, makes 
a determined effort to evaluate honestly the causes of the 
war. Many important letters and papers are reprinted and 
Warren's activities before 1770 are given some prominence. 
Frothingham, Richard The Rise of ~ Republic 2f the 
United States. Boston, 1872. 
This is pe rbaps one of the most valuable single 
volume histories of the United States. Thoroughly readable 
and scrupulously factual, the work provides an excellent 
chronological guide. 
Gip on, Lawrence H. 
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Jared Ingersoll: ! Study £f 
American Loyalism ~ Relation 
to British Colonial Government. 
New Haven, 1920. 
This book contains only a brief reference to 
GG 's visit to MassaChusetts in 1765 but is a valuable 
study of Ingersoll's activities in England before the passage 
of the Stamp Act. 
Gordon, Thomas F. The History of !!,!:! Jersey, ~ 
Ita Discovery ~ Europeans ~ 
~ Adoption £f the Federal Con-
stitution. Trenton, 1834. 
Gordon's History devotes some attention to Bernard's 
administration, which the author states was one of the moat 
successful in the history of the province. 
Greene, Evarts B. and 
Harrington, Virginia D. 
American Population before the 
Federal Census of 1790. New York, 
1922. 
This is a valuable work. The authors, by carefully 
checking colonial records, notes and censuses have compiled 
information which includes population figures of various towns, 
counties and provinces before the Federal Government took over 
the work of taking the census. 
lix . 
Harlow, Ralph v. Samuel Adams: Promoter of the 
American Revolution. New York, 
1923. 
This work is an interesting and fairly success-
ful attempt to explain the psychological factors in Samuel 
Adams's actions. 
Hart, Albert B. !2! Commonwealth History 2f 
Massachusetts. Volume II, The 
Province of Massachusetts 1689-
1775. New York, 1928. 
A large work, a carefully edited compilation of 
essays by many authorities, this History has all of the 
virtues and faults of such a compendium. The following 
articles were particularly important in this study' 
Barnes, Viola F. 
Hubbard, Clifford c. 
Dewey, D. R. 
Grinnell, F. • 
"M ssachusetts in Ferment (1766-
1773) n 
"Controversies over British 
Control (1753-65)" 
"Finance and Paper Money (1692-
1775}" 
"The Bench and Bar in Colony and 
Province 1630-1776" 
Higgins, Sophia E. ~ Bernards of Abington and 
Nether Winchendon. our Volumes. 
London, 1903. 
Mrs. Higgins, Bernard's great-grandaughter, pre-
pared a family history. Volumes I and II contain a long 
account of Bernard's progenitors and a biography based 
almost entirely upon secondary sources. The last two 
volumes trace the history of Bernard's children and their 
descendants. rs. Higgins is understandably laudatory of 
Bernard's accomplishments and her work reveals that she 
bas corresponded at some length to obtain her information. 
Hinkhouse, Fred J. ~ Preliminaries of ~ American 
Revolution ~ ~ in ~ Engli h 
Press 1763-1775. New York, 1926. 
An excellent guide to British public opinion aa 
reflected in the British newspapers of the period. 
Historic Roadsides in New Jersey. 
Plainfield, New Jersey, 1928. 
An interesting description of New Jersey roads and 
buildings in the pre-Revolutionary and Revolutionary period. 
This work was published under the auspices of the Society of 
Colonial Wars in New Jersey. 
lxi _ 
Hosmer, James K. The Life of Thomas Hutchinson. 
Boston, 1896. 
An extremely sympathetic account of Hutchinson 
prepared obviously to counteract the impressions of 
Hutchinson of Bancroft, Hildreth and Fiske. This writer 
prefers Mrs. Warren's characterization of Hutchinson as 
"dark, intriguing, insinuating, haughty, and ambitious, 
while the extreme of avarice marked each feature of his 
character." 
Hosmer, James K. Samuel Adams, Boston. 1885. 
Drawn largely from ells's earlier biography, 
this book praises Adami highly but fails to present a 
full portrait of the eminent patriot. 
Howard, George E. Preliminaries of the American 
--
Revolution. New York, 1905. 
This book, one of the volumes in the American 
Nations series, gives a brief picture of Bernard's activi-
ties in the 1760 1 s. While the work is not detailed and 
scholarly, it contains a good summary of the events leading 
up to the Revolution. 
Kemmerer, Donald L. ~ to Freedom: ~ Struggles 
for Self-Government in Colonial --~;..;..;~;,;;;;;;.;;;...;.;...;. 
!!! Jersey, ~-1776. 
Princeton, 1940. 
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This book is without a doubt the best one-volume 
history of colonial New Jersey. Kemmerer is high in his 
praise of Bernard's accomplishments as governor of New 
Jersey. Kemmerer's detailed account of events in this 
period is drawn almost entirely from primary sources, many 
of which had not been used before this study was made. 
Labaree, Leonard W. Conservatism in Early American 
History. New York, 1948. 
Although this work is occasionally ponderous in 
style, the study is interesting and important. Particularly 
valuable is the author's discussion of the problem of "balance 
of power" in government, a problem which interested Bernard 
and other, more important, political philosophers of the 
1760's. 
Labaree, Leonard • Royal Government ~ America • 
New Haven, 1930. 
This detailed study of the British colonial 
system before 1783 considers many of the problems facing 
the eighteenth century colonial governors and contains 
• 
accounts of the instructions given to Bernard upon assuming 
each of his posts. 
Lawson, Charles The Private Life of Warren Hastings, 
First Governor General of India. 
London, 1895. 
lxii1 
Used only to discover the relationship between 
Hastings and Francis Bernard's aunt. 
Lecky, William E. H. The American Revolution, ~-1783. 
Edited by James A. Woodburn. 
New York, 1921. 
This volume contains extracts from Lecky's twelve-
volume History £! England ~ the Eighteenth Century (London, 
1878-1909) which dealt with the vents leading to the Revolution 
and the war itself. Lecky, a Liberal Unionist in politics, 
shows much sympathy for the American point of view. 
Lee, Francis B. New Jersey !..:!. a Colony and .!!. .! 
State. New York, 1902. 
Al"t;hough this is not a scholarly work it contains 
much interesting information about the social and cultural 
life of New Jersey in the eighteenth century. 
Lipscomb, George ~ History ~ Antiquities £! the 
County of Buckingham. Four Volumes. 
London, 1847. 
Volume I of this work contains many genealogical 
tables of the Bernard, Winlowe, and Tyringham families. 
Lovejoy, David s. "The Stamp Act Congress." 
Providence, 1947. 
In this unpublished paper Lovejoy shows that of 
lx1v 
the twenty-seven delegates to the Stamp Act Congress only 
Ruggles of Massachusetts and David Ogden of New Jersey, both 
of whom refused to sign the resolutions, and William Bayard 
of New York, became Loyalists after 1775. 
Marks, Mary A. M. England ~ America, ~-1783. 
Two Volumes. London, 1907. 
A study of Anglo-American relations in a critical 
period. Miss Marks, While appreciating the economic aspects 
of the situation, can see no constitutional justification 
for the revolt. 
Matthews, Albert The Portraits of Sir Francia 
Bernard. Boston, 1922. 
This privately-printed pamphlet retells the 
story of three Bernard portraits: the portrait of Bernard 
as a young man at Nether Winchendon, the Copley portrait 
now in Christ Church, Oxford, and the Copley portrait once 
at Harvard. 
Mcilwain, Charles H. !h! American Revolution: A 
Constitutional Interpretation. 
New York, 1924. 
Ignoring the importance of the economic aspects 
of the war, Mcilwain devotes his attention to providing a 
constitutional justification for the colonial cause. 
__. . -- -: ,__ -. - ~ 




"The Massachusetts Convention, 
1768." New England Quarterly, 
VII, 73 ff. 
The interesting experiment in extra-legal legis-
lation is discussed in detail in this article. 
Miller, John c. 
lxv 
"The Massachusetts Convention, 
1768." New England Quarterlz, 
Y!f, 73 ff. 
The interesting experiment in extra-legal legis-
lation is discussed in detail in this article. The radicalism 
of the Boston faction is made apparent to the reader as ie 
the realization that the towns outside of the capital had 
to take long strides to catch up with these extreme members 
of the faction. Much of this material is used again in 
the author's biography of Samuel Adams. 
Miller, John C. Origins 2f the American Revolution. 
Boston 1943. 
A survey of the period 1760-1776, the work sum-
marizes many previously established opinions concerning the 
political factors in the development of the faction. 
Miller, John c. ~ Adams, Propagandist. Boston, 
1936. 
Adams's part in the development of the revolutionary 
theory is well delineated. Too often the portrait of the man 
is lost in the maze of politics, although this work, together 
with Harlow's biography, Will provide a definitive picture of 
Sam Adams. 
Minot, George R. Continuation £! ~ History £f 
the Province ot Massachusetts 
--- -- --~~~~~~ 
Bay. Two Volumes. Boston, 1798-
1803. 
Originally intended to supplement the first two 
volumes of Hutchinson's work, this work was completed only 
to the year 1765. Many primary sources available in Massa-
chusetts were used. Minot, a lawyer and a judge, was con-
cerned with the constitutional question. A conservative 
in politics, Minot deplored the excesses of the Boston mobs 
and referred to the Stamp Act rioters as "Triumphant demon-
ocracy." 
Morgan, Edmund s. "Colonial Ideas of Parliamentary 
Power 1764-1766." William and 
Mary Quarterly. Third Series, V, 
311-34. 
Mr. Morgan presents conclusive proof that the 
colonies had never officially made any distinction between 
external and internal taxes. The colonies proceeded from a 
denial of the right of Parliament to levy any tax to a denial 
of Parliament's right to legislate for the colonies in any 
matter. 
Morgan, Edmund s. "Thomas Hutchinson and the Stamp Act." 
!!! England Quarterly, XXI, 459-492. 
lxvii 
An interesting discussion or a letter sent by 
Hutchinson to Richard Jackson in 1764 in Which the 
Lieutenant-Governor, while admitting the supremacy or the 
British Parliament, strongly advised against the passage 
of' the Stamp Act. 
Morison, Samuel E. Three Centuries of Harvard. 
Cambridge, 1936. 
The tercentenary history of Harvard contains 
much information about the college in Bernard's time. 
-Na mier, Lewis B • . England in ~ Age ~ 2 
American Revolution. London, 
1930. 
An English study or the 1763-1783 period concerned 
to some extent with England's inability to comprehend 
America's attitude toward Parliament and the Crown. 
' 
!!! England Historical ~ 
Genealogical Register. 
Many volumes of this work were used to obtain 
information concerning individual patriots and loyalists 
and occasionally for an account of an important incident 
of the age. 
!!.,! Jersey: A Guide to Its Present 
and Past. New York, 1939. 
lxvii1 
An excellent volume in the Federal Writers Project 
Series. Many old place are discussed and the maps or the 
area are interesting and well-executed. 
!!! Jersey, A History, Four 
Volumes. Edited by Irving s. 
Kull. New York, 1930. 
Volume I, Chapter IX is entitled "New Jersey ae 
a Separate Royal Province, 1738-1762" and gives a sketchy 
account of Bernard's accomplishments as governor of that 
province. Bernard is praised highly for his contribution 
to the settlement of the Indian controversy. 
Nichols, John Literary Anecdotes 2f ~ 
Eighteenth Century. Six Volumes. 
London, 1812. 
Volume II of this interesting work contains a 
note on Bernard's edition of Alsop's poems, a biographical 
sketch of Alsop's life and a brief essay on Bernard. 
Osgood, Herbert L. The American Colonies in the 
Eighteenth Century. Four Volumes. 
New York, 1924. 
Only a brief account of activities in Massachusetts 
is presented in this work, which unfortunately does not cover 
the period after 1763. 
lxix 
Palfrey, John G. History 2£!!! England. Volume v. 
Boston, 1890. 
This old ork (the 1890 edition is a reprint) 
by a Boston Unitarian minister is a sympathetic study or 
Massachusetts drawn largely from original sources. It 
is highly readable and contains many excellent references. 
Parker, Barbara N. and 
Wheeler, Anne B. 
John Singleton Copley. Boston, 1938. 
This book contains a list of Copley's works. The 
Christ Church portrait of Bernard is not listed, but some 
information is given about the Harvard College portrait of 
Bernard lost more than a century ago. 
Farrington, Vernon L. The Colonial Mind. New York, 1927. 
- -
This first volume in ~ Currents ££ American 
Thought devotes much attention to the probl ms of government 
from 1760 to 1783. The work denounces Bernard and Hutchinson 
and uses their own words to condemn them. Bernard was in hi 
opinion, "meddlesome" and muddling." Hutchinson, he wrote, 
defended the Ministry stubbornly and refused to face reality. 
"He quibbled and misrepresented and denied, stooping to 
dirty politics to hold his party together and strengthen it ••• 
•• In spite of his wig and scarlet broadcloth robes he was only 
an unintelligent politician, who served the hand that fed him." 
(p. 198, 203) 
lxx 
Pi tmen, Frank • ~ Development £! the British 
West Indies. 1700-1763. 
An interesting and scholarly account of the 
growing importance of the West Indies to the end of the 
Seven Years War. Contains some excellent import-export 
tables and a good picture of the state of the colonies 
at the time of the passage of the Sugar Act of 1764. 
Pownall, Charles A. W. Thomas Pownall, ~., F.R.s., 
Governor of Massachusetts Bay, 
Author of the Letters of Junius. 
London, 1908. 
An excellent account of Pownall's life by a des-
cendant. This work is particularly valuable for its comments 
on the work and worth of a friend of Massachusetts in Par1ia-
ment in the 1760's. 
Quincy, Josiah (III} History of Harvard University. 
Cambridge, 1840. Four Vol~s. 
Volume II of this work is concerned with Harvard 
College during Bernard's term as Governor. There is an 
account of the burning of Harvard Hall (1764), Bernard's 
contributions to the new building, and Bernard's gift of 
his own ill-fated portrait. Quincy, a son of the patriot, 
and the first mayor of Boston, was President of Harvard 
College {1829-1845). 
Quincy, Josiah (III) 
lxxi · 
Memoir of ~ Life of Josiah 
Quincy, Jr. ££Massachusetts: 
1744-1775. Boston, 1825. 
A biography of the brilliant young patriot lawyer 
who although a youth in this period played a prominent role. 
Unfortunately Quincy died shortly after the war began. This 
volume contains a reprint of Quincy's diary and numerous 
letters and articles by Quincy. 
Ragatz, Lowell The Fall of the Planter Claas 
------
in the British Caribbean 1763-
1833. New York, 1928. 
In some respects this volume is a logical sequel 
to Pitman's book. The effect of the Sugar Act of 1764 on 
the West Indian colonies is carefully discussed in this 
valuable book. 
Ryerson, Egerton ~ Loyalists of America and 
their Times: From 1620 to 1816. 
Two Volumes. Toronto, 1880. 
Ryerson was a descendant of a United Empire 
Loyalist. The author is "entirely sympathetic with the 
Colonists in their remonstrances, and even use of arms in 
defense of British constitutional rights from 1763 to 1776," 
but he writes, "I have been compelled to view the proceedings 
of the Revolutionists and their treatment of the Loyalists 
in a very different light." Volume I contains a denunciation 
lxxii 
of Bernard who is considered by the author to have deserved 
all approbrium heaped upon him. 
Savelle, Max The Foundations of American 
Civilization. New York, 1942. 
Although this is a textbook treatment of the 
events of the decade 1760-70, the period is discussed 
briefly and attention is drawn to the important occurrences. 
Sawtelle, William o. "Mt. Desert: Champlain to 
Bernard." Spragues Journal of 
Maine History, XIII, 131-186. 
A good account of the history of Mount Desert 
from its founding to the Revolution. Bernard's claims and 
their settlement, his plans for the island, and the journal 
of his trips to Mt. Desert are discussed. 
Sawtelle, illiam o. "Sir Francis Bernard and His 
Grant of Mount Desert Island." 
Publications of the Colonial 
Society of Massachusetts, XXIV, 
199-249. 
A detailed account of the grant of the island, 
B rnard's plana for the island, his attempt to settle 
German Palatines there, his plans for establishing potash 
industry there and the eventual loss of the island are 
discussed. There is also an account of Bernard's portraits 
lxx111 
and a reprint of one showing the Governor as a young man. 
Schlesinger, Arthur M. Colonial Merchants and the 
American Revolution, ~-!122· 
An account of the mercantile attitude toward 
British colonial policy after the War with Franee. The 
work presents the thesis, not entirely original, that while 
the merchants were opposed to the new measures on economic 
ground, they were not yet ready to accept the radical ideas 
Which accompanied the opposition of the provincial faction 
to the laws. 
Schuyler, R. L. Parliament ~ ~ British Empire. 
New York, 1930. 
This work, by an American historian, adopts the 
view that the cause of Parliament was legal and that the 
colonies in opposing the laws of Parliament were carrying 
on extra-legal and illegal activities. 
Seward, William Anecdotaa of Distinguished Persons. 
Volume II. London, 1795. 
Used for a description of Dr. Richard Busby, 
headmaster of Westminster in Alsop's time, by Dr. Samuel 
Johnson. 
Shipton, Clifford K. "Secondary Education in the 
Puritan Colonies." ~England 
Quarterly, VII, 640-661. 
lxxiv 
Shipton ' s article explodes the theory that the 
educational leadership that Massachusetts had taken in the 
17th century was lost in the 18th century. New writing schools 
with large attendance replaced many of the grrumnar schools , 
and the rate of literacy in Massachusetts was one of the highest 
in the \"lor ld. 
Snow 1 Ed\"Jard R. The Islands of Boston Harbor; 
Their History and Romance . 
Boston, 1939. 
This genial v~iter discusse s the history of many 
of the islands of the harbor associated with the Bernar·d 
family . Especial ly interesting is his ac count of the burial 
place of Bernard 1 s son, Shute 1 who died v1hi le the Governor 
was in Boston. 
Shurtleff1 Nathaniel A Tppograpbical and Historical Descri~­
ti on of Boston. 
Boston, 1890. 
This book by the capable Secretary of State and later 
layor of Boston, who edited the 17th centL~Y records of Plymouth 
and Massachusetts Bay Colonies , contains an intere ::.. ting account 
of the topography of Boston inme eighteenth and makes one marvel 
at the change in the surface area of the city. 
St~rk, James Henry 
lxxv 
The Loyalists or Massachusetts 
and the Other Side or the Revo-
-- -----
lution. Boston, 1914. 
This work contains many errors or £act and many 
ludicrous interpretations. It contains a biographical 
sketch of Bernard's life based largely upon Mrs. Higgins's 
work and reprints of many colonial portraits and maps. 
Street, George Mount Desert: A History. 
Boston, 1905. 
This delightful local history contains a chapter 
entitled "The Tory and Refugee Proprietors" in which Ber-
nard's ownership or the island is discussed. The complete 
Journal kept by Bernard on his first tour of the island 
in 1762 is reprinted in £ull. 
Thornton, John W. The Pulpit ~~American 
Revolution. Bo ton, 1860. 
Although this is not a valuable or extensive 
work in the light of later research, it does contain some 
interesting editorial comments and reprints of one sermon 
by Mayhew and one by Chauncy which contributed to the 
development of revolutionary philosophy. 
Thwing, Annie H. 
lxxvi 
~ Crooked and Narrow Streets 
of Boston, 1630-~. 
An interesting study of the streets of Boston 
in the 18th century. A valuable work to keep close by 
when trying to draw a mental picture of the distances 
between important places in provincial Boston. 
Trevelyan. George o. The American Revolution. Four 
Volumes . New York,l899-1912. 
Volume I is concerned with the period from 1760 
to 1770. Trevelyan, a Whig and a grandson of a Whig, 
attacks Bernard's stubbornness and avarice as causes of 
much of the dissension in Maaaachusetts . 
Tudor, William Life of James Otis of Masaachu-
eetts . Boston, 1823. 
A worshipful biography finds no errors in his 
hero's behavior . This work contains much interesting ma-
terial and should be used as a starting point for a new, 
detailed study of the colonial firebrand. 
Turberville, A. s. Enalish ~ and Manners in the 
Eighteenth Century. Second 
Edition . Oxford, 1929. 
A good social history of England in this period 
' 
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and an excellent discussion or the customs of the gentlemen 
of the period. Useful for background material for an under-
standing of Bernard's position as an 18th century gentleman. 
Tyler, Moses c. The Literary History of !h! 
American Revolution 1763-1783. 
Two Volumes. New York, 1699. 
Volume I deals with the period 1763 to 1776 and 
discusses the merit of meny of the writers of the period 
including Otis, Thacher, Dulaney, and many other patriots 
and loyalists. Many of the works are discussed in detail. 
Van Tyne, Claude The Causes of the War of Inde-
pendence . New York, 1922. 
Another historian of the imperial school surveys 
the causes of the war. Prepared and written after Van Tyne 
had been warmly received in England and When American-British 
relations were at their best, this work reflects a tendency 
~ to be over-lenient in blaming England for the Revolution. 
Despite this leniency Van Tyne is unable to say anything 
favorable about Bernard. 
Walett, Francis G. James Bowdoin and the Massachusetts 
Council. 
An interesting study of the Council during Bernard's 
and Hutchinson's administration, this work pays particular 
attention to the functions of the Council and to Bowdoin's 
lxxviii 
transrormation from a supporter of the prerogative to one 
of its strongest opponents. 
Walett, Francis G. "James Bowdoin, Patriot and 
Propagandist. n 
An unpublished article concerning Bowdoin's con-
tributions to Bernard's downfall, the emergence of Bowdoin 
as the Council's leader, and Bowdoin's mastery of the tech-
nique of propaganda after 1768. 
Walett, Francis G. "The Massachusetts Council, 
1766-1774: The Transformation 
of a Conservative Institution." 
William and Mary Quarterly, Third 
Series, Vol. VI, No. 4. 
This significant article traces the complete 
transformation of the Council from a pro-Government rorce 
to a full partner with the House in the advancement of 
Whig principles in the province. 
Washburn, Emory Sketches of the Judicial History 
of Massachusetts from 1630 to 
the Revolution in 1775. Boston, 1840. 
This work discusses briefly court events in the 
period 1760-1775. More valuable are the brief biographical 
sketches of many of the leading lawyers of this period. 
Weeden, William B. 
l.xxix 
Economic and Social Historz of 
!!! England. Two Volumes. 
Boston, 1890. 
Volume II contains an account of all of the 
obnoxious acts preceding the Revolution. This work, 
though out of date, is still a valuable study. 
Wells, William v. The Life and Public Services 
---
of Samuel Adams. Three Vol~s. 
Boston, 1865. 
This highly eulogistic work contains reprints 
of many important documents. Despite its hagiographical 
approach the work is still frequently cited in studies 
·pf the period and other biographies of Samuel Adama. 
Wertenbaker, Thomas J. ~ Golden Age of Colonial Culture. 
Second Edition. New York, 1949. 
These interesting lectures include one on Boston · 
entitled "The Puritan Begins to Play" which discusses the 
culture of Boston in the eighteenth century. This is a 
delightful and enjoyable book although it contains no new 
or unusual information. 
Whitehead, William A. ~ Early History of Perth Amboy. 
New York, 1856. 
'This book contains some information about Pert.h 
r 
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Amboy during the period Bernard resided there. There are 
also· descriptions of the tour of Bernard's home and an 
early map of the town. 
Whitmore, William H. The Massachusetts Civil List 
-
for the Colonial and Provincial 
Periods, 1630-1774. Albany ~870. 
This book is a valuable compilation of lists of 
colonial officials of Massachusetts arranged in chronological 
order. 
Winsor, Justin, Editor Memorial History 2£ Boston. Four 
Volumes. Boston, 1880-1. 
Although this work is somewhat outdated it is 
still a valuable source of information. The bibliographical 
notes are, as would be expected in a work edited by Justin 
Winsor, copious and complete. Volume II of this work is 
concerned largely with Boston in the provincial era. 
Winsor, Justin, Editor Narrative ~ Critical History 
of America. Eight Volumes. 
Boa ton, 1884-8. 
Another cooperative work edited by Winsor, this 
History covers the period from the discovery .to about 1850. 
Volume VI discusses the period before the Revolution. 
Particularly valuable is Mellen Chamberlain's "The Revo-
lution Impending" in this volume. These volumes contain 
lxx.xi 
very valuable bibliographical notes. 
Winsor, Justin The Reader's Handbook o~ the 
American Revolution 1761-1783. 
-
Boston, 1880. 
Although this work is outdated it still directs 
the reader to many important sources. 
Wolkins, George G. "The Seizure of John Hancock's 
Sloop Liberty." Massachusetts 
Historical Society Proceedings, 
LV, 239-284. 
The r.lots in Boston which followed the seizure 
of Hancock's sloop and the ffects of these riots upon the 
history of the province are carefully discussed. Some 
important documents are included. 
olkins, George G. "Writs of Assistance in England." 
Massachusetts Historical Society 
Proceedings, LXVI, 357-64. 
A short account of the use of these writs in 
England before and since the troubles of 1760-1. Many 
revealing points concerning the nature of the writs and 
their contemporary use. 
Abstract 
The ineptness of the royal g overn ors of t he Br i tish colonies 
in Ame r i c a in the period following the Seven Years ' War contributed 
in great measu re to the inability of Engiand to ruide and control 
American affairs in the crises nhich led to war . Francis Bernard , 
Governor of Massachuset t s from 1760 to 1769 , was one of the most 
significant of these failures . By his inability to appreciate the 
Ameri can p oint of view and by h is unvrillingness to compromise with 
a powerful local faction , B rnard contributed great l y to t h e develop-
ment of the di ssension . Thi s bi ographical study dea l s larg ely vli th 
Bern a rc. ' s a inistra tion of !.Iassach usetts in these critical y ears . 
Francis Bernarc. v1as born in Brightwell Parish , Berl: shire , 
Eneland , in July 1?11 , t..11.e son of the Reverend F;r-an cis Bernard 
and Mar ge r y Winlow Bernard . He v1as a descendant of a youncer b ranch 
of a famil whi ch trace d its ancestry to t h e t ime of Henry III . Ber-
nard ' s father die d when t he fut u re g overnor v1as still a c hi l e , and 
hi s mother shortly aftervTard mar ried the Reverend Anthony Alsop , a 
minor English poet of Ja: cob i te le o.ninc s , 'v'h-O tmdoubtedl y influenced 
BernarcJ. in his choice of sch ools and in h is l iterary interests . 
Bernard was elected a King ' s sch ol ar in St . Peter ' s , West -
minster , in 1725, and four years later h e matriculated at Christ 
Church, Oxford , f r om which h e received the de g ree of Bac he l or of 
Arts in 1733 and of r.1a ster of Arts in 1736 . He was adrni tted to 
~.liddle Temple in 1733 and in 1737 h e was called to the bar . F or 
t he next twenty y ears h e practiced l av; in the city of Lincol n , 
an episcopal seat and s hi re tovm of Lincolnshi re , in which he h e l d 
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many minor legal appointments . In 1741, Bernard married Ame l ia Offley 
of Derbyshire . Sh e was a member of a distinc:u:i.shed fami ly, a niece 
of Colonel Samuel Shute , erstwhile gover-nor of :M:ass'l.chusetts , and a 
first cousin of the Vi scount Barrinr;ton, for many years the Sec r etary 
at War . This fami l y connection was to serve Bernard well in. his plans 
for political advancement . The Bernards had twelve children, ten of 
whom survived childhood . 
Eager to attain political preferne nt for himself and desirous 
of providing for his rapidly increasing fa~~ly , Bernard accepted the 
appointment as Governor of New Jersey tendered him tr~ough the in-
fluence of Barrington and the Duke of Newcastle, a Secretary of State , 
to whom Bernard had shrewdly dedicated an edition of Alsop ' s poems . 
Fill ed vnth hope for success in the new world , the Bernards sailed 
for America in the spring of 1758 . 
In New Jersey Bernard enjoyed a successful! administration . 
He reconciled opposing East and West Jersey factions , negotiated a 
spectacularly successf 1 treaty \7ith the Indians , and succeeded in 
inducing the legislature to supply adequate troops for the Canadian 
campaign . Upon his recommendation , Quakers were e iven adequate 
representation on the Council . Be rnard. even compromised with the 
Assetmly on a money bi ll contrary to his instructions in order to 
obtain Asserably support on more imp ortant measures . For his success-
ful administration he was promoted to the g overnorship of Massachusetts 
in 1760 . 
Bernard arrived in Massachusetts in August 1760 tmder highl y 
propitious circtoostances , though for a t ime his popularity was endangered 
by the appointment of the Lieutenant Governor , Thomas Hutchins9n, 
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as Chief Justice of the Superior Court , an action which aroused the 
\~ath of James Otis , Jr ., whose father hac unsuccessfully sought 
appointment to a Superior Court post, anG by the agitation engendered 
by the Writs of Assistance Case in 1761, in which the Governor suc -
ces sfull re.:::'rained from taldnc sides . So .great v;as his popu~arity 
after he allovJed and defended the passage of a money bill over 
Hutchinson ' s opposition, that , upon Otis ' s ~otion in 1762 , the le[is-
lature granted Bernard the ::. sland of I~ount Desert , a potentially valu-
able '"'rant , subject to the confirmation of the King . 
Perhaps ')ernard m ght have been able to retain most of l:. is 
popularity de spite an occasional error in jud[ment had not the 3ritish 
Parliament passed the Su.g.ar Act of 1764 and the Stamp Act of 1765, 
b oth of which v!Grc obnoxious to the people of .assachusetts . Kany 
of the indignities heaped upon the colonial officials were spared 
Bernard v1h o had carefully let it be known that he had written many 
letters to Eng land in opposition to the passace of these Acts . At the 
same time Bernard explained to - ~is English patrons that he would sup-
port and enforce the measures . Eager to inform these patrons of the 
difficulties of ti s position, he f orwarded detailed and highly ex-
aggerated accounts of occurrences in Boston , including the Stamp Act 
dis turbances, emphasizing particularly the dangers in which he was 
placed , alttough no other contemporary source , patriot or loyalist , 
conta ins anv evidence that Bernard was ever personally in dane;er . 
Throughout the earl~ years , Bernard , though frequently op-
posed by the grovd ng provincial faction in the House, enjoyed 
the loyalty and support of the Council . Beginning in 1766 this 
devotion was weakened as Bernard annually negatived several Councillors 
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elected by the House of Representatives , and t he ~Touse refused to 
elect substitutes . Since the members who w·ere not re - elected 'wvere 
BPrnard ' s supporters , the p ow:: r of tbe prmvincial faction in the 
Council, now led b- Jan_es Bowdoin , wro rep laced T_l!rloas E:utchinson as 
the leader after 1766 , grew, and Be rno_rd was faced with two hostile 
legi slative bocies . Ee was forced frequently to dispense with t h e 
Council in its advisor capacity , since that b od:r \70uld support few 
of ~ ~is proposals • 
.hll possibilities for compromise between the Governor and 
the faction were ended when Parliament in 1767 passed the TO\'mshend 
Acts v1hich provided for c1 utie s on a number of specified articles and 
for the establishment of a highly unpopul ar Board of Customs Commission-
ers for America with l:eadquarters in Boston . For tho next year 
there were occasional outbursts of lawlessness in Boston as many of the 
movements of the Customs Commissioners in the seizure of ships and 
property were opposed by Boston n1obs who , in a final burst of fury , 
attacked tl~ e home s of' several of the Connnissioners and destroyed much 
property . Troops were sent to :Soston upon the Cornr.:issioners ' request 
in 1768 , and for the remainder of Bernard 1 s sta~r in Uassac1 usetts , 
B oston was an armed camp . 
In Februa r 1768 the House of Representatives sent a letter 
to the legi slatures of tte other provinces inviting cooperation acainst 
the imposition of new duties on imports into Americ a . Be rnard was 
instructed b the Uinistry to c..emand that the House lithdraw this 
Circular Letter, unde r penalty of dissolution if they should reject 
the demand . The House accepted the challeng e , refused to rescind , 
and was di ssolved in July 1768 . F or almost a full year the business of 
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the province ·was carried on \Ji t h out a legislature . 1 hen the Council 
also refuse~ to cooperate vuth Bernard in its advisory capacity, the 
Governor began to depend for advice upon a small privv:- council con-
sistine of the ranking crovm officers . 
Conv::.nced that Bernard was incapable of dealing with the 
Boston situation, the King recalled the Governor in 1769, ostensibly 
to advise the 1.:inis tr:l on affairs in America . To soften the hu-
miliation of his recall , the Government promoted Bernard to a baronetcy 
with ~~e desisnation Franci s Bernard of Nettl eham in the County of 
Lincoln, Esquire . The Mas s chusetts House responded to Bernard ' s recall 
in its 1769 session vrith the request that he be removed from the 
province forever and with the presentation of charGes of Bernard ' s 
ineptness as a Governor. 
Upon his return to England , Bernard was vindicated by the Privy 
Council of the charges :rr.~B.de by the l.1assnchusetts legislature . He 
rms successfu l in obtaininG the a.ppointr.-·ent of Thomas Hutchinson to 
succeed him as Governor of llassachusetts, but vms unab l e for some time 
to obtain a satisfactory pension f or himself . De spite r is years of 
traini:n[; and e:-::pericnce Bernard was not intrusted vii t h another colo-
nia l post but was appointed a Customs Commissioner in Ireland , a 
sinecure to 't1hich l~e assigned a substitute to do the actual work . 
Finally in 1774 he wn s placed on the pension list and ence was able 
to spend the ba lance of his days in freedom from pecuniary worries . 
He suffered a series of shocks beginning in 1771 which left him par-
tially paralyzed, and one of tl::.c se prove 1 fa tal on 1 6 June 1779 . 
He was buried in the chance l of the Church at ylesbury . 
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Ber·nard 1 s act ons a s Governor v;ere motivated by three 
forces : ::-1i s position as an eifhtcenth century English gent l eman , h is 
concern for his .:'am:'Lly , anC. h is devotion to hi s country . To a t:;reat 
extent h e Tias a proc uct of lu s back: round and his time . Cultured , 
educated, and aloof , ~e was devoted to h is country and her traditions 
and was frequently unable to appreciate American ideas . Unab le to 
change or modify his devotion to E11g li sh manners , cu stoms , and political 
ideals , he often misjudGed the tenor of the times in Amer i ca and the 
quality of Ameri can leadership , two u isastrous errors of judgment wh ich 
led to h is dovmfall . The frequent charzes of parsimony and cupidi ty 
__ urled at __ im by h is political opponents and proved by a perusal of h is 
letters are expla.:ned in part by hi s am i tion to p romote the v7elfare of 
_ s l arge family and JY the necessity of providing adequate l y for the 
ten Bernard c.l_ildren . ~ do ~~i s in the upper middle class tradi tion 
up on a l imited income was n o ea sy task . Hi s devotion to Ene land and 
to English lavJ caused him to insist U) on the prosecution of laws the 
efficacy of w~ ich he himse l f doub ted . lthou&n he was to some extent 
"the scapec oat of ••••• mistakes of the Bri tish !.:inistry and Parlianent , " 
.l-is constant wranclin:_ , scoldinc , and na r:c in£., att itude , espe cially in 
the last f ive years of h i s adr.dnistration in Massa chusetts , served to 
weaken the Bri tish cause . 
I n normal tL es Be rnard might ha ve ;..: one well , for there are 
occasional ev~d ences of good s tat e smanship in h is actions . The times 
demanded men wh o could rise above desire for personal gain and above 
nliscuided loyalties , but Be rnard , reared like most colonial governors 
in the cu l t of Cu ty and blind d evotion to King and co~mtry , lacked 
the imagination and character necessar to a succer:Jsful solution of 
the probler.1s 1.'/~l ic h confronted a royal c;overnor of Massa chusetts . 
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